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FOREWORD
We are pleased to offer this special double-issue edition of Studies in the Lin-
guistic Sciences (SLS) dedicated to a presentation of works in Chinese linguis-
tics. Our feeling is that Chinese has a significant contribution to make to our
understanding of the languages of the world, and hope that this special edition of
SLS will serve as an expression of that feeling.
As we began this project, our thoughts turned to the tradition of quality
embodied in the refereed SLS series, published by the Department of Linguistics
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign since 1971. In May of 1996 the
Eighth North American Conference on Chinese Linguistics was held at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. The Proceedings, in two volumes edited by Chin-chuan Cheng,
Jerome Packard, James Yoon, and Yu-ling You, were published in the same year
by GSIL (Graduate Students in Linguistics) at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia. We evaluated the conference papers and came to the conclusion that
selected revisions from that collection could indeed yield a final product that
would be worthy of the fine SLS tradition. Sending out a call to selected authors,
the response was enthusiastic and gratifying. As we pored over the final assem-
blage of contributed material, we felt assured that the original idea was a sound
one, and that the fruit of this effort would indeed continue the tradition of lin-
guistic quality and diversity that has been the hallmark of Studies in the Linguis-
tic Sciences.
We would like to acknowledge the help of all who have contributed to this
undertaking. First we want to thank the authors of the individual papers, whose
willingness to contribute has enhanced most directly the quality of this work and
made it possible. Next we want to thank Huei-Ling Lin, who has been a great
help and done a superb job in every aspect of this project since its beginning.
From her understanding of the various computer platforms used for author sub-
missions to her coaxing the proper Chinese character output from recalcitrant
printers, Huei-Ling's meticulous attention to detail and diligence were ever ap-
parent, even continuing over the winter break! We also wish to thank Professor
Emeritus Elmer H. Antonscn, the General Editor of SLS, without whose help the
project could not have succeeded. Professor Antonsen made the combination of
efforts that went into the compilation and production of the volume occur seam-
lessly, with the guiding hand and overseeing eye of the distinguished linguist that
he is. We also offer a sincere word of thanks to Jennifer Griffith for her assiduous
assistance in the editorial and production process.
For their generous financial support of this volume, we would like to ex-
press our thanks at the University of Illinois to the Humanities Council of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the Language Learning Laboratory, the
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures, the Center for East Asian and
Pacific Studies, and of course, the Department of Linguistics.
It is our hope that this volume will be seen as continuing the tradition of
SLS quality, and that it will serve to advance our understanding of Chinese both
as a language family and as a member of the family of languages.
Chin-Chuan Cheng
Jerome Packard
James Yoon
20 February 1998
Urbana, IlUnois
e^rl
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GENDER-MARKED SPEECH IN CANTONESE:
THE CASE OF SENTENCE-FINAL PARTICLES JEAND JEK
Marjorie K.M. Chan
The Ohio State University
marjorie.chan(«;osu.edu
Many publications exist on gender differences in English and
other languages. For Cantonese, Light's 1982 article, based on observa-
tional data and native speakers" judgments of others" and their own
speech, may be the only publication on the topic to date." This study fo-
cuses on the sentence-final particles ye and yeA; the most often reported
in the literature as feminine-marked. The database consists of twelve
episodes of a weekly television series produced in Guangzhou (Canton).
The study finds that men use these particles but not as frequently as fe-
males do. Other findings include gender differences in the selection of
je versus jek, and use of interrogatives versus declaratives containing
these particles. Hints of possible generational differences are also found.
Overall, the results suggest that the topic of language and gender is a
complex one that encompasses broader issues of interpersonal language
use in different socio-cultural contexts.
1. Introduction
In listening to colloquial Cantonese speech, one is immediately struck by the large
inventory of sentence-final particles in the language. It far surpasses the seven
cited for standard Chinese (Matthews & Yip 1994:338). Excluding particle clusters,
of which Cantonese can have as many as three strung together, some sources list
thirty or more basic forms (Kwok 1984:8, Ouyang 1993:63), and others have listed
as many as seventy-seven (Ball 1924:122-5). As Ball (1924:122) aptly remarks
with wonder, 'It is curious, and most interesting to notice how small and insignifi-
cant a word at the end of a sentence will change the meaning of the whole sentence,
like the rudder at the stem of the ship governing the motions of the whole vessel.'
In his book. Cantonese Made Eas}\ Ball (1924:125) recommends using particles
'at the end of a third, or perhaps nearly a half of the phrases and sentences (as well
as after the same proportion of the single words) that you use!'
Sentence-final particles in Cantonese often carr\ much of the intonation of
the sentence. While a number of them may have important grammatical function,
such as changing a declarative sentence into an interrogative one. many do not
have obvious grammatical function. They may simply have highly affective value,
reflecting the attitudes and emotions of the speaker. The current study focuses on
the particles je and jek. Both particles are uttered in high tone: je [ tsc 1 ] is high
level,'* and jek [ tsck "I | high with unreleased velar stop closure (and sometimes
with glottal closure).^ These two peirticles have been reported in the literature as
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feminine sentence-final particles, in that they are viewed as somehow more charac-
teristic of children's or younger women's speech (Qiao 1966, Cheung 1972, Light
1982, Ouyang 1993, Matthews & Yip 1994). Some male native speakers of Can-
tonese today may deny that they have adopted these particles (especially jek) in
their speech. In the literature, some scholars (e.g., Cheung 1972, Light 1982) have
treated je and jek as a single particle. I have chosen to treat them as separate parti-
cles for a closer scrutiny of their functions and for a more careful study of the cor-
pus.^
The earliest publication on gender-differentiated speech in Cantonese is that
by Light 1982, who analyzed yeA: (treating ye as one of the variant forms, following
Cheung 1972), and two other sentence-final particles. Light predicts that feminine
speech markers should be less frequently used, or used in reduced contexts, in
China because of women's increased participation in wider areas of society than in
the previous 'old society'. His prediction is borne out in his study, with data based
on judgments reported by native speakers about others' speech and about their own
speech.
This study is a corpus-based investigation of the je and jek in Cantonese
speech in the People's Republic of China using a set of videotaped data from a
television series produced in Guangzhou (Canton City) in the 1980's. In the proc-
ess, we will revisit the prediction made by Light. The remainder of the paper pro-
ceeds as follows. Information on the corpus is presented in section 1.1. Sections
1.2 and 1.3 provide an overview of the various pragmatic and affective uses of ye
and jek as described in the literature: section 1 .2 presents the definitions given in
some of the Cantonese dictionaries, while section 1 .3 reports on descriptions and
discussions in grammars, textbooks, and other sources. Section 2 analyzes the cor-
pus, and is subdivided into two parts. Section 2.1 presents some of the ye and yeAr
sentences in the Kaleidoscope series (where the data have been transcribed), and
analyzes them with respect to the various functions discussed in the literature. Sec-
tion 2.2 then provides observation on the distribution of the two particles with re-
spect to sentence types and who uses them. Section 3 presents some conclusions
based on the findings, and addresses some related issues.
1.1 The corpus
The data for the current study come from twelve, videotaped episodes of a very
popular, half-hour weekly television series, Maahnfa Tung ^ ffc ^
'Kaleidoscope', which ran for two years from July 1986 to June 1988. The epi-
sodes were produced each week, totalling 103 in all. The main characters (i.e., the
regulars in the series) were played by the same actors and actresses throughout that
period. The series was filmed by the Guangdong Television Company on location
in a residential area in Guangzhou, P.R.C., referred to in the episodes as Maahnfa
Hong, or Maahnfa Lane. This series was the first television program produced in
Guangzhou in which the performers spoke in very natural, everyday, colloquial
Cantonese, the kind of speech that ordinary people use in conversing with each
other, and was part of the reason for the success of the series. The colloquial nature
of the dialogues yielded a rich corpus of sentence-final particles that were not
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scripted. A quick comparison of the original scripts and the dialogues in the actual
television episodes makes it amply clear that much improvising took place, with
liberal changes to the original script, including substitution of words, deletion of
lines, and rephrasing of lines into colloquial Cantonese. Typically, only the most
basic sentence-final particles were included in the original scripts, which were
written with a mixture of Cantonese and Mandarin syntax and vocabulary. Signifi-
cantly for the present study, except for a few rare instances, sentence-final particles
je and jek were not written into the scripts. These unscripted particles were pro-
duced by the actors and actresses in the filming of the series. The fact that the se-
ries was shot on location in a real residential neighborhood, and not inside a film
studio, may have contributed significantly to spontaneous and lively renditions of
the lines by very talented, seasoned performers who made full use of their native
intuitions of Cantonese.
The naturalness of the language in the episodes can be illustrated with the
opening dialogue in Episode One of the corpus, presented in (1) below. The con-
versation begins with A-Cheung (AC), a man in his thirties who runs the neigh-
borhood convenience store. He is speaking to Sing Baak (SB), or Uncle Sing, a
senior and long-time resident of Maahnfa Lane. In ( 1 ), sentence-final particles
(some of which can also occur clause-finally) are given in upper-case bold letter-
ing. None of these sentence-final particles are performing any obvious grammati-
cal fiinction. Other particles can also be found in (1) include interjections, topic
particles, and place fillers, which are highlighted in bold. The transcription is in
Yale romanization, with informal translation included below, in just this opening
dialogue, one observes two instances ofye, both uttered by Sing Baak.
( 1 ) Chinese characters:
AC: 3^ fe - f^ f^ ^ 1^ GE BO. ^ M ^ a ^ J5^ a 1^
^r fT ii ig 51 - B GE LA.
SB: Hai • f^ B ^ ^ • ^ 0* f^ $f GE JE • ^ » % \%
^ ^ ' {^ ^ ^ f# ^ 5'J ^ BO ° %U^2.%^
JE ' "^ f#r^ f# a $? ^ ^ GA.
Yale romanization:
AC: Sing Baak, Icih dou gei taan GE BO. Jiu tauhjim a hcichohng a yiim
jouchah, ngaanjau a heichohng a dang maahnbou, gam a,
haahnghaahng kwaangkwang yauh yal yaht GE LA.
SB: Hai, Icih tai ngoh hou, ngoh tai icih hou GE jE. Cheung. Leih haih
sanfu, icih sanfii dak liiih wandou chin BO. Lcih tai ngoh a dakhaahn
JE, ngoh dakhaahn dak laih a hou sanfii GA.
Translation :
AC: Uncle Sing, you sure take life easy. You get up in the morning
and have your morning tea; in the aUemoon you get up from your
nap and wail around for the evening paper. You stroll and hang
around, and another day goes by.
SB: You think I'm having a good time, but 1 think the same thing
about you, Cheung. It's true you have to work hard, but your hard
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work earns you money. You see me with so much free time, but
having so much free time can be really miserable.
The twelve episodes that form the database for this study had been selected
for a multimedia, Kaleidoscope project in which the television series was the basic
materials for a five-volume series, Kaleidoscope: A Course in Intermediate to Ad-
vanced Spoken Cantonese. This multimedia series first appeared in 1994, while the
final two volumes are in press. The series, edited by Galal Walker, is published by
Foreign Language Publicafions, Foreign Language Center, at the Ohio State Uni-
versity. The series includes videotapes of the episodes, and is accompanied by
audio tapes of the sound tracks, Yale romanization transcriptions of the dialogues,
translations, and other language-learning materials. For ease of reference, the
twelve episodes are listed in Table 1, together with their English titles and the vol-
ume in which they appear in the Kaleidoscope series. These twelve episodes to-
gether constitute close to five hours of videotape for the current study. They had
been selected from different time periods in the two-year production of the series,
with roughly half from the first year and the other half from the second year. For
reference, the original sequence of these twelve episodes in the film series is re-
corded in Table 1 within parentheses. As shown, the very first episode in the tele-
vision series and the second-last episode form part of the present corpus, thereby
capturing the regulars at all stages of their familiarity with the characters they play.
EPISODE VOL. TITLE
(CHINESE)
TITLE (ENGLISH)
(77) M ii ^ Bf Sunny Sky After the Storm
(65) - en First Impression
(48) A 11 To Give Gifts is More Important
Than to Pay Debts
(97) m m^ Exchange of Equal Value
(32) According to the Rules
(1) m m m Consumer's Worry
(10) fir fi m. S The New Manager
(84) ^ 5^ iffl Maahnfa Greets the Spring Again
(12) The Short-Lived Mailbox
10 (102) ffs m ^ Fuss Over a Woman's Picture
11 (61) 'b ^ fl± 0^ You Know, I Know, Everybody
Knows
12 (25) ^ Endless Harm
Table 1 . The twelve episodes in the Kaleidoscope series
(Episode numbers in the original film series are given within parentheses.)
The conversations in the twelve episodes are primarily among friends, old
and new, who are residents of Maahnfa Lane. Individuals who participate as
speakers or hearers in utterances containing ye and/or yeA: are listed in Table 2, sub-
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divided into 'a' and 'b\ with seniors and adults placed in Table 2a and young peo-
ple and children in Table 2b. Most of the participants fall into the 'adult' category,
with a subcategory being spouses, and are identified as such in Table 2a. The
adults are mostly in their thirties; the seniors are in their sixties or older; youths are
teenagers, and children are pre-teens. Most events and activities center around the
adults and a pair of seniors in Maahnfa Lane. As a result, they produced most of
the je and jek sentences in the study. The participants are also subcategorized
based on sex in Tables 2a and 2b. With this introduction to the personages in the
series, we proceed to some background on the nature and functions of ye and/or
jek
.
based on dictionaries, grammars, textbooks, and other sources.
FEMALES
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The fourth and last dictionary to be noted here is Bingcai Rao, Jueya Ouyang,
& Wuji Zhou ( 1 98 1 :255, 257), where je and jek are treated as two separate mo-
dal particles. Both particles convey the speakers' tact and agreeableness, but only
jek reflects gender preference. Je is defined as expressing defence of oneself or
refuting, and ye/r that of expressing definiteness or offering advice. Jek is identified
as being used more by girls.
1.3 Functions ofye and jek in Cantonese grammars and other literature
This section presents the fiinctions of ye and ye^ given in some of the published
grammars and other sources of Cantonese. Section 1.3.1 discusses the literature
that refer only to ye; section 1.3.2 notes one source that only refers to jek; and sec-
tion 1.3.3 presents sources that recognize the existence of both ye and ye/:, though
opinions differ as to whether these are two distinct particles or merely phonetic
variants of a single particle. The complex situation suggests that further investiga-
tion is needed to comprehend more fiilly the modem context in the use of ye and
jek in Guangzhou and Hong Kong.
1.3.1 Je only
The early Cantonese sources only refer to ye. J. Dyer Ball (1924, 4th ed.) lists ye,
with high tone, as well as a mid-level tone variant, je, glossing them both as
'implying limitation'. Significantly, yeX: is not listed among his inventory of sev-
enty-seven final particles in Cantonese, among which are a number of particles
that differ only in tone or one segment.
Similarly, one of the older Cantonese textbooks of this century, and the foun-
dation for the author's better known Mandarin Primer, is Cantonese Primer by
Chao 1947. Appearing at the end of Lesson One is ye. (It is romanized as ce in
Chao's textbook, phonetically: tse 1. The explanation given of the particle is: 'final
particle having the force of "only"", "that's all there is to it.'" (1947:86, n.27) The
sentence on page 83 ends with the clause containing ye , given in (3a). (His ro-
manization system is converted to Yale romanization below minus tone diacritics,
and Chinese characters are added). Chao does not provide any further discussion
ofye in sentence-final position. He does, however, include je in the sequence, ye
ma. treating them as a '"double particle for emphasis", "that's all, you see'"
(Lesson 15, page 165, n.35). As in (3a). the example presented in (3b) has a delim-
iting fijnction, wilhjihng haih having the meaning of 'be only, merely".
(3) a. - ' Zl ' = - e - i^ «*IJ ' a «* i^ H fi A je °
Yat, yi, sam - c . haih la, ngohdeih haih saam go yahn je.
'1, 2, 3 - yuh, that's right, we are only three men.' (i.e.. people.)
b. B :$: # {^ - f@ /Jn S la ^ je ma »
yahtbun jihng haih yat go siu dou gwokga je ma.
'Japan is only a little country, you see.'
Jek does not appear in Chao's textbook, just as it did not in earlier works such as
Ball 1924.
Li Wang 1957 also notes ye only, and makes no comments about ye^. For ye.
besides the delimiting function — which clearly has had a long history, based on
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what is observed above — Wang (1957:92) also discusses je as a modal particle
used for emphasis. Furthermore, he notes that it is a particle young children like to
use, which conveys a sense of bragging on the part of the speaker.
Even into the 1960's, with the publication of the Cantonese reference by
Qiao Yannong (1966:304), there is no reference \o jek. Qiao only gives ye and dis-
cusses three functions of that particle, outlined in (4). The sentences in (4a) are
interrogative sentences in which Qiao identifies je as occurring often as a modal
particle in female speech, with a sense of being affectedly sweet. To the best of my
knowledge, Qiao may be the first to observe such feminine usage of ye. Qiao also
details the phonetic lengthening ofye in (4b), trivializing the amount. And in (4c),
the use ofye adds a sense of conceding or yielding. All three uses ofye in (4) have
in common the rendering of the sentence non-assertive on the part of the speaker.
It is also noteworthy that ye is the only sentence-final particle Qiao identifies with
gender-marked usage.
(4) a. i. f,^ t2 iWje ii. W t2 Pf ^ je
jouh matyeh je yauh matyeh sih je
'What's the matter?' 'What happened?'
b. i. — ^ ^ je ii. ^ f@ A je ...
yat houhji je . .
.
yat go yahn je . .
.
'Only ten cents (a dime).' 'It's only one person...'
c. a m % m - m je.
ngoh jihaih mahn yat seng je.
'I'm only just asking.'
Of even more recent vintage is Yongling Xu's (1993:162) study in which she
focuses on interrogative sentences. Describingyeas a particle that occurs relatively
fi-equently in Cantonese speech, she notes its presence in three subcases: one, inter-
rogative sentences in general (yes-no type of questions as well as WH-questions);
two, disjunctive V-not-V questions, and three, disjunctive copular questions, haih
... dihnghaih {% ... ^f^) 'is ... or is'. Xu does not mention yeAr and does not
delve into ftmctional explanations.
1.3.2 Jek only
In contrast to the above, Huanian Gao (1980:196-7) discusses two uses ofJek, and
does not mention ye at all. The first involves bringing the hearer's attention to a
matter, and reminding them of it. He observes the second usage as one that occurs
commonly between relatives and very close friends. Furthermore, the particle is
used by the younger generation in speaking to someone in the older generation, as
in children to their parents, and siblings to their older brothers and sisters. The us-
age also carries with it some degree of coyness, or acting like a spoiled child (as in
sajiao MM in Mandarin). He notes that a sentence such as (5b), for example,
would rarely be uttered by an old person. Thus, Gao brings into the discussion fac-
tors of age and generational differences, as well as the possibility that kinship rela-
tions across generations might also play a role in the use or non-use ofyeAr in con-
versations between participants of non-equal rank or social status.
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(5) a. v!t\ iii'i n m ^ m m in m^ iu m m
ngaamngaam ngoh deih heui tai gwo keuih laih, keuih go behng
if m if ^ jek o
hou faan hou do jek.
'We had just gone to see him. He has recovered a lot (from his
illness).'
h. n^mm^m^m jek
i
ngoh kamjiu johng gin Jeung Yuhnjeung jek.
'This morning 1 bumped into Director Zhang.'
1.3.3 Je and Jek
With the exception of Gao 1980, textbooks and grammar books of the past few
decades all seem to refer to both Je and Jek. The authors, however, are not neces-
sarily in agreement on how they should be treated. Depending on author, Je and Jek
are treated as one of the following:
(6) a. One particle with phonetic variants
b. One particle with phonetic variants and subcase
c. Two distinct particles
1.3.3.1 /e and yeAr as one particle
Sidney Lau's (1968 1st ed.. 1972 4th ed.) treatment ofyeandyeA- falls under cate-
gory (6a). He regards them as differing only in pronunciation, implying a sense of
'limitation' or 'diminutiveness'. Moreover, Lau (1972:445) notes that the two ad-
verbs, batgwo ^j!§ 'only, just, merely, nothing other than, nothing but' and
jihnghaih /^^ (used to specify a particular thing and at the same time to exclude
all other alternatives), are normally used in conjunction with these particles. They
add emphasis, precisely because of their delimiting or diminutive function. In his
glossary, Lau (1972:51-2) identifies Je and Jek as having the following function:
"used as a diminutive or as a sign of limitation'. One expects that it is the diminu-
tive function that, by extension, came to be used more by those in a more junior or
lower status to someone in a more senior or higher status. It then lakes on a further
role of being more marked for female usage, including with a coquettish nuance to
it.
1.3.3.2 Je and jek as one particle with subcase
Two studies fall under this section and uill be discussed in turn. It should be noted
that in neither study does some theoretical argument rest crucially on the analysis
given.
1.3.3.2.1
Samuel Hung-nin Cheung (1972:181-2) treats Je and Jek essentially as variant
forms of one particle, /je/. In this context, they perform one of two functions: a
delimiting function, as in (7a). and another function not yet mentioned above,
namely that of conveying pride on the part ol" the speaker in telling the hearer
something s/he would not have known, as exemplified in (7b). ~ Contrasting with
(7a) and (7b) is (7c), the third usage, which Cheung explicitly identifies as femi-
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nine-marked, and notes that it is generally pronounced jek. Cheung's four illustra-
tive examples are given here in (7c).
(7) a. i. f^ w ^mm^ f? mi ... a m - f@ je °
neih yauh gei go saimanjai a? ... ngoh yauh yat go je.
'How many children do you have? ... I only have one.'
yauh gei yuhn a? hou kahn je!
'How far is it? ... Very close!
'
b. a W 0^ Bfl ^ m M 51J f^ jek I
ngoh kahm maahn hai gaai syu gin dou neih jek!
'I saw you on the street last night.'
c. i. m. $? tS # It jek ! '^
ngoh hou hahn sihk tong jek!
'I love (to eat) candy!
'
ii. f^m % ^U U \i.n. jek?
dimgaai neih sehngyat taijyu ngoh jek?
'Why do you stare at me all day?'
iii. % 0= i%. gajek?
haih mhhaih gajek?
'Is it?/Is it so?'
iv. Dg % gajek !
mhhaih gajek!
'It's not so.'
Cheung further notes that the construction with jek in (7c) is used abundantly,
and can occur in declaratives as well as in V-not-V constructions. However, such
utterances in Cantonese have the effect of making the speaker sound soft-spoken,
with a coquettish air to it. As a result, Cheung observes that males do not use it. Of
the inventory of sentence particles that Cheung discusses in his book, gender-
differential use is only noted for jek. Moreover, jek in sentences such as (7c) is
identified as gender-exclusive.
1.3.3.2.2
Timothy Light (1982:32ff) essentially follows Cheung in considering all occur-
rences ofjek to be phonetic variants of one particle. In particular. Light focuses
on two phonetic variants of jek. a phonetically long jee, [tse:], and the checked
variant, [tsek]. Hence, Light considers Cheung's third set of examples with final -k,
given in (7c) above, to be interchangeable withyee. Light also specifically asserts
going further than Cheung in proposing that the predominance of the feminine use
ofjek provides the clue to understanding the general sense of this particle and its
variants. He notes thatyeArin sentences such as those in (7c) 'serves to draw atten-
tion to what the speaker is saying, without making a statement strongly apodictic,
and without making a question strongly demanding interrogation'. (1982:35) He
further suggests that the pragmatic use of jek in these sentences 'derives directly
fi-om the base meaning of "only" in that the speaker using jek both draws attention
to what she/he says and at the same time withholds assertiveness'.
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Light (1982:33) considers the unchecked, jee, variant to be perceived as be-
ing 'softer" and 'gentler" than the checked variant, yeA:. That is, the unchecked, long
vocalic variant, yee, is even less assertive thanye/r, in serving to reassure the hearer
that the speaker is not threatening. For Light, there is a continuum in the degree of
assertiveness reflected in the use ofjee.jek, or a bare sentence: a sentence withyee
is least assertive, jeA next, and a bare sentence with no sentence-final particle the
most assertive. Light also notes, based on interview sessions to elicit judgments of
individuals about others' speech as well as their own, that in general, the yee vari-
ant of jek is considered to be in decreasing use. This may be reflected in recent
sources (e.g., Cheung 1972, Gao 1980, and Matthews & Yip 1994), which typi-
cally identify the checked form, jek, as the one that is characteristic of female
speech, though not necessarily used exclusively by females.
Light also makes it clear that he does not identify yejt and two other feminine
particles in his study as particles that are used solely by females. Rather, they are
identified by his informants as forms that are used in the company of familiars;
that is, among family members, between lovers, and among very close working
companions.
1.3.3.3 Two distinct particles
Most publications in recent years provide a two-particle treatment. Below, we will
discuss four such sources.
1.3.3.3.1
Zifan Zcng (1982:283-4) exemplifies category (6c). in distinguishing ye and yeA-. Je
is used in contexts involving some kind of turn in the course of events, as in (8a),
and includes the delimitative function. The second particle, Jek. has two usages,
one of which conveys impatience on the part of the speaker, as in (8b-i). and the
other that of boastfulness, as in (8b-ii).
(8) a. ffn ^ $t M H 1^5 je
yihga sinji saam dim je
'It's only three o'clock now.'
b. i. i it jek ii. n m ^v. * jek
heui bin jek? ngoh maaih-jo bun jek!
'Where're you going?' Tve bought one!"
1.3.3.3.2
Helen Kwok (1984:53) simply translatesycas "only" (9a), but provides an analysis
ofjek that is germane to the current study. With respect to the use ofye^ (dzek in
her romani/ation) in declarative sentences, she notes the obser\'ations made by
Ciao 1980 regardingyc/:, and adds her own views concerning ycA- in declarative and
imperative sentences, repeated here in (9b). Further summarizing ofye^ is included
in (9b).
(9) a. Je : means 'only". (Kwok 1984:53)
b. Jek in declarative, imperative, and interrogative sentences (Kwok
1984)
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'I believe that the meaning of dzek is of an interpersonal kind.
There is a hint of intimacy, of a sharing of knowledge, a you-and-I
together feeling. This is true of the particle used in declarative
sentences... This idea is even more obvious when the particle oc-
curs in sentences which are imperatives (1984:63)... The particle
dzek occurs in declarative, imperative as well as interrogative sen-
tences. In all three uses it expresses a sense of intimacy and al-
most, in some cases, of conspiracy (1984:72).'
At least one of the illustrative examples with jek that Kwok provides in-
volves one woman speaking confidentially to another. Kwok gives no information
on participants in her other yeAr sentences; the contents in the other examples, how-
ever, suggest that the speakers in each case were well acquainted with their hearers.
Kwok's corpus consists of about two hours of telephone conversations using eight
speakers - three men and five women.
1.3.3.3.3
Jueya Ouyang (1993:64) notes the rich inventory of sentence-final particles in
Cantonese, and recognizes over thirty such monosyllabic particles. He distin-
guishes two particles, je and jek, and identifies them as occurring in declarative
sentences. He treats ye as being used to provide an explanation, or to express some-
thing reasonably. Moreover, he notes that its use reflects somewhat greater polite-
ness on the part of the speaker. This is may be due to some 'softening' effect in
adding ye. An example is given in (10a). Ouyang analyzes yeAr as expressing defi-
niteness in a mild, tactftil manner, and further notes that jek is more often used by
girls. Two examples are given in (10b).
(10) a. Iff. % - m geje
dou haih yat yeuhng ge je
'It's all the same.'
b. i. Pg % jek ii. U U ^ jek
mhhaih jek houhou waan jek!
'It's not so.' 'It's lots of fiin!'
Ouyang associates ye with politeness, but withholds a similar association for jek.
Hence, it is worth noting that Yau 1980, in his study of connotations of Cantonese
sentence-final particles, finds yeAr. to have connotations of 'coaxing', 'persuading',
and 'politely urging'.
1.3.3.3.4
In their reference grammar, Stephen Matthews & Virginia Yip (1994:354-5) ana-
lyze ye (with toneless ye as a phonetic variant (1994:189)) andyeA: as two separate
sentence particles, and place them under the category, 'Exclamatory and Affective
Particles'. They provide one primary fiinction for each particle: ye is glossed as
'just, only' (1994:340), and jek as occurring in contexts pertaining to being
'cheeky, intimate' (1994:340). Their functions and usages are illustrated in (1 la-b).
(Chinese characters have been added to the examples below:)
(11) a. Je serves to play down an idea, typically a quantity or amount.
(
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meaning 'only', 'just'.
i. ^ t^ - ^ m ^ je °
Jihnghaih yat chi gam do je.
(only one time so many PRT )
'It's only just this once.'
ii. m i^^ ak, n m m :k m geje
»
Mhhaih ak. poutung pahngyauh leih ge je.
(not-be PRT ordinary friend PRT PRT)
'No, just a friend.'
b. Jek has a highly affective value, and is characteristic of children's
and younger women's speech; it suggests a degree of intimacy,
and is only used between close acquaintances.
i. II f^ t2 IW * jek?
Gwaan leih matyeh sih jek? (rhetorical)
(concern you what matter PRT)
Tt's none of your business.'
(more literally, What concern is that of yours?— mc)
ii. a ^ B mm m jek?
Ngoh gamyaht leng-mh-leng jek? (wife to husband)
(I today pretty-not-pretty PRT)
'Do you think I look good today?'
1.3.3.3.5
Fourth and lastly, the Kaleidoscope series (1994-1997) also treat yie and yeXr as two
distinct particles. Roxane Fung's (1996:81, 82) reference guide to the five-volume
series makes a distinction between ye and yeA- with respect to illocutionary force, as
summarized in (12). A gender-marked usage ofyeAto express dismay noted else-
where in the series will be discussed later in section 2.1. in conjunction with the
relevant examples
(12) a. Je: 'a sentence-final particle used to downplay a situation which
expresses a complaint or a counter view in a mild tone'
b. Jek: 'sentence-final particle to make minor complaints to someone
they are close to; it expresses a stronger emotion thanye
To summarize the above survey, primarily consisting of dictionaries, gram-
mars and te.xtbooks, there is lack of consensus in the literature both on the number
of particles and on their functions. As one may recall. Light 1982 posits one parti-
cle with phonetic variants, and argues for a core semantic meaning of 'only' for ye
and yeA. w ith additional uses a matter of semantic extensions. For the purpose of
the present study, however, it is useful to treat ye and ycA as separate particles in
order to observe more easily cases where ye and Jek overlap and where the> di-
verge, ye is primarily used for its delimiting, downplaying function in modem Can-
tonese speech. andycA more marked for affective use. particularly by women. With
that as a backdrop, we turn first to the various ye and yeA sentences in the corpus,
and then to the findings.
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2. Je and jek corpus in the Kaleidoscope series
2.1 Je and jek sentences in the corpus
We turn first to sentence-final particle, je. It is used by both males and females in
the Kaleidoscope series. They typically have a delimiting, diminutive, or down-
playing function, as shown in the sentences in (13a-e). (13c-d) both downplay a
misunderstanding that arose as something quite trivial, with the intent of giving
comfort to the hearer(s). (13c) is uttered by a female (SS) and (13d) by a male
(SB). An offering of a counter view is exemplified in (13f), where A-Fong (AF)
counters her husband (WY), who considers his new assignment of chair of the
Committee for Housing Allocations a troublesome responsibility. In the sentences
in (13), the coding is as follows, with (13a) as example: sex of speaker (M);
speaker-to-hearer (WF to AK); and episode together with sequence of the yeA: sen-
tence in that episode (5:06). One might also note that the je in (13c) was uttered
with prolonged duration. Such lengthening of ye is observed for other tokens by
other speakers as well. It seems to be used to further downplay an idea or situation,
by underscoring the triviality of it.
(13)
a. S H /f je ma ' {^ t^t^ 0^? (M: WF to AK. 5:06)
Ngh baak gan je ma, haih maih a?
'It's only 500 catties, isn't it?' (AK's response was: 'Five tons!')
b. Q^'Dta^f^SBtBli (M: WF to WT. 11:04)
Oh, gam jeui do haih jihgei cheutfaan
S ^;^llje'W^# ^ jek?
baak fahn ji gei je, yauh gei do chin jek?
'Oh, at most it's a percentage thing; how much would it cost
(anyhow)?'
(i.e., it won't cost much)
c. — ^ 5^ # ye - (F: SS to SB. 6:03)
Yat cheuhng nghwuih je.
'It's just a (case of) misunderstanding.'
d. [^ ' nt {J^ 1^ # geye ° (M: SB to friends. 8:07)
Oh, gam haih nghwuih ge je.
'Oh, it's just a (small) misunderstanding.'
e. fg IS $? 'R ge je ' 4^ f@ M H St f# ^J °
(F: HM to new friends. 8:06)
Keuih wah hou faai ge je, bun go jungtauh jauh dak la.
'He said it was going to be quick, half an hour would do it.'
f. ^i ig n m m HP % tt f^ m m je
!
(F: AF to WY. 4:03)
Lihngdouh gamyeung jouh jek haih duei leih juhngsih je!
'The leaders ask you because they think highly of you!'
Sentence-final jek can serve the delimiting, or downplaying function, as with
je, hence overlapping with je in this function. This is shown in (14). In (14a) jek
serves as the counterpart to je in (13c-d). It occurs in the same conversation as
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(13d). (1 4b) adds some bragging at the cheap price for the shoes purchased at
some major department store. The syllable yejt in (14b) sounds short and is pro-
duced in high falling instead of high level pitch.
(14)
a. Hai ' 1^ # 1^ ge jek ! (M: AC to friends. 8:20)
Hai, nghwuih laih ge jek!
'It's just a (small) misunderstanding!'
b. + H ^ jek ' S m ± 'J>^ m ga I
(M: SB to friends. 6:02)
Sahp saam man jek, juhng hai daaih gongsi maaih ga!
'Only thirteen dollars, and they're even bought at a big department
store!'
The use ofJek in sentences that make minor complaints to someone they are
close to, as noted in the Kaleidoscope series in (12a) earlier, is exemplified in (15).
Both examples involve husbands speaking to their wives. In (15a), Fai-go (FG) is
not happy about having to move so much stereo equipment, and in (15b), Director
Wu (WF) complains, trying to hurry his wife to begin the New Year entertainment
program and not keep the audience waiting.
(15)
a. m ^'^ - m A li ft l# Jg jek? (M:FGtoBJ.7:ll)
Gam do, ngoh yat go yahn dim tok dak dihm jek?
'So much, how can I carry all that by myself?!'
b. m A^m mm ig^-ut iif#gejek?
(M: WFtoWT. 8:16)
Giu yahn chohsaai hai douh gondang, gam dim dak ge jek?
'How can you ask people to sit there and just wait?!'
The use ofJek conveying impatience noted by Zeng 1982 is also found in the
current corpus, including in (15b) above. In (16) most of the sentences are rhetori-
cal questions, spoken with impatience or in exasperation. In (16a). for example,
Mrs. Wu (WT) is irritated with her husband, whom she knows has not purchased a
bird cage, which she wants. In (16b), A-Fong (AF) is impatient with her husband
for being so troubled by his new responsibility of assigning apartments. In (16c),
Giu Ma (GM) asks indignantly if A-Cheung is Cheung Ho, and of course he is
(Cheung is his surname). Sentence (16d) is a declarative sentence, with the daugh-
ter speaking impatiently to her mother, who has gotten two customers" orders
mixed up. Sentence ( 16e) presents Jek used by a mother (WT) to her daughter (S)
showing impatience, or some degree of annoyance.
(16)
a. a m i^^ m ^ ^ si • f^ i nfe i it jek ?
(F: WTtoWF. 9:03)
Ngoh giu leih maaih jek jeukluhng, leih maaihjo heui bin jek?
'I asked you to buy a bird cage, where is it?'(lit.. where did you buy it
off to?)
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b. 53^ M ;^ Hi ' W # (If H jek? (F: AF to WY. 4:04)
Fan nguk ji ma, yauh me gam laahn jek?
'Just assigning apartments, what's so hard about that?!'
C. f^ i^. m fnj ^ jek?
Leih haih maih Hoh Cheung jek! (F: GM to AC. 6:04)
'Are you or are you not Cheung Ho?!'
d. $1' i^. M i^s ^m gejek!
Ma, leih janhaih leuhnjeuhn ge jek! (F: SG to GM. 6:07)
'Mom, you're so clumsy (careless, dumb)!'
e. m n¥ jek ?
Siu me jek? (F: WT to S. 1 1 :02)
'What 're you laughing at?'
The sentences in (16) above are uttered by females. Males also produced
many Jek sentences, some of which involve impatience or exasperation, as shown
in (17). In (17b), Uncle Sing is frustrated because he does not understand the Eng-
lish word, 'fashion', that his neighbors are using, and wants them to speak in Chi-
nese. In (17c), Director Wu is speaking to his wife, who is in fact not at home, and
in (17d) he addresses his son, whom he mistakenly thinks is listening to music
while he is studying. His son has in fact put on a pairs of earphones to try to drown
out the factory noise outside.
(17)
a. ^ II? ' t2 f/R Dtf Dg ii it 51 ge jek ? (M: AC to GM. 6:05)
Aiya, mat leih gam riihgong douhleih ge jek?
'Aiya, how can you be so unreasonable?!'
b. tl m fasahnn?? (M: SB to friends. 9:01)
Matyeh 'fasahn' a?
mmi^^m ^ mm ^if m $? jek?
Mhg5i leih gong Junggwokwa, hou mhhou jek?
'What 'fasahn'? Please speak in Chinese, would you?!'
c. - M IP (^ a D? ' ^P Dg ^ jek?
(M: WF to WT (absent). 12:03)
Yat nguk dou haih chahn a, ji mhji jek?
'The whole house is full of dust/dirt, do you know that?!'
d. m H^ ' m i^^m m% ^ i^^m ^Jim ga jek?
(M:WFtoM. 12:04)
A Mihng, tai leih yihga haih mhhaih jouh gungfo ga jek?
'A-Ming, look at you, are you doing homework right now or what?'
Zeng's 1982 observation of using yeAr to convey boastflilness, or pride, is also
found in the current data, with examples given in (18). (14b) is repeated below in
(18b). There is, included in the sentence, a sense of the speaker being quite pleased
with the situation, or with himself for having found such a bargain at a department
store.
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(18)
a. a 'life D? ^ * M^ gejek! (M: WF to friends. 5:01)
Ngohdeih a ngonjeung baahnsih ge jek!
'We're doing things according to the rules.'
b.
-f- = ^ jek ' m BfS A i> r] S ga !
(M: SB to friends. 6:02) (=14b)
Sahp saam man jek, juhng hai daaih gongsi maaih ga!
'Only thirteen dollars, and they're even bought at a big department
store!'
c. Pi ' H /^ Ili ' ^ t2 ^ jek I (M: AK to BJ. 7:03)
O, chin ji ma, yiihng mat yih jek!
'Oh, it's just money. No big deal.' (lit.. How easy.)
Some Jek sentences in the corpus are similar to those described in the literature as
more characteristic of young children or women's speech. These involve a certain
degree of intimacy in speaking between two people, as between husband and wife.
Almost all the wives ask their husbands what is the matter, as in (19a-b), some-
times simply information-seeking, and sometimes out of concern. In the case of
(19b), there is also a stronger sense of intimacy and coyness in the way the ques-
tion is posed. The sense of intimacy and sharing is also evident in (19c-d). Sen-
tence (19c) involves Mrs. Wu telling her husband something confidential that she
would not wish their neighbors to know. In (19d) the confidentiality of the news
Bing-je (BJ) shares with her husband is actually the neighborhood's latest gossip.
The intimacy is heightened by the fact that Bing-je believes the story to be true,
because ever>'one else believes it to be so. Her husband does not believe the story,
and in the ensuing exchange, he retorts in exasperation in (19e). ending his sen-
tence with Jek. Such use ofjek is confined to exchanges with someone very close.
Sentence (19f) provides an example of a husband. Dr. Wong (WY) showing con-
cern for his wife in the privacy of their home after she gets home from work; in the
process, he usesyevt. Another example is sentence (19g), in which Uncle Sing ad-
dresses his wife as 'old woman', his affectionate term for her that is similar to
American use of 'old lady.'
(19)
a. iUL P¥jek? (F: AF to WY. 4:01. WT to WF. 5:04)
Jouh me jek?
'What's the matter?'
b. D|^ ' Dg • HM B ' n^ ^ jek ? (F: AT to AC. 8:04)
Wai, wai, A-Cheung, me sih jek?
'Hey, A-Cheung, what's the matter?'
c. m^^m D^'$5clf. i'J f@ M 1, jek '(F:WT to WF. 11:04)
A, L6uh-Wii ah. ngoh tengdou go siusik jek.
'Hey, Old Wu, 1 just heard some news.' (ht., heard a piece of news)
d. f^ mm ffjek? i^ mm m (F:BJtoFG. 1:06)
Leih seun rhh seun jek? Wah go leuhng faai
mmK i^.M m i^ mga <
chimwaihngah haih A-Sing Baak 16 ga.
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'Would you believe it?! They say that it was Uncle Sing who took those
two fiberboard panels.'
e. Ant ii f/F ^fs" (M:FGtoBJ. 1:08)
Yahndeih gong leih jauh seun.
f^ DK fl^ ii It ft # IW gejek?
Leih ge louh lolaih jouh meyeh ge jek?
'Other people say it and you believe it. What're your brains for?!"
f. IM^ • ^ • Dg jek? (M:WYtoAF. 3:06)
Dim a, Pong, guih rhhguih jek?
'How 're you doing, Pong, are you tired?'
g. fa 1^ ^'Dtf f^ ffO ^ m W D^SMjek?
(M: SB to SS. 6:09)
Baakyepoh, gam leih yihga juhng yauh me yigin jek?
'Old lady, so what do you suggest now?'
It is the use ofjek in such sentences as (19) that are more typically identified
as feminine-marked usage, and males would tend to deny using it. However, (19)
shows that this usage is not gender-exclusive. Moreover, this use ofjek is not re-
stricted to intimate conversations between husband and wife. It is used among
friends, as in (20a-c); between relatives, as in (20d), involving cousins; and finally,
between siblings, as in (20e), between a younger brother and an older sister (Mrs.
Wu).
(20)
a. Og ' m D^ ' fg m !§. Wi #Jek? (F: DG to AK. 10:10)
Wai, Kwan a, keuih hai douh jouh me jek?
'Hey, Kwan, what's he doing there?' (DG whispers to AK.)
b. S§ A ' IW # It ge jek ? (F:AFtoWT. 8:01)
Wiih Taai, di me laih ge jek?
'Mrs. Wu, what's that (you have there)?'
c. E • Sg A ng^ . P^ y [^ ge jek ? (M: AC to WT. 8:02)
E, Wuh Taai a, me sih laih ge jek?
'Hey, Mrs. Wu, what's it about?' (re a meeting announced by WT)
d. ft n^ jek m? (F: BJ to AK. 7:05)
jouh me jek, Kwan?
'What is it, Kwan?'
e. i# fl ^ at jek? (M:GtoWT. 11:07)
Bingo behngjo jek?
'Who got sick?'
Besides its use in conversations among friends and close relatives, jek also
occurs in utterances that are specifically identified in the Kaleidoscope series
(Christensen & Jian 1995:27) as gender-marked. This is stated in (21a) and exem-
plified in (21b). The example involves Daai Giu (DG), Giu Ma's older daughter,
who expresses her dismay combined with exasperation. She demands an answer
from her (female) customer, who has accused her of doing something she should
not have done, without actually stating what it was that Daai Giu had done wrong.
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(21)
a. 'The final particle jek is usually used by women to express their
dismay.'
b. ^M a # lg ' ^ {^ m ^ m jek?(F:DGtoLK. 10:02)
Gauging ngoh jouhcho, dihnghaih gongcho yeh jek?
'What is it — is it something I said (wrong) or something I did
(wrong)?'
Jek used by women to express dismay can also be found in wives' conversa-
tions with their husbands, as shown in (22a-c), which has no real counterpart in the
husbands' use ofjek In (22a), Aunt Sing is distressed over the broken heel in her
brand-new shoes (cf. (18b)). In (22b), Director Wu and his wife need to hide their
tangerine plants before opening the door. In (22c), Bing-je is dismayed at the turn
of events over a broken set of speakers they had sold to A-Cheung. The closest to
this usage ofJek by males in the corpus may be sentence (22d), in which A-Kwan
(AK) is wary of how much additional money his acquaintance. Sing-go (SG),
wants from the Maahnfa residents for hiring a singer and her band for their New
Year's celebration event. Sentence (22e), from (15a) earlier, is a combination of
the husband's dismay and complaint at needing to move so many pieces of stereo
equipment from the house.
(22)
a. Q^t n? ' f/F tB W It ' Dt i£ ^ jek ? (F: SS to SB. 6:08)
Aiya, leih cheut seng la, gam dim syun jek?
'Oh! Say something! What should we do?!'
b. Dtf M^jfjek? (F:WTtoWF. 5:05)
Gam bunheui bin jek?
'Then where should we move them (tangerine plants)?!'
c. i£ mm? ^^ m # m m m :k m gejek ?
(F:BJtoFG. 7:14)
Dim syun a? Dim gaai wuih gaaudouh gam daaih daan ge jek?
'What shall we do (now)? How did (this situation) get so blown up?!'
d. Ut ^ JP II ^ jek? (M:AKtoSG. 8:15)
Gam yiu ga gei do jek?
'Then how much more do they want?'
(lit.. How much more needs to be added?)
e. m ^'a-f@A 1.^ ft f# *^ jek?
(M:FGtoBJ. 7:ll)(=15a)
Gam do, ngoh yat go yahn dim tok dak dihm jek?
'So much, how can 1 carry all that by myself?!'
What one does not find in the corpus is Jek used in sentences that are more
affectedly sweet, which Cantonese describes as de (D^) 'coquettish' (and included
in Light's article title). Such manner of speaking is described as de seng de hei (D^
^P^^). It is the Cantonese counterpart of standard Chinese sajiao (^^), and
involves coyishness or coquettish behavior, with manner of speaking that might be
accompanied by pouting, or other spoiled-child type of behavior. Such manner of
speaking is not observed in the episodes in this study. However, this may be due to
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lack of data in the corpus on boyfriend-girlfriend relationships, courting scenes,
and other private or intimate settings between lovers; that is, there are no romantic
scenes that might trigger this use ofjek.
We now proceed to a study of the distribution of the two particles.
2.2 Distribution ofye and yeir sentences
As noted in section 1 . 1 , the corpus consists of close to five hours of videotape for
the twelve episodes, filmed on location in a residential neighborhood in
Guangzhou (Canton City). Moreover, most of the conversations that take place are
among friends in the neighborhood. Hence, given the informal setting, such sen-
tence-final particles as ye andyejlr show up in fair abundance. Significantly, they do
not surface in meetings with strangers in formal speech settings. For example, in
Episode 12 concerning the Maahnfa Lane residents' complaint over the noise and
air pollution caused by a nearby factory, neither ye nor jek surfaces in the dialogue
that takes place at the factory. The scene is a meeting between the factory director
and the two (male) representatives of Maahnfa Lane, AC (A-Cheung) and WF
(Wuh Fojeung, or Director Wu). As AC and WF normally use ye and Jek quite
regularly with friends, it is significant that neither man produces either of the two
particles on this formal meeting with a stranger.
In the corpus, while there is roughly the same proportion of males and fe-
males, males deliver more of the lines. This is very obvious from even a cursory
look at the sentences in the written transcripts in the Kaleidoscope series. The
original scripts are similarly written out and fully punctuated. It should be noted
that the conversations in the series differ in at least one crucial aspect from sponta-
neous conversational discourse, namely, that the lines are utterances that are fully
punctuated as sentences and are delivered without the false starts, interruptions,
and incompletions that typify impromptu speech. For conversational discourse, it
would be very difficult, if not impossible, to try to count sentences. For the present
study, precisely because the oral rendition is based on sentences written down by
script writers, with full punctuation marks, albeit with conversational discourse in
mind, the task of counting sentences is not an impossibility. It is therefore possible
to determine both the total number of sentences in the corpus, and the proportion
uttered by males versus females. Counting is done based on the written transcripts
and using periods, question marks, and exclamation marks to signal the end of sen-
tences. As these written transcripts are produced earlier by research assistants
whose primar>' qualification is that they are native Cantonese speakers, an objec-
tive, corpus-internal study can be conducted. The episodes contain a total of 3,657
sentences, of which 1,440 (39.4%) are produced by females, and 2,217 (60.6%) are
produced by males. The proportion is thus roughly 40-60 percent with respect to
male versus female sentence production in the corpus.
Gender differences in proportion of sentence production, of course, may not
necessarily translate to differences in proportion of amount of talk per se. To de-
termine the latter, a second set of calculations is done based on syllable count of
the first four episodes. As these weekly television shows are fairly uniform in
length (averaging 23.5 minutes), the first four episodes, constituting a third of the
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total corpus, should be fairly representative of the corpus for obtaining an estimate
of proportion of talk contributed by males and females. An informal count is made,
and the finding is that males produce proportionately more syllables in these first
four episodes than females: 8,013 syllables (64.4%) are produced by males com-
pared to 4,438 syllables (35.6%) by females. Of note, also, is that males out-speak
females in all four episodes with respect to syllable count. Hence, given the two
sets of calculations, even the more conservative figures based on sentence produc-
tion indicates that males speak proportionately more than females. Roughly
speaking, females in the series speak at MOST 40 percent of the time, while males
speak 60 percent or MORE of the time.
Keeping in mind gender differences in amount of talk, we proceed to study
the distribution and use ofye and yeA: in the corpus. While the corpus is not a set of
recordings of naturally-occurring conversations among 'real people', in exploring
the social contexts in which these two particles surface in the Kaleidoscope series,
the conversations will be treated in section 2.1 as though they take place among
actual people. Ordinary viewers perceive television series such as this as reflecting
modem Cantonese usage. At the same time, this series provides a large number of
characters of both sexes representing different generations and different relation-
ships to each other. These same characters of either sex may play the role of a
friend to one person, a spouse to another, and a sibling to yet a third. Into these
different roles, the actors and actresses improvise their lines and insert ye, jek, and
other Cantonese particles that only surface in the most colloquial conversations.
The series thus provides an excellent opportunity to conduct an initial exploration
into a complex network of social relationships. Against this rich tapestry of inter-
personal interactions and relationships, we examine the distribution of the two par-
ticles.
2.3 /e(/eir sentences and their distribution
The corpus contains a total of 206 ye and jek utterances, of which 85 are ye sen-
tences and 121 areyeX: sentences. This is summarized in Table 3. The table also
provides the total number ofye and jek utterances produced by females (96) versus
by males (110). On the basis of sheer number, as reflected in Table 3, males pro-
duce more ye and jek utterances than females per se. However, as noted earlier,
males total 2,217 sentences; of these, only 5 percent (110) are ye andyeX: sentences.
In contrast, females total only 1,440 sentences, out of which 6.7 percent (96) are ye
and jek sentences. Thus, females produce these two particles proportionately more
frequently than males. Furthermore, if a 40-60 percent split in amount of talk for
females and males is applied to utterances containing ye andye^, one would expect
females to produce only 82 ye and yeA utterances, and not 96, as shown in Table 3.
In the case of males, 60 percent should yield 124, and not just 1 10, ye and yeA: utter-
ances. From this corpus, the perception that females use ye and yeA: more often than
males is based on them actually using these particles proportionately more fre-
quently in their speech than their male counterparts.
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wives, AF and BJ use jek two to four times more often than do their husbands. WT
and WF, on the other hand, use roughly the same number to each other.
The pair, WT and WF, is a somewhat special case. They have certain social
and political status in Maahnfa Lane. WF holds a Fojeung (14:^) position. Al-
though that is the lowest rank in the administrative hierarchy, nonetheless, in
Maahnfa Lane, that makes WF the highest ranking official there. WT, his wife, is
also not without status. In working for the Neighborhood Committee and, hence,
responsible for maintaining the stability of their neighborhood in areas covering
social, political, as well as recreational and other matters, WT is also regarded as
an administrative official. It is therefore noteworthy that WT does not use any Jek
in her conversations with their friends in the neighborhood (Table 7), although
they do in talking to her. WT, in turn, restricts usage ofjek to her husband, young
son (JJ), and teenage daughter (S). It may be that WT is quite conscious of her po-
sition in the neighborhood, and shows it by carrying herself with a certain degree
of pride. WF, on the other hand, uses yejt quite liberally with their neighbors (Table
7). While recognizing his status, he also seems to want to be regarded by fellow
residents as one of them, as evident from (23).
(23) {^ [51 a i^ f^ ^ H ^ je ' (M:WF to friends. 12:02)
Leih tuhng ngoh dou haih louhbaaksing je,
1^ ^ f# mt ^ Di =
dim gun dak gcim do bo.
'You and I are just ordinary people, so how can we manage/control
very much.'
(i.e., we cannot interfere much in this matter)
Further comparison of Tables 5 and 6 with respect to the use of Jek yields
other interesting observations. For example, retired SB uses Jek relatively fre-
quently with his friends in the neighborhood, as does WY, Wohng Yisang (Dr.
Wong), even though the latter does not tend to use it with his wife. AC, the shop-
keeper, uses Jek very frequently with his friends, but uses none with his own wife.
AC'S non-use ofyeArwith his wife may, however, be due to the fact that his con-
versations in the twelve episodes are conducted mostly with friends and not private
conversations with his wife. Nonetheless, with respect to the question of whether
or not males use yeA:, AC's frequent use of the particle with his friends is particu-
larly noteworthy.
Given WF's status of authority in Maahnfa Lane as a result of his socio-
political standing, and SB's status of respect as a long-time, senior resident, the
two men together produce a surprising number ofye and Jek sentences in their con-
versations with friends in the neighborhood. In Table 7, of the 52 ye and Jek sen-
tences produced by males, half of them are uttered by WF and SB! Thus, being in
a position of respect, authority, and seniority has not inhibited these men from us-
ing ye and yeA: in conversations with close friends. Just as WF wants other residents
of Maahnfa Lane to view him as one of them. Sing Baak (SB) also does not place
himself as somehow above his neighbors. This can be observed from his remark in
(24) from Episode 9 to Giu Ma (GM), who runs the neighborhood clothing shop.
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In response to her compliments on his skills in building a new mailbox, he re-
sponds that it is nothing, as he has done every conceivable type of labor in his life,
except grave-digging.
(24) n mwxm^m\&. f^ f^ ' P¥ iw * mmm?
(M: SB to GM)
Ngoh li sai yahn ah, cheuihjo nghjok, meyeh meih jouhguo a?
'In my whole life, except for grave-digger, what haven't I done be-
fore?'
(i.e., except for grave-digging, there isn't anything SB hasn't done be-
fore)
Table 8 contains data on the sentences ending with jek that are uttered by the
wives and husbands. Most of these sentences are interrogatives (WH-questions, V-
not-V questions, and Yes-No questions). In conversations between husband and
wife, for both parties, the majority of these sentences are interrogatives. In talking
to friends, however, while the wives continue to use jeJc in interrogative sentences,
the husbands use jeJc in such sentences only about two-thirds of the time. During
the remaining third, their Jek sentences are declaratives. The results suggests that
men tend to talk differently with friends than they do with their spouses with re-
spect to their use ofJek.
1
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dren or women's speech — is found to be used frequently between spouses, close
relatives, and close friends. It is, moreover, used more frequently than je by both
male and female adults. Impressionistically, it also seems that males and females
do not always produce the jek in quite the same maimer, although acoustic studies
would need to be conducted for more detailed observation. Males' production of
jek tends to be shorter in duration. There is, additionally, the question of whether
any gender differences might exist in the production of final /k/. The phoneme has
phonetic variants that range from an unreleased velar stop, to some glottalization,
to a frill glottal stop.
Speaker To Hearer
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3. Concluding remarks
The literature survey conducted for this study suggests the following possible sce-
nario in the history of the development of these two particles. Most likely the
original particle was ye, with a delimitative function and a core meaning of 'only,
merely'. That function is especially obvious in sentences containing some quanti-
fication. The affective use of this particle by children and by females is noted in
such writings as Wang 1957 and Qiao 1966. Decline in usage in this affective
sense is reported in Light 1982. The corpus reflects no obvious examples of co-
quettish usage ofye. By the middle of the twentieth century, the widespread use of
jek becomes well documented in the literature. Today, jek appears to have replaced
ye in being associated with coquettishness in female speech. A more in-depth study
shows, nonetheless, that jek is not limited to use by females, as both sexes produce
it in communication with close friends and relatives, and in more intimate settings.
The current corpus contains no examples of the truly coquettish use ofye or jek, at
least no manner that can genuinely be described as de seng de hei (B^^D^^).
The most clear-cut cases of gender-marked usage of jek are sentences such as
those in (22a-c), uttered by the wives to their husbands expressing their dismay.
Still, it would not be correct to speak in absolute terms of exclusive usage; instead,
the phenomenon is better viewed as statistical tendencies.
Instead of coquettishness, one finds ye/r often used in utterances that show the
speaker's impatience or exasperation. This was not reported in the early literature.
Given the association ofye/rwith coquettishness and affectedly sweet allure, and
its use to express dismay, foryeAto convey exasperation and impatience with fam-
ily and close friends might seem odd. Note, however, that these emotions, dismay
in particular, share in common the sense of helplessness on the part of the speaker.
The difference, thus, may involve the degree to which the speaker feels over-
whelmed, as in the case of dismay, to being exasperated or impatient, and may at
times extend to disdain or contempt in contemporary usage.
Impatience and exasperation conveyed by jek need to be understood in the
social context in which it is used. The particle is commonplace in both Hong Kong
and in Guangzhou, the latter reflected in the Kaleidoscope series. To understand in
part this shift in usage, one needs to understand how ordinary people in their daily
lives deal with family members and close friends. In western society, we are accus-
tomed to saying 'please", 'thank you', and 'sorry', to family members, close
friends, as well as to acquaintances and total strangers. l"or the Chinese on first
encountering western culture, they find the politeness in using such expressions to
family members quite incomprehensible, because for the Chinese, such expres-
sions are reserved for those whom one does not know, or for those whom one
wishes to create greater social and psychological distance. Greater intimacy and
closer friendship are in fact reflected in exchanges in Cantonese daily conversa-
tions that might at first encounter sound quite rude and harsh in tone." Ihe closest
equivalent in American society is perhaps the exchange of insults between close
friends that serve to bond rather than sever friendships.
The above examples reflect a shif\ in usage of jek that is found in
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Guangzhou, a shift away from the more obviously marked feminine speech style.
If this does not entail a shift, it is at least an extension to domains that are less
stereotypically feminine. The non-occurrence of the coquettish use of jek in the
corpus may provide some support for Light's prediction that as women increase
their participation in more domains in modem Chinese society, jek would be used
less frequently, or at least in reduced contexts. At the same time, the recent shift or
extension in the use ofjek hints at the possibility that women might be increasing
rather than reducing their use of this particle. However, since Light's is not a quan-
titative study, it would not possible to confirm or disconfirm this aspect of his pre-
diction. In the current study, jek is still used more frequently by females than by
males. With its shift or broadened scope and ftanction, it may very well be the case
that males and females are both using jek more extensively today than they had in
the past.
This study closes with a discussion of the current corpus and the extent to
which it reflects actual language use. The sentence-final particles je and jek are
explored using a television series in which the regulars on the show enacted in a
total of 1 03 weekly episodes over a two-year span. During that period, each person
has a single, designated role, and there was no partway change of performers for
the roles. At the same time, there was liberal improvising of lines, including the
insertion of numerous sentence-final particles, singly or in clusters. While some of
the original scripts reflect Cantonese syntax and vocabulary, there are many that
are essentially written in standard Chinese. The latter scripts om\Xje,jek, and other
truly colloquial sentence-final particles that characterize casual, conversational
Cantonese. To make the lines as natural-sounding as possible, the people playing
the roles freely improvised, with lines read for meaning and then paraphrased into
very colloquial Cantonese. Compare, for example, Ah-Cheung's opening lines to
Uncle Sing in Episode 1 in the Kaleidoscope series given in ( 1 ) — repeated below
as (25a) — with the corresponding lines in (25b) from the original script, written
in standard Chinese, hence romanized here using Pinyin and not Yale romanization
for Cantonese. The basic information in the lines is retained, but the words have
been totally revamped. Elicitation of sentences in this way taps these speakers'
native intuition with ftiU context present for them to produce their lines.
(25) a. M fS ' f^ IP ^ iJ: gebo = im ^ a e ^ a |^
Sing Baak, leih dou gei taan ge bo. Jiu tauhjou a heichohng a yam
^^'#« a^^ a^H^fg' Ufa'
jouchah, ngaanjau a heichohng a dang maahnbou, gam a,
fT fT M'M: 5^ — B ge la °
haahnghaahng kwaangkwang yauh yat yaht ge la.
'Uncle Sing, you sure take life easy. You get up in the morning
and have your morning tea; in the afternoon you get up from your
nap and wait around for the evening paper. You stroll and hang
around, and another day goes by.'
b. m fa ' f^^ nj ^ gf .L^ n^ o - ^ ^^ 5j5 nf ^ ^ . Hi
Sheng Bo, ni ke zhen shuxin a. Yi zao qilai he zao cha, he
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^ • sfc « B^ $g ° :^ ^ fi« f^ 6^ m r - ^'
wan, jiii kan wanbao. Huanghuangyouyoude guolc yi tian.
'Uncle Sing, you're really taking things easy. First thing in the
morning you have your morning tea; after you've had your morn-
ing tea, you read the evening paper. You stagger about and an-
other day goes by.'
Je and jek are rarely included even in the scripts that is written primarily in
colloquial Cantonese. When they are scripted, they primarily serve the downplay-
ing ftinction and are written with the character je ^. It should also be noted that
even for scripts that are written with vernacular Cantonese, sentence- final particles
may still be changed. One example is (26), from Episode 6. (26a) is the original
line with Chinese characters from the script and (26b) is the one that is actually
uttered in the show. Note first that (26a) is primarily, but not entirely, in sayable
Cantonese. It consists of colloquial Cantonese syntax and lexicon until the final
syllable, dik ft^, which is from written, standard Chinese. The corresponding par-
ticle that is genuinely Cantonese is ge !©• It is very likely that there is a conven-
tion in Cantonese film scripts in which the character, fi^, occurring in lines that
otherwise contain Cantonese syntax is read as the corresponding vernacular Can-
tonese form, ge. Still, the line was overhauled, as shown in (26b), and only two
main pieces of information are retained, namely, that the shoes cost thirteen dollars,
and that they were purchased at a big department store. The original Cantonese
sentence with particles \^ and US is a simple, neutral statement. In choosing dif-
ferent words and changing the particles to Jek and ga in (26b), the sentence be-
comes livelier, and the intonation is not simply a gradual drop in pitch. Jek. for
example, is not high level in pitch here; it is produced with a sharp, falling pitch
contour, making the utterance containing it sound very emphatic. The correspond-
ing a in (26a) is simply mid-level in pitch.
(26) a. + H^l??'^;^ ^rJJiJM ^ "
(M: SB to friends.)
Sahp saam man a, hai daaih gongsi douh maaih dik.
'ITiirteen dollars, (it's) bought at a big department store.'
b.
-h H KC jek • ff m A ^ nj n ga !
(M: SB to friends. 6:02) (=l4b)
Sahp saam man jek. juhng hai daaih gongsi maaih ga!
'Only thirteen dollars, and they're even bought at a big depart-
ment store!'
As shown above, the actors and actresses, with their intimate familiarity with
the characters they play in the series, were given much latitude in rendering the
lines into very informal, colloquial Cantonese. The distribution pattern of the two
particles that emerge from the present study should provide a meaningful basis for
further research into the pragmatic uses of these two sentence-final particles, as
well as the social settings and interpersonal relationships that spawn their use.
Irom the current study and future work using spontaneous, conversational data, we
may also gain some insight into how accurately long-running television series such
as Kaleidoscope reflect actual usage by men and women in society. With such
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knowledge, we may also deepen our understanding of how universal, or culture-
specific, is the degree of overlap between speech stereotype and actual gender-
differentiated speech in Chinese society. This issue, which is still not sufficiently
understood (Smith 1979), has not been explored in the Chinese linguistic literature.
This is at least in part because the topic of language and gender itself has been
largely ignored. The current study is thus a preliminary exploration into the
complexities of language and gender interaction in Chinese generally, and in Can-
tonese more specifically using the sentence-final particles ye and jek.
NOTES
An earlier, shorter version of this paper was presented in March 1997 at the As-
sociation for Asian Studies meeting. Sincere thanks are extended first and foremost
to Roxane Fung for initial discussion and sharing of data-collection for the project.
Thanks also go to Fang-yi Chao, Eric Shepherd, Sheng-zen Fan, Ami Chitwood,
Shunde Jin, Xiaoqi Wu, Rongrong Liao, Chengzhi Chu, Li Yu, Huey Lin, and
Haibing Shen for their help in obtaining materials, etc. Feedback on parts of this
study fi-om Timothy Light and Haruko Minegishi Cook (discussants for the AAS
panel), Chinese list subscribers, Peggy Wong, Mary Beckman, Carl Pollard, and
Liz Strand is also gratefully acknowledged. And lastly, my thanks to Galal Walker
and the National Foreign Language Resource Center at the Ohio State University
for generously making the Kaleidoscope materials available to me. Needless to say,
the usual disclaimers hold.
Sociolinguistic studies of variant forms of syllable onsets in Hong Kong Canton-
ese have investigated gender as one of the variables, but no consensus was reached
(cf Bourgerie 1990).
Just how frequently sentence-final particles surface in casual Cantonese conver-
sations versus in Mandarin conversations can be gleaned from Chappell's (1990:10)
comparison. In a 13 -minute corpus of (Taiwan) Mandarin conversation, she
counted one utterance-final particle every 6 seconds. This contrasts with one utter-
ance-final particle every 1.5 seconds in Luke's (1990:10-1) informal count for
Cantonese.
1 is high tone in Yuen-ren Chao's system of tone letters, where the vertical bar
serves to represent the pitch range schematically, and a horizontal bar visually dis-
playing pitch height and pitch contour.
Egerod (1956:12) describes the final stops in standard Cantonese (referring to the
dialect predominant in Guangzhou and Hong Kong) as 'unreleased and often glot-
talized or preglottalized.'
A last-minute footnote is added here as this manuscript is going to press. Just
received is Roxane Fung's 1997 first draft of her conference paper for the Sixth
International Conference on Yue Dialects (August 1997). Her study, the final ver-
sion of which will be published in the conference proceedings, focuses on the se-
mantics ofye and jeJc.
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Here and elsewhere, romanization and English translations are provided by the
author unless the original sources contain them. Even then, translations provided in
the Kaleidoscope series, the Cantonese corpus for this study, are not followed
strictly, since the aim here is to provide a more literal translation of the isolated
sentence where possible, while trying to capture the flavor of the colloquial
speech.
o
Yau 1980 transcribes a high falling tone for the particle, je. Matthews & Yip
1994 posit a toneless variant, ye, in addition to a high-level, ftill-toned variant.
Thus, only the unchecked form co-occurs with a syllable beginning with a con-
sonantal onset. If one were to analyze ye and ye^ as variant forms of one sentence-
final particle, the two forms can be treated as being in complementary distribution
in that case.
Thanks to C.C. Cheng for reminding me to include Rao et al. 1981.
One exception discussed at some length in Fung 1997 is Wisner 1906. Wisner
(1906:18) describes ye as "a depreciator>' particle, used in making a declaration in
continued discourse, and implying a limitation of quantity or of importance.' Jck is
'a particle of limitation, usually signifying only so much or thus, and hence, some-
times denoting that which is ultimate, final, deserving attention'. Both ye and yel
are high tone syllables.
1 ^
Actually, all Cheung's sample sentences for this fiincfion involve yejt, with no
examples containing ye. This case might also overlap with young children's usage
noted by Wang 1957.
tS has several meanings in modem Cantonese, including 'like' and 'crave.'
At the AAS panel in March 1997. T. Light also suggested looking into the simi-
larities between this sentence-final particle in Cantonese, with the base meaning of
'only', and Mandarin ery/ jfnS 'that's all."
The other two particles are: ho, a confirmation-seeking, tag. sentence-final parti-
cle; and w6, an extra-ken particle — a particle indicating that the statement is out-
side the speaker's own ken; the speaker assumes no responsibility for the accuracy
of what s/he says (Light 1982:30). My own impression is that they are. indeed,
more frequently used by females than by males in colloquial Cantonese today,
even though this has generally been overlooked, as the literature survey conducted
for this study would suggest. Nonetheless, the particles, ho and wo, differ fromyeX-
in that they are not accompanied by coquettish, affectedly sweet, spoilt behavior
that has been associated withycA in modem colloquial Cantonese.
'^ Zeng's (1989:283. 284) enlarged and revised third edition retains the same
meanings and examples for ye and jck.
The interest here is not in the absolute total number of sentences for which a
definition of a 'sentence' may be important, just as a definition for 'word' would
be needed for word count. The interest is in the proportion of sentences produced
by males and females. It is noteworthy that a rough 40-60 percent split in amount
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of talk is found in Shen's 1997 study of gender differences in Mandarin conversa-
tional interaction. Her corpus is 25 episodes of Mandarin radio talk/phone-in
shows, with a total of 10.5 hours of talk by roughly an equal proportion of male
and female participants. Her results are statistically significant (p < .01), in which
males contribute 375.4 minutes of talk (59.4%) and females only 256.1 minutes
(40.6%).
This should not be surprising, given the Chinese social context in which females
are traditionally expected to speak less than males. Even in English-speaking set-
tings, despite stereotypical notions that females speak more than males, an over-
whelmingly greater number of studies finds males out-speak females than vice
versa (James & Drakich 1993).
Thanks go to Shunde Jin for initial help on the statistics. The proportion test is
used here.
My research on je and jek emerge precisely out of my study of sound symbol-
ism in the Chinese language, and size symbolism in particular. The concept 'small',
for example, is conveyed by the use of high tone, vowels with high FO, and conso-
nants with high acoustic frequency (e.g., voiceless consonants, and consonants
with the feature [acute] or [sharp]).
Thanks to discussion with Chu Chengzhi, who refers to Chen 1 994 in aptly not-
ing the frequent use of 'thank you' in English, even to family members, versus the
more restricted use oixiexie in Chinese, and its non-use with family members. Ob-
servations specifically on Cantonese daily verbal interactions among family mem-
bers and close friends are made by Roxane Fung and the present author. See also
Kuo's 1993 analysis of conflict talk containing formulaic opposition markers (e.g.,
luanjiang 'wild talk', suanle ba 'come on', and buyiding/bujiande 'not necessar-
ily'). These markers in private conversations among friends are treated as reflect-
ing a close or intimate relationship among the participants that serve to enhance
rather than threaten the solidarity among them.
The same observation seems to hold for Hong Kong Cantonese as well, impres-
sionistically at least, though empirical studies are needed.
The particle ga in (26b) is a ftjsion oi'ge + a' (Kwok 1984:10).
Only a few linguists have been researching on language and gender. Some of
their recent studies, published and unpublished, are Shih 1984, Farris 1995, and
Kuo 1994, 1996, 1997 on aduh speech, and Farris 1991, 1997 on young children's
speech. Surveys, overviews, and mediated sources with naturally-produced con-
versational data for studying gender asymmetry in Chinese include Ye 1995, Farris
1995, Hong 1997, Chan [Forthcoming], and Shen 1997. Of course, there have been
earlier studies, both anthropological and sociolinguistic, have touched upon gender
differences, but they do not deal with language and gender as the central topic.
These include studies on terms of address, kinship terms, and naming, or charac-
ters containing the 'female' radical (e.g.. Sung 1981 and Hong-Fincher 1987,
1992); and variation studies showing gender differences in pronunciation (e.g.,
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Shen 1987 and Hu 1991a, b on Beijing Mandarin).
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Studies in Taiwanese Hokkian assign two meanings (desire/will-
ingness and future) to the modal verb BEH. Our daily conversational
data, however, show that BEH carries a wider range of meanings which
reflect its high degree of grammaticalization. In addition to indicating
volition/desire and fiiture, BEH bears rich proximative meanings and
grammatical izes as a conditional. Starting as a verb expressing desire,
BEH branches into a verb of intention and one of conditional. The ex-
pression of intention evolves a fiiture sense. The loss of time reference
of immediate fiiture triggers the proximative sense characterizing non
event-centered predicate. On the other hand, the universal route of de-
velopment from deontic into epistemic modality accounts for the emer-
gence of BEH as a conditional. This is in congruence with the hypothe-
sis put forward by Bybee & Pagliuca 1985 that epistemic modality is
derived. Based on the rich conversational data, which best manifest the
nuances of contemporary semantic difference, the present paper postu-
lates the two paths of change that are associated with the grammaticali-
zation of BEH: (i) desire > fiiturO proximative; (ii) deontic > epis-
temic.
1. Introduction
In many languages, modal auxiliaries form an independent set of grammatical
categories in opposition to other sets of words. One semantic characteristic of mo-
dal auxiliaries is that they usually involve the possibility, prediction, or necessity
of the truth proposition expressed or the volition, obligation, or ability of the
speaker or addressee. Another phenomenon characteristic of modal auxiliaries is
that of polysemy. A single modal auxiliary usually performs several functions in
different contexts. Despite the intriguing behavior of modal auxiliaries, traditional
grammarians tend to be descriptive by treating the senses of a single modal as un-
related. However, historical evidence across languages has shown that polysemy is
anything but a chance artifact (Aijmer 1985, Anderson 1986, Bybee «&. Pagliuca
1985, Sweetser 1990, and Traugott 1989) and that grammaticalization' is a trigger
that accounts for many grammatical phenomena (Hopper 1991). One sense may
develop from another sense appearing earlier in the history but both can occur syn-
chronically in different contexts; the diflerent senses may represent dilTcrenl stages
of development. Therefore, synchronic polysemy of modals often reflects dia-
chronic change. Besides, few modals carry a single pure meanings, but rather two
(or more) meanings coexist in a single modal. In his study of the English modals.
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Palmer 1979 argues against the traditional view and finds that there are no in-
stances in his corpus where 'shall' and 'will' CAN be regarded as expressing 'pure'
futurity as conceived in grammar books. 'Will', for example, may indicate the
speaker's volition or promise to carry out the action or the futurity or possibility of
the future action.
Chinese encompasses a group of expressions associated with modality.
Among them, modal auxiliaries parallel the semantics of English modals although
they have different syntactic behaviors. In Taiwanese Hokkian, the volition verb
BEH^ iWCp expresses 'desire', 'volition', 'fiiture', 'proximative', or 'conditional'.
Syntactically, it behaves either like a verb, an auxiliary, or a conditional. Dia-
chronic and synchronic studies on volition verbs such as Mandarin YAO (^) or
BEH offer a detailed description of their semantics. However, they fail to account
for the semantic relations between the senses of BEH. It is in view of the absence
of studies on the semantic relations among functions ofBEH that the present study
attempts to discover how the meanings are linked to each other and how one gives
rise to another.
Before we proceed to the discussion of the data on BEH, we will look at
general theories concerning the distinction and development of modal meanings.
Following this are studies in the grammaticalization of volition verbs and the evo-
lution of future meaning in other languages. The discussion will be oriented mainly
toward the mechanisms of change that activate the grammaticalization of volition
verbs and the emergence of future meaning.
2.1 Modality and the evolution of volition verbs
Lyons (1977:787) notes that modality concerns necessity and possibility, the cen-
tral notions of traditional modal logic. Semantically, it involves 'nonfactual'
(Palmer 1979:8) worlds, especially the speaker's attitudes towards the truth condi-
tion of the uttered, e.g., 'uncertainty', 'defmiteness', 'vagueness', and 'possibility'
(Crystal 1980:230). The variety of modal meanings reveals synchronic ambiguity
between the 'external' (sociophysical) and 'internal (emotional and psychologi-
cal)' domains (Sweetser 1990:49). It has long been recognized that that there is a
cross-linguistic tendency for modals to be ambiguous between root (deontic) and
epistemic senses (Sweetser 1990:49).
Deontic, or root, modality indicates 'the necessity or possibility of the event
described in the statement' (Sweetser 1990:57) that is to be performed by a mor-
ally responsible agent(s) (Lyons 1977:823). Modal words of this type express
'what is obligatory, permitted, or forbidden' (Palmer 1979:3). When one utters a
deontic modal, he is imposing upon someone the responsibility to perform or re-
frain fi"om the action. What is expressed is not the proposition itself, but one that
will obtain through the performance of the act (Lyons 1977:823). The modals that
explicitly denote 'real-world obligation, permission, or ability' fall into this cate-
gory (Sweetser 1990:49). In this sense, deontic/root modality is concerned with
external conditions of events.
Epistemic modality relates mainly to the speaker's inference (Palmer 1979:3).
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The epistemic sense makes reference to the speaker's '(lack of) commitment to the
truth of the proposition being expressed' (Palmer 1986:51). The worlds referred to
by epistemic expressions are 'undecided' (Palmer 1986:51). That is, the truth of
the proposition is not necessarily or contingently true. The acts involved in ex-
pressing epistemic modality are not 'the acts of stating', but the 'acts of induction
or deduction' (Sweetser 1990:57). It refers to the speaker's internal world whereby
the cognitive acts of concluding and reasoning take place. Four possible ways,
Palmer (1986:52) notes, might be used by the speaker to indicate his inner state of
knowledge:
(1) It is possible that.. ./I think that...
(2) It is to be concluded that.../I conclude that...
(3) It is said that.../X said that...
(4) It appears that...
Heine et al. (1991:175-8) take a different stance on the distinction between
deontic and epistemic modalities. In their view, deontic modality and epistemic
modality involve two domains of conceptualization. The contrast between these
two types of modality can be summarized as below:
Deontic
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1978:114, Bybee & Pagliuca 1985, Bybee et al. 1991:20, Heine et al. 1991:176,
and Bybee et al. 1994:252). Compelling evidence is found from languages across
the world (e.g., Inuit, Danish, Tok Pisin, and English). 'Volition' or 'desire' is an
agent-oriented modality that may lead to future meaning. The main grammaticali-
zation channels of future markers is suggested as below (Bybee et al. 1991:32):
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
obligation intention future probability
desire root possibility possibility
ability immediate future imperative
use in complements
use in protases
Table 2: Grammaticalization channels of future markers
According to Heine et al. 1991, it is contexts that contribute to the semantic and
syntactic change. At the initial stage, a verb having a 'voHtion' or 'desire' reading
requires an animate subject. This is in the domain of deontic modality (Heine et al.
1991:174). As the subject is extended to a third person, the speaker is not express-
ing his own desire but reporting a third person's intention, hence the rise of inten-
tion (Bybee et al. 1991). At a later stage, the subject may be extended to an inani-
mate one, which eliminates a 'volition' reading, for an inanimate subject is unable
to have willingness. The loss of 'voHtion' reading gives rise to an epistemic mean-
ing whereby the speaker articulates his state of knowledge by making 'prediction'
on the predicate. Finally, epistemic meanings are generalized to a future marker.
The emergence of a future marker is an instantiation of a common strategy
which the speaker conceptualizes a more 'abstract' category in terms of a more
concrete behavior, here volition (Heine et al. 1991:172). The change is a meta-
phorical one since it involves a shift between domains, i.e., from concrete to ab-
stract ones. This reflects a common pathway of grammaticalization, which, as we
conceive it, is motivated by contextual and pragmatic factors. In the main discus-
sion, we will exemplify how the semantic, pragmatic and syntactic behaviors of
BEH embody the general tendency of grammaticalization.
2.2 Diachronic and synchronic studies in the semantics of BEH and YAO
In this section, we will review first the diachronic and synchronic investigation on
the volition verbs BEH and YAO. Although the current paper concerns the gram-
maticalization of BEH, it is necessary to look at the meanings BEH and YAO, for
they have similar modal functions, and Taiwanese Hokkian BEH is usually com-
pared with its counterpart in Mandarin, i.e., the volition modal verb YAO. Besides,
as noted by Cheng 1985, Sanders 1992, and Tsai 1995, the functions of YAO are
strongly influenced by Taiwanese BEH as a result of the close contact between
Taiwanese Hokkian and Mandarin in Taiwan.
Contemporary data reveal that both BEH and YAO express future and voli-
tion. Tatsuo 1987 takes BEH as a verb of volition and considers it an older form
for YAO. The use ofBEH as a simple future marker is a later use, as in :
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(6) m^ m m ^; E ^ fi m. ^.^
Zhuju bao yu si; chen shuo gi YU si
dwarf stuffed be.going.to die subject PN hungry BEH die
'These dwarfs(, who receiving the same amount of emoluments as
mine,) will be stuffed to death (because of too much food), while I(,
who am so tall and stout,) will be hungry to death (because of lack of
food).'
{History ofthe Han Dynasty)
Likewise, Lij (1992:254) identifies BEH as a classical form of YAO. Both
words refer to a psychological state and imply 'necessity' or 'possibility'. A de-
tailed discussion of the meanings ofYAO is given in Lu (1980:520-1). According
to Lu , YAO can be a verb, an auxiliary, or a connective, as summarized below:
i) hope to get (v.)
E.g., 11 i # lie ii ^•
zhe ben shu wo hai YAO
this CL book I still want
'I still need this book.'
ii) will (aux.)
E.g., fife ^ ^ WW-
ta YAOxue youyong
he want learn swim
'He wants to learn swimming.'
iii) need, have to (aux)
E.g., ft i^ffi ^ m.
gie tongxi YAOhuan
borrow thing want return
'You need to return the thing you borrow.'
iv) possibility (aux)
E.g.,* m^ ^ TM T.
khan yangzi YAO xiayu le
look way be.going.to rain PAR
'It looks like rain.'
v) be going to (aux)
E.g.,f& ^ \b\^ T.
ta YAO huilai le
he be.going.to comeback ASP
'He is coming back soon.'
vi) comparative (aux)
E.g.,ftfe ^ tb a ^ 6^ 1* ^.
ta YAObi wo zou de khuai xie
he wantCOMPA I walk COMP fast some
'He walks a little faster than I.'
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vii) supposing (connector)
(a) ^(^)+NP
E.g., it ta f+)t? ^ n ^ r- n
The pa shenme? YAOwo jiu bu pa
this fear what if I then not fear
'What is this to be afraid of? If it were me, I wouldn't be
afraid.'
(b) ^+predicate/clause
E.g.,f^ m m ^, M m m ^ n m-
ni YAOneng lai, na gai you duo hao a
you if can come that should have very good PAR
'If you could come, how wonderful it would be.'
viii) marking either of two options (connector)
E.g.,^ gt ^ f^, ^ It ^ a
YAOjiu shi ni YAOjiu shi wo
want then be you want then be I
'Either it is you, or it is me.'
Four core functions can be abstracted from the above list, i.e., volition, future,
obligation and conditional. Except for the third function, i.e., the 'obligation' read-
ing, all the examples find equivalents in Taiwanese where YAO can be replaced
by BEH.
Similar observations are found in Li (1983:180-2), Cheng (1985:357-9), and
Tsai (1994:289), although the marking a condition by BEH or YAO is not men-
tioned in any of these studies. An extensive comparison between Mandarin YAO
and their Taiwanese BEH equivalents, however, is made by Cheng et al.
(1989:355-62) based on the data provided in Lij 1980.
A checklist account exclusively of BEH is seen in Chen (1991:101), where
BEH is believed to perform the following functions:
i)
ii)
iii)
want
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iv) ellipsis of some words (+NP)
Wi X IS m. m ^m-
BEH tea chun toh be anne
want big boat TOHwill.not PROF
'It if had been a big boat, the result would have been different.'
v) emphasis (+ question words)
BEH anchuaN toh ho
be.going.to what.to.do TOH good
'What should we do?'
The preceding list raises several questions. First, no difference can be detected be-
tween (iii) and (iv). Both of the examples in (iii) and (iv) carry a conditional mean-
ing and both precede an NP. Second, although Chen points out that BEH before a
noun phrase is triggered by ellipsis of some words, he does not specify what is ac-
tually omitted. Third, to regard BEH as a marker of emphasis loses its whole pic-
ture of semantic change. In our point of view, BEH before an NP is motivated by
the omission of a 'saying' verb, whereas the fifth use derives from its auxiliary
function of futurity.
The diachronic and synchronic studies recognize the diversity of functions of
volition verbs BEH and YAO. However, none of them addresses the interesting
issue of how the various semantic and syntactic properties are related to each other.
We will turn to this issue later.
2.3 The corpus
The total length of the corpus is about four hours, composed of face-to-face con-
versations, telephone conversations and radio talks. The unit of utterance is intona-
tional unit. Details of the sources of data are given in Table 3:
Text No. Type Length
1 2 3 5 6 17 19 20 face-to-face 153'38"
121314151618 telephone conversation 44'22"
4 7 8 9 10 11 radio interview 41 '40"
Total 3hrs. 59'40"
Table 3: Description of the corpus
A total of 242 instances of BEH are found in the corpus (repairs and fragments ex-
cluded). Given that a single occurrence of one morpheme may have more than one
meaning (cf Palmer 1979 above), we will not count the exact frequency of differ-
ent functions but focus on their semantic link.
3.0 Discussion
The contrasts of mood in Chinese basically follow the realis vs. irrealis distinction
(Cheng 1985:357, citing Bickerton 1981). Realis mood includes "non-future, fac-
tual, actual, and observed events', and irrealis mood "future, potential, conjectured,
and anticipated events'. Irrealis mood is marked by an auxiliary or adverb. In this
regard, BEH is an auxiliary verb that denotes the irrealis mood, for it expresses
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'want', 'future', 'volition', and 'condition'. In the following discussion, we will
begin with the development ofBEH from volition to future.
3.1 From volition to future
The root meaning of BEH is 'wish' or 'desire'. At this stage, BEH is followed by
AI (g) or TIH 'want'^ which takes an entity as its complement, as in (7) and (8):
(7) A ^ ^ TIH M-
lang kuaNBEH tih hue
people hurrywant want goods
'One ofmy customers is in a hurry to obtain the goods.'
(8) ^ g n^ H p#.
BEH ai saN be saN
want want what buy what
'(You) can buy whatever you want to buy.'
In (7) and (8), BEH is within the scope of TIH and AI and both compounds have
the same meaning as that of an isolated TIH and AI, respectively, i.e., expressing
the 'want' of an entity. This shows that while carrying the root meaning of 'want',
BEH does not function as a pure verb but obtains a syntactic status of an auxiliary-
like verb. The auxiliary feature is also revealed in the following examples when
BEH takes an action or state as its complement:
(9) ^ ±.m m w: m ma m
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WM S# ma.\
chusen kikim ma
charity fund PAR
'The purpose of this concert is mainly to raise some charity fund.'
(12) it^ pinf?#
che pinakut
this rib
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mchiah e huikhi
MCHIAH will troublesome
'It is because it is (an ingredient) that is facing extinction that it is trou-
blesome.'
(16) (D is telling her friend S (C's wife) that C dropped in on D gave D a big
grapefruit to wish D good luck. D then invited C for some tea.)
m m m i§. i^^ '^ m ^ bo.\
goa konga bo li BEHphau te bo
I say DM DM you want infuse tea PAR
'I asked, "Would you like to have a cup tea?'"
i kong mai mai
he say no no
'He said, "No, no."'
f? IS ^ ^ a ^Djg._
i ma BEH chau a anne
he also want walk PAR PROF
'He is leaving soon.'
One should be cautious, however, that the immediacy of the action, however, dif-
fers from the immediate future observed in languages such as English, derived
from the movement verb. For example,
(17) I'm going to give you something.
According to Bybee et al. (1991:31-2, in Traugott & Heine 1991), the stage of a
movement verb such as 'come' marking immediate future is situated between that
of 'intention' and that of 'future' since immediate ftiture carries much richer se-
mantic features than a simple future does. In fact, the immediate future sense car-
ried by the English movement verb derives from its goal-oriented nature, for it de-
notes as part of the semantic content of the verb a movement to be taken immedi-
ately by the subject. BEH, however, has the semantic source of volition. In (16),
the immediate sense comes from the impending extinction of this herbal product,
while in (17), C's visit was intended as a short one. In other words, it is the predi-
cate after BEH rather than the intrinsic meaning of BEH that indicates the imme-
diacy of the event. This amounts to saying that the sense of immediate future is a
contextually induced property of BEH.
Some further instances with BEH as a marker of an impending fiiture are
found where BEH is preceded by the adverbs TIH/TEH (^6^) or KIONG (?g), as
in:
(18) W U <L2 [5]^ L2>
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"fi^^ m^ 7 a.\
TIHBEH siu liau a
be.going.to take.course over PAR
'I have a classmate who is going to finish the course taking by the end
of this semester.'
(19) a f^ p ?s sx :& f^ mx a.\
goa he khakiong BEH kah li kangkhuan a
my that foot strong be.going.to COMP you same PAR
'My feet are going to be (as weak) as yours.'
Although the original written form of TIH is hard to retrieve (Cheng et al.
1988b:458), it behaves like a locative verb such as in i ti goa bin (He is outside) or
sometimes has the same written form as that of the present progressive marker ('>
^). If TIH in (18) had the same origin as the locative verb or the present progres-
sive marker, one could attribute a progressive sense accompanying the 'volition'
sense. For a subject to be currently having the intention to do something seems to
imply that the desired action is going to take place soon. In (19), KIONG (written
as ^^, cf. Cheng et al. 1989:404), as the word itself suggests, adds to the imminent
outcome of the subject's leg. In both of the two instances with KIONG-BEH, it
signals an undesirable fiiture. This can be attributed to the negative force carried
by KIONG, while TIH in TIH-BEH does not imply in itself a negative effect.
The marking of an unfavorable event is also found where BEH precedes SI
(^) 'die' or HAI {"m) 'bad', as in:
(20) npsj m^ iti:
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Either SI 'die' or HAI 'bad' refers to an outcome that the subject does not want to
happen. In fact, RW^t, 'ElWM^^ and S):Pg$£, especially 'Ml0t, are formulaic
expressions in Taiwanese Hokkian. They are used to signal that the speaker can
barely tolerate the action anymore or that the actualization of the predicate after
BEH is unwelcome. In these three examples, virtually no possible world but an
irrealis modality is designated through which a pragmatic effect is intended to
convey the speaker's negative attitude. Being devoid of temporal reference, the
sense thus carried is not an immediate future but one of proximity. The mechanism
that propels this change involves the contextual factor that the subject 'does not
want the action to take place'. However, the reading of 'not want' remains a con-
versational implicature instead of a conventionalized one. This is in contrast with
Chamus, an Eastern Nilotic language spoken by the Maa people, whose 'not want'
reading evolves a grammatical negative marker.
There is another pragmatic meaning that feeds the future path of BEH when
this gram precedes question words. The most prominent case appears in the formu-
laic expression given below:
(24) <L2 ijg^^L2>V^<L2 \'k^ L2>,/ '^ ^1^. Pg?_
libaitian mei huoshi BEH anchoaN chiah
Sunday no food will how eat
'There is no meal supply (in the dorm). How can he eat?'
(25) (The speaker is looking for words to express what she wanted to say.)
li BEH anna kong
you be.going.to how say
'How shall I put it?'
(26) wi m m ^tg?/
BEH na u koleng
will how have possibility
'How can it be possible?'
Recall that BEH before a question word is assigned an emphatic use (Chen 1991).
In our view, however, a plausible reading for BEH in these examples resembles
the English 'shall' when it is used to suggest or advise. BEH in the above three ex-
amples descends pragmatically from the future meaning and points to a world of
uncertainty. One would argue that an epistemic meaning, a characteristic of future
sense, cannot have question forms. The semantics of these sentences tells us that
what is questioned is the internal meaning of the predicate, not BEH, which is ex-
ternal to the predicate. In (24), for example, it is the verb 'eat' that is questioned by
'^.'^^', whereas in (26), what is questioned is the possibility ' nJtg' by 'IfPW- In a
word, the conversational implicature explains BEH's reading as 'how one should
do about something or how can something be possible at a ftiture time'.
3.2 The proximative
All the instances of BEH above project actions or states that have the potential to
take place at a certain point on the future time axis. There are other instances,
however, which are irrelevant in the temporal domain. In other words, the he mark-
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ing of a future event is extended to an atemporal state, as in:
(27) ng g^ i- lEii R 515 e {^m la.\
Ian BEHkhi chiaNpengkah khu e kongke la
we will go right-side COMP PN NOM shared PAR
'On the right side (of the road along which you walk up the hill) is (the
land) which we share with Mr. Khu.'
In (27), BEH khi modifies a static fact, i.e., that the land is on the right side (of the
hill). The action of 'going along the right side', however, is irrelevant to any onto-
logical time or to any of its external instantiation. On the other hand, a conditional
meaning is implicated that if one goes on the right side of the road (up the hill),
one will see the shared land. The development of BEH into a conditional marker
will be taken up shortly in the following discussion.
Another exemplar of atemporal proposition involves a conceptual shift from
an action close to an immediate fiiture to something close to a location or a quality.
Consider (28),
(28) m ^
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where the verbal complement KAH (S.) is deleted. The recovery of KAH in (29)
and (30) preserve their meanings, as shown below:
(29')(ff» e m m m R m m R--
i e ui thiaNBEHkah thiaNBEHka
he ASSC stomach ache near COMP ache near COMP
-t: A m ^_
chit pe ko gueh
seven eight CL month
'(His stomach) had been aching for almost seven to eight months.'
00') mm) m m.%R h=+= m u ^flis._
kesiau chha BEH KAH saNchap thong kho anne
price differ near COMP thirty QUAN dollar PROF
'The price difference is over thirty dollars.'
The discussion so far in this section illustrates the change ofBEH from a fu-
ture marker to a marker of proximity. It predicates a contextually motivated irrealis
condition (examples 20-23) and marks a further development from the temporal/
dynamic domain to one characterizing a state or situation. The path of semantic
change in general follows the principle put forward by Heine et al. 1991 that con-
cerns the shift from a concrete domain to an abstract one. On the other hand. BEH
as a proximative does not operate at the core of the matrix sentence but appears in
a relative clause (example 28) or behaves like a preposition under syntactic re-
analysis. In what follows, BEH we will look at another development of BEH
which also has both semantic and syntactic import, namely, the conditional BEH.
3.3 The conditional BEH
As observed by Traugott 1985, a verb of optative modality is a lexical source for a
conditional marker. A case in point is Mandarin YAO (^). The same change is
also found in Taiwanese BEH. It is used in a protasis to express the speaker's sup-
position on a certain event or state. Consider the following excerpts:
(3 1 ) (The speaker, who is interviewed by a radio host, is regretting that she
didn't bring enough material for the topic (English language education)
they are going to talk about.)
goa BEH chaiiaN
I if know
ma sian chunpi chitkoa chuliau
also beforehand prepare some material
'If I had known earlier, I would have prepared some materials (for the
talk today).'
(32) m= m^ m m % m ^w m m u hoN?\
ah anne kong siuN kin BEH chai ka kong bo hoN
EX PROF say too fast if know KA say neg PAR
'Ah! I told the boss too soon that I had a car. If I had known (that the
boss would provide me with a business car), I wouldn't have told him
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so/'
Both (31) and (32) express a subjunctive/irrealis mood indicating regret that some-
thing should have been done. In (3 1 ), for example, the speaker is regretting that
she didn't prepare well for the talk. Example (32), similarly, expresses an impossi-
ble conditional.
In addition to marking an action that should have or should not have been
carried out, BEH is used to denote the speaker's negative attitude toward the predi-
cate. Consider (33):
(33) Ifl r^ M e tg ^@ §t m glj D^?\
ah bo nng e sio siongBEH m chhong saN
DM no two CL each gaze if m do what
'(If they did not go to work, they would have to stay at home) looking
at each other. Otherwise, what else could they do?'
In (33), ^ m 'if not' implies that if the couple did not go to work, it would be bor-
ing to stay at home looking at each other all day long. Not going to work but stay-
ing at home is a fact that the subject sneers at. In other words, BEH operates on a
negative condition that is believed by the speaker to exist in an almost impossible
or unfavorable world. With BEH, the speaker is conveying her subjective view on
the situation thus described.
Syntactically, a process of syntactic reanalysis is also under way in which the
complementizer KONG (written as g^) after BEH is left out, because in many
Chinese dialects, verbs indicating the speaker's cognitive state are usually fol-
lowed by the complementizer KONG (cf. Huang 1982) when they take a clausal
complement. The recovery of KONG preserves the meanings of the sentence. As
for the subordinative fianction of BEH, recall Table 2 where protases figure in a
young, i.e., later, stage in the future path. The conditional use of BEH therefore
embodies a later stage of development.
Semantically, the derivation of conditional BEH abides by the pathway char-
acteristic of languages in the world. Since a conditional makes reference to the
subject's internal judgment or supposition and may condition on something that
did or would not take place, the conceptualization can be said to be from "wanting
a dynamic situation to happen' to 'wanting a static situation to happen'. In Heine et
al.'s terms 1991. the extension from a dynamic to a static situation is in accord
with the shift from deontic to epistemic meanings. Moreover, the change involves
a direction from the 'desire* of an external situation to an indication of the
speaker's state of knowledge, which complies with Traugott's 1989 Tendency 3.
The directionality of the evolution of conditional meaning is summarized as below:
(i) Deontic>Epistemic
(ii) Dynamic>Static
(iii) Tendency 3: Meanings tend to become increasingly based in the
speaker's subjective belief state/attitude toward the
proposition.
A fiirther development is observed with the conditional use of BEH, where it
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is followed by an NP. Consider (34):
(34) ?r|] ^ $5^ a D^ le ^ H M m a._
ah BEH goa goa chia le saN kang toh sen a
DM if I I eat PAR three day TOH bored a
'If it were me, I would lose my appetite only eating meals (at a catefete-
ria) for only three days.'
(35) m w^ m m ^ e gt,_
he BEHnua be ho e toh
that if inflamed will.not good NOM TOH
m n 'iM. ^ e gt ^? a.\
iong goa chit be e toh ho a
apply I this ingredient NOM TOH good PAR
'For (the wounds) which have been inflamed for a long while without
being able to get over, the application of my ingredient will make them
recover soon.'
(36) eN= m ^ m.= if^ ^<L2ggliL2> e ff^ f^ a,_
eN che na BEH siaNmi te paotuei e siaNmi he a
DM this if if what ASP run errands NOM what that PAR
(IE m m i^^ mm
goan long the li hokbu
we all for you serve
'If you happen to need us to run errands for you, (we will be at your
service).'
(37) ^= mm tg^ (/J^ Mm),_
sio hoeki
W^= n^
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3.4 Two paths for grammaticalization of BEH
There are two lines of development that operate on the grammaticalization of BEH.
The first line is its pathway toward a ftiture marker. The stages of change are
summarized in Tables 4 and 5:
Stage
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any lexeme arises as a result of its multi-faceted grammaticalizing processes, we
hope this paper would direct the attention of those who wish to explore the seman-
tic and pragmatic properties of polysemy in different dialects in contemporary
Chinese.
NOTES
Although the word 'grammaticization' is used by Hopper 1991 to refer to the
semantic change of a lexeme, we will use 'grammaticalization' instead throughout
the paper, for as Traugott 1989 contends, no clear distinction can be made between
grammaticalzation and semantic change (Traugott 1989), and in the same line,
'grammaticalization' may subsume grammaticization, which is more related to a
fiilly evolved syntactic change. In view of the intricate sense relations of a certain
morpheme, we would use 'grammaticalization' throughout to subsume all seman-
tic, pragmatic and syntactic changes of a morpheme.
I am indebted to Professor Paul Li for reminding me that in some dialects, BEH
is pronounced as BUEH. For convenience of reference, however, the form BEH
will be used throughout the paper.
Lg 1992 notes that ^ is a classical form while ^ is used in spoken Chinese.
Based on the consensus that Taiwanese preserves an older Chinese orthography,
we regard the written form for BEH as ^. Cheng (1989:359-60), on the other
hand, prefers ^ as the written form for BEH because g^ does not have as rich
meanings as ^, which, in addition to its expression of volition or obligation, also
appears in words such as ^^,M.W^^M^ etc. To avoid confusion, we choose ^
as the written form of BEH.
"*
cf. Chung & Timberlake (1985:242)
The romanization for Mandarin words appearing in the examples cited is that of
the Pin Yin system.
The romanization of Taiwanese in this dissertation generally follows that of the
Church system as seen in Cheng & Cheng 1977, with two changes for ease of typ-
ing. First, Cf
,
e.g., in ko- ($i) 'aunt', and o, e.g., ko (^) 'brother', are not differ-
entiated except where ambiguity may arise. Second, nasalization of vowels at the
syllable final position is indicated with a capitalized 'N' instead of a superscript 'n'.
No tone features are indicated.
n
TIH carries the fourth tone.
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This paper addresses the problem of acronym identification and
recovery during the word segmentation process of Chinese texts. The
paper is organized as follows. The first section discusses the motivation
of the research. The second section focuses on the properties of
acronyms: their defnition, formation, and characteristics. The third
section proposes an algorithm for acronym identification and recovery.
The final section discusses the major limitations of the research and
suggests some future research directions.
1. Motivation
The research is motivated by the fact that the first problem that a Chinese language
processing system comes across is the segmentation of words in a text. Unlike
most Western languages, there are no word separators such as spaces in Chinese
texts. A Chinese text is composed of strings of consecutive characters with
punctuation marks and paragraph breakers. A word is composed of either one
character or many characters. Further analysis cannot be conducted before a text is
segmented into words. Therefore a lot of research has been carried out on word
segmentation and has achieved significant results (Fan &. Tsai 1988; Sproat & Shih
1990; Chang, Chen, & Chen 1991, Lee & Yeh 1991, Chen & Liu 1992). The
accuracy rate of most of the systems is over 90%. Many of the approaches make
use of a dictionary to help identify or confirm word boundaries. However, there
are many words that cannot be found in a dictionary, such as personal names and
organization names. These words have been referred to as unknown words. The
performance of the word segmentation systems depending on dictionary lookup
deteriorates significantly when unknown words are encountered. Unknown words
consfitute the major source of the error rate of the word segmentation systems (Lin.
Chiang, & Su 1993, Sun et al. 1994). As unknown words are unavoidable in real
application, they must be dealt with seriously if the system is to be of any practical
use. Therefore, recent focus has shifted to the identification of unknown words
(Chiang, Lin, & Sue 1992, Lin, Chiang, & Su 1993, Chen & Lee 1994, Sun et al.
1994).
Unknown words consist mainly of the following five types:
1
.
Compound words
2. Personal names
3. Organization names
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4. Geographical names
5. Acronyms
Due to the nature of these tjpes of words, it is either impossible or
undesirable to include them in the dictionar>'. Researches have been conducted on
the identification of compound words (Lin, Chiang, & Su 1993). personal names
(Sun et al. 1994, Lee et al. 1994) and organization names (Chen & Lee 1994). The
present research attemps to tackle the problem of acronym identification.
2. Properties of acronyms
2.1 Definition of acronyms
Acronyms are actually one t>'pe of abbreviation in Chinese. There are many t\pes
of shortened forms in Chinese, but there have never been explicit definitions for
each kind. They are all formed by omitting some words or morphemes in the
original phrase or word, but retaining the meaning of the original phrase. Though
various names have been given to shortened forms, such as jiancheng (ffifg),
shengcheng (^glg), lueyu (l§^), suoyu (^Ig). hecheng (^^), and bingcheng
(3£^). abbreviations are traditionally classified into two broad categories: one is
called jiancheng (®M) and the other is called suoyu (Sli§)- Jiancheng is defined
as the abbreviation of names and titles, such as beida (4t;*^) and nupai (tcW)-
Suoyu is defined as the abbreviation of phrases other than names and titles, such
as pucha (#g) and diaoyan (HW) (Zhou 1957, Wang 1985).
However, the above broad semantic classification does not reveal much the
formation of the shortened forms. Though shortened forms are all formed by omit-
ting some element(s) from the original phrase, they differ in whether the omission
is a whole word or a morpheme of a word, hence their transparency to the original
phrase and the possibility of their recovery. The formation of the shortened forms
is the major interest of the present research as it tells whether it is possible to re-
cover the abbreviated forms and it provides strong clues as to how to recover the
shortened forms into their original forms. Therefore, this paper takes a different
approach to the classification of abbreviated forms. Abbreviated forms are classi-
fied into the following major categories according to the way they are formed.
1
. Acronyms
Acronyms are formed by keeping at least one morpheme of each word in the
original phrase.
Acronyms can be further divided into three subtypes.
a) Acronyms of type (a) are formed by retaining exactly one morpheme of
each word in the original phrase. For example,
keji (f-4l$), an acronym of kexue jisbu (f4$^^)
pucha (^S), an acronym of pubian diaocha (^jIPS)
b) Acronyms of t\pe (b) are formed by omitting the common morpheme of
the first word while retaining the rest of the phrase. For example,
tutechan {±.^M}, an acronym of tuchan techan {±M.^W.)
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gongshang>'e iXMM), an acronvm of gong>e shangye (T.MMM)
c) Acronyms of t>pe (c) are fonned by keeping the final word and retaining
one moqjherae of all the other words in the original phrase. For example.
wengongtuaa (5tXH), an acronym ofwenhua goDgzuo tnaa (5tfllX
gongxuandai (XW)^), an acronym of gongren laaDcbaan du (XA
2. Numeral abbreviations
There are rvvo subcategories of numeral abbre\iations.
a). Numeral abbreviations of t>pe (a) are formed by combining a numeral
which usually indicates the number of short phrases in the original long phrase
with a word which is common to all the phrases in the original phrase. For exam-
ple.
sanbao (H5r)- a numeral abbre%iation of shenti hao. gongzuo hao.
xueii hao (#^j?, Xf^jf .*^ti^)
sihua. (Q^ a numeral abbre\iation of gongje xiandaihao. oongy e
xiandaihua. guofang riandaihua (XHSftftl • BMW^it ' SE&%
b). Numeral abbre\iati(Mis of tjpe (b) are formed by combining a numeral
which usually indicates the number of words or short phrases in the original long
phrase \\ ith a new word \s hich captures the common meaning of all the words or
short phrases in the original phrase. For e.xample.
sihai (SS). a numeral abbrcNiation of changjing. wenzi. coocong.
laosu («i| -^^-MM- ^M)-
wnguaa (£'^X a numeral abbreviation of er. mu. kou. bi. shea (!P^g,
3. Clip words
Clip words are fcxmed by clipping one or more words off the original phrase.
For example,
qingbua (fH^). a shortened form of qinghuada\ue -).
sbifan (SBIe)- a shortened form of shifan xuexiao ^ _ . •_
4. The Others
The other shortened forms are usually formed by taking the most representa-
ti\ e morphemes from some of the words in the original phrase. For example,
nongzuanfei ( ^ ^ ^^ ). a shortened form of yoa aoagye hakoa
zbuanwei fei Dong>e bukoa (fiR^^Pf|©#ft|IPn)
ligaisbui (^J^^K a shortened form of jroa gaojia shaagiao liraa
gaicbeag xiaag guojia jiaona shoijia (d^|^B^±Jt^Ji93[dc^H^
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The above classification is by no means exhaustive as there are some minor
categories of shortened forms which have not been taken into consideration. For
example, there are shortened forms in which the word order differs from the word
order of the original phrase, such as the phrase dier nuzi zhongxue (M^ti:^^^)
is shortened to nuerzhong (JC^^) instead of ernuzhong (H^c^)-
One point that needs to be mentioned is that some shortened forms might un-
dergo more than one process of shortening. For example, the shortened forms beiy-
ing (4b^) and zuoxie H^Wj) underwent both processes of being made into clip
words and then acronyms.
Original Phrase Clip Words Acronyms
beijing dianying zhibian chang -^ biejingdianying -> belying
zhongguo zhuojia xiehui -> zhuojia xiehui -^ zuoxie
(^mii^mw,m nf-mw^m arm
According to the above classification, acronyms are only taken as one kind of
abbreviation. The major difference between acronyms and the other shortened
forms is that acronyms are formed by keeping at least one morpheme of each word
in the original phrase. Therefore, it is possible to recover acronyms, as the remain-
ing morphemes can serve as a clue to the recovery of the omitted morphemes.
While for the other types of shortened forms, such as numeral abbreviations, clip
words, and the others, the omissions are usually whole words. If the whole word is
omitted, there is no clue left to be traced back to the original word. Therefore, it is
not possible to recover their original forms. They have to be included in the dic-
tionary in order to be identified in the word segmentation process.
2.2 Formation of acronyms
Since the purpose of the project is to expand acronyms into their original forms, it
is important to identify the regularities with which acronyms are formed so that the
regularities can be built into the recovery algorithm. On the basis of the identified
regularities, the algorithm can predict the way in which the acronym is derived
from its original form so that its original form can be recovered.
In order to find the regularities of acronym formation, I collected a sample of
about 350 acronyms from the Chinese New Word Dictionar>' (Li 1993) and
various articles (Li 1987, Ma 1987, Shi 1987, Wang 1985, Zhou 1956). An analy-
sis of the 350 acronyms reveals that acronyms are not created in a random way.
They can be classified into the following six categories in terms of the way in
which they are formed.
\. Acronyms formed by taking the first morpheme of every word in a
phrase, as illustrated in Table 1
.
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Original Phrase
wenxue yishu 3^:PSff|j
jieyue nengyuan Wi^n^M
xingshi jingcha
Acronym
wenyi ^M
jieneng fUf^
xingjing
Structure
Verb-Object ^%
Endocentric iiE
Table 1. Acronyms of category one
2. Acronyms formed by taking the first morpheme of the first word and the
last morpheme of the second word, as illustrated in Table 2.
Original Word or Phrase Acronym Structure
nengliang ziyuan |g{,t.m.^^:fi nengyuan fg-i?.
saochu wenmang W^^^m saomang |f g^ Verb-Object i|]j;
guiguo huaqiao %wMWM guiqiao Endocentric
Table 2. Acronyms of category two
3
.
Acronyms formed by taking the second morpheme of the first word and
the first morpheme of the second word, as illustrated in Table 3.
Original Word or Phrase Acronym Structure
jianju baokao jubao
baituo pinkun tuopm Verb-Object
renming j ingcha AKI mingjing ^m Endocentric iiE
Table 3. Acronyms of category three
4. Acronyms formed by taking the second morpheme of the first word and
the second morpheme of the second word, as illustrated in Table 4.
Original Word or Phrase Acronym Structure
kaituo fazhan tuozhan |5^ Coordinative
fangbei zaihuang KMIa beihuang ^] Verb-Object ^f_
dianying mingxing ymgxmg f^j Endocentric iiE
Table 4. Acronyms of category four
5. Acronyms formed by taking the first morpheme of the first word and the
whole second word, as illustrated in Table 5.
Original Word or Phrase Acronym Structure
tuchan techan ±m^m tutechan ±nm Coordinative
gongye shangye Xl gongshangye Xj^i Coordinative
zhongnian qingnian 4^:^^^ zhongqingnian cf^W^ Coordinative
yuanliao cailiao l^$4W^ yuancailiao I^W^ Coordinative
Table 5. Acronyms of category five
6. Acronyms formed by taking the first morpheme of all the words except the
final word and the final whole word of the original phrase, as illustrated in Table 6.
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Original Word or Phrase Acronym Structure
wenhua gongzuo tuan ^-(tXf'^P wengongtuan^XP Endocentric f^iE
gongren xuanchuan duiXAW'f gongxuandui XWP Endocentric iiE
lianyou guanli suo ftrfil^SPif lianguansuo M^^fj Endocentric iiE
ouzhou gongtongti |5^^fH^[n]'^ ougongti Wl^i^ Endocentric iiE
Table 6. Acronyms of category six
As shown above, six different ways of acronym formation were found within
a sample of 350 acronyms. The distribution of the 350 acronyms in the six catego-
ries is as follows:
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The second property shown by the statistics is that taking the first morpheme
of each word— which we may term initialism — is the predominant way of acro-
nym formation regardless of the structure of the original phrase. The initialism
method is preferred as long as the acronym does not result in semantic ambiguities,
and even in cases where there is potential ambiguity, but the original phrase is
used so often that people immediately recognize the acronym.
The other strategies are adopted when the second morpheme of the word is
far more superior than the first morpheme in conveying the meaning of the word,
or the acronym causes obvious semantic ambiguities. For example, the phrase
kongzhong xiaojie (?g4^^J^M) is shortened to kongjie {'^M) instead of kongxiao
(?t-'J^)> because in the word xiaojie (/JnM), the morpheme xiao (/Jn) is a prefix
while the morpheme jie (^JJ.) is a content word which more closely represents the
meaning of the word. Therefore, the second morpheme jie (^i.) is chosen instead of
the first morpheme xiao {/\\). Another example is that the phrase sichuan daxue
([Z9JI[;*c¥) is shortened to chuanda {]\\'X) instead of sida {^-X) 'the four Das' as
in the case of beida (:lt:;^), because sida (HA) has already been used to refer to
daoda, tianda. dida, wangyida (xi;^,^::A:,ttb:;^,3i//F:^) of Taoism (Ma 1987).
Although the statistics show that the choice of the first morpheme in a word
has the priority in acronym formation and semantic representativeness ranks sec-
ond, these rules are by no means fixed. The following examples illustrate the
somewhat inconsistent choice of morphemes in the words renmin (AS) and
diaocha (g^^) in acronym formation.
(l)xingshijingcha M'^W^ -^ xingjing ^IJ^
(2) renmin jingcha KRM"^ -^ minjing g^
In example (1), the first morpheme of both words is chosen in forming the
acronym. While in example (2), in the word renmin (AR). the second morpheme
min (g) is chosen instead of the first morpheme ren (A) in forming a similar ac-
ronym. We would think that the reason is because min (S) is semantically more
representative than ren (A) in the word renmin (A.K)- However, examples (3)
and (4) show that this is not the case, because in both examples, the first mor-
pheme ren (A) of the word renmin (A.K) is chosen to form the acronym.
(3) renmin fangkong AK[%"^ ^ renfang A[5^
(4) renmin wuzhuang ASiSc^ -> renwu A:K
In example (5) and (6), the first morpheme of diaocha (g^^) is chosen to
form the acronyms. We would think that initialism would take priority over seman-
tic representativeness in this particular word. However, examples (7) and (8) show
the contrary.
(5) diaocha yanjiu P^W^ -^ diaoyan MW;
(6) waichu diaocha ^fiHI^S -> waidiao ^M
(7) diaocha chuli MAl^W. -^ chachu g^
(8) pubian diaocha '^-'MMii. -^ pucha @S
The following two examples further illustrate the absence of fixed rules.
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Original Form Acronym (Mainland) Acronym (Taiwan)
huaqiao juanshu (|IM#^) -^ qiaqjuan(^#) -> qiaoshu H^M)
caise dianshi (^-fefl:;?^) -^ caidian {^'^W -^ caishi i^M)
'color television' 'color-electric' 'color-view'
The first example shows that in mainland China, the first morpheme juan (#)
of the second word is preferred for the acronym qiaojuan (^#), since juan (#)
and shu (^) have the same semantic loading. While in Taiwan, the second mor-
pheme shu (^) of the second word is chosen for the same acronym on analogy
with the existing words like jiashu (MMi ) and junshu (W-M)-
The second example shows that in mainland China, the first morpheme dian
(M) 'electric' of the second word is preferred for the acronym caidian (J^ii;), even
though dian (fl;) has a wider sense than sbi (jfi^) 'view' and might cause semantic
ambiguities. But the phrase is so popular that caise (|^fe) has a strong collocation
with dianshi (fliifri). This strong collocation enables people to easily reconstruct
the original form at the sight of the acronym caidian CJ^M)- While in Taiwan, the
second morpheme shi (jfig) of the second word is chosen for the same acronym be-
cause semantically shi (jfii) is more constrained than dian ("g).
Though there are strong statistical tendencies, there seem to be no hard and
fast rules as to what strategy to adopt in forming acronyms.
3. An algorithm for acronym identification and recovery
3.1 Necessity
There are two properties of acronyms that call for an algorithm for their identifica-
tion and recovery in word segmentation systems.
The first property is the instability of acronyms. Acronyms are created for the
purpose of efficient communication. They usually start to be used in a small circle
or a particular community. Some of them get popularized and some of them die
out after a period of time. The most unstable ones are those that are created under
relatively narrow social-cultural circumstances. They tend to die out along with the
change of the society, especially culturally and politically loaded terms as no so-
cial circumstances call for the use of these words. Due to the instability of acro-
nyms, they are usually not entered into the dictionary until they become fixed
words in the language, because a dictionar>' has clear principles regarding what
kind of words should be included, stability being one of the important criteria.
However, even though many acronyms die out, we may still come across them in
the literature. If a dicfionary is not a reliable source for the identification and re-
covery of acronyms in the word segmentation process, there must be an algorithm
of some sort which can dynamically identify acronyms and recover their original
forms on the basis of their formation principles.
Another property which calls for a dynamic algorithm for acronym identifica-
tion is their productivity. Acronym formation is a very productive way of creating
new words in Chinese. Acronyms are created almost everyday (Ma 1987), but dic-
tionaries are not updated everyday. It is difficuU for a lexicon to keep up with the
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latest changes in the use of the language. Therefore, new acronyms such as gong-
guan i^j^M) and yanda (^fj) usually cannot be found in the dictionary. In order
for acronyms to be identified and recovered in a word segmentation system, it
must contain a dynamic acronym identification and recovery mechanism.
3.2 Possibility
One outstanding property of acronyms that makes it possible to construct an algo-
rithm for their identification and recovery is their high frequency of occurrence.
Acronyms are created from the purpose of efficient communication. This deter-
mines the nature of the phrases from which acronyms are created, i.e., they must
have high frequency of occurrence. This is because only a frequently used phrase
is worth creating an acronym for, as the frequent use of the acronym instead of its
original phrase can save a lot of time. Since the original phrase has high frequency
of occurrence, the association between the words in the original phrase must be
very strong. The algorithm makes use of this strong word association to identify
and recover acronyms.
3.3 The algorithm
Since disyllabic acronyms make up over 90% of all the acronyms in the sample,
the algorithm at this stage will only focus on the identification and recovery of di-
syllabic acronyms.
Given an acronym, such as bangjiao (M^) , the only way to recover its
original form is to identify the omitted morphemes. Given the above analysis of
acronym formation for disyllabic acronyms, we know that either the first mor-
pheme or the second morpheme of each word in the original phrase is omitted and
the acronym contains the remaining two morphemes of each word in the original
phrase. This gives us four possible ways of acronym formation, as illustrated be-
low by the acronym bangjiao (M^)-
(1) bang jiao
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(2) bangzhu lingjiao (^
bangzhu shuoj iao (?
bangqiang lingjiao (^
bangqiang shuoj iao (^
m mm
(3)
(4)
feibang jiaodao
feibang jiaoyu
heibang jiaodao
heibang jiaoyu
feibang lingjiao
feibang shuojiao
heibang lingjiao
heibang shuoj iao
il
(MM ^m)
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Now with the availability of word association scores, every candidate phrase
can be assigned an association score and the one with the highest association score
is taken to be the original phrase from which the acronym is derived.
In sum, the algorithm consists of the following four steps:
Step 1 : Look up all the words involving each morpheme in the acronym from
a dictionary.
Step 2: Combine words derived from the first morpheme with words derived
from the second morpheme into candidate phrases.
Step 3: Look up the association score for each candidate phrase in the asso-
ciation score table.
Step 4: Choose the phrase with the highest association score.
Finally, we come to the question of when to apply the algorithm during the
word segmentation process. The extraction of personal names and organization
names could be done before the word segmentation process, as that set of charac-
ters has special properties which enable them to be identified. The extraction of
acronyms cannot be done beforehand because there is no clue at all as to which
characters form an acronym. The algorithm can only be applied after the word
segmentation process, and applies to the unrecognized characters.
4. Limitations and future research
4.1 Feasibility of the algorithm
The proposed algorithm has yet to be tested out on authentic data. Therefore, there
is no way to know its accuracy rate and recall rate and above all its feasibility. The
first step for future research would be to obtain a segmented database, derive word
association scores from it, and then test the algorithm on actual texts.
4.2 Multisyllabic acronyms
The current algorithm only takes into consideration disyllabic acronyms. Though
this accounts for at least 80% of all acronyms, the goal is to cover 100% of the ac-
ronyms. Therefore, the next step for future research is to extend the algorithm to
cover acronyms of more than two syllables.
4.3 Ambiguity
The current algorithm does not take into consideration the problem of ambiguity.
Some acronyms are ambiguous in terms of their original forms, i.e., one acronym
can have two original forms. For example (Ma 1987), the acronym nanda (i^jA)
can be a shortened form for both nanjingdaxue (j^^?;;^^) and nankaidaxue (i^j
f^i^^)- In such cases, the context needs to be taken into consideration. In most
cases, locality plays an important role. In the above example, nanda (\^yX) refers
to nankaidaxue i~^^:k^) in Tianjin iM^-^)- Outside Tianjin it refers to nan-
jingdaxue (f^;^^;;;^^). Cases like these need to be taken into consideration as the
algorithm undergoes development. Future research needs to further investigate the
variables that can disambiguate ambiguous acronyms.
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This research is an initial step in the direction of the identification and recov-
ery of acronyms. Extensive future research is needed to gain a deeper understand-
ing of acronyms and to construct a feasible algorithm for their automatic identifica-
tion and recovery.
NOTES
* My thanks to Robert Good, from whom I got many enlightening ideas.
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APPENDIX
The sample of the 350 acronyms classified in terms of the way of formation:
Category 1 (first morpheme of each word):
Original Forms Acronyms
anquanjiancha
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gongtongjianshe
guangdao qianwei
gupiao shichang
haishangjianshi
hanshou daxue
hangkong sheying
hangxing baowei
huaxue feiliao
huaxue gongye
huaxue liaofa
huaxue qianwei
huanjing baohu
huanjing weisheng
huowu yunsong
huxiang fangwen
jibenjianshe
jilujiancha
jiqi bozhong
jiayong dianqi
jianyan ceding
jianzhu caiHao
jiaoyu gaige
jieyue nengyuan
jieyue zijin
jibenjianshe
jinsheng zhiwei
jingji maoyi
jingji yuanzhu
jingzheng toubiao
junshi gongye/gongcheng
junshi guanh
junshi xunhan
junshi yuanzhu
kangri zhanzheng
kanshou daxue
kexue huanxiang
kexuejishu
kexue puji
kexue yanjiu
laodong baohu/baoxian
laodong gaizao
laodong jiaoyang
laodong mofan
lizhi xiuyang
lianhe xiaoshou
lianhe zhanchu
itmmm
itmmm
itmmm
mm
mmam
mmmm
mmtm
gongjian
guangqian
gushi
haijian
handa
hangshe
hangbao
huafei
huagong
hualiao
huaqian
huanbao
huanbao
huoyun
hufang
jijian
jijian
jibo
jiadian
jiance
jiancaio
jiaogai
jieneng
jiezi
jijian
jinzhi
jingmao
jinyuan
jingtou
jungong
junguan
junxun
junyuan
kangzhan
kanda
kehuan
keji
kepu
keyan
laobao
laojiao
laojiao
laomo
lixiu
lianxiao
lianzhan
im
urn
mm
mm.
em
%m
mm
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lizhi xiuyang
luixingxing ganmao
luxing youlan
lunliu xunlian
maozhedong xuanji
minshi tiaojie
minyong hangkong
neibu cankao
niuzhuan kuisun
nongye daxue
nongye daikuan
nongye jiqi
nongye jishu
nongye kenzhi
pingding panluan
pingjia xiaoshou
pingqing renyong
pingqing xuanyong
pingyi shencha
pubian zhiliao
pujijiaoyu
qiyanjueju
qingnian gongren
rengong liuchan
renmin fangkong
renmin wuzhuang
riyong zaping/huo
ruanxi wopu
saochu dupin
senlin jingcha
shangpinjianyan
shehui jiaoyu
shehui qingkuang
shencha ganbu
shencha jlean
shencha pishi
shengyin kongzhi
shipin diaoke
shiqu kongzhi
Bmmm
mmm$x
mmmm
W¥XA
Bmmshn
:*^^
n±
MShmm
shixing buozhong/buofang s^^-jMM^^
shiyou huagong H^ft-f^iX
shiwu Haofa '^^Wli
shouci yanchu M^?^uB
shourong shencha ij^^#^
shuzi kongzhi ^^t^M
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lijiao AL5C.
lizhi xiuyang ^i:^
luigan jjli^
luyou W.^
lunxunn |^fl|
maoxuan ^^g
mintiao ^|^
minhang gM
neican ^0
niukui ^2^
nongda j^A
nongdai jg^
nongji iftil
nongji jRS
nongzhi jft^
pingpan ^p^
pingxiao ^if
pingren
pingxuan
pingshen
puzhi
pujiao
qijue
qinggong
renliu
renfang
mm
*x
xm
Ai^
Bm
ruanwo
saodu M9
senjing ^1^
shangjian j^|^
shejiao fdM
sheqing inlif
shengan ^^
shenjie H^
shenpi #ftt
shengkong ^f^
shidiao
-^M
shikong ^g^
shibuo I^SI
shihua
^i}:!,
shiliao -^'0:
shouyan
~^-M
shoushen J|^#
shukong m.^
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sudu huabing
suoqu huilu
suoqu peichang
tanshuai chengken
tebie/wu gongzuo
teshu/tebie gongying
teshu/teji huli
teshu xuyao
tebie yaoqing
tengkong feixing
tiba ganbu
tigejiancha
tiyu liaofa
tizhi gaige
tiaozhengjibie
tongyi chouhua
tongyijianzao
tongyi kaoshi
tongyi xiaoshou
tongyi zhanxian
tudi gaige
tuizhi xiuyang
wajue qianli
waichu diaocha
waiguo lunchuan
waijiao shi\vu
weifan jilu
weifan xianfa
weixing diaoke
wenhuajiaoyu
wenxue yishu
wuyan gushi
xinshi jingcha
xuanchuanjiangjie
xuanchuanjiaoyu
xuanze peibei
xunhui zhanlan
yange guanli
yange kongzhi
yanjiu zhizao
yansu chuli
yaopinjiance
yeyu daxue
yiwu yanchu
yinshua faxing
yingxi wopu
mmmm
mmmm
mmmwmm
mwrnmrnm
mmmm
i^mm
mmmti
ffiim^as
[fl
mmm.
mmm
mmmw
suhua
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youerjiaoyu
youpiao zhanlan
yuanzhujianshe
yuzhou hangxing
yunshujiage
yunshu nengli
zengjia sheshi
zengjia shouru
zhaopin ganbu
zhaoxiang paiyin
zhenci mazui
zhengzhi gongzuo
zhibu shuji
zhibu weiyuan
zhigong/zhiye daxue
zhian baowei
zhijie buohao
zhili sangsuo
zhili fuyu
zhishi qingnian
zhiwu baohu
zhiye zhongxue
zhiyuan bianjiang
2Jiiyuan jiaoyu
zhiyuan qianxian
zhongcheng daodan
zhongguo gongchandang
zhuanmen Heche
zhuanxiang gongzhi
zhuanzhi ganbu
zidong kongzhi
zixing chouji
zuzhi gaojian
^^m^
mmmm
mmm
iM
mmmm
mmum
youjiao
youzhan
yuanjian
yuhang
yunjia
yunneng
zengshe
zengshou
zhaogan
zhaopai
zhenma
zhenggong
zhishu
zhiwei
zhida
zhibao
zhibo
zhisang
zhifii
zhiqing
zhibao
zhizhong
zhibian
zhijiao
zhiqian
zhongdao
zhonggong
zhuanhe
zhuangong
zhuangan
zikong
zichou
zugao
i^m
^In;
mm
mm
mm
Category 2 (first morpheme of first word, second morpheme of second word):
Original Forms
baochi qingjie
baochi xingxian
baoyang weixiu
caisejiaojuan
canjia bisai
caochi chouban
celiangjisuan
dapei xiaoshou
dingming daiti
dongyuan banqian
'^nmm
mmm
Acronyms
baojie
baoxian
baoxiu
caijuan
cansai
caoban
cesuan
dashou
dingti
dongqian
^m
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fangwu xiujian
gaodeng xuexiao
gonggong caiwu
gongying meiqi
gongzhong caijue
gousi shexiang
guankan dianli
guanli baohu
guiguo huaqiao
heneng fadian
hongda fengfti
huanqu waihui
huoli fadian
jigong/jishu xuexiao
jiandu guanli
jiechi feiji
jiesheng kaizhi
jiesuan waihui
jieyue waihui
jieyue yongdian
jieyue yongmei
jieyue yongshui
jiezhi shengyu
junyong chanpin
junrenjiashu
meishu xueyuan
minyong chanpin
pifajingxiao
pingbi tuixuan
pingding dengji
pubian diaocha
renkou pingjun
rongyu gongmin
saochu wenmang
shifan xueyuan
shiqu xietiao
shixing tuixiao
shouci chuhang
shuiH fadian
shutong tiaojie
shutong zhili
taiwan tongbao
tantu qinzhan
tangyi paodan
tebie xingzhengqu
tongyi fenpei
mmmm
mmmm
mmm
mimm
m
@R5mm
mimm
fangjian
gaoxiao
gongwu
gongqi
gongjue
gouxiang
guanh
guanhu
guiqiao
hedian
hongfii
huanhui
huodian
jigxiao
jianli
jieji
jiezhi
jiehui
jiehui
jiedian
jiemei
jieshui
jieyu
junpin
junshu
meiyuan
minpin
pixiao
pingxuan
pingji
pucha
renjun
rongmin
saomang
shiyuan
shitiao
shixiao
shouhang
shuidian
shuH
shuli
taibao
tanzhan
tangdan
tequ
tongpei
mm
mm
mm
mm
wa
|p^
Kc
S7K - BB
mm.
mm
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tongyi shougou
touru shengchan
tuoli weixian
waiguo huobi
waijiao buzhang
weisheng xuexiao
weizaojiamao
xinli zhuangtai
xuanba choudian
yanjiujinxiu
yanli chengban
yishu xuexiao
yuyan cailiao
yuyan huanjing
zhili gongchang
zhiye xuexiao
zhengdun zuofeng
zhuanyuan gongshu
zhuangzu tongbao
zuzhi neige
zunjing laoshi
nmmw
mmmm
aa 5W T-T"
tonggou
touchan
tuoxian
waibi
waizhang
weixiao
weimao
xintai
xuandian
yanxiu
yanban
yixiao
yuliao
yujing
zhichang
zhixiao
zhengfeng
zhuanshu
zhuangbao
zuge
zunshi
Category 3 (second morpheme of first word, first morpheme of second word):
Original Forms
baituo pinkun lil^Sffl
bisai changdi tt^J^ife
diaocha chuli I^S^S
fanyan chuandai %'f{j^iX
guonei binke Sl^S!^
guowai binke S:^Sl^
huaqiao juanshu WMWM
huihua zhanlan ItSMW
jianju baokao l^^fg^
jiyou zhanlan MMMW
jieshou pingqing g^I^lf
juji zijin ^MM±
renming j ingcha AK^^
shangyi zhengshi MM&M
sheying/dianying zhanlan Wis^IMM-)
shenqing diaodong ^Ira I^Kj
tiaoxuan goumai ^^SIPS
tieluj ingcha ^K^w^
tushu shichang H#rfJi#
tushu zhanlan WSSK
xiju pinglun ticiiJfFfm
xiafang quanli ^WiW-ti
Acronyms
tuopin
saichang
chachu
yanchuan
neibin
waibin
qiaojuan
huazhan
jubao
youzhan
shouping
jizi
mingjing
yizheng
yingzhan
qingdiao
xuangou
lujing
shushi
shuzhann
juping
fangquan
m
Ki
mm
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xiaohao dianli 'MUMtJ -> haodian
xiaohao nengliang ril€tbm -> haoneng
xingzhengjilu 'aM^W ^ zhengji
yanhuanjianshe/jianzao W^^W^^ -> yanjian
Category 4 (second morpheme of each word):
Original Forms Acronyms
tb*Bi
3im.mm
mmmm
mmmm
wmmm
rpheme of first word
±mnm
mm
bisai richeng
chuanbu kuosan
dianshi guanzhong
dianying mingxing
diaocha heshi
diaocha quzheng
ertong fiizhuang
fanyan yanxu
fangbei zaihuang
huaqiao juanshu
jiaru zhengdang
jiandu zhidao
jianyan chashou
jieqia shangtan
jieshoujianyue
kaituo fazhan
kuaisu lengdong
kuangjiajiegou
meihu chushou
meihu pingjun
meiri pingjun
shue xiandu
tingzhi pengzhang
xieshangjueding
xuesheng laiyuan
Category 5 (first mo
Original Forms
gongye shangye
tuchan techan
yuanliao cailiao
zhongnian qingnian
Category 6 (first morpheme of each word except the last, and entire last
word):
Original Forms Acronyms
anquan lisihui $^il»# -^ anlihui ^S#
aolinpike yundonghui MW^^Mmt ->• aoyunhui ^S#
-^ saicheng
-^ busan
-^ shizhong
-^ yingxing
-^ chashi
-^ chazheng
-^ tongzhuang
-^ yanxu
-> beihuang
-^ qiaosu
-> rudang
-> dudao
-> yanshou
-> qiatan
-> shouyue
-^ tuozhan
-^ sudong
-> jiagou
-> hushou
-> hujun
-> rijun
-> edu
-> zhizhang
-> shangding
-^ shengyuan
and entire second word):
Acronyms
mm
Mm.
AM
mm
mm
gongshangye
tutechan
yuancailiao
zhongqingnian
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gongren jiuchadui
gongren xuanchuandui
juming weiyuanhui
lianyou guanlisuo
luhua weiyuanhui
ouzhou gongtongti
quanguo yundonghui
wenhua gongzuotuan
yazhou yundonghui
gongjiudui
gongxuandui
juweihui
hanguansuo
luweihui
ougongti
quanyunhui
wengongtuan
yayunhui
urn
urn
5tXffl
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THE GLOTTAL STOP AT THE END OF A SOUTHERN MIN SYLLABLE*
Raung-fu Chung
National Kaohsiung Normal University
rfchung@mail.nsysu.edu.tw
The focus of this paper is on the nature of the glottal stop ^'at the
end position of a Southern Min syllable. In essence, there are two
theories in the literature. One theory treats it as a phonemic segment on
a par with/?, t, k (Tung 1957, 1960 and Hung 1997). In the other theory,
it is treated as an E-tone feature (Roberts & Li 1963, Li 1989, and
Chung 1991). We will argue in this paper that the glottal stop is an E-
tone feature.
This paper is organized into three sections. Section 1 provides
general backgrounds for Southern Min. Section 2 discusses the nature
of the glottal stop. Section 3 summarizes our discussion.
L General backgrounds
Southern Min is one of the Chinese languages. In this paper. Southern Min refers
to the Southern Min dialects spoken in Taiwan. In particular, it refers to the
dialect spoken in southern Taiwan. However, the literature based on other
Southern Min dialects in Taiwan is occasionally used here for the purpose of
comparison. As a linguistic term. Southern Min has been called different names in
the previous literature: South Min (J. Tung 1968, 1992), Southern Min (Zhang
1983, Li 1989, 1992, Yang 1991, Tung 1957, among others), Taiwanese Hokkien
(Chang 1992), Xiamen (Chen 1987), Amoy (Chiang 1967, Sung 1973), and
Taiwanese (Cheng 1968, 1973, 1993 and Hung 1997; to name only a few). In spite
of such diverse names, the data derived from the literature in essence are not
different.
A Southern Min syllable is composed of at most four segments, appearing as
CGVX, where C = consonant, G = glide, V = vowel, and X = glide or consonant.
There are eighteen surface consonants: b, /, g,p\t ', k\ p, /, k, m, /?, //, ts, ts \ s, z,
h, and ?. (The diacritic marker ['] denotes aspiration.) Among those consonants,
pim, tin, and klrj are able to occur in the coda position. There are seven tones, 55,
33, 31, 13, 53, 31, and 53, respectively, with 5 the highest and 1 the lowest in pitch
(Chao 1930). The two underlined tones are E(entering) tones, which accompany
syllables ending with p, t, k, or '/. Others are non-E tones. Note that tones are
transcribed with subscript digits following each syllable.
2. Glottal stop as an E-tone feature
In the literature, there are basically two theories for the glottal stop at the end of an
E-syllable. One theory holds that the glottal stop is a full segment (Luo 1 93 1 , Tung
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1957, 1960, and Hung 1997) because it is distinctive:
(1) Underlying Examples Glossary
a. /ass/ ^55 'prefix'
b. /a?3i/ a?3i 'duck'
c. /at3Y/ at3y 'to break, to hold'
All the syllables but (la) above get an E-tone. (la) contrasts with (lb) in that
the latter is closed with a glottal stop. In addition, the contrast between (lb) and
(Ic) is attributable to the coda consonant and hence the glottal stop is distinctive.
The distinctive function, however, can be eliminated by assuming that the glottal
stop is a tonal feature. This is exactly the tenet of the other theory proposed in the
literature (Roberts & Li 1963, Li 1989, Ts. Chen 1990, Chung 1991, and J. Tung
1992). In this line of reasoning, (la) and (lb) are differentiated on the basis that
(la) is a non-E toned syllable while (lb) is an E-toned one. Although (lb) and (Ic)
are both E-toned, they differ in the syllable structure; namely, a Pis V but at is VC:
(2) a. ass b. a?3j c. atsj
non-E E E
I I I
N" N" N"
N' N' N'
I I
/^\
a a at
The glottal stop comes about due to the specific property of E-tone. as shown in (3)
below, which eventually makes (2b) different fi-om (2a) in surface.
(3) Glottal Stop Realization
E E
N" > N"
A
N N ?
The rule in (3) says that a glottal stop is phonetically realized at the end of an
E-syllable if it is not closed with a coda consonant. This must be a phonetic
implementation rule, because all the possible coda consonants closing an E-
syllable, namely, p, t, k, are characterized by glottalization. It has been noted that
non-E tones are 'slower and longer', whereas E-tones are 'abrupt and shorter'
(Wang 1993). By 'slower' and 'abrupt' we mean rate of the release of air stream
and by 'longer' and 'shorter' we refer to syllable duration. Based on acoustic
studies, Hashimoto 1973 claims that E-tones share the property of staccato, in
contrast to the property legato of non-E tones. Staccato and legato are terms
taken fi-om music to show that the air stream is stopped abruptly. The abrupt-stop
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air stream gives rise to a glottal stop. It is encoded as [constricted glottis] in the
feature theory. This proposal is by all means compatible with articulatory
phonetics. In terms of aniculation, the production of a glottal stop is closely related
to the laryngeal constriction, as mentioned in Lindqvist 1969: '...in the production
of at least one type of glottal stop the pharynx is considerably constricted and the
larynx higher'. Or 'there will be a surge of transglottal airflow on the release of a
short-term glottal closure, usually with a positive, low-level input of acoustic
energy into the vocal tract in consequence' (Laver 1994:187-8). When the larynx
is raised, it narrows the glottis, and constriction arises.
In addition to the phonetic basis, there are five arguments (two of which are
from the previous literature and three of which are our own) which support the
position that the glottal stop is a tonal feature instead of a consonantal segment.
The two arguments cited in the literature (Roberts & Li 1963, Li 1989) are as
follows. First, the glottal stop does not participate in folk song or poetic rhyming
in contrast with other coda consonants (cf Li 1986, Chang 1992). More explicitly
speaking, the coda consonant plays a key role in poetic rhyming, namely, at only
rhymes with at: ap with ap; and ak with ak. Since VC does not rhyme with V,
hence at DOES NOT rhyme with a. The striking fact is that a syllable with the rime
of V? always rhymes with a syllable with V or V?, further suggesting that at the
level of poetic rhyming, V/'is structurally identical with V (cf (2a, b)). On this
basis, if the glottal stop is a ftill segment on a par with p, t, k, an additional
stipulation is necessary to explain why the glottal stop is unique in poetic
rhyming.
Second, the glottal stop is the only phone allowed to occur after a falling
diphthong. While rimes like *awm/p, *awn/t, and *awi]/k are ungrammatical, such
rimes as aw?{kaw/^\ 'to run over') are acceptable. This is quite unusual insofar
as the Southern Min syllable structure is concerned. If the glottal stop at the end of
an E-syllable were taken as a full segment, the generalization that no falling
diphthongs can be followed by a consonant, which is quite general among Chinese
languages, would make the glottal stop in Southern Min the only exception to this
generalization.
In addition to the above two arguments cited in the literature, we have three
more arguments supporting the position that the glottal stop at the end of an E-
syllable is a tonal feature. First, in Southern Min, no nasalized vowels occur in
syllables closed with a consonant, namely, *CVC. Nevertheless, the glottal stop is,
once again, the only phone allowed to follow a nasalized vowel, e.g., hya?}\ 'to
take clothes', sai^i 'to get sick after exercises', and me/^\ 'pulse'. If the glottal
stop is treated as a tonal feature, the generalization follows that no nasalized
vowels occur in a closed syllable.
Second, there is a tone sandhi in Southern Min leading the E-tone of an open
11
syllable to become a non-E tone, as depicted below:
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(4) Open-E Neutralization
E > non-E / T (T = any distinctive tone)
I
N'
N'
This rule says that if an E-syllable gets a non-branching rime, its E-tone
shifts to a non-E tone when it is followed by another tone. Consider the data in (5)
below:
(5) A. isolated B. followed by another tone
a. tsyo3i 'to reflect' tsyo3i(53) kya3i 'to mirror'
b. tsyo?3 1 'to borrow' tsyo3 1(53) kya3 \ 'to borrow a mirror'
The pitch values for both tsyo^i 'to reflect' (5a) and tsyo/^\ 'to borrow' (5b) are
exactly identical: 31. They differ phonetically when isolated. The pitches 31 for
tsyo^ 1 (5a), as a non-E tone, are entirely released and clearly perceived. In contrast,
the pitches 31 for tsyo?^\ (5b) are shorter in duration. Subject to the property of
glottalization, it is acoustically realized as 31 in surface (the underline indicates
short or glottalized tones). However, they are neutralized, both sharing the mid-
falling tonal pitches 3 1 (which then undergo tone sandhi, yielding 53 when there is
another tone following (5B)).
This very phenomenon was analyzed in the literature (Ting 1985, Li 1989,
Yang 1991, and Hung 1997) in an opposing way. The glottal stop is dropped when
followed by another syllable, i.e., a?^\ 'duck' but 353 n/^3 (not *a?}\ njf}^)
'duck's egg'. The drop of the glottal stop results in tonal neutralization. We will
show that this analysis is not empirically supported.
A crucial argument against the analysis in the literature lies in neutral tone
syllables. The adjectival suffix -e has no distinctive tone of its own. Its surface
tone is determined by the tone of its preceding syllable, because in combination
they result from the spreading of the right toneme of the preceding tone (6a):
(6) a tsin55
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Open-E Neutralization, its preceding syllable retains an E-tone. The glottal stop
consequently conies about.
Two questions are raised from this argument, (a) Is the glottal stop realized
only in compounds but not before a suffix? (b) Does the glottal stop behave
identically before a toneless syllable with an onset? These two questions are
explored in the following comments.
First, we show that the glottal stop fails to come up before a word as well as
before a suffix if the second syllable has a distinctive tone. Consider the data in (7).
In (7a) are compounds where the glottal stop in the first syllable does not show up,
because its tone undergoes the Open-E Neutralization, resulting in a non-E tone.
As an E-tone feature, the glottal stop finds no chance to present itself
(7)
kwa?3i 'to cut'
pe?55 'white'
kim55(33) as3
kaw53(55)
ki31(55)
kawi3(33)
ti?3j
a?3i
yo755
tsyo?55
a53
a53
353
a53
a53
353
a53
+ ts'ay3i
+ kiw
1
3
'gold'
'dog'
'saw'
'monkey'
>
'vegetables'
'ball'
kwa53 ts'ay3i
pe3i kiw 13
ti55
a55
yo33
tsyo33
ya53
a53
a53
a53
'iron
'duck'
'medicine'
'pebble'
The data in (7b) indicate that the noun suffix -353 has its own lexical tone.
For this reason, every tone preceding it eventuates in a sandhi tone. However, our
main point in this discussion is that the glottal stop before the noun suffix
-353
disappears, as witnessed in (7c). If the glottal stop were deleted, as suggested in
the literature, it would be very hard to explain the asymmetry between (6b) and
(7c), both of which are structurally identical: a stem and a suffix. But the glottal
stop behaves so differently: the former refuses to be erased, while the latter must
be erased. In our analysis, this is readily accounted for on the grounds that the
tone before -353 undergoes the Open-E Neutralization and hence it surfaces as a
non-E tone. Based on the assumption that the glottal stop is an E-tone feature, it
follows naturally that the glottal stop fails to appear.
Second, the glottal stop remains unaffected whether the neutral-toned
syllable has an onset or not, as shown in (8): (The diacritic marker L] indicates
unstress.)
(8) 'bring sth. over with' *ka k'i
'send here' *a lay
'send here' *a? lay
ka?3i k'i
b. a?3i lay
c- a3i(53)Iayi3
In Southern Min, the verbs /a>'i 3 'to come' and k 73 \ 'to go', when following
another verb, are usually unstressed and hence get a neutral tone (Cheng 1989).
Under such circumstances, the E-tones preceding /r'y (8a) and lay (8b), which are
now neutral toned syllables, do not undergo tone sandhi. Consequently, they stay
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in E-tones and the glottal stop results in surface, confirming that the appearance of
the glottal stop is subject to tone. If an E-tone remains, it comes up with a glottal
stop; if an E-tone is changed into a non-E tone, the glottal stop is no longer
present.
A comparison beuveen (8b) and (8c) sheds more light on this argimient.
>iMien lay is emphasized (and hence stressed), it preserves its tone. This is the case
of (8c). where the Open-E Neutralization applies, leading a/^j to the surface form
of 053. In other words, the E-toned a/^i "to capmre" becomes non-E toned.
Therefore, no glottal stop appears. This accounts for why there is no glottal stop
for a in (8c).
Cases of more interest are given in (9), where the glottal stop at the end of an
E-syllable a?7,\ 'duck' (underlined below) remains imaltered:
(9) a Pe55(31) a?3i ma3i
white duck also
RAU«C-fUCta»CllKGUirrM.SfarAT11EEIOaFASOU73^K^MNSl'U.AaL£ S9
Itisi
ID *c matt cf a wmt I iiiiJ aflh, Wiih ite Qfm^
_
isl
53-^
isaoj
To
dofaBE-sfldileis
is aot sfSMc per 9CL tan il is
siop«
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Based on the five arguments discussed above, we take the position that the
glottal stop at the end of an E-syllable is a tonal feature. We close this section by
investigating the nature of the Glottal Stop Realization, which is repeated as (14)
below.
( 1 4) Glottal Stop Realization
E E
N" > N"
A
N N ?
We assume that (14) is a phonetic implementation rule, applying after all
phonological rules. Thus it naturally follows that the glottal stop is special in not
participating in poetic rhyming, in not being distinctive in the onset position, and
in showing up after a falling diphthong and a nasalized vowel, because all of the
four traits occur in phonology.
3. Conclusion
This paper examined the nature of the glottal stop at the end of a Southern Min
syllable. It was argued to be an E-tone feature. Apart from the phonetic discussion,
we argued that the glottal stop at the end of an E-tone syllable is a tonal feature
instead of a full segment. Our arguments are based on the five sources: poetic
rhyming, no segment following a falling diphthong, no nasalized vowel ending
with a consonant, Open-E Neutralization, and the SL formation. We conclude this
paper by claiming that the glottal stop is an E-tone feature.
NOTES
*
In the writing of this paper, I benefited a lot fi-om the discussion with C.C.
Cheng, Morris Halle, Jay Keyser, and Michael Kenstowicz, to whom I am
indebted. I am also gratefiil to Shin-I Hsieh, Paul J. K. Li, and Pang-shin Ting for
their comments when it was presented at NACCL8. Due to space, this is only
portion of the original paper entitled 'The Nature of Segments in Southern Min'.
^ According to F. Li 1937, there are eight main dialects (which we replace with
'languages' here): Yue, Gan, Hakka, Mandarin, Wu, Xiang, Southern Min, and
Northern Min. For a general introduction to these languages, see Norman 1988.
^ Given that the glottal stop is not a fiill segment, it is not INSERTED in practice. It
is a feature accompanying an E-tone. Thus it should be realized rather than
INSERTED.
Some might argue that stops closing an E-syllable are voiceless, rather than
glottalized. This is an open issue for fiirther studies. However, for the phonetic
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experiments on the property of being glottalized for p^ t, k in Cantonese, see
Duanmu 1994.
The data in Hashimoto are based on Hakka. Since the E-tone property of
Southern Min is not different from that of Hakka, his theory is readily adopted
here.
[e.g.] here is assumed to be a privative feature.
For other types of glottal stop production, see Trigo 1993 and Stemberger 1993.
In Li 1989, there is another argument: all the possible coda consonants, namely,
m/p, n/t, 77/k, are also distinctive in the onset position. But the glottal stop is not
distinctive in the onset. In other words, the glottal stop is the only consonant that
occurs in the coda, but is not distinctive in the onset position. This constitutes a
distributional gap. However, this argument is not appealing enough, because there
are many languages in which a phoneme fails to occur in the onset position. For
instance, the English velar 77 occurs in the coda while not in the onset position, but
this distributional gap by no means establishes that /; is not a phoneme in English.
Accordmg to C. C. Cheng (personal communication), there may be different
levels of rhyming in Chinese poetry. Given that the glottal stop is weak in phonetic
perception, it is prone to be ignored in poetic rhyming. Li (1989:488 (note 3)) says
'In fact, the traditional Southern Min rhyme books, such as Dujiangshu Shiwuyin
{Fifteen Initials in the Dujiang Version, 1987:ix-xi), also treat syllables ending
with the glottal stop as identical with those syllables ending with a vowel (and
hence it implies that V? is structurally V)'. Examples are:
Ping Shang Qu Ju
ka 'good' ka 'hang' ka 'drive' ka? 'a kind chemical element'
ke 'chicken' ke 'remedy' ke 'trick' ke? 'pot'
ko 'high' ko 'fruit' ko 'pass' ko? 'cabinet'
Since rhyme books reflect language intuition in a certain respect, this argument
cannot be entirely ignored.
In some dialects, kaw?^\ is kaw^], without the glottal stop. The data here are
taken from Lan (1980:49 (cited in Li 1989:488)). In Hung (1997:45), there is
another kawi^\ for 'scythe'. For more syllables with a falling diphthong followed
by the glottal stop, see Li (1989:488-9).
'^ Data are taken from Zhang (1983:20).
By 'open syllable', we mean a syllable without a coda consonant. This means
that syllables such as CV, CVG, CGV and CGVG are open syllables. The open
syllable defined here is quite different from that in the literature. In normal cases,
CVG is treated as closed syllable (Clements & Keyser 1983, Hyman 1985, and
Tranel 1991). The difference between VG and VC in Southern Min suggests that
only VC is a syllable with a coda.
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The appearance of the glottal stop in (6b) depends on the dialect. In the dialect
on which our discussions are based it is obligatory, while in other dialects, the
glottal stop is in free variation between appearance and deletion. The point here is
that the glottal stop may be retained. I am gratefiil to C.C. Cheng and Jim Huang
for relating this observation to me.
' •^ I am indebted to Morris Halle for these two questions.
'"*
It might be suggested that the suffixes -353 and -e are in different levels in
morphology (Kiparsky 1982, 1985). But as we shall see in the following page, the
Open-E Neutralization is a post-lexical rule. Limited space precludes further
discussion on this issue here.
'^ The term la-mi is given for the formation of ma (see Chao 1931). However, in
the case of Southern Min, this term is misleading for there is no allowing for the
surface form like la-mi. Instead, it is na-mi, due to nasalization.
'^ If (14) is a phonological rule, the glottal stop is blind to these properties, given
that it is directly associated with the syllable node.
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This paper studies the lengthening ofstressed pre-juncture syllables
in English and Mandarin Chinese. First, I report a phonetic experiment
which shows that pre-juncture lengthening is present in both languages
but it is much greater in English than in Chinese. Then, I suggest that the
result is expected if all full Mandarin syllables have the uniform structure
CVX (Duanmu 1993).
1. Introduction
Pre-juncture (or pre-boundary) lengthening refers to the phenomenon where the
final syllable before a major syntactic juncture is longer than a similar one in other
positions. The phenomenon has also been called 'phrase-final lengthening' and
'pre-pausal lengthening'. Phrase-final lengthening may suggest that all XP final
positions have a similar lengthening effect, which is not the case. Pre-pausal length-
ening may suggest that the lengthening takes place only before a pause, which is not
the case either. For example, Umeda 1975 found that in read English speech 'pre-
pausal' lengthening was more frequently followed by no pause than followed by a
pause. To avoid such ambiguities, I use the term 'pre-juncture lengthening' in this
article.
Pre-juncture lengthening has been well documented by a large body of pho-
netic work in many languages. Some studies have also been made on comparing
pre-juncture lengthening across languages. For example, Delattre 1965 suggested
that English, French, German, and Spanish differed in their durational patterns at
word junctures. Berkovits 1991 suggested that utterance-final lengthening was more
evident in English than in Hebrew. Ao &. Shih 1994 suggest that in Chinese there is
phrase-final lengthening but not utterance- final lengthening.
In this study 1 compare pre-juncture lengthening in Chinese and English, with
an emphasis on the phonological perspective. Specifically, I am interested in the
following questions: Is there a phonological basis for pre-juncture lengthening? In
what ways is a difference in pre-juncture lengthening between two languages related
to their phonological systems? Given a difference in pre-juncture lengthening, what
other phonological differences can one expect?
For concreteness, I examine the lengthening of a stressed pre-juncture syllable
in American English (hereafter English) and Mandarin Chinese (hereaf\er Chinese).
In section 2 I present some phonetic results showing that English is more prone to
pre-juncture lengthening than Chinese, in agreement with earlier findings (Umeda
1975, Streeter 1978, Shen 1992, Ao & Shih 1994). In section 3, 1 offer an explana-
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tion for the lengthening difference. Following Burzio 1994, 1 assume that a stressed
foot should be (at least) two syllables long. Since both English and Chinese have
left-headed feet, a stressed final syllable needs to be followed by another syllable. In
English, the second syllable can be realized by lengthening the stressed final sylla-
ble, as a result of which it serves as two syllables. In Chinese, however, such length-
ening is not available, and the second syllable is realized as a silent one (pause). The
lengthening difference between English and Chinese is due to a difference in their
syllable inventories. English has flexible syllable structures, such as CVC, CW, V,
VC, etc., whereby lengthening does not create an ill-formed syllable. For example,
the monosyllabic [fasn] can turn into disyllabic [fae.aen], [faeas.n], or [fasas.aen] with-
out violating syllabic constraints. In contrast, Chinese has a fixed structure CVX for
all regular syllables, so that [fasn] cannot be lengthened to [fae.asn], [fasas.n], or
[faeae.asn]; in the first both syllables are ill-formed and in the second and third the
second syllable is ill-formed. Concluding remarks and further issues are given in
section 4.
2. Phonetic experiment
It has been noted in the literature that there is considerable difference in pre-juncture
lengthening between English and Chinese. For example, Umeda 1975 found that in
read English speech a vowel is about 70%- 1 00% longer in a pre-juncture position
than in other positions, whereas Ao & Shih 1994 found that in read Chinese speech a
syllable is only about 20% longer in a pre-juncture position. Similarly, Streeter 1978
found that, in structures like '(A plus E) times O' vs. 'A plus (E times O)', English
speakers can indicate syntactic boundaries by pre-juncture lengthening without
pauses. In contrast, Shen 1992 found that in Chinese, although some degree of
lengthening was present before a syntactic boundary, an additional pause was also
present, and it was the pause that served as the major cue for syntactic boundaries.
While previous studies showed consistent results, they were based on fairly
small numbers of speakers. For example, Umeda 1975 was based on three English
speakers, Ao & Shih 1994 was based on one Chinese speaker, Streeter 1978 was
based on one English speaker, and Shen 1 992 was based on two Chinese speakers. In
addition, these studies were primarily designed either for English or for Chinese, and
not for comparing them directly. It will be helpful, therefore, to see whether the
same result obtains with more speakers and under direct comparisons. For this pur-
pose an experiment was conducted to compare pre-juncture lengthening in English
and Chinese in controlled environments.
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Test sentences
Three sentences were used in English, shown in (1), with phonetic transcription.
Three corresponding sentences were used in Chinese, shown in (2), with phonetic
transcription, characters, tone, Pinyin transcription, word-for-word gloss, and
translation. The tonal markings are: H = high (the First tone), R = rise (the Second
tone), L = low (the Half Third tone), F = fall (the Fourth tone), and = toneless.
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(1) a. ani an2 an3
[ten plAS ten taimz ten]
'(Ten plus ten) times ten.'
b. bnl bn2 bn3
[ten plAS ten taimz ten]
'Ten plus (ten times ten).'
c. [hi bot 3 faen bAt ai bat a kar]
'He bought a fan, but I bought a car.'
(2) a anl
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bles before and after the target syllables, the number of stressed and unstressed syl-
lables, etc.
2.1.2 Speakers and recording
12 American English speakers, six male and six female, were asked to read (la-c).
12 Mandarin Chinese speakers, six male and six female, were asked to read (2a-c).
The three sentences in each language were repeated five times and mixed in random
orders; the resulting list contained 15 sentences. The list for English speakers was
written in English. The list for Chinese speakers was written in Chinese characters.
The ambiguities between (la, b) and between (2a, b) were indicated by parentheses
in the reading list and were explained to the speakers in advance. The speakers were
asked to express the ambiguities in a natural way (without reading the parentheses).
All speakers found the ambiguities obvious and were confident that they could ex-
press them. Each speaker was given enough time to prepare before reading. The
recording was made in ordinary rooms using a portable tape recorder and a micro-
phone. All repetitions were used for measurements.
2.1.3 Measurements
Durational measurements were taken using the Mac Speech Lab. The placement of
the cursors during the measurement was based on both the spectrogram and the
waveform. Relevant items examined from each sentence are explained below.
2.2 Result
2.2.1 Sentences (Ic) and (2c)
For (Ic) and (2c) three items were measured: (i) the duration of the rime [aen] in the
target syllables 'fan/rice', (ii) the duration of the pause after the target syllable, and
(iii) the total duration of the sentence. For (ii), the beginning cursor was placed after
[n] and the final cursor was placed at the release point of [b] or [t]. In other words,
the closure duration (if any) of the following stop was included in the pause (if any).
The result of (i) is shown in Table 1. The average duration of the target rime
[aen] was 354 ms in English and 192 ms in Chinese. A t-test shows that the differ-
ence between the two languages was highly significant.
The result of (ii) is shown in Table 2. When all speakers were included, the
average pause duration in English was 1 12 ms and that in Chinese was 274 ms. A
t-test showed that p = 0.023, which was significant at the 0.05 level. However, an
examination of the data shows that the Chinese speaker C 1 1 had excessively long
pauses, at a mean of 860 ms, which was over tvvo times the duration of the second
longest mean (388 ms by C8). Apparently, CI 1 was the reason why the standard
deviation for the Chinese speakers was nearly twice the value for the English speak-
ers. A normality test (Lilliefors probability) showed that the distribution of the Eng-
lish speakers was normal (p = 0. 142) but that of the Chinese speakers was borderline
(p = 0.053). A graphic plot showed that C 1 1 was an outlying value, which should be
excluded. The resulting distribution of Chinese speakers (without CI 1) was normal
(Lilliefors p = 0.635). The new mean for the Chinese speakers was 221 ms, with a
standard deviation of 1 1 1 (which is comparable to 114 in English). A new t-test
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shows that p = 0.008. which indicates that the pause difference between English and
Chinese was significant.
The difference in pause can also be seen in individual speakers. Of the 12
English speakers, 5 had a mean value below 50 ms. Recall that in the present meas-
urement the duration of the pause contained the closure period ofthe following stop.
If the closure of the following stop was properly excluded, those 5 English speakers
would have a much smaller pause value, if any. In contrast, all the Chinese speakers
had a mean pause value well above 50 ms. In other words, the pause in (Ic) appears
to be optional for English speakers but obligatory for Chinese speakers. The fact that
the boundary pause is optional in English has been observed by Umeda 1975 and
Wightman et al. 1992. For example, according to Wightman et al. (1992:1715), at
'intonational phrase" boundaries, a pause is found in just 23% of the cases.
In order to say that the difference between the target rimes in ( 1 c) and (2c) was
due to a difference in pre-juncture lengthening, one has to show that (i) Chinese and
English do not differ in inherent syllable durations and (ii) tonal complexity was not
a factor. For (i). previous studies have found that the average duration of an English
syllable in read speech is about 200 ms (Huggins 1964, Klatt 1976), and that of a
Chinese syllable is also about 200 ms (Ao & Shih 1994). To check it again, the total
durations of (Ic) and (2c) were examined. For durational comparison, (Ic) and (2c)
were similar. First, each had nine syllables. Second, both sentences had 20 segments
(counting diphthongs and tense vowels as single segments). Third, in the English
sentence five of the syllables were unstressed, 'bought', "a", 'but', 'bought", and 'a',
as there were in the Chinese sentence, [mai b] 'bought', [tsen] 'but', and [mai b]
'bought'. Fourth, of the four stressed syllables in English, there was one high vowel
and three non-high vowels; the same is true in the Chinese sentence. Finally, the two
sentences were similar in meaning and syntax, so any semantic and phrasing factors
should have had similar effects in both. Table 3 gives the total durations of ( Ic) and
(2c), which show no significant difference. Thus, the difference between the target
rimes was not due to inherent segment differences in the two languages.
Next consider tonal influence. For all Chinese speakers, the target rime carried
its lexical tone HL (fall). In contrast. English speakers varied among four pitch con-
tours. This is summarized in (3), where F = fall, R = rise, FR = fall-rise, and M = mid
level.
(3) Pitch contours of the English target syllable 'fan' in (Ic)
Contour F (HL) FR(HLH) M R (LH) Total
Tokens 30 23 2 5 60
Let us focus on F and FR. which constituted the majority (88%). First, wc compare
the durations of 1- tokens and 1 R tokens, given in I able 4. Ihe result shows that
there was no significant difference between F tokens and IR tokens. Next wc com-
pare the F tokens in English with the F tokens in Chinese, which is shown in lable 5.
Although all rimes in question had a falling tone, there was a significant durational
difference between the two languages. Thus, the durational difference between
English and Chinese was not the result of tonal complexity. Instead, the l-lnglish
rime was lengthened, consistently, whether there were three tones, as in FR (HLH),
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or just two, as in F (HL). This finding is consistent with those of previous studies.
2.2.2 Sentences (la, b) and (2a, b)
The purpose of (la, b) and (2a, b) was to compare pre-juncture rimes and non pre-
juncture rimes in English and Chinese. The number bnl was not treated consistently
by the speakers: some had a pause after it (as well as a pause after 'plus'); others did
not. So bnl was not analyzed. Of the remaining five, an2, anS, and bn3 were pre-
juncture, and anl and bn2 were not. Their rimes were all analyzed.
The five English rimes are shown in Table 6. It can be seen fi-om the average
values that the pre-juncture rimes were longer than non-pre-juncture rimes. In addi-
tion, among the three pre-juncture rimes, an2 was longer than the other two. Re-
peated Measures ANOVA was applied to determine whether the averaged differ-
ences were significant. The results are shown in Table 7. First, there was no signifi-
cant difference between the two non pre-juncture rimes (anl and bn2). Second, there
was no significant difference between the two sentence final pre-juncture rimes {an3
and bn3). Third, between an2, which was pre-juncture but not sentence final, and
an3 and bn3, which were pre-juncture and sentence final, there was a marginal dif-
ference (p = 0.017, which is significant for the 0.05 threshold but not significant for
the 0.01 threshold). The fact that an2 was longer should not be surprising, since it lay
at the main juncture for conveying the ambiguity between (la) and (lb). Finally, a
significant difference was found between non pre-juncture rimes {anl and bn2) on
the one hand and pre-juncture rimes (an2, an3, and bn3) on the other. This result
reconfirms the well-known fact that stressed pre-juncture rimes were significantly
longer than stressed non pre-juncture rimes in Enghsh.
Now consider Chinese. The five Chinese rimes are shown in Table 8 and ana-
lyzed in Table 9. There was no significant difference between non pre-juncture
rimes, or among pre-juncture rimes. On the other hand, there was a significant dif-
ference between pre-juncture rimes and non pre-juncture rimes, as there was in
English.
Next we compare English and Chinese. As seen in Table 6 and Table 8, the non
pre-juncture rimes in English {anl = 169 ms, bn2 = 168 ms) had similar durations as
those in Chinese {anl = 162 ms, bn2 = 170 ms). In addition, in both languages pre-
jimcture rimes were significantly lengthened. However, it can be seen that the size of
lengthening was greater in English than in Chinese. To determine whether the be-
tween-language differences were significant. Repeated Measures ANOVA was per-
formed on the averages of non-pre-juncture rimes (an] and bn2) and the averages of
pre-juncture rimes {an2, an3, and bn3). The result is given in Table 10 and high-
hghted in Figure 1. First, in both English and Chinese a significant difference was
foimd between pre-juncture and non pre-juncture rimes. Second, the difference be-
tween pre-juncture and non pre-juncture rimes was significantly dependent on the
language. Third, non pre-juncture rimes did not differ in the two languages. Fourth,
pre-juncture rimes in English were significantly longer than pre-juncture rimes in
Chinese. Specifically, pre-juncture rimes lengthened by 75% in English, but just
28% in Chinese. These lengthening sizes are comparable with the findings of
Umeda 1975, who found the increase in the English vowel to be 70%-100%, and the
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findings of Ao & Shih 1994, who found the increase in the Chinese syllable to be
about 20%.
Let us now consider whether the extra lengthening in English was due to tonal
complexity. The lexical tone for the Mandarin word [sasn] 'three' was H, which was
maintained throughout. Of the 180 tokens of pre-juncture English rimes, 121 had F,
28 had FR, 2 had H, 17 had L, and 12 had R. The majority ofthem (F, H, L, and R, or
84%), therefore, did not need more than two moras. The Mandarin syllable [sasn]
also has two moras (cf Duanmu 1993). In addition, there is little durational differ-
ence between H, R, and F in Mandarin. Thus, tonal complexity could not have
contributed to the extra pre-juncture lengthening in English.
Finally, consider pauses. After anl and bn2, the average silence durations were
under 30 ms in both English and Chinese, which should belong to the closure of the
following stop. Thus, there was no obvious pause after anl and bn2. After an2, how-
ever, the average silence duration was above 100 ms in both English and Chinese,
which means that there was some pause besides the closure of the following stop or
affricate. This shows that both English and Chinese can use a pause in addition to
pre-juncture lengthening at a syntactically and/or semantically contrastive juncture.
2.3 Summary
The present results are consistent with those of previous studies and give the fol-
lowing conclusions. First, both English and Chinese are subject to pre-juncture
lengthening. Second, English exhibits significantly more pre-juncture lengthening
than Chinese. Third, Chinese has a greater tendency to use pauses at syntactic junc-
tures than English. Ideally, more experiments should be carried out on other rime
pairs in English and Chinese. But the consistency in the results obtained so far pro-
vides good indication that fiirther results would point in the same direction. In what
follows I will assume that the above conclusions are essentially correct.
3. Phonological analysis
Let us now explore the reason for the difference in pre-juncture lengthening between
English and Chinese. First, consider the idea that Chinese lacks pre-juncture length-
ening because it is a tone language in which every regular syllable has a lexical tone.
Since a tonal contour is a fijnction of both pitch height and time, changing the dura-
tion of a syllable will presumably affect its tonal contour. And since tonal contour is
a distinctive property of every regular Chinese syllable, it is plausible that changes in
tone are generally avoided. However, this proposal has three shortcomings. First, it
is not the case that there is no pre-juncture lengthening in Chinese; we have seen that
there is significant pre-juncture lengthening in Chinese, just as there is English.
Second, although lengthening a syllable may change its tonal contour, the distinc-
tions among tonal categories need not be lost. For example. Mandarin has four tones
on full syllables, which are often described as high level, high rise, fall-rise, and fall.
If we interpret them as H, MH, MLH, and HL, and assume that the lengthened
syllable has three moras, the resulting tones, over the moras, will be HUH, MHIl.
MLH, and HLL, where the four categories remain distinct. Third, changes in tone do
occur in Chinese, despite the loss of tonal contrast. For example, the well-known
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Mandarin Third Tone Sandhi changes the Third tone into the Second, which can
introduce ambiguities. For example, [mai3] 'buy' has the Third tone and [mai2]
'bury' has the Second tone. In [mai2 ma3] 'to buy a horse', [mai3] has changed to
the Second tone because of the following Third tone in [ma3] 'horse'. As a result,
the expression sounds identical to 'to bury a horse'. Thus, the fact that a pre-juncture
Chinese syllable lengthens less cannot be attributed to the need to preserve tonal
distinctions.
What then is the explanation? I suggest that pre-juncture lengthening is not a
homogeneous phenomenon, but is sensitive to both phonetics and phonology. Let us
call the former phonetic lengthening and the latter phonological lengthening. The
former is probably due to a 'slow-down' tendency at the end of a structure. I as-
sume then that both English and Chinese are subject to phonetic lengthening, in
accordance with the fact that pre-juncture rimes were longer than non pre-juncture
rimes in both languages. However, unlike phonetic lengthening, phonological
lengthening is not universal, but requires specific conditions. I will argue that these
conditions are met in English but not in Chinese. Consequently, phonological
lengthening occurs in English but not in Chinese, which leads to the fact that English
pre-juncture rimes are longer than those in Chinese.
Consider first the motivation for phonological lengthening in English. I pro-
pose that the motivation is the need to satisfy foot binarity. A fundamental property
of stress and rhythm is the alternation between strong and weak beats. To realize
such an alternation there needs to be a minimum of two beats (syllables). In
phonology this is known as foot binarity. In earlier literature foot binarity was
thought to be a 'soft' requirement, but recent research suggests that it is stronger
than has been realized. For example, according to Halle & Vergnaud 1987, English
word stress usually falls on a binary foot, yet in monosyllabic words it falls on a
monosyllabic foot. In contrast, Burzio 1994 argues that all English feet are at least
binary. What used to be thought of as monosyllabic feet, such as 'fan' and 'bee', are
in fact disyllabic feet (fan.ne) and (bee.o), where the second syllable has a phoneti-
cally null vowel [0]. Similarly, because English has left-headed feet, a stressed final
syllable in such words as 'Tennessee' forms a monosyllabic foot in Halle &
Vergnaud's 1987 analysis, but a disyllabic binary foot 'Tennes(see.0)' in Burzio's
analysis. Although null elements may appear counter- intuitive, they have been pro-
posed in the literature. For example, silent beats in phonology have been proposed
by Abercrombie 1971, Liberman 1975, and Selkirk 1984. Nevertheless, there re-
main two questions about the null vowel. First, what is the motivation for it? Second,
how is it realized? For the first question, Burzio suggests a cross-linguistic con-
straint that all words must end in a vowel. This may explain why 'fan' is analyzed as
(fan.no) (ignoring consonant gemination), but not why 'bee' should be analyzed as
(bee.o). For the second question, one would expect the null vowel to be realized as
a silent pause, perhaps. But there is no such evidence. For example, according to
Umeda 1975, stressed pre-juncture English rimes, which for Burzio should end in a
null vowel, are more often followed by no pause than by a pause in read speech. A
better analysis, therefore, is not to posit the null vowel for English, yet still preserve
Burzio's insight. I suggest that instead of analyzing 'fan' as [faen.no] and 'bee' as
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[bi.0], they be analyzed as [faese.n] or [fae.aen] and [bi.i]. In other words, they are
disyllabic, but without the null vowel. Because the disyllabic forms contain more
segment slots, they are expected to be longer than non pre-juncture [faen] and [bi].
This analysis preserves the binary foot minimum, a key in Burzio's analysis, and
avoids the difficulties with the null vowel. In addition, this analysis accounts for the
fact that a stressed pre-juncture English syllable is significantly lengthened (beyond
the amount of phonetic lengthening observed in Chinese), as shown in the present
experiment and previous literature.
Let us now turn to the lack of phonological lengthening in Chinese. First, con-
sider stress in Mandarin. Unlike English, where many words are polysyllabic and
where intuition for stress is reasonably clear, many Chinese words are monosyllabic,
and so the question does not arise as to where stress falls on such words. There is,
instead, a fairly clear distinction between fijll syllables, which are usually content
words, and unstressed (toneless) syllables, which are usually functional words or
particles. The question of stress does arise in compounds (and phrases) made oftwo
or more flill syllables, but as Chao (1968:38) points out, whereas there is a good
degree of agreement on which syllables are unstressed, opinions differ in regard to
relative degrees of stress among ftill syllables of a compound. Still, some linguists
made an attempt to capture the nuances. For example, Chao (1968:29) suggests that
in Mandarin 'a two-syllable compound or phrase will have a slightly greater stress
on the second syllable'. A similarly proposal is made by Lin et al. 1984. Now if
Mandarin has right-headed feet, then perhaps one ought not expect the same pho-
nological lengthening as in English, which has left-headed feet.
But there is some evidence that Mandarin has left-headed stress, just as Eng-
lish does. Most people agree that duration is a primary indication of stress in Chinese
(Chao 1968, Lin et al. 1984, Yan & Lin 1988, Wang & Wang 1993). According to
Lin et al. 1984, the second syllable of a disyllabic Mandarin compound is longer
than the first, and according to Yan & Lin 1988, the final syllable of a trisyllabic
Mandarin compound is longer than the other two. However, according to Wang &
Wang 1993, the first syllable is longer in both disyllabic and trisyllabic compound.
One may wonder why there is contradicting evidence. A close look at the
methodology suggests that Wang & Wang's 1993 result is more reliable. In the e.\-
periments of Lin et al. (1984:66) and Yan & Lin (1988:228), target words were read
in isolation. In Wang & Wang's 1993 experiments, target words were read in a car-
rier sentence. It is likely, then, that the longer duration of the final syllable reported
by Lin et al. 1984 and Yan & Lin 1988 was due to final lengthening, and not to final
stress. Further evidence for left-headed stress in Mandarin compounds comes from
the distribution of unstressed (toneless) syllables. As Lin 1994 points out, in disylla-
bic compounds there are many cases where the second syllable is unstressed, but
there is no case where the first syllable is unstressed. Similarly, in four-syllable
compounds there are many cases where the second and third syllables are un-
stressed, but there is no case where the first and the third syllables are unstressed.
It appears then that Mandarin has left-headed feet after all, just as English
does. But then we are back to the original question: why is there more pre-juncture
lengthening in English than in Mandarin? I suggest that the answer lies in syllable
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inventory. English has a wide range of syllable structures. Preceding the vowel there
can be from zero to three consonants. The vowel itself can be short (lax), long
(tense), or a diphthong. After the vowel there can be up to four consonants. Although
there are some constraints on the English syllable, such as sonority (for onset and
coda clusters) and place of articulation (for coda clusters), there is still a large in-
ventory of syllable types. In contrast, syllable types in Chinese are radically limited.
In fact, according to Duanmu 1993, there is just one structure, CVX, for all regular
syllables in Mandarin (a small number of lexically weak syllables have the structure
CV).^ Similar proposals are made by Yip 1992 and Wang & Wang 1993. The C
represents a consonant or a glide (the consonant can also have a secondary articula-
tion which is traditionally written as a separate glide). The V represents a short
vowel, the first mora of a diphthong, or the first mora of a long vowel. The X repre-
sents either the second mora of a long vowel, or the second mora of a diphthong, or
a nasal coda. The richness of the English syllable inventory allows it to turn a
monosyllable into a disyllabic easily (when called upon by foot binarity). For exam-
ple, [ten] 'ten' can turn into [te.en], [tee.n], or [tee.en], without creating ill-formed
syllable types. In Chinese, however, such freedom is not available, because CVX is
the only syllable structure. For example, one cannot turn [sasn] 'three' into [sae.aen],
[saeas.n], or [saeae.asn]; in the first case both syllables are ill-formed and in the second
and third the second syllable is ill-formed. Thus, although a stressed pre-juncture
syllable is subject to foot binarity in both English and Chinese, English can satisfy it
by lengthening, but Chinese cannot.
Lengthening is not the only way to satisfy foot binarity, however. Ironically,
while the idea of null syllables did not seem appropriate for English, it works fine for
Chinese. In particular, 1 suggest that a stressed pre-juncture syllable in Chinese is
followed by a silent beat, and together they form a binary foot. This analysis directly
accounts for the two differences between English and Chinese which have so far
remained unexplained: first, English had greater pre-juncture lengthening than Chi-
nese, and second, the pause after a stressed pre-juncture syllable is often absent in
English but rarely absent in Chinese.
To summarize, I have proposed that pre-juncture lengthening can be influ-
enced by both phonetics and phonology. Both English and Mandarin undergo pho-
netic pre-juncture lengthening. However, they differ in phonological pre-juncture
lengthening as follows. Both English and Mandarin have left-headed feet and both
observe foot binarity. A stressed pre-juncture syllable does not form a binary foot
and repair strategies are needed. In English the pre-juncture syllable is turned into
two syllables through lengthening, made possible by the flexibility of English sylla-
ble structure. In Mandarin the same lengthening is not available, owing to the rigid
CVX syllable structure. Instead, Mandarin satisfies foot binarity by using a silent
beat (pause) after a stressed pre-juncture syllable. This analysis accounts for the
three phonetic results reported in the section 2: (i) there is pre-juncture lengthening
in both English and Chinese, (ii) English shows more pre-juncture lengthening than
Mandarin, and (iii) a pause after the pre-juncture syllable is optional in English but
required in Mandarin.
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4. Conclusions
I have presented experimental results demonstrating that English shows more
lengthening in a stressed pre-juncture syllable than Chinese. To explain the differ-
ence, I propose that pre-juncture lengthening is influenced by both phonetics and
phonology. Phonetic lengthening is present in both English and Chinese.
Phonological lengthening is present in English but not in Chinese. Phonological
lengthening in English is motivated by the need to satisfy foot binarity; in particular,
a stressed final syllable does not form a binary foot, and to satisfy foot binarity, it
will split into two syllables. This analysis is similar (but not identical) to the original
insight of Burzio 1994. Thus, [faen] 'fan' is turned into [fas.aen] or [fasas.n]. What
appears to be syllable lengthening, therefore, is in fact the result of syllable split.
Like English, Chinese also obeys foot binarity, but owing to its rigid syllable struc-
ture, syllable split is not available. In particular, CVX is the only structure for flill
Mandarin syllables (Duanmu 1993); a syllable like [fasn] 'rice' cannot be split into
[fas.aen], [fasae.n], or [fasae.aen]; in the first both syllables are ill-formed, and in the
second and third the second syllable is ill-formed. As a result, Chinese needs to
satisfy foot binarity in other ways, such as using a pause (or a filler word) as the
second syllable of a foot.
The present analysis raises a range of questions. For example, is there inde-
pendent evidence that a lengthened English syllable counts as two syllables? Is there
independent evidence that a pause can count as a syllable in Chinese? Can the pres-
ent analysis be extended to other languages? Will a stressed monosyllabic word be
lengthened in nonfinal positions? Are there other consequences of the difference in
pre-juncture lengthening between English and Chinese? Are there exceptions to the
present claim that Chinese syllables can not be lengthened? Is phonological pre-
juncture lengthening categorical, i.e., either present or absent? It is my hope that
these questions will be addressed in future research.
NOTES
* For various comments and help, thanks to Pam Beddor, Lisa Cheng, Jennifer Cole,
Andre Cooper, Shengli Feng, Brenda Gillespie, Yong He, Jim Huang, Yen-hwei
Lin, James Myers, Jane Tsay, Kathy Welch, Moira Yip, Shangyang Zhao, and audi-
ences at University of California Irvine, Ohio State University, NACCL 8, and
Center for Chinese Studies at University of Michigan.
' Strictly speaking, anl and bn2 also lay before a word juncture and an NP juncture.
However, the main junctures in question, namely, that after an2 and that before hn2,
made word and phrase junctures less important.
^ Three sentence tokens were mistakenly read: the Chinese speaker C7 read (4a) as
(4b) on the fifth repetition, and the Chinese speaker CI 1 read (4a) as (4b) on the
second and third repetitions. These three tokens were discarded. The place of each
discarded token was filled by the average values of the good repetitions of the same
sentence by the same speaker.
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^ The statisticians I consulted had differing opinions as to whether the comparisons
in Table 7 should be adjusted by the Bonferroni factor. The Bonferroni adjustment is
sometimes applied in multiple comparisons, by which the significance level is di-
vided by the number of comparisons made. In Table 7, four comparisons were made.
If one assumes 0.05 to be the significance level, then the adjusted significance level
will be 0.0125. Thus, for example, the difference between an2 vs. anS-bnS (p =
0.017) is significant for the unadjusted significance level of 0.05, but not significant
for the adjusted significance level of 0.0125. An alternative way of analyzing the
data in Table 6 is to compare every rime with everyone else by paired t-test ( 1 pairs
in all), and then adjust the resuhs with the Bonferroni factor of 10 (i.e. using either
0.005 or 0.001 as the significance level). The results are similar to those in Table 7.
^ It can be seen that the Bonferroni adjustment will not alter the result in Table 9.
^ Reported variations among tone 1, tone 2, and tone 4 are small and inconsistent.
For example, according to Luo & Wang (1957:127), tone 2 is 7% longer than tone 4,
but according to Howie (1976:20), tone 2 is just 2% longer than tone 4. Similarly,
according to Luo 8l Wang 1957 tone 1 is 2.6% longer than tone 4, but according to
Howie tone 4 is 6% longer than tone 1
.
^ Other phonological lengthening phenomena such as compensatory lengthening are
not discussed here.
^ According to Wightman et al. 1992, pre-juncture lengthening in English is re-
stricted to the final rime only.
^ Burzio (p.c.) suggests that the null vowel in words like '(bee.o)' and
'kanga(roo.0)' is forced purely by the prohibition against a unary foot.
^ The phonetic transcription in (2) reflects the traditional view of Chinese syllables
rather than that of Duanmu's. Duanmu 1993 also suggests that another group of
Chinese dialects, notably Shanghai and some of its neighbors in the Wu dialect fam-
ily, have a fixed syllable structure CV. If pre-juncture lengthening is related to
syllable structure, this group should behave like Mandarin and unlike English, in
that they resist pre-juncture lengthening and tend to have pauses at junctures.
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APPENDIX
12 3 4 5 Mean
El 355 350 293 374 346 344
E2 470 517 531 470 484 494
E3 394 403 422 403 403 405
E4 410 379 418 389 363 392
E5 403 379 389 442 379 398
E6 398 384 312 278 292 333
E7 307 307 326 252 307 300
E8 323 265 239 235 235 259
E9 302 322 346 298 269 307
ElO 331 274 331 379 384 340
Ell 341 396 413 331 360 368
E12 322 336 298 264 289 302 SD - 67.6
CI 211 182 173 254 178 200
C2 202 154 187 192 148 177
C3 154 144 202 216 114 166
C4 197 222 235 208 221 217
C5 216 254 208 208 195 216
C6 240 226 221 206 192 217
C7 178 222 173 182 221 195
C8 168 178 163 187 163 172
C9 144 139 178 110 111 136
CIO 178 208 187 187 188 190
Cll 222 208 188 228 206 210
C12 205 230 198 205 215 211 SD = 32.2
Average English = 354 (ms)
Chinese = 192 (ms)
T-test: p = 0.000
Table 1 : Durations in ms of the target rime [aen] in the English (Ic) and the
Chinese (2c). El -El 2 represent 12 English speakers. CI -CI 2 rep-
resent 12 Chinese speakers. 1-5 on the top row represent five repe-
titions of each speaker. The standard deviation (SD) in each lan-
guage was based on the repetitions by all speakers. A t-test, based
on the means of the speakers, shows p = 0.000, which means that
the between-Ianguage difference in duration was significant.
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12 3 4 5 Mean
El 1992 1882 1790 1887 1867 1884
E2 2507 26 1 4 2722 2789 2607 2648
E3 2102 2078 2002 2030 2030 2048
E4 22512208 22612136 2204 2212
E5 1978 1757 1886 2198 1978 1959
E6 1886 1882 16511584 1636 1728
E7 1800 1848 1723 1622 1704 1739
E8 1499 1441 1327 1294 1294 1371
E9 1829 1992 1958 1920 2098 1959
ElO 1810 1670 1690 1978 1642 1758
Ell 1925 2137 1853 17811824 1904
E12 1872 1776 1901 1685 1636 1774 SD = 315
CI 1886 1858 17811694 1675 1779
C2 1814 1978 1838 1819 1646 1819
C3 1930 1853 1690 1656 1606 1747
C4 1853 1667 1786 1835 1694 1767
C5 1843 1843 1667 1616 1593 1712
C6 2357 2107 2150 1997 1862 2095
C7 1896 1643 1973 1963 1656 1826
C8 2170 21 12 2002 1963 1939 2037
C9 1627 1589 17711598 1562 1629
CIO 2174 2076 1954 1891 1744 1968
Cll 2748 2527 26612560 2376 2574
C12 1680 1555 1509 1542 1485 1554 SD = 285
Average English =1915 (ms)
Chinese = 1876 (ms)
T-test: p = 0.741
Table 3: Total durations in ms of the English sentence (Ic) and the Chinese
sentence (2c). El -El 2 represent 12 English speakers. CI -CI 2 rep-
resent 12 Chinese speakers. 1-5 on the top row represent five repe-
titions of each speaker. The standard deviation (SD) in each lan-
guage was based on the repetitions by all speakers. A t-test, based
on the means of the speakers, shows that that the difference in total
durations between (Ic) and (2c) was not significant.
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El
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
ElO
Ell
E12
F (fall)
12 3 4 5 Mean
346 346
470 517 531 470 484 494
394 403 422 403 403 405
384 312
El
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
ElO
Ell
E12
323
348
307 326 252 307 298
265 235
379
250
379
413 331 360 368
SD = 78.5
355 350 293 374 343
410 379 418 389 363 392
403 379 389 442 379 398
398 278 292 323
239 235 266
274 331 384 330
341 396 369
322 336 298 264 289 302 SD = 53.0
Average FR = 361(ms)
F = 340 (ms)
T-test p = 0.505
Table 4: Durations in ms ofthe target rime [xn] in the English ( Ic), grouped
by pitch contours. The upper set shows durations for the contour FR
(fall-rise). The lower set shows durations for the contour F (fall).
El -El 2 represent 12 English speakers. 1-5 on the top row represent
five repetitions of each speaker. A t-test on the means of the speak-
ers shows no significant difference between the two pitch contour
groups.
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12 3 4 5 Mean
El 355 350 293 374 343
E2
E3
E4 410 379 418 389 363 392
E5 403 379 389 442 379 398
E6 398 278 292 323
E7
E8 323 239 235 266
E9
ElO 274 331 384 330
Ell 341 396 369
E12 322 336 298 264 289 302 SD = 53.0
CI 211 182 173 254 178 200
C2 202 154 187 192 148 177
C3 154 144 202 216 114 166
C4 197 222 235 208 221 217
C5 216 254 208 208 195 216
C6 240 226 221 206 192 217
C7 178 222 173 182 221 195
C8 168 178 163 187 163 172
C9 144 139 178 110 111 136
CIO 178 208 187 187 188 190
Cll 222 208 188 228 206 210
C12 205 230 198 205 215 211 SD = 32.2
Average English = 340 (ms)
Chinese = 192 (ms)
T-test p = 0.000
Table 5: Durations in ms of the target rime [aen] in the English (Ic) and the
Chinese (2c). For English speakers (El -El 2), only those tokens
whose pitch contours were F (fall) were included. The pitch con-
tours of all tokens by Chinese speakers (CI -CI 2) were F. 1-5 on the
top row represent five repetitions of each speaker. The t-test was
based on the means of the speakers. Although all rimes had a falling
pitch contour, there was a significant durational difference between
the two languages.
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This paper examines Chinese resultative and manner (descriptive)
and phrases marked by de, arguing that they are adjuncts, despite re-
cent contrary assumptions. Evidence comes from the fact that they
must occur alone postverbally, and from a syntax-semantics mismatch
in argument structure for the manner type. It is claimed that these phe-
nomena, as well as their argument-like extraction properties, can be
handled naturally in a theory of semi-arguments (argument-like ad-
juncts) based on the type of interpretation rules in Jackendoff 1990.
1. Introduction*
In recent years there have been many analyses of Mandarin Chinese resultative
and descriptive (manner) constructions marked by the particle de, as illustrated in
(1):
(1) a. Ta (fa qiu) fa de hen youli.
s/he serve ball serve DE very strong
'She served hard.'
b. Ta chui de wo bei teng.
s/he beat DE my back hurt
'She beat so much my back hurt.'
Huang 1988 surveys two types of proposals, identified according to whether the
first (VI) or the second (V2) of the two verbs is the main verb in the sentence. On
the Primary Predication analysis V2 {youli 'strong' and teng 'hurt' in (1)) is the
main verb, and what precedes it (e.g., in (lb) chui de or ta chui de, depending on
the analysis) is a topic or adjunct. On the 'Secondary Predication' analysis, VI (Jd
'serve' and chui 'beat') is the main verb, the following DE-phrase being a com-
plement or adjunct. Huang goes on to argue for the Secondary Predicate analysis,
for reasons that I accept here for the most part. But even if we join Huang 1988,
1992, Tang 1990, Ernst 1995, and many others in accepting Secondary Predica-
tion, there are still a number of problems.
In this paper I address the following: are DE-phrases arguments or adjuncts?
The main goal of this paper is to argue for the latter, despite a common assumption
in the recent literature that they are arguments (complements).' The usual seman-
tic criteria would lead one to take DE-XP's, as I will call them, as adjuncts. They
can occur with intransitive verbs like pao 'run' or ku 'cry', as (2)-(3) show:
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(2) Tamen (paoguolai) pao de qichuanxuxude.
they run-over run DE breathless
'They ran (over) breathlessly.'
(3) Xiaohai ku de shoujuan dou shi-le.
child cry DE handkerchief all wet-PRF
'The child cried so much the handkerchief got wet.'
But they are optional — pao and ku can occur as simple, unmodified intransitives
— and have meanings typically associated with adjuncts. Still, they show certain
argument properties, and so appear to have a mixed status with respect to the ar-
gument/adjunct distinction. Thus, a second goal of this paper is to work towards a
principled theory of semi-arguments: adjuncts with certain well-defined argu-
ment properties.
Three facts will be crucial in accounting for DE-XP's:
(4) a. DE-XP's must be alone after the verb; all other postverbal phrases
are either omitted, preposed, or in the 'Verb-copying' or BA-con-
structions.
b. V2 in manner DE-XP's plays a crucial semantic role, making the
whole construction stative.
c. Extraction from DE-XP's shows argument properties.
I will use (4a-b) to argue that these phrases are fundamentally adjuncts (§2), and
use (4b-c) to construct a theory of argument-like adjuncts that accounts for their
mixed status (§3).
2. DE-XP's as adjuncts
2.1 The issue of phrase structure
2.1.1 The postverbal structure constraint (PSC)
As is well known, Chinese severely restricts the number of phrases which may
occur postverbally in the same sentence (see Huang 1982, Li 1990, and Tang
1990 for discussion). What is important for our purposes is that, while two com-
plements may co-occur there (see (5)) and duration/frequency (D/F) phrases may
co-occur with an object (as in (6)), DE-XP's may not cooccur postverbally with
any other phrase. This is illustrated in (7)-(9) (where (a) and (b) reflect two pos-
sible analyses of de as part of the DE-XP and as a verb suffix, respectively).
(5) Guorong song-le Xiaoming yi-ping hao jiu.
Guorong give-PRF Xiaoming one-bottle good liquor
'Guorong gave Xiaoming a bottle of good liquor.'
(6) Guorong jian-le wo liang ci.
Guorong see-PRFme two time
'Guorong saw me twice.'
(7) a. *Guorong fa-le qiu de hen youli.
Guorong serve-PRF ball DE very strong
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b. *Guorong fa de hen youli qiu.
Guorong serve DE very strong ball
'Guorong served the ball hard.'
(8) a. *Guorong kai dao chengli de hen shoulian.
Guorong drive to town DE very skillful
b. *Guorong kai de hen shoulian dao chengli.
Guorong drive DE very skillful to town
'Guorong drove to town skillfully.'
(9) a. *Guorong pao-le Hang ci de hen kuai.
Guorong run-PRF two time DE very fast
b. *Guorong pao de hen kuai Hang ci.
Guorong run DE very fast two time
'Guorong ran fast twice.'
Huang 1982 tried to explain these patterns with the PSC, a surface filter,
which in effect allowed the verb to be followed by its subcategorized comple-
ments, or by a D/F NP or DE-XP, but not both. The PSC has been widely criticized
( e.g., in Ernst 1986b, A. Li 1990, Huang 1992) and is now taken to be the result
of several independent factors, such as the parameterization of Chinese as having
complements to the right of V, but otherwise being head-final, an approach I
adopt here.-
2.1.2 Lexical-rule analysis
If DE-XP's are to be taken as arguments, the usual view of argument structure
says that they must be arguments of verbs derived by a lexical rule. In what fol-
lows I examine how a lexical-rule analysis must deal with the facts shown in (7)-
(9).^
An obvious way to account for DE-XP's by lexical rule is to take de as a
derivational suffix augmenting a verb's t-grid, adding a manner or resultative
complement to its existing arguments." This explains why they are postverbal.
But why are DE-XP's always alone postverbally? The best answer, to my know-
ledge, is put forth in papers by Huang 1988, 1991, 1992. First, DE-XP's are ob-
lique complements, and are mapped onto DS according to a t-Hierarchy putting
them to the right of Themes.*^ Second, they are Secondary Predicates, which com-
bine with V to form a Complex Predicate (which may take its own NP object in
SpecVP); apparently. Complex Predicate formation can apply only once, to one V
-t- XP combination.^'
Observe how this would account for the PSC data in (7)-(9). recast in (10)-
(12) with de lexically attached to V:
(10) a. *Guorong fa-de qiu hen youli.
Guorong scrve-DE ball very strong
b. *Guorong fa-de hen youli qiu.
Guorong serve-DE very strong ball
'Guorong served the ball hard.'
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(11) a. *Guorong kai-de dao chengli hen shoulian.
Guorong drive-DE to town very skillful
b. *Guorong kai-de hen shoulian dao chengli.
Guorong drive-DE very skillful to town
'Guorong drove to town skillfully.'
(12) a. *Guorong pao-de liang ci hen kuai.
Guorong run-DE two time very fast
b. *Guorong pao-de hen kuai liang ci.
Guorong run-DE very fast two time
'Guorong ran fast twice.'
The (b) sentences in (lO)-(ll) are ruled out because the manner DE-XP must be
mapped lower in the tree than themes (10) or goals (11: goals are higher than
themes in the t-Hierarchy), and therefore must occur to the right. (12b), as well as
(12a), is njled out because Complex Predicate formation can only apply once, and
both D/F phrases and DE-XP's are Secondary Predicates undergoing this rule.
The same applies to (10a), as the bare qiu also undergoes the rule.
However, this approach fails in three ways. First, it cannot account for (11a).
Observe that (13) (Huang's 1992 (43)) would be derived by raising of V-de and
control of the Secondary Predicate's PRO by ma 'horse':
(13) Zhangsan qi-de; ma tj [PRO lei-si-le].
Zhangsan ride-DE horse tired-dead-PRF
'Zhangsan rode so much the horse was tired to death'
In a parallel way, (11a) ought to be good, with Guorong controlling PRO in [PRO
hen shoulian]. That is, just as (14a) is grammatical, so also should be (14b) (=1 la
elaborated), with the addition of the PP:
(14) a. Guorong (che) kai-de [PRO hen shoulian].
Guorong car drive-DE very skillful
'Guorong drove (the car) skillfully.'
b. *Guorong kai-de dao chengli [PRO hen shoulian].
Guorong drive-DE to city very skillful
'Guorong drove to the city skillfully.'
Second, this lexical-rule analysis cannot explain sentences like (10a) but
with specific objects, which (as (13) shows) are not ruled out in principle with the
Wde -I- NP -I- VP pattern:
(15) Guorong kai-de nei-bu che [PRO hen {*shoulian/kuai}].
Guorong drive-DE that-CL car very skillful/fast
'Guorong drove that car {* skillfully/fast}.'
This analysis must appeal to control of the DE-XP's PRO to rule out cases like
(15) with shoulian 'skillful', since the sentence would only make sense if the
controller were the subject Guorong; a minimal-distance constraint on control
(Huang 1992) forces nei-bu che 'that car' to be the controller, as it is for kuai
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'fast', and this is anomalous for shoulian. The problem with this approach is that
it gets the semantics of many sentences wrong. It is not the case that manner DE-
XP's are simply adjectival predicates with a subject (or object) controller; they do
not attribute a property to a participant in the event, but to some 'sub-event' of
the event expressed by the verb ( i.e., a 'manner' of the event).^ This is brought
out by (16), in which there is no appropriate NP to serve as the subject of the DE-
XP:
(16) a. Ta (gunzi) wo de hen jin.
s/he club grasp DE very tight
S/he grasped the club tightly.'
b. Tade biaoyan gaijin de hen man.
hers/his performance improve DE very slow
'Her/his performance has improved very slowly.'
In (16a) neither s/he nor the club are tight (the grip on the club is), and in (16b) it
is not the case that the performance itself is slow, but that the rate of its improve-
ment is slow. The DE-XP represents a manner expression, characterizing the man-
ner of V-ing, but not the agent of V-ing, as the control-based analysis predicts.
Third, the Je-as-suffix lexical-rule analysis wrongly predicts that \-de acts
like a verb. One test for verbhood is the ability to take the 'A-not-A' question
form, as shown for the compound verb hui-lai 'return, come back' in (17):
(17) Ni huilai bu huilai?
you return-not-return?
'Are you coming back?'
lideiovms a derived verb from pao 'run', (18) ought to be grammatical, but it is
not:
(18) *Jinrong paode-bu-paode {kuai/jiao tong le}?
Jinrong runDE-not-runDE fast/feet hurt INCH
'Does Jinrong run {fast/so much his feet hurt}?'
Similarly, aspect markers should be acceptable when attached to V-de, particularly
in resultatives, but are not; compare (19)-(20), ^\\tvt pao-suan is often taken as a
true compound:**'
^
(19) Jinrong pao-suan-le tui.
Jinrong run-stiff-PRF leg
'Jinrong ran so much his legs got stiff.'
(20) Jinrong pao-de (*-le) tui dou suan.
Jinrong run-DE-PRF leg all stiff
'Jinrong ran so much his legs got stiff.'
2.2 The issue of semantic representation
The Primary Predication analysis sketched above was attractive for one very im-
portant semantic reason: manner DE-XP's have a much more salient role than one
would expect for a mere manner adjunct (see Li 1963, Liu 1982, for example). Al-
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though we reject the Primary Predication analysis on syntactic grounds, the verb
in the DE-XP does indeed function as the main semantic predicate of the sentence
(full justification for this is given below). Tliis means that there is a mismatch be-
tween syntax and semantics. Syntactically VI is the main verb; in 21a, for exam-
ple, VI is pai 'pat', taking two arguments (the agent ta 's/he', and the theme
wode jianbang 'my shoulder'). But the semantic center of the main assertion in
(21a) is qing 'light'. Qing has no overt argument; what is light is the manner-of-
patting, not a person:
(21) a. Ta (pai wode jianbang) pai de hen qing.
s/he pat my shoulder pat DE very light
'S/he patted my shoulder Ughtly.'
b. Ta zuotian wanshang shui de hen tian.
s/he yesterday evening sleep DE very sound
'S/he slept soundly last night.'
In other words, in cases like (21a-b) the semantic representation must account for
the facts that (i) the original argument structure of VI {shuilpai) is preserved and
represented syntactically, but (ii) V2 (qing/tian) is the semantic center, with its
(covert) argument based on the event denoted by VI.
On a lexical-rule analysis, since DE-XPs' semantic representation must be
added as an argument to VI, VI is the main semantic predicate and V2 heads its
complement. This presumes that phrase structure is projected at D-structure ac-
cording to the main verb's lexical entry; if this were not so, ta would not be the
syntactic subject of 21a-b, incorrectly. This accounts for fact (i) above, but does
not allow V2 to function as the semantic main predicate (fact (ii)). In order to
make V2 the main predicate, a lexical-rule analysis would have to make it so at D-
structure N but this is precisely the Primary Predication analysis sketched in sec-
tion 1, which (among other problems) would not allow ta to be the subject at all
in (21a). The same point holds for (21b) and (16a-b).
In other words, manner DE-XP sentences act as if they are set up syntac-
tically with VI as the head, but have the semantic characteristics of a proposition
with V2 as the head; the controversy over Primary Predication versus Secondary
Predication was essentially over how to handle this mismatch, in a theory not well
equipped to handle it. On the adjunct-based analysis to be given below, these
facts are predicted more naturally, in a framework (Jackendoff 1987, 1990) which
IS equipped to handle such mismatches by means of Correspondence Rules for
the interpretation of adjuncts. VI selects its arguments at D-structure, and only at
LP does V2 'take over' as the main predicate.
2.3 An adjunct-based analysis (syntax)
Ernst 1995 sketched an analysis of DE-XP' s in which they are adjuncts, and I will
repeat the syntactic essentials of it here. Following Travis 1984, Li 1990, and
many others, it was proposed there that (almost) all adjuncts in Chinese have
preverbal base positions, so DE-XP' s will start out before V. But de is an enclitic
that must attach at PF to the verb stem. Thus in order to satisfy this morphological
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requirement on de, the whole phrase must move and right-adjoin to VP. If any-
thing intervenes between the verb stem and de this requirement is violated, mak-
ing the resulting sentence ungrammatical, as above. This is what rules out the (a)
sentences in (7)-(9), as the DE-XP adjoins to the right of all complements and du-
ration/frequency adverbials (which I assume to be NP's requiring Case, thus be-
ing closer to V than the adjoined DE-XP; see Ernst 1996a for discussion); and the
(b) versions of (7)-(9) are ruled out as well: there is no way for the DE-XP to 'get
inside' the other phrase.'"
It is still necessary, for this analysis, to provide an account of the semantic
facts referred to above, and to explain the argument-like movement properties of
DE-XP' s. These two matters are addressed in section 3.
3. DE-XP's and a theory of semi-arguments
3.1 Background
I adopt a theory of semantic structure along the lines of Jackendoff 1990. The
lexical entries of verbs include information about their Lexical Conceptual Struc-
ture (LCS), which in turn includes specification of their arguments. In (16), for ex-
ample, the subscript / marks the external argument, and the subscript j marks the
(optional) object.
(22) V {LCS iox drink)
<NPj>
[CAUSE ([ ]i, [GO ([LIQUID)j,
[TO ([IN ([MOUTH OF []i)])])])])]
((22)— somewhat simplified from Jackendoff 1990:53)— is not his final version,
but it suffices for our purposes.) Selectional restrictions are merely explicit infor-
mation that the verb supplies about its arguments (Jackendoff 1990:52; cf Peset-
sky 1995:133), such as the specification LIQUID in (22).
The operation of Argument Fusion puts arguments into their proper slots in
the verb's LCS, with redundant information deleted, and producing an unaccept-
able sentence if there is incompatible information ( e.g., *drink a tree). There are
then a number of different rules for the interpretation of adjuncts. Some add ma-
terial freely, with no connection to the verb's LCS, such as the rule adding time
adjuncts like at 6:00. Others have more of a connection to the verb's LCS; thus
the rule for instrumentals like with a key in Alex opened the door with a key re-
quires verbs with ('negatively') affected objects (see Jackendoff 1990:134, 188).
If we follow Jackendoff in taking English resultatives like thai in 23a to be
interpreted by an adjunct rule, then its Conceptual Structure starts from the LCS
of water in (b) and gives (23c) (Jackendoff 1990:232; again simplified). Impor-
tantly, (23c) replaces the original main conceptual clause of water's LCS with a
superordinate adjunct clause, the first line of (23c), demoting the original clause.
In this way the adjunct has a great effect on the verb's LCS, superceding it as the
main element of the VP's derived Conceptual Structure.
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(23) a. The gardener watered the tuhps flat.
b. water
V
NP
[cause ([a], [INCH [BE ([WATER, [ON [P]])]]) 1
Lapp- ([a], [p]) J
CAUSE ([a], [INCH [BE ([[i], [AT [FLAT]])]])
AFF- ([GARDENER], [TULIPS])
BY [cause ([a], [INCH [BE ([WATER], [ON [p]])] 1
Lapp- ([a], [p])] J
Importantly, (23c) replaces the original main conceptual clause of water's LCS
with a superordinate adjunct clause, the first line of (23c), demoting the original
clause. In this way the adjunct has a great effect on the verb's LCS, superceding
it as the main element of the VP's derived Conceptual Structure.
I propose here that one kind of semi-argument is a non-lexically-selected
phrase (= adjunct), which replaces this main action with a superordinate one.
Semi-arguments can thus be identified by their relationship to the LCS's of verbs
with which they combine, a closer relationship than that involving pure ad-
juncts." But, of course, they are still adjuncts. This means that they will be added
to phrase structure 'outside' of arguments, are always optional, and will behave
at least partially like other adjuncts with respect to movement.
3.2 DE-XP's as semi-arguments
The exact semantics of Chinese resultative clauses is complex (see Sybesma 1992,
Gu 1992 for some discussion), but at least two features seem to be agreed upon:
that they involve extent as well as result, and that they impose a causative and/or
inchoative meaning on the original verb's LCS. I suggest the semantic rule given
in 24 (regardless of its details, what is crucial is that the interpretation rule supply
a superordinate Conceptual Structure taking precedence over the verb's original
one):
(24) [VP Vh - [CP de Ipj]]
^CAUSE ([EXT [AFF [ a], )]h]. INCH [BEident (Event [[ Ij)]) 1
AFP ([a],
)
J
Informally, (24) means that the extent of the main verb's event (represented by
AFF ([a], )) makes the event represented by the resultative (IP) happen. Thus in
25 there was so much crying that the handkerchief got wet. The status of the
'CAUSE' clause in (24) as the new main clause in Conceptual Structure is what
makes the resultative DE-XP a semi-argument.
(25) Xiaohai ku de shoujuan dou shi-le.
child cry DE handkerchief all wet-PRF
'The child cried so much the handkerchief got wet.'
Turning to manner DE-XP's, I propose the interpretation rule in (26):'^
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(26) [vpVh...[cpdeApk]]
Fk ([Event Y]) & SUBSET ([Y], [Z]) 1
- [Event Z]h J
The SUBSET function is what I take to create manner readings; it needs elabora-
tion, but an example should give a flavor of how it works. In (27a) one might
judge George's leaving as rude if he slammed the door; the application of (26) to
this sentence gives (27b), which says that some subset Y of events of leaving,
such as leavings-by-slamming-the-door, was rude:
(27) a. George left the room rudely.
b. [rude ([Event Y]) & SUBSET ([Y], [LEAVE (George)]) 1
[[Event LEAVE (George)]] J
Of course, it also says that there was an event of leaving by George. But this
original main conceptual clause has been superceded by that of the manner
predicate RUDE. In this way, parallel to resultatives, maimer DE-XP's are semi-
arguments because they impose a new main clause onto the sentence's derived
Conceptual Structure.'^
3.3 Evidence for V2 as semantic main predicate
As noted above, native speakers' intuitions are strong that the verb in manner
DE-XP's is the semantic main predicate of the sentence. There is also more overtly
verifiable evidence. First, if stative manner predicates like RUDE become the cen-
terpiece of the main conceptual clause, the derived event should be a state. This is
borne out by the fact that only the aspect markers that occur with syntactic sta-
tive predicates like lei 'be tired' may occur with manner DE-XP's:
(28) a. Lao Li (*zai) lei.
Old Li PROG be-tired
'Old Li is tired (*is being tired).'
b. Lao Li (*zai) shuo de hen wenhe.
Old Li PROG speak DE very gentle
'Old Li speaks (*is speaking) gently.'
(29) a. Lao Li mei-you hen lei.
Old Li not-PRF very tired
'Old Li isn't very tired.'
b. Lao Li mei-you shuo de hen wenhe.
Old Li not-PRF speak DE very gentle
'Old Li didn't speak gently.'
Second, it has often been observed that postverbal manner expressions are
used to express a habitual or 'generic' reaing, as in (30); this contrasts with pre-
verbal manner phrases, which are used instead with specific events. This is natural
if such cases are fundamentally states, so that the habitual reading is something
like 'She is clear in her speaking':
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(30) Ta (shuo hua) shuo de hen qingchu.
s/he say speech say DE very clear
'She speaks clearly.'
Third, while preverbal manner expressions may be used in imperatives, as in
(31)-(32), manner DE-XP's cannot (33)-(34), just as with clear cases of stative
predicates (see 35): "*
(31) Qiaoqiao de chi yidiar dongxi! (32) Manman de zou!
quiet DE eat a-bit thing slow DE walk
'Quietly eat something!' 'Walk slowly!'
(33) *Chi de qiaoqiao (de)! (34) *Zou de man(man de)!
eat DE quiet walk DE slow
'Eat quietly!'
(35) *Qiaoqiao!
quiet
'Be quiet!'
Fourth, as is well known, negation and A-not-A questions are formed on V2,
not on VI. The fact that chili 'strenuous' in 36a represents a semantic main
predicate accounts for its being the normal locus of interrogation and negation.'^:
(36) a. Ta tui de chi-bu-chili?
s/he push DE stren-not-strenuous?
'Does she push strenuously?'
b. *Ta tui-bu-tui de chih?
In conclusion, there seems to be good evidence to support a rule like that in
(26), by which manner DE-XP's impose a superordinate clause on the Conceptual
Structure of the verb. Thus we are justified in taking them as semi-arguments.
3.4 Extraction from DE-XP's
When zenmeyang 'how' is embedded in an island as in (37) (Tsai's 1994:112
(73)), it only has its result reading, not manner:
(37) Ni zui xihuan [np [CP ta dun de zenmeyang] de niurou]?
you most like s/he stew DE to-what-extent of beef
'How well stewed do you like your beef?' (OKrES/*MAN)
I assume the DE-XP to be a sort of CP with de as Comp. The fact that zenmeyang
can be extracted (or interpreted) at LP in (37) shows that this CP is not a barrier.
As for overt movement, both readings are possible, though the sentences are not
perfectly acceptable (Tsai 1994:115-6 (82-83)):
(38) a. ^Zenmeyangi (a), ta niurou dun de tj?
How TOP he beef stew DE
'How did he stewed the beef?'
b. ^Zenmeyangi (a), ni kan ta niurou dun de tj?
How TOP you think he beef stew DE
'How do you think he stewed the beef?'
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Thus extraction from the DE-CP must be possible in principle.
I suggest that semi-arguments are subjacency barriers only, and that the ef-
fect of these barriers on acceptability is weakened to the extent that non-moved
material is presupposed/backgrounded. This accounts for (37) because sub-
jacency barriers do not count at LF, allowing the phrase after de to move.'^ This
moved phrase behaves as an argument with respect to classic ECP argu-
ment/adjunct asymmetries; we could take this either as a matter of referentiality, or
as following from its nominal nature (following Tsai 1994). The manner reading is
ruled out by the ECP because manner zenmeyang is predicative and nonreferen-
tial (or, again following Tsai 1994, because it is an Adverb acting as a pro-AP).
The pattern in (38) follows because there is no ECP effect, but the DE-CP is a
mild subjacency barrier. Thus if we accept DE-XP's as subjacency barriers, and
the identification of DE-XP's as semi-arguments, the patterns of overt and covert
WH movement are accounted for without positing a lexical rule.
But why are DE-XP's relatively mild subjacency barriers? I suggested that
this occurs when non-moved material is presupposed or backgrounded. This is a
general fact about subjacency barriers. It has often been noted, for example, that
WH-island violations are less severe with embedded nonfinite clauses as opposed
to finite (perhaps a result of there being more semantic material in finite clauses),
and that cases like (39a) improve further in a context where we each have pro-
jects stalled because of something we do not know how to fix:
(39) a. ??Whati do you wonder how they fixed tj?
b. ... So, Carol, what are you wondering how to fix?
Many more such examples could be given. '^ If the point holds, then it is to
be expected that semi-arguments show this effect: they make it so that material
preceding an extraction site is presupposed. DE-XP's explicitly take over the
foregrounded part of the sentence, making the verb and preceding material back-
grounded/presupposed. The relatively mild unacceptability of the movements in
(38) is expected, given that the DE-XP plays a major semantic role in Conceptual
Structure, while the syntactic main verb dun 'stew' is necessarily backgrounded.
Thus, the possibility of extraction need not be stipulated, as the Adjunct Condi-
tion already makes DE-XP's into subjacency barriers, and semi-arguments' effect
on a sentence's information structure makes them mild barriers.
3.5 Summary
I have proposed an analysis of DE-XP's as semi-argument adjuncts, based on in-
terpretation rules making their Conceptual Structures into the main conceptual
clause of the sentence. Given the determination of semi-arguments as subjacency
barriers under the Adjunct Condition, the extraction facts in (37)-(38) follow:
long-distance movement out of strong islands at LF produces the usual ECP ar-
gument/adjunct asymmetry, while overt topicali/.alion in (38) produces only
mildly unacceptable sentences, due to the semantic centrality of the DE-XP (and
concomitant backgrounding of VI).
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4. Conclusion
I have examined Chinese postverbal phrases marked by de, analyzing them as
adjuncts in not being selected by the main verb, and as semi-arguments in terms of
the semantic rules integrating them into a sentence's Conceptual Structure. In
this way we account for both their phrase-structural properties (which I have ar-
gued are adjunct-like) and movement-related properties (which are more argu-
ment-Uke). With this analysis we have evidence for what makes this sort of ad-
junct a semi-argument: the beginnings of a theory of semi-arguments.
NOTES
* I thank Yang Gu, James Huang, and Shi-Zhe Huang for discussion of the issues
herein, and especially Shi-Zhe Huang for supplying crucial data. All errors, of
course, are my own.
' See Huang 1992, Sybesma 1992, and Tsai 1994 for a representative sample. One
must distinguish the traditional use of the term 'complement' (buyu), which
means little more than 'postverbal phrase', from the formal-grammar use in which
it denotes internal arguments; I adopt the latter sense here. See Tsai 1995 for dis-
cussion.
^ See Koopman 1983, Travis 1984, A. Li 1990, Tang 1990, Mulder & Sybesma
1990, and Huang 1988, 1992 for discussion.
' Although resultative DE-XP's have received the most attention in recent years,
most of my discussion will involve the manner variety. This is because even
though previous treatments of DE-XP's as arguments (Huang 1991, Sybesma
1992) have captured many aspects of resultatives, they often do not extend to
manner DE-XP's, which show exactly the same phrase-structural patterns. Thus
these analyses often cannot explain what appear to be unified phenomena in a
unified way. The proposals I will make for manner DE-XP's in terms of semi-
argument status, I think, will hold for all DE-XP's.
* This sort of approach is advocated by J. Huang 1991 (fn. 6) (and Tsai 1994;
Huang cites Zhu 1982 as having suggested it first), who suggests that de is a suf-
fix (or possibly a compound-forming verb) resulting in a V with the selectional
requirement of [+ result] or [+ state].
^ See Larson 1988. For a putative verb having the internal arguments {Theme -
Loc - Man} the structure would be as shown in (i), with the verb starting at the
far right and raising:
(i) [vpVi THEME ti LOC ti MAN tj]
^ This is not stated directly in Huang's 1991 discussion, but seems to be the only
possible interpretation: 'PSC effects ... fall out, because [nonreferential objects
like the bare shu "book" and D/F or DE-XP Secondary Predicates] are competing
to be "first" to combine with the verb under the head-initial complement rule, but
there is only one such "first" position per sentence'. Given the usual assumption
in this framework (Larson 1988) that 'shell' VP's are generated as needed for
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however many complements are taken by the verb, something must prevent a
given sentence from having more than one Secondary Predicate.
^ See below and Ernst 1986a, Wyner 1994.
* See Thompson 1973, Y. Li 1991. Verbs Yike pao-suan in (19) are also often anal-
yzed as being syntactically derived, with a lower V suan 'stiff raising and incor-
porating into pao 'run' (e.g., Sybesma 1992). Regardless of which analysis one
adopts, one must explain why the resulting verb can take aspect markers, while V-
de cannot.
One possible solution (cf. Huang 1988) might be to say that -le, as an aspect
marker having scope over a whole event, can only attach to the entire phrase ex-
pressing that event. Thus (20) could be excluded by saying that, if the DE-XP is
required to denote a completed event of running, -le must occur outside the [V +
DE-XP] complex. But this would run afoul of cases like (i)-(ii), where the postver-
bal expressions make for a completed event just as the DE-XP does in (20), yet -le
is allowed on the verb.
(i) Zhangsan pao-le chulai. (ii) Zhangsan pao-le san yingli.
Zhangsan run-PRF come-out Zhangsan run-PRF three mile
'Zhangsan ran out.' 'Zhangsan ran three miles.'
Sybesma 1992 offers an interesting analysis of cases like (20), ruling them
out by taking de to be a dummy functional head, inserted only when -le is absent.
But 1 believe that his analyses suffer from other problems, e.g., relating to the syn-
tax of -le. It is of course impossible to discuss here all the lexical-rule analyses that
have been put forward for DE-XP'
s
^ A lexical rule approach might avoid the problems discussed in section 2.1 \S de
must cliticize to the verb root at PF and is part of the complement DE-XP, which is
outermost, following D/F phrases and all arguments of the basic verb (cf. Tang
1990). This would rule out all cases in which the DE-XP is not immediately to the
right of the verb, as any intervening materal would prevent de from cliticizing.
This analysis is an improvement, but there is still evidence against it; space limita-
tions prevent full discussion.
'° Note that the behavior of de as syntactically part of a modifier, but phono-
logically attached to the modified head, is found in other languages; for example,
in Tagalog postverbal relative clauses may be headed by the linking particle na/-
ng, which, when following a word ending in certain sounds, takes the form -ng
and must cliticize to its left. This situation is largely the same as that of de. yet here
one cannot plausibly analyze the relative clause as an argument linked to a nom-
inal suffix -ng; therefore -ng is part of the relative clause, and cliticizalion cannot
be an instance of head-to-head movement at SS:
(i) ang isda [-ng iluluto ng babae]
the woman NG PT-cont. cook acr. woman
'the fish that the woman will cook' (Schachter & Otanes 1972)
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" Although I do not discuss them here, instrumental, locative, and benefactive
PP's constitute another kind of semi-argument. See Ernst [forthcoming] for dis-
cussion.
'^ (26) is simplified for presentation's sake; see Ernst [forthcoming] for discussion.
'^ Jackendoff 1990 (chapter 10) presents evidence that Correspondence Rules are
precisely what accounts for syntax-semantics mismatches in cases like belch
one's way out the door or laugh oneself silly. The present discussion constitutes
another case of such 'superordinate adjuncts', which are best handled by rules of
this sort, rather than lexical rules.
''' There is one exception to this: stative predicates including yidiar 'a bit (more)',
as Kuai yidiar! 'Faster!' or Zou de man yidiar! 'Go more slowly!' To my know-
ledge, there is no good account of this in the literature; whatever the explanation
is, it must apply to stative predicates both as main verbs and in DE-XP's.
•' Note, though, that we cannot yet explain in this way why (36b) is bad, since
the negator bu is fine with states, and negation and questions sometimes may
form on parts of the sentence that are not the main predicate. Thus the mere fact
that manner expressions like chili are the semantic main predicate can only ex-
plain why they more normally take negation or question markers, but not why the
main verb excludes negation and interrogation. See Ernst 1995, 1996b for ac-
counts of this fact with DE-XP's taken as adjuncts.
'^ Alternatively, we could adopt one of the other recent proposals for the lack of
subjacency effects with in-situ WH, e.g., Fiengo et al. 1988, Watanabe 1992.
'^ See Deane 1991 for a detailed discussion of this phenomenon, in a rather differ-
ent theoretical framework.
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A small, yet important, segment of the Chinese lexicon is com-
prised of loanwords from other languages. English has been a signifi-
cant contributor of many such words in recent years. In this paper an
automatic loanword identifier that has been implemented as a computer
program is described. It is specifically designed to identify transliter-
ated loanwords from English, though the principles followed are ex-
pected to apply to other source languages as well. This automatic iden-
tifier is possible because transliterated loanwords differ consistently
fi-om normal native Chinese words in two respects: the number of char-
acters and the specific characters that appear in them. Transliterated
loanwords often consist of more than the average two syllables for na-
tive Chinese words. Moreover, the range of characters used to represent
specific sounds in transliterations is such a small subset of the vast
number available that this set of characters might almost be considered
a syllabary. Additional constraints have also been incorporated that take
into consideration the location of specific characters within the string
being evaluated and that reduce the likelihood of misidentification of
especially long strings of characters as loanwords. Taking advantage of
these consistencies, the algorithm presented here calculates a score for a
given Chinese multi-character term. Scores above a certain threshold
are deemed loanwords; all others are presumed to be native words. The
present version of the algorithm has been implemented as a standalone
program that could be incorporated as a component of a more compre-
hensive natural language processing system. Limitations and future en-
hancements of the algorithm are also discussed.
I. Introduction
In this paper I wish to describe a program that takes a string of Chinese characters
and automatically computes a score for that string that indicates whether it is likely
to be a native Chinese word or a transliteration of an Ilnglish word that has been
borrowed into Chinese. A score above a designated threshold means that the string
is likely a loanword; a score below that threshold indicates that the string is likely
not a loanword. Ziegler 1991, in attempting to automatically identify languages,
took the philosophical view that his was an engineering problem rather than a
theoretical one. The approach adopted in this study is similar in spirit: the goal is a
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pragmatic approach that will yield the desired results; namely, a program that can
distinguish native Chinese words from English loanwords.
Inasmuch as this automatic loanword identification program is viewed poten-
tially as a single component of a larger natural language processing (NLP) system,
the required input for this program is a string of characters that might be construed
as a word. Each string of characters to be tested is placed on its own line in a test
file, thus clearly delimiting it. I am not parsing sentences to extract potential words
to serve as input to this identifier and I will not talk about parsing sentences.
Chinese has what might be characterized as a relatively small number of
words that have been borrowed from other languages. 'Small number' can be dif-
ficult to define and if one includes names of countries, states, provinces, cities, and
personal names from all over the world, this 'small' number ends up being a lot
larger than one might at first think. In the design of this identifier I relied on a cor-
pus of content words, which numbered approximately 1300. This truly is a small
number of words out of the total number existing in the language. Proper names
were not considered in the creation of the databases supporting the identifier,
though, as will be seen, they were used as test input.
Many, if not most, of the recently borrowed words in Chinese have come
from English. It is these that I will focus on here, though I believe that the proce-
dure used to identify transliterated 'English' loanwords would apply to many
words borrowed from other languages.
The title of this presentation includes the word 'transliterated' because it is
this kind of loanword that is most amenable to computational manipulation. These
include such common words as 'chocolate', /qiaokeli/, 'Pj'^jj, and 'sofa', /shafa/,
fJ>^', also, more technical terms like 'volt', /ftite/, t^^i^, and 'watt', /wate/, ^!j#
(Zhu 1993). There are other kinds of loanwords; for example, caiques or transla-
tions like ^^ 'horse' + 'power', 'horsepower', and i^5^ 'hot' + 'dog', 'hot dog'.
These are not handled by my automatic loanword identifier and will not be dis-
cussed further.
We will look only at those words that have preserved (at least to some extent)
a broad phonetic resemblance to the original word in English. That is, ones in
which the characters are used for their phonetic value rather than their semantic
content. That these are by no means solely obscure or technical terms is evidenced
by examples like 'sofa' and 'chocolate' above.
In developing an algorithm for identifying transliterated words I have relied
on two principles that seem sufficiently consistent to be of use:
1
)
The characters used in loanwords are DIFFERENT from those used in
regular native Chinese words.
2) Loanwords are often more than 2 syllables/characters long. Native
Chinese words are often bisyllabic, but not usually longer than that.
(Obvious exceptions are certain kinds of constructions such as resulta-
tive verbs and complex nominal phrases).
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The corpus I have used comes from a dictionary called the Wailaiyu Cidian
published by the Guoyu Ribaoshe in 1981. It should be noted at this point that
there were no place names and few or no personal names in this dictionary. This
means that two very prominent sources for transliterations in Chinese do not serve
as input to my system. The significance of this gap in coverage becomes relevant
when the automatic identifier is tested and will be discussed below.
2. Character types
Hansen 1989 points out that there is no true syllabary in Chinese for transliterated
words. If there were, then we might expect that a given sound would always be
represented by a single character. Godwin 1 979 suggests that there is a preference,
however, for the kind of character used. It should have a 'clear phonetic value' and
be one that is 'not enlarged by a radical' (1979:248).
If we look at the characters used to represent the sound /si/ we see that Han-
sell and Godwin are both borne out in the choices of characters used (more than
one character per sound and clear phonetic value plus unadorned by radical). Hav-
ing said this, we still might be tempted to view the first character as the best candi-
date for a si-syllable in a syllabary for transliterated words because of its frequency.
Characters used to represent the sound /si/ and their frequency in the corpus:
m
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Table 1
Length of Loanwords
Wailaiyu Cidian
Syllables Frequency
1 77
2 594
3 484
4 143
5 31
6 2
Total 1331
4. Procedure
Using the Wailaiyu Cidian as the corpus, 1 extracted all of the English source
transliterated loanwords and calculated the frequency for the occurrence of each
character. Using the frequency and my own judgment I assigned weights to charac-
ters ranging from 1 to 5; 1 means the presence of this character in a string is not
predictive at all of whether the string is a loanword; 5 means that the presence of
the character very strongly suggests that the word is a loanword.
Table 2 lists the top 19 characters with the associated frequency and weight
for each. The asterisked items were identified by Godwin 1 979 as commonly ap-
pearing in personal and place names. As was noted above, my corpus had little or
none of this kind of input, and yet there is a great deal of overlap: the specific
characters used for personal and place names are very often the very same as those
used for other transliterated words.
Table 2
Highest Frequency Characters
in Transliterated English Loanwords
based on the Wailaiyu Cidian
m 127:5 * -^ 38:5 *
-^ 102:5 * m 38:5 *
n 96:5 * M, 33:4 *
S 73:5 * m 33:5
# 57:5 * ti 33:4 *
M 46:5 * ^ 32:5
E 45:5 * ^ 32:4
55 44:5 * ^IJ 27:4 *
± 41:2 m 27:5 *
# 39:4
The mere presence (or absence) of these characters in a string did not seem to
sufficiently capture the contribution specific characters made to a loanword. In ex-
amining my corpus of loanwords, 1 noticed that certain characters in word-initial or
word-final position were especially likely to be loanwords. The following charac-
ters are often found in loanwords, but are especially indicative of loanwords when
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they appear either initially or finally in a Chinese word. For example, in the case of
H /a/, 36 of the 55 words where this character appears as the first character of a
Chinese word are foreign borrowings (Zhang 1992). Similar ratios are found for
final characters. (Daoxu Xiandai Hanyu Cidian 1987)
word-inifial word-final
M IzJ 36/55 ^ /si/ 4/6
-^ /ka/ 15/15 ^ /ke/ 11/15
E /ba/ 28/47
Tables 3 and 4 list the most frequent characters appearing in initial and final
positions respectively in loanwords with their frequency and weight.
Table 3 Table 4
Highest Frequency Initial Characters Highest Frequency Final Characters
in Transliterated English Loanwords in Transliterated English Loanwords
m 74:5
-^ 48:5
M 45:5
S 40:4
^ 39:5
# 28:3
± 23:0
55 23:5
^. 19:4
m 18:4
^ 15:4
m. 14:5
u\ 14:4
a 13:5
W 13:4
M 13:4
So, as a refinement of my algorithm, I assigned weights to those characters
appearing first or last in the loanwords of my corpus which would be factored into
my calculation for whether a string was a loanword or not. Weights for these char-
acters ranged from to 5.
The algorithm thus relies on three logical data files with characters and their
weights appearing in one or more files. The 'Main' file contained all the characters
that appeared in a loanword in the corpus. The 'First' file included characters that
appeared initially and the 'Last' file characters that appeared finally. These files
were accessed to obtain weights to be used in the algorithm. In all, there were five
sources of numerical input that were used to compute loanword probability scores:
1) Basic weight for each character of a test string matched by an entry
in Main.
2) Basic weight for the first character of the string if found in First.
3) Basic weight for the last character of the string if found in Last.
n
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4) A bonus weighting for the number of characters found minus points
for the number of characters not found in Main.
5) A bonus weighting if all of the characters are found in Main.
The contribution of length (i.e., number of characters) is handled implicitly in
the first three factors. The more characters there are in a string, the more points
that will be accumulated. Each character found in Main contributes to the overall
loanword status score.
Two additional factors were included. In order to prevent inordinately long
strings such as phrases or sentences from being automatically flagged as loanwords,
factor 4 was deemed desirable. Factor 5 adds a bonus weight if all the characters in
the string are found in the Main file. This is justified on the view that loanwords
are often composed of characters that are typical of loanwords and not as fre-
quently found in normal Chinese words.
To illustrate how this works, we can look at the output of the algorithm for a
string presented to it for evaluation. In this example, the three-character string for
the name of the country, Burundi, /bulongdi/ ^l^j^ is input. The output generated
is the following:
^^j* 20+0+20++15+15++0++0; Score: 70
Even though each character has a maximum weight of 5 in the data files
Main, First, and Last, I have arbitrarily multiplied the original weight by 5. This
means that a score of 20 for the first character of this string is derived from an
original weight of 4 for the character in the data file associated with it. 1 did this in
order to increase the size of the numbers I was dealing with so that differences be-
tween scores would be easier to see. There is no theoretically significant reason
behind it; the determination of loanword status is not affected in any way.
Main: 20 + + 20 scores for each of the three characters
First: 1
5
score for the first character as an initial
Last: 1 score for the last character as a final
Length: bonus if the string is long
All found: bonus if all three characters are found
Total: 70
70 > 50; therefore this is likely a loanword
A score of 50 was my cutoff point. There was no preset threshold. This
threshold was arrived at by examining the output of the program: Scores of 55 and
above were observed for the vast majority of the loanwords tested. Calculated
scores do not represent any kind of statistical probability of the likelihood of a
string being a loanword. The present identifier merely makes a two-way distinction:
likely and likely not. With a large corpus of native Chinese words, an enhanced
version of this algorithm might be able to calculate a realistic probability.
Once the program was debugged, the entire original Guoyu Ribaoshe corpus
was used as input to the program to determine how well it 'identified' the 1331
known loanwords it had been trained on. The results are tabulated in Table 5.
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Table 5
Automatic Identifier Results
Using the Wailaiyu Cidian as Input
77 Single terms not processed at all.
93 Two-character terms erroneously labelled NOT loanwords.
1 Three-character term erroneously labelled NOT a loanword.
1 160 Terms correctly labelled as loanwords.
Single-character terms were excluded from the very beginning as being unin-
teresting. (These are often newly created characters like ^, /bang/, 'pound'
(weight); ^, /'bang/, 'pound Sterling'. They could easily be flagged as foreign-
inspired characters in a dictionary, if this were considered desirable.) Perhaps not
surprisingly, since this corpus was the original input data, the algorithm did quite
well. As expected, the two-character loanwords had the greatest number of misses,
because the length factor necessarily contributes little since there are so many bi-
syllabic native Chinese words.
Two-character loanwords will require additional attention in the next version
of this program.
The real and more important test for the program involved the testing of
loanwords and normal Chinese words and strings that did not serve as input for the
reference data files. For this round of testing, I took a small number of terms,
mostly proper nouns (names and places) as the test input. As mentioned previously,
these kinds of words were not part of the original corpus. The Wailaiyu Cidian did
not include any (except a few questionable ones like 'watt' and 'volt').
If these words could be identified correctly on a consistent basis, then a claim
that the program did indeed automatically identify transliterated loanwords would
be a tenable one. Table 6 shows the results for four test files of selectively random
words. The first three files are comprised of loanwords. As a control, a fourth file
was created by selecting a series of words or phrases (without regard to whether
they were native Chinese words or phrases or foreign loanwords) from an English-
Chinese dicfionary (Ji 1989). In each case, the number of correctly identified items
is very high for each of the files. The files of proper names and countries resulted
in the greatest number of misses, because many of these were two-character names.
Table 6
Accuracy Rates on Untrained Items
Test Files Items Correct
1
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native Chinese words. Unfortunately, this is not the case. For the test file contain-
ing a selectively random list of Chinese strings, three of the four identified as
loanwords, in fact are borrowed words. The sources are indicated below.
States (Ji 1989)
M^ Maine 0+20++0+25++0++0; Score: 45
®fte Utah 5+5++15+5++0++I0; Score: 40
'BM^^ Wyoming 0+20+10++0+5++0++0; Score: 35
Countries (Wu 1985)
lfeg^# Peru 0+20++0+10++0++0; Score: 30
W\^ Congo 10+15++5+10++0++10; Score: 50
iiiS Cambodia 0+0+0++0+0++- 1 5++0; Score:
Dg^^li Cameroon 0+1 5+0++0+0++0++0; Score: 1
5
^E^ Lebanon 5+25+5++5+0++0++0; Score: 40
W^ Yemen 5+15++0+15++0++10; Score: 45
Proper Names {Yingyu Xingming Yiming Shouce 1 99 1
)
f^#^ Gompf 0+20+15++0+10++0++0; Score: 45
f^^U Hintgen 0+25+5++0+5++0++0; Score: 35
^^s Huth 10+15++5+10++0++10; Score: 50
tfl.f
.
Kyne 1 5+ 1 5++ 1 0+0++0++ 10; Score: 50
11^ Pape 0+20++0+25++0++0; Score: 45
'i^^ Wyse 0+25++0+25++0++0; Score: 50
Selectively Random List (Ji 1989) (N.B.: 3 of the 4 are indeed loanwords)
^g[5 franc 20+20++15+20++0++10; Score: 85
I^^J^r^BtPB^ Greenwich Time
20+20+20+ 15+5+20++20+0++25++0; Score: 145
^MT'^^'M.'^ 5+0+0+20+5+0+20++5+ 1 5++5++0; Score: 75
A PHRASE RATHER THAN A WORD
MW^ Zurich 25+5+25++20+25++15++10; Score: 125
5. Conclusion
The automatic loanword identification program that has been introduced here cal-
culates a score for each string of characters presented to it. Individual characters in
the string are matched against the content in the reference data files. Using weights
assigned to those characters depending on whether they are found at all in the file
and whether they appear at the beginning or end of the string a score is computed.
If the score exceeds the threshold of 50 points, the string is deemed a loanword.
Scores of 50 or below suggest that the string is a native Chinese word. As pres-
ently implemented, this two-way distinction provides no indication of the confi-
dence that can be placed on the designation. A future version of this identifier
could include an indication of the probability that a string is a loanword and hence
provide some sort of confidence level.
In the present implementation, weights were assigned by hand; frequency of
occurrence was a significant factor in this assignment but personal judgment was
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also required in order to assess whether a specific character was typical of loan-
words. Automating the assignment of weights might be possible with an appropri-
ately large database of normal Chinese words to properly compare the use of a
character in normal words versus loanwords.
Two-character loanwords appear to present the greatest challenge to the iden-
tifier and this is an area that requires further work.
The present program has only been tested on a fairly small amount of novel
data. Additional testing is needed so that the ostensibly reasonable accuracy rate of
the program can be verified and quantified. Loanwords from source languages
other than English should also be tested. Because length and specific characters are
consistent hallmarks of transliterated loanwords, it is expected that the identifier
will perform well on most loanwords now found in Chinese or that will be coined
in the future and borrowed from different languages.
Even though this identifier has been implemented as a standalone program,
its potential usefulness becomes more apparent when it is viewed as a component
in a fully developed natural language processing system. The facts are that any dic-
tionaries used for unrestricted natural language processing cannot be exhaustive
(for practical reasons as well as because word formation is an ongoing process).
How should unrecognized terms be treated? Once a string of characters is identi-
fied that does not match any entry in the referenced dictionaries, this automatic
loanword identification program can be called to process the unmatched string and
provide a judgment concerning whether it might be a non-Chinese borrowing.
What an NLP system could do with a probable loanword goes far beyond the
scope of this paper, but a few suggestions can be made in concluding this presenta-
tion: (1) At the very least, the system could be provided with a probable grammati-
cal category since most foreign borrowings into Chinese are nouns or proper nouns.
(2) In a separate module that contained allowable character substitutions, the string
could be modified and look-up could be tried again with the new version of the
string. (3) Beyond these two options, it might be possible (also in another module)
to 'reconstruct' the word of origin since transliterations, by their very nature,
sound at least somewhat like their source.
NOTES
I would like to thank C.C. Cheng and Jerome Packard for reading an earlier ver-
sion of this paper and for their helpful comments. Any remaining flaws are, of
course, my own.
'
I have used Hanyu pinyin throughout this paper to indicate phonetic pronuncia-
tion.
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Our central concern is the interaction between the image-forming
right hemisphere of the brain and its symbol-processing left hemisphere.
We remark on Sacks's championship for brain iconicity and on Marr's
advocacy for visual computation. We apply the theory of Composi-
tional Cognitive Grammar (CCG) to explain the patterns of image-
recording and image-recalling in patients suffering from epileptical hal-
lucination reported in Penfield & Perot's 1963 classic. This main por-
tion is preceded by an extensive discussion on the general concept of in-
teraction and on various interaction theories, including diffusion theory
and interaction theory in linguistics, and chaos theory and complexity
theory in science.
0. Introduction
Language is a window on the mind. But there can be more than one window on the
mind, yielding different views of the mind's landscape. Chomsky 1986 and others
/ have argued that the mind employs a grammar whose rules apply in an orderly
manner to produce regular syntactic patterns. But there can be a dia-metrically dif-
ferent window on the mind, and this window would make us see that aspect of the
mind characterized by irregularity and unpredictability as well as by regularity and
predictability.
Because the regularity and predictability paradigm of Descartes and Newton
has been totally dominant in mathematics and physics, intellectual and scientific
pursuits with few exceptions tend to search for order and patterns. But with the
chaos theor>' and complexity theory fast gaining acceptance among scientists in
various fields, the kind of order-mixed-with-disorder world seen through these two
theories is becoming increasingly credible.
Both chaos theory and complexity theory assume that any dynamic system is
capable of operating to maintain partial order as well as partial disorder. The order
and disorder are both the result of a system-wide interaction among the various
factors or forces working in the dynamic system. Once we adopt the interactive
nature of a dynamic system and view language as one such example, then the in-
evitable conclusion is that language is a system in which different grammatical
components interplay, and within each component and on each level of representa-
tion rules interact. This paper is devoted to explore this view of grammar.
There are five parts in this paper, including this short introduction. Section 1
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explores the meaning of interaction, based on the concept of interaction as it is
used in chaos theory and complexity theory. Section 2 compares three approaches
to linguistic irregularity caused by interaction. Section 3 suggests that iconic men-
tal images interact with abstract syntactic symbols in language and it serves as a
transition to section 4, where we discuss in some detail the iconic features in men-
tal states. In section 5, we review Penfield and Perot's classic in memory and recall
by patients suffering from epilepsy. We use the theory of Compositional Cognitive
Grammar (CCG) to explain the memory and recall processes in these patients. At
the end of this section, without setting up a separate section, we conclude that the
mind is a system propelled by an internal interaction.
1. Complexity
Complexity theory is to some the only theory we have that holds out any promise
of explaining the emergence of life and the adaptive survival of life once it has
emerged. A complex system is a system that exists between chaos and order. Ac-
cording to Gell-Marm (1995: 11 5-6), for a complex adaptive system to function.
The environment must exhibit sufficient regularity for the systems
to exploit for learning or adapting, but at the same time not so much
regularity that nothing happens. For example, if the environment in
question is the center of the sun, at a temperature of tens of millions of
degrees, there is almost total randomness, nearly maximal algorithmic
information content, and no room for effective complexity or great
depth — nothing like life can exist. Nor can there be such a thing as life
if the environment is a perfect crystal at a temperature of absolute zero,
with almost no algorithmic information content and again no room for
much effective complexity or great depth. For a complex adaptive sys-
tem to function, conditions are required that are intermediate between
order and disorder.
An organism can successfully adapt only if there is neither too little nor too
much to learn. In other words, the environment must be neither too orderly nor too
disorderly. We find complexity at the edge of chaos. This is succinctly stated by
Waldrop (1992:293), citing Christopher Langton's research results on cellular
automata:
Langton is basically saying that the mysterious 'something' that
makes life and mind possible is a certain kind of balance between the
forces of order and the forces of disorder. More precisely, he is saying
that you should look at systems in terms of how they behave instead of
how they are made. And when you do, he says, then what you find are
the two extremes of ORDER and CHAOS. It is a lot like the difference be-
tween solids, where the automs are locked into place, and fluids, where
the automs tumble over one another at random. But right in between the
two extremes, he says, at a kind of abstract phase transition called 'the
edge of chaos', you also find COMPLEXITY: a class of behaviors in
which the components never quite lock into place, yet never quite dis-
solve into turbulence, either. These are the systems that are both stable
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enough to store information, and yet evanescent enough to transmit it.
These are the systems that can be organized to perform complex com-
putations, to react to the world, to be spontaneous, adaptive, and alive.
Life is a organism, system, structure. No one creates a living structure — it
simply emerges, and it emerges as a complex system. Waldrop (1992:288-9), cit-
ing Doyne Farmer's work on autocatalytic models (that simulate the primordial
soup of life), said.
Flying boids (and real birds) adapt to the actions of their neigh-
bors, thereby becoming a flock. Organisms cooperate and compete in a
dance of coevolution, thereby becoming an exquisitely tuned ecosystem.
Atoms search for a minimum energy state by forming chemical bonds
with each other, thereby becoming the emergent structure known as
molecules. Human beings try to satisfy their material needs by buying,
selling, and trading with each other, thereby creating an emergent struc-
ture known as a market. Humans likewise interact with each other to
satisfy less quantifiable goals, thereby forming families, religions, and
cultures. Somehow, by constantly seeking mutual accommodation and
self-consistency, groups of agents manage to transcend themselves and
become something more.
Thus, at each level of structure, the composing elements organize into a
larger unit whose properties emerge from the mere act of composition or organiza-
tion itself Structural properties emerge or are self-created.
The theory of complexity is at once related to the theory of chaos and distinct
from it. Both chaos theory and complexity theory question the ubiquity of order,
but where chaos theor>' emphasizes the local unpredictability of a globally predict-
able pattern or cycle, complexity theory emphasizes the interactive properties of
composing elements and the emergent properties that result from such a composi-
tion. For example, Hdward Lorenz, a pioneer of chaos theory, discovered the fa-
mous Butterfly Effect. Lorenz used a three-variable model to simulate the behavior
of water in a heated container. In a carefully designed box, a cylindrical roll of wa-
ter develops, with the hot fluid rising around one side and the cool fluid sinking
down around the other. When the container is further heated, the rolls begin to
wobble. Lorenz's pare-down equations do not model that sort of complexity. They
only model the circular motion of hot fluid rising up and around like a l-erris wheel.
The equations consider the velocity of that motion and the transfer of heat, two
interacting processes. Because of the interaction, the direction of up-flowing water
and down-flowing water can be suddenly reversed. At any instant in time, Lo-
renz's three variables fix the location of a point in three-dimensional space; as the
system changes, the motion of the point represents the continuously changing vari-
ables. Because the system never exactly repeals itself, the trajector> never inter-
sects itself Instead it loops around and around forever. Because the direction of
water flow can be reversed, we see two loops rather than one due to the crossover.
These two loops look like two wings of a butterfly, hence the term butterfly elTect.
What Lorenz showed with his butterfly effect is that in a chaos system a pat-
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tern recurs but never exactly repeats itself. Lorenz's results thus show that a cha-
otic system is locally unpredictable, but globally stable. On the other hand, Philip
Marcus's study on the Great Red Spot of Jupiter suggests that islands of structure
could appear within the disorder and that a complex system can give rise to turbu-
lence and coherence at the same time. Taken together, Lorenz's and Marcus's the-
ses seem to suggest that order and disorder can alternate in a system. And this
seemed to be confirmed by James Yorke and Robert May whose joint studies on
population growth showed that order and chaos can appear alternately.
2. Diffusion, interaction, dynamics
Variation and irregularity have different interpretations in different perspectives of
the world. To those who assume that the real world is orderly, irregularity and un-
predictability are due to the inaccuracy involving the human observer and experi-
menter or the tools used in the observation or experimentation. This view is held
by the scholars who subscribe to the neat and orderly world as exemplified by
Newton's physics and Descartes's analytical geometry. A second view is held by
those who believe that there is general regularity with local islands of irregularity
in the world, or conversely that there is general irregularity with windows of regu-
larity scattered around. This second view is held by most scholars who subscribe to
the chaos theory. A third view holds that elements in a system on all levels are
constantly interacting with each other so that unpredictable properties emerge as a
result of the interaction. This third view is shared by most scholars who subscribe
to the complexity theory.
In linguistics, Saussure, under the heavy influence of Newtonian physics and
of the Neogrammarian tenet of strict regularity in sound change, envisioned an
orderly structure for language and considered any irregularity to be either misper-
ceived or of marginal interest. In recent times, dissent came especially from two
scholars who thought that variation is as much a linguistic phenomenon as regular-
ity. One of these two scholars is Labov 1972 and the other is Wang 1969. While
Labov is content in merely suggesting that phonetic and other linguistic changes
may not be conditioned exclusively by structural forces but may have sociological
constraints, Wang is bolder and suggests that the variation is built into the lan-
guage structure itself Wang's theory of lexical diffusion has been continuously
sharpened and expanded by Wang himself and his colleagues at different periods
(Wang 1969, Cheng & Wang 1972, Chen & Wang 1975, Wang & Lien 1993,
Zhang 1995; see Kiparsky 1988 and Lien 1992 for comprehensive reviews and
extensive citations). With the benefit of hindsight, one can see that the two key
ideas in Wang's 1969 article actually subscribe to not one but two world views.
Wang's one key notion that a phonological change affects the lexicon morpheme
by morpheme (hence lexical diffusion) seems to be based on that version of chaos
theory that sees islands of disorder and an ocean of order. By contrast, Wang's
other key idea that two phonological rules may compete in sound change (hence
competing changes) seems to be based on the general notion of interaction which
both chaos theory and complexity theory take as self-evident. Just as complexity
theory may in part be an expanded chaos theory, competing changes are largely an
expanded notion of lexical diffusion.
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Hsieh 1991, 1992a, aware of the expanded nature of competing changes over
lexical diffusion, proposed a theory of interaction by enlarging Wang's idea of
competition, and Hsieh was joined by some of his former or current colleagues at
the University of Hawaii, including Her 1991, 1994, Chang 1991a, b, Cheng 1991a,
b. c. M. Hsieh 1992, Zhu 1991. 1992, and Gai 1991. All these scholars subscribe to
interaction among different components of the grammar, and, within each compo-
nent, among different rules. Hsieh's version of the interaction theor>' is unique in
offering a broad taxonomy of interaction types. By fine-tuning Wang's notion of
competition, Hsieh recognizes three broad types of interaction: complementation,
conspiracy, and competition. Two rules A and B are in complementation, if they
apply to two distinct domains. Neogrammarian regularity in sound change is ex-
plained by complementation. Two rules A and B are in conspiracy if they apply to
the same domain to jointly achieve a unique result. Conspiracy explains the kind of
Neogrammarian regularity in sound change that ensues after two rules cooperate in
bringing out a single result. Two rules are in conflict if they apply to the same do-
main to create not one but two conflicting results. This is Wang's competition and
is the kind of operation that would be unthinkable in a Neogrammarian view. Al-
though working on interaction, Hsieh and his colleagues do not concentrate on his-
torical phonology but on synchronic syntactic and semantic patterns of variation.
Thus the insights that Wang gained from studying phonology has been success-
fully sharpened and transported to the study of syntax and semantics to uncover
more phenomena of linguistic variation.
As a consequence of dividing Wang's competition into complementation,
conflict, and conspiracy, lexical diffusion or diffiision affecting higher-level units
is now seen to proceed by three mechanisms, corresponding to the three interac-
tional types. If Huang's 1990 idea of modules (suggesting that any grammatical
component can be subdivided into subcomponents on which different sets of rules
operate) is added to lexical diffusion and interaction, a dynamic picture of lan-
guage emerges. In this picture, rules originating from different modules can pro-
ceed in the manner of lexical (and higher-level) diffusion, through the mechanism
of complementation, conflict, and conspiracy. In two interesting articles. Her 1994,
1995 has attempted to give convincing examples of such a dynamic picture of lan-
guage. One way to further articulate this dynamism is to assume that interaction
resulting in complementation, conflict, and conspiracy can affect both rules
WITHIN a single component and rules ACROSS two separate components, and as a
result, lexical, morphological, and syntactic diffusion can simultaneously generate
both intra-componential and inler-componential interaction. Once we find a clear
case of such a dynamic grammar, we would have come a step closer to making
precise Jespersen's 1965 great insight that a language is constantly in a flux'.
To the extent that language is a window into the mind, the interactive and
complex nature of language would seem to suggest that the mind is a complex sys-
tem whose elements on all levels interact dynamically. Hardly anyone would dis-
pute this conclusion.
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3. Iconicity and computation
Once we begin to look for interaction and variation, we see them almost every
where we look. For example, we see interaction between meaning and form, be-
tween iconic image and abstract representation, and between the iconic right hemi-
sphere of the brain and its computational left hemisphere.
To some cognitive grammarians, the uhimate representation of sentence
meaning is an image. To explain the fact that children can acquire any language
and that translation between sentences in any two languages is often possible,
some cognitive grammarians (Langacker 1995, Pinker 1989, Talmy 1985, Tai
1985) have assumed that the images representing a set of translation-equivalent
sentences across many languages are just different interpretations of the same uni-
versal gestalt. Indeed, two largely similar images tailored fi^om essentially the
same gestalt do not have to be gathered fi"om two distinct languages. They can oc-
cur within the same languages. Thus, based on Langacker 1995, we can claim that
sentences that are sometimes treated as transformed from other sentences by rais-
ing are related to their putative sources as two slightly different images of the same
gestalt. That is, raising-verb sentences can be passivized without change of mean-
ing, in contrast to equi-NP deletion sentences, which change meaning upon pas-
sivization. This contrast is illustrated by the following sentences (given by Lan-
gacker):
( 1
)
a. She expected a specialist to examine her mother.
b. She expected her mother to be examined by a specialist,
a'. She expected [a specialist examine her mother].
(2) a. She persuaded a specialist to examine her mother.
b. She persuaded her mother to be examined by a specialist,
a'. She persuaded a specialist [a specialist examine her mother].
While (la) and (lb) are synonymous, (2a) and (2b) are not. (la) is sometimes
viewed as transformed fi"om (la'). Through raising of 'a specialist' from the sub-
ject position in the embedded clause to the object position in the main clause, one
derives (la) fi"om (la'). Such a transformation preserves meaning because (la) and
(la') represent two slightly different images of the same gestalt. (2a), on the other
hand, is sometimes transformed from (2a'), by means of Equi-NP deletion, which
deletes 'a specialist' in the embedded clause (today, one speaks of 'control' and
'coindexing' instead). (2a) and (2a') are not exactly two similar images of the same
gestalt and that's why passivizing (2a) into (2b) changes its meaning. Langacker is
merely interested in showing how a raising-verb sentence and its putative source
are varying images of the same gestalt, without suggesting that same-gestalt im-
ages are related by transformation while different-gestalt images are not. However,
if formal grammar and cognitive grammar are in any way capable of mutual en-
lightening and enhancing, this would be a reasonable suggestion to make.
Now images are presumably iconic entities, but sentences representing im-
ages are abstract computable symbols. The question then arises: how are the iconic
images coded by the computable symbols? How, in other words, is iconic meaning
represented by computable form? Is this representation mechanism a one-way
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Street that keeps meaning fixed and allows various forms to alternate as its repre-
sentation, or is it a two-way street that demands meaning and form to interact to
produce both a form and its associated meaning? if the mind has both an iconic
function and a computation function, allowing it to constantly match the meaning
of a sentence with its form, then the two-way mechanism is not so mysterious at
all.
4. Iconicity in mental states
Most people agree that the mind has both a computational and iconic fijnction. The
computational function is primarily associated with the left hemisphere of the
brain and the iconic function with its right hemisphere, as is well-known. But ac-
cording to Sacks, 'The entire history of neurology and neuropsychology can be
seen as a history of the investigation of the left hemisphere' (1990:4). Sacks attrib-
utes this imbalance to two factors. The first factor involves the presumption that
the right hemisphere, which intuitively perceives reality, is more 'primitive' in
human evolution than the newly developed left hemisphere, which computes on
perceived reality by using sophisticated programs and schematics. The functions of
the two hemispheres overlap to a certain degree, but the essential division of labor
between them seems clear (see Tzeng & Hung [Forthcoming], for cerebral laterali-
zation of language). A second factor is that studies on damages in the left brain
yields much more distinct results than those on damages in the right brain.
As a neurologist. Sacks studies and reports on the impairment or incapacity
of neurological fiinction. In his 1990 book, he discusses various kinds of loss: loss
of speech, loss of memory, loss of vision, etc. His book carries a feature article,
where he reports on a man who mistook his wife for a hat. This person's vision is
so impaired that he sees things computationally rather than iconically. Rather than
perceive his wife as his wife, he sees her (head) as his own hat. 'No face was fa-
miliar to him, seen as a "thou", being just identified as a set of features, an "it"'
(1990:13). Once Sacks presented a rose to this person, called Dr. P. by Sacks, but
Dr. P. could not immediately see it as a rose, but saw it only as a convoluted red
form with a linear green attachment and about si,\ inches in length. It is only after
smelling the rose that the idea occurred to him that he was seeing a rose.
Sacks correctly took the visual agnosia of Dr. P. to be of fundamental impor-
tance to neurology. A firmly entrenched assumption of classical neurology is that
brain damage invariably reduces a person from an abstract, computational cogni-
tive mode to a concrete, emotional cognitive mode. Sacks realized that Dr. P. con-
tradicted this assumption. Sacks's conclusion was made before the astonishing
visual theory of Marr 1982 was published. Iherefore, in a footnote to another
chapter in the same book. Sacks corrects himself and admits that Dr. P. certainly
has "difficulties in forming what Marr calls a "primal sketch" in addition to. or
underlying his physiognomic difficulties' (1990:240). Sacks hastened to add that
probably no neurological study of imager) or memon. can disregard Marr's iheor>
of vision. Sacks seems to be conceding a lot: the computational visual function as
envisioned by Marr either complements or underlies the iconic visual function.
Since visual studies currently form the favored studies concerning the mysterious
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relation between the brain's computational and iconic capacities, Sacks may be
conceding a lot: in mental operations, computation either complements iconicity or
forms its foundation.
Suppose we view computation as form, and iconicity as meaning, on some
uncertain level of neurological representation, Marr's theory raises the question of
whether pure form can generate meaning, or whether form and meaning have par-
allel structures. Understood this way, Marr's theory, as originally formulated or
variously expanded by others, helps to articulate the fundamental question of how
form and meaning can converge and diverge in the mind and in the brain.
In presenting his case. Sacks has borrowed WoUheim's 1984 view on the
iconicity of mental phenomena, and so it is desirable for us to survey that view. In
addition, Marr's theory of vision has been published and widely cited and dis-
cussed, making it imperative for us to examine it. We want to review these two
theories to familiarize ourselves with an iconicity theory of mental states and a
computation theory of vision, so that we can gain a perspective on the question of
how the iconic and computational components of the mind interrelate.
According to Wollheim 1984, mental phenomena fall into three broad cate-
gories, and they are mental states, mental dispositions, and mental activities. The
unique features of mental states are their being temporary and transient. Mental
states are exemplified by thoughts, perceptual experiences, dreams, and moments
of terror, lust, or despair. Unlike mental states, mental dispositions are repetitious,
intermittent phenomena. Mental dispositions are such as emotions, desires, knowl-
edge, and belief Mental activities are activities for which mental states and mental
dispositions serve as vehicles. Thinking a thought, trying to perform an action or
pay attention are examples of mental activities.
Wollheim thinks that mental phenomena have five major attributes: (i) inten-
tionality, (ii) subjectivity, (iii) psychic force and psychic fiinction, (iv) quality of
consciousness, and (v) significance.
Wollheim 1984 very carefully makes a distinction between intentionality and
subjectivity. A mental phenomenon has its intentionality, which is its thought con-
tent. A mental phenomenon also has its subjectivity, which is, according to Woll-
heim paraphrasing Thomas Nagel, 'What it is like for the subject to have that par-
ticular mental phenomenon' (1984:38). Wollheim suggests that subjectivity and
intentionality interpenetrate.
Somewhat oversimplifying, we can compare the distinction between subjec-
tivity and intentionality to the difference between a prototype, perceived on the
basis of past experience and current focus, and the various particularizations of
that prototype.
As the central member of a category, a prototype shares the most features
with other members of the category but shares few, if any, features with members
of any other category (Rosch 1973a, 1973b). A robin is a good example; it is a
more prototypical bird than a chicken or duck. The prototype theorists point out
that the classical concept of a category having a fixed core is untenable. A sche-
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matic example serves to show the difference between a classical category and a
prototype. If we adopt a classical-category approach, all the sets below belong to
the category that can be described by the core feature 'contains 2 as its element':
E(2)={2}, E(2,4)={2,4}, E(2,6)={2,6}, E(2,4,6)=0={2,4,6}. Likewise, all the sets
below have the feature 'contains 1 as its element': 0(1)={1}, 0(1,3)= {1,3},
0(1,5)={1,5}, 0(1,3,5)=0={ 1,3,5}. By an ingenious reversal, the prototype theo-
rist would claim that the set E={2,4,6} is the prototype, in comparison with which
the remaining sets are less prototypical. Likewise, the set 0={ 1,3,5} is the proto-
type and the remaining sets are all less prototypical. Arguably, neither E nor O has
a core, even though all grades of prototypicality of E contains the element '2' and
all grades of prototypicality ofO contains the element T. The prototypes here are
E and O as such not '2' and ' 1 ' that constitute the cores of two would-be classical
categories E and O. Thus, in terms of saliency interpreted as comprehensiveness,
the prototypicality ranking in an ascending order is (i) {2}, {2,4}, {2,6}, {2,4,6}
(forE)and(ii){l}, {1,3}, {1,5}, {1,3,5} (for O).
Classical category and prototype are not only two ways of expressing the
same concept, but are two distinct concepts. When classical category fails to give
an explanation, prototype can. Consider the additional subset E(4,6)={4,6} of E
and the additional subset 0(3,5)={3,5} of O. These two sets do not have the classi-
cal core feature '2' and T, but they are nevertheless a subset of E or O. Although
they are entirely possible prototypical grades of E or O, they would not be ex-
plained by the classical category, which requires a core feature. Evidently, a clas-
sical category requiring a fixed core is just a more restricted subtype of a proto-
type.
The distinction between a prototype and its exemplars can be used to explain
such semantic ambiguity as sometimes caused by an interplay between subjectivity
and intentionality, or prototype and exemplars. Let's consider an example. The
English sentence (3) is ambiguous, having two alternative interpretations: (3a) and
(3b). (3a) has the logical content (3a'), and (3b) has the logical content (3b'). In (3a')
the scope of the universal quantifier, V, is wider than the scope of the existential
quantifier, 3. But in (3b'), the reverse is true. Wc can construct a prototype for (3a')
and (3b'): (3a'b'), in which 'V x/ 3 y' indicates that the two quantified variables x
and y are unordered. In other words, (3a'b') equals {(3a'), (3b')}, and is a prototype.
If we select the element (3a') from {(3a'), (3b')}, we obtain the exemplar (3a'), and
if we select (3b') from (3a'b'), we obtain the exemplar (3b'). (see Huang 1981 for
the scope phenomena of Chinese quantifiers)
(3) Every man loves a woman.
a. Every man loves a separate woman.
b. There is a woman whom every man loves,
a'. V X 3 y (man(x) A woman(y) A loves (x,y))
b'. 3 y V X (man(x) A woman(y) A loves (x,y))
a'b'. V x/ 3 y (man(x) A woman(y) A loves (x,y))
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5. Iconic narrativeness
As interpreted by Sacks 1990, Wollheim recognizes subjectivity, inten-tionality,
and dramatization as the three hallmarks of iconicity. Unaware of the possible
mitigating effect of Marr's theory, Sacks insisted that 'Experience is not POSSIBLE
until it is organized iconically; action is not possible unless it is organized iconi-
cally. The final form of cerebral representation must be, or allow, "art" — the art-
ful scenery and melody of experience and action' (1990:148). As a consequence,
'Personal patterns, patterns for the individual, would have to take the form of
scripts or scores — as abstract patterns, patterns for a computer, must take the
form of schemata or programmes. Thus, above the level of cerebral programmes,
we must conceive a level of cerebral scripts and scores' (1990:148). The word
'above' here is ambiguous; it could mean 'superior in rank' or 'higher in composi-
tional structure'. In the same context. Sacks used the word 'transcend', also am-
biguous, and he said, 'Such patterns of meaning would indeed transcend purely
formal or computational programmes or patterns, and allow the essentially
PERSONAL quality which is inherent in reminiscence, inherent in ALL mnesis, gno-
sis, and praxis' (1990:148).
Sacks is faced with three possible relations between the computational and
the iconic components of the mind: (i) computational and iconic components are
independent and parallel; (ii) computation depends on iconicity; and (iii) iconicity
depends on computation. But he seems unable to choose one as the correct rela-
tion.
Sacks offered eloquent, persuasive arguments for the need to recognize the
mind's iconic capacity. In doing so. Sacks raised an important question but did not
attempt to answer it systematically. About the nature of perception or experience,
especially in light of the ever-amazing results of the neurobiological study on
memory by Penfield & Perot 1963, Sacks asked, 'Is it something akin to a film or
record, played on the brain's film projector or phonograph? Or something analo-
gous, but logically anterior — such as a script or score? What is the final form, the
natural form, of our life's repertoire?' (1990:146). Sacks's answer is that, of course,
we use scripts and scores as our record. Such an answer, however, raises the more
intriguing question of how the scripts and scores receive their particular varying
forms in each playing or replaying.
6. Computation in mental states
If one offers any theory about the detailed folding or unfolding of a mental script
or score, used in memory or recall, one must be ready to explain well-known neu-
rological findings in memory and recall, particularly the findings made by Wilder
Penfield. As Sacks pointed out, Penfield & Perot's 1963 original article is the cul-
mination of nearly thirty years' observation, experiment, and thinking by Penfield.
Penfield and Perot made a distinction between 'experiential hallucination' and
'experiential response'. The former occurs during a spontaneous epileptical seizure,
and the latter is produced by electrically stimulating the cortex of the temporal
lobe of a patient's brain. Either way a phenomenon is produced, it can be extensive
and elaborate, or can be fragmentary. Usually, the patient recognizes the phe-
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nomenon spontaneously as an experience in his or her past, whether it is an experi-
ential hallucination or experiential response. The experiential responses which
Penfield and Perot describe fall into three major types. Each time an electrode is
applied to a fixed point in the temporal cortex several times, the patient's response
can remain vague, can have varying specific shapes, or can have a persistent form.
These are then the three major ways the script of a patient's past experience is re-
played. This three-way distinction calls for an explanation, which Penfield and
Perot did not attempt to give. Here we offer a conjecture about how audio-visual
experience is recorded as a script and recalled or reproduced as a specific scenario.
Our conjecture aims primarily at explaining the three-way distinction in experien-
tial response by Penfield and Perot's patients.
Although the audio-visual images the brain produces or reproduces are not
sentences, sentences and related linguistic units are a convenient system for
'modeling' these images. Since unanalyzed sentences are not descriptively ade-
quate, we must use sentences analyzed according to an adopted theory of grammar.
In order to analyze sentences, we adopt the theory of Compositional Cognitive
Grammar (CCG), which I proposed elsewhere (Hsieh 1992b, 1994). Based on
CCG, the grammar of a language has an Image Structure (IS), a Semantic Struc-
ture (SS), a Thematic Structure (TS), a Functional Structure (FS), and a Constitu-
ent Structure (CS), in addition to such other structures as morphological and pho-
nological structures. A set of transformation rules link up these levels of represen-
tation, and they convert a deeper, more meaning-related level, to a shallower, more
form-related level. The resultant mapping chain is of the form IS -^ SS ^ TS —
>
FS -^ CS ... Accordingly, a sentence has a representation in terms of each such
level of grammatical structure. On this point, CCG imitates LFG (Kaplan & Bres-
nan 1982).
Playing a vital role in CCG. the Semantic Structure representation (SSr) of a
sentence is the level of representation where the 'deep" semantics or meaning of a
sentence meets its 'shallow' syntax or form. This is the most crucial component in
CCG. since it is where the interrelation of syntax and semantics is treated. Each
SSr is an Action (AC), which can be simple or complex. A complex AC is com-
posed of two less complex ACs, which are in turn composed of two even less
complex ACs, whose ultimate composing elements are simple ACs. A strictly bi-
nary compositional procedure is enforced. Each simple AC is composed of an Ini-
tiator (I) and a Complex Act (A'), which in turn is composed of an Act (A) and a
Receiver (R). This structure of a simple AC is like a semantic subject-verb-object
construction. Therefore, \vc have AC^<I,A'=<A.R». The A stands for an Ab-
stract Verb (AV), which in different configurations corresponds to a non-NP word
or phrase in the Constituent Structure representation (CSr), such as verb, adjective,
adverb, preposition, conjunction, etc. The I and R may be filled or empty, and
when not empty, are represented by the variables x and y. or the constants h and k.
For convenience, we use x and h exclusively to represent 1, and y and h exclu-
sively to represent R. We use i. j, k. etc. to index the variables x and y. An indexed
variable V]^ (i.e. xj^ or y|^) in SSr corresponds to a co-indexed NP|^ in the CSr.
Each such NPj^ refers to a real-world object k. A precise process of instantiation
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will turn each Vj^ in the SSr into a unique and properly placed NPj^ in the CSr. We
use the constants h and k as a device for embedding one AC in another AC. The
basic AC patterns are called Action Frames (ACFs), and they are the ultimate
building blocks of an SSr. There are twenty-eight ACFs. More precisely, each
ACF is a basic, simple AC whose Abstract Verb (AV) is unspecified. When its AV
is specified, an ACF becomes a particularized ACF, or a PACF. A number of
PACFs compose into an SSr. To see an example, consider sentence (4). Its SSr is
simply (4'). Two PACFs are used to build (4'), namely (i) and (ii). A chain of trans-
formations will convert (4') into its CSr, which will in turn be linearized into sen-
tence (4).
(4) Johnj pushed Bill; down.
(4') <(i) <xi, <PUSH, yj», (ii) <xj, <Fall, >»
In order to account for the wide fluctuation in shape in the events or scenar-
ios recalled by the patients of Penfield and Perot, we allow the AV in an SSr to
appear as a variable. In other words, a patient can code (4) not as (4'), but as (4").
(4") <(i) <xi, <Vm, yj», (ii) <xj, <Vn, 0»>
In (4"), each indexed NP-type variable (xj or y;) and each indexed AV-type vari-
able (Vj^ or Vf,) allows only a finite and small set of NPs or non-NPs as its range
of instantiation. Given (4"), we use TNS(k)' to stand for the 'instantiation range of
(index) k', and we may obtain INS(i)={John, I}, INS(j)={Bill, Helen},
INS(m)={PUSH, KICK}, and INS(n)={FALL (^down)}. There are two elements
each in INS(i), INS(j), INS(m), and one element in INS(n). There are thus a total
of eight possible ways of instantiating (4"), yielding eight different shapes of the
coarse image or scenario coded by (4").
Penfield and Perot's patients may in recalling shift between an event in
which they merely observed and an event in which they participated, and so we
must also consider the distinction between the speaker as an observer and the
speaker as a participant. We decide to use the symbol O/P (for 'observer' or
'participant') as a two-value variable, and let it be a feature of a PACF, such as (i)
or (ii) in (4'). When O/P has the value O, the speaker (or the clinical patient) re-
cording or recalling the event is an observer; and when it has the value P, the
speaker is a participant. We now consider (4') in its status as the SSr for (4). Here,
Xj in (i) and x; in (ii) are both non-speaker participants, and this leaves the speaker
as the observer. If instead of (4), we have (4a).
(4a) Ij pushed Bill; down
The SSr for (4a) would still be (4'), but with Xj referring to the speaker, I. There-
fore, Xj in (4')(i) would be a participant. The speaker, I, would remain an observer
in (4')(ii), since Bill; is the participant. Thus, after revision, (4") has the final form
(4"f).
(4"f) <(i) «0/P, <Xi, <Vm, yj>», (ii) <0/P, <xj, <Vn, 0»»
(4) and (4a) are the results of two different instantiations of (4"f). To obtain (4), we
select O from O/P in (4"f)(i), and O fi-om O/P in (4"f)(ii). To obtain (4a), we select
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P in (4"f)(i) and O in (4"f)(ii)- We can now explain why Penfield and Perot's pa-
tients fluctuate in their recalls. When an event such as expressed by (4) is recorded,
it is not recorded exactly as (4), nor as (4'), nor as (4"), but as (4"f)- Not only (4"f)
is recorded, but each relevant INS(k) is also recorded. A person's life history and
the context of the occurring event jointly determine what elements each such
INS(k) will contain. With the INS(k)'s as specified above, (4"f) permits a total of
eight different variants of detailed recall from it. This, then, is the 'script' or
'score' that Sacks speaks of, whose particularizations yield varying specific forms.
Suppose that the patient recalls by instantiating no variables (either of the
NP-type or of the AV-type), the recall would be something vague of the form (4"f).
Suppose that the patient recalls by instantiating (4"f) in a persistently unique way,
such as recalling it as (4), the recall would be detailed and persistent. In between
these two extremes, a patient may recall by means of shifting instantiations such as
to result in (4) and (4a). For lack of better terms, let us call these three major types
(I) vague recalls, (II) (detailed and) persistent recalls, and (III) (detailed and) fluc-
tuating recalls. Of these three types, the fluctuating type of recalls in Penfield and
Perot's data is most intriguing to an average reader of their paper, sometimes en-
dowing their medical report with the poetic flavor that Sacks speaks admiringly of.
For a perceived event or scenario, then, we postulate a representation having
two parts: (i) the formula whose ultimate composing elements are PACFs written
in variables (as illustrated by (4f')); (ii) the INS(k) for each variable index k. Man-
has suggested that perception is a construction of a description (1982:345). Our
representation corresponds to Marr's constructed description, namely, representa-
tion. To perceive or record an event or scenario, then, is to obtain its representa-
tion. To recall an event or scenario is to instantiate the variables in the representa-
tional formula in a particular way and to assign a meaning to the instantiated for-
mula. This recall process corresponds to Marr's computation. Marr suggested that
vision is the computation of a description (1982:355). As in Marr's theory of
(perceived) vision, which postulates a description and a computation for vision,
our model postulates a description for memory and a computation on that descrip-
tion to yield a recall.
Prototype may be the crucial link between memory and recall. The memory
and the varying recall in our model has a rough parallel to a prototype and its vari-
ous exemplars. When we perceive an event, we perceive its prototype and record
this prototype in our brain. When we recall, we recall an exemplar, which may be a
vague, flexible, or persistent scenario, depending on how the prototype is com-
puted to yield an exemplar. Prototype causes recalls to be imprecise and shifting.
The representation in terms of PACFs wc postulate is offered as a true repre-
sentation and not as a procedural or implementing mechanism. The implementa-
tion mechanism for our representation may have to be described in terms of neu-
rons, neuronal firing, neuronal groups and maps, neuronal networks, etc., as these
are proposed by Edelman 1992. The implementation mechanism is the hardware
and software, but the representational system is the system of analyzed information
units that depend on the implementation mechanism for their composition and
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computation. These two systems are separate, and so one can in principle study
them independently. But Marr (1982:341-3) thinks that we should not delve into
the neurophysiology of vision until we have made a careful study of the represen-
tational system of vision. Mathematics before engineering, so to speak.
Adopting Marr's procedural priorit>' in research would mean that we should
study cognitive linguistics first before we study the neurobiology of language. This
implication would shock those linguists who object to the speculative inclination
of current linguistic theories and wish to find some firm neurobiological founda-
tion for the study of language. Immense difficulty is entailed by this implication.
The linguist wishes for the neurobiologist to tell him how language works in the
brain, but the neurobiologist cannot tell the linguist how it works there until the
linguist can tell him how language is described and represented before it gets to the
brain. Here may be another piece of evidence that theoretic linguistics and neuro-
biology must interact to jointly give a picture of how the brain creates and main-
tains language. Beyond that, this difficulty may also support the contention that
iconicity and computation, representing meaning and form, must also interact to
keep language fiinctioning as a symbolic system. This would hardly be a surprising
conclusion, if the mind is indeed a complex system where the elements on all lev-
els are constantly engaged in interaction.
NOTES
For pioneering studies on emergent grammar in Chinese, see Huang 1995. 1996.
Our discussion on complexit>' is based on Waldrop 1995 and Gell-Mann 1994,
and our discussion on chaos is based on Gleick 1988. I am grateful to Miao-hsia
Chang for frankly pointing out at NACCL-8 that my use of the term chaos was
different from the standard, technical one, and to C.C. Cheng and others who sub-
tly commented to the same effect. In response, I have hence studied Gleick and
prepared my remarks on these pages on the distinction between chaos and com-
plexity. I wish to take this opportunity to thank C.C. Cheng and other friends at the
University of Illinois for their hospitalitv' both in and outside of the NACCL-8 con-
ference. I am gratefijl to James H-Y. Tai for urging me to read Waldrop. I had be-
come aware of Gell-Mann's book through a book review in the New York Review
of Books, and after reading Waldrop, I am compelled to read Gell-Mann. To me,
Gell-Marm is indispensable for a truly deep understanding of complexity. While
trying to locate Wang's immortal theory in the larger intellectual landscape, I was
amazed to find that Wang actually anticipated to a considerable degree both chaos
theory and complexity theory. If linguistics had been a prestigious discipline such
as physics, Wang's contribution to the intellectual paradigm shift would have been
adequately recognized. I feel so fortunate and privileged to be among his loyal stu-
dents when he was working on lexical diffusion around 1969.
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There are three forms of negation in Chinese--bu 'not', mei(you)
'not(have)' and bu shi 'not be', leaving aside the form of negation used
in the imperatives (i.e., bie 'not'). A question immediately arises why a
language would have three forms of negation. It is generally held that
the distinction between bu and mei(you) is sensitive to aspect. Our study
adds one more difference to the three forms of negation, i.e., they are
different in terms of scope. While mei(you) (pre-subject or post-subject)
and bu shi have sentential scope, bu negates predicates and may involve
incorporation.
1. Introduction
In this paper, I will discuss three forms of negation in Chinese, bu 'not', mei(you)
'not(have)', and bu shi 'not be' as exemplified from (1) to (3):
(1) a. Ta bu congming.
he not intelligent
'He is not intelligent.'
b. Ta bu pang,
he not fat
'He is not fat.'
(2) a. Ta mei(you ) kan na-ben shu.
he not(have) read that-CL' book
'He didn't read that book.'
b. Wo mei(you) chi-guo Zhongguo fan.
I not(have) eat-Asp China food
'I haven't eaten Chinese food."
(3) a. Ta bu shi congming; ta shi hen yonggong.
he not be intelligent he be very studious
'It is not the case that he is intelligent; he is very studious.'
b. Ta bu shi kan-le san-ben shu; ta shi kan-Ic wu-ben shu.
he not be read-Asp three-CL book he be read-Asp fivc-CL book
'It is not the case that he read three books; he read five books."
The simplest from of negation in Chinese is bu 'not' as shown in ( I). The sec-
ond negation form mei(you) 'not(have)" as given in (2) contains two morphemes,
mei 'not' and you 'have", with the latter optional. Finally, the third form of neg-
ation bu shi as shown in (3) contains bu and shi. Shi, in this case, introduces a cleft
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sentence and associates focus with the element that immediately following it or an
element within its c-command domain. Both you in (2) and shi in (3) are consid-
ered to be auxiliaries (Huang 1989).
A question immediately arises why a language would have three forms of ne-
gation. It is generally held that the distinction between bu and mei(you) is related
to aspect.^'^ This paper concerns the function of metalinguistic negation (as op-
posed to descriptive negation). The main result of this study is shown in (4):
(4) While bu shi exclusively marks metalinguistic negation (as opposed
todescriptive negation) and mei(you) can be either metalinguistic ne-
gation ordescriptive negation, bu can only be descriptive negation.
Based on the fact that metalinguistic negation has to be sentence (S) negation, we
derive the distinct scope properties of the three forms of negation as given in (5).
(5) Both mei(you) and bu shi mark Sentence(S)-negation, while bu marks
Predicate negation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 1 briefly review some of the
previous analyses of the three forms of negation. In Section 3, by using the data of
metalinguistic negation, I show that both bu shi and mei(you) mark S-negation,
while bu marks Predicate negation. Section 4 discusses the categories of you in
mei(you) and shi in bu shi. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. Previous analyses
In the literature, there are various analyses of the three forms of negation. They
differ in the position where these negation markers are generated and the scope
properties that these negation markers have. Some of the existing analyses are
briefly summarized as follows:
a. Wang 1965: bu and mei (the alternant of bu) are attached to VP. You or
you-guo {you plus the experiential marker) is generated under Asp, which
is adjoined to a position lower than VP.
b. Hashimoto 1971: /?m is a matrix verb, which takes a sentential complement
whose subject is identical with that of the matrix subject.
c. Chan 1973: bu can be either VP-negation or S-negation.
d. Teng 1973a, 1973b, 1974: both bu and mei(you) are S-negation markers,
while bu shi marks S-refutation. Bu, you in mei(you), and shi in bu shi are
higher predicates that take sentential complements. Bu can also be Con-
stituent(C)-negation.
e. Li 1991: bu can be S-negation or node-negation. The latter can adjoin to a
VP, an NP, or an adverb to derive different focus readings.
f. Cheng & Li 1991: the Neg {bu and mei) can select either VP or AuxP. You
is treated as an auxiliary.
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g. Yeh 1992: hu and mei(you) are Predicate negation markers as opposed to
bu shi 'not be', which is the true S-negation marker. Bu shi is proposed to
head a NegP, while bu and mei(you) are adverbials internal to a VP.
h. Chiu 1993: projects the NegP {bu and mei) higher than the AspP, which
the experiential marker -guo projects. The AspP headed by you, which is
above the AspP headed by guo, is optionally projected.
i. Ernst 1993: Bu is generated either in the Spec of AuxP (Aspect and Modal
are taken to be the two types of auxiliary verbs in Chinese) or Spec of VP.
Mei is a prefix realizing [+NEG] on the Perfective marker you.
For the sake of comparison, in Table 1 , 1 list the scope properties of the three
forms of negation as claimed in the above analyses. Question marks indicate that
the scope property of a form of negation is not discussed.
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is true in the same circumstances. The external negation, indicated by the fall-rise
intonation contour, is forced by the following continuation in (7).
(7) The king of France is not bald— (because) there is no king of France.
What is negated in the first clause in (7) is the existence of the king of France. It
has nothing to do with the truth of the proposition 'The king of France is bald'.
Thus, the first clause can be followed by the rectification clause that asserts the
nonexistence of the king of France. This function of negation, according to Horn,
is metalinguistic, which is characterized as having fall-rise intonation contour and
a rectification clause.
Some more examples of metalinguistic negation are given as follows (Horn
1989:384):
(8) a. He doesn't have three children, he has /our.
b. You didn't eat some of the cookies, you ate all of them.
Descriptive negation has the general property of reversing scales, whereas meta-
linguistic negation may reverse or conserve scales, as determined by the recti-
fication: The ticket doesn't cost 10 francs, it costs 5 francs; the ticket doesn't cost
10 francs, it costs 15 francs (Horn 1989:425).
The best candidate for metahnguistic negation in Chinese is bu shi as shown in
(9).
(9) a. Ta bu shi you san-ge xiaohai, ta shi you si-ge.
he not be have three-CL child he be have four-CL
'It is not the case that he has three children; he has four.'
b. Ni bu shi chi-le yixie binggan, ni shi chi-le quanbu.
you not be eat-Asp some cookie you be eat-CL all
de binggan
DE cookie
'It is not the case that you ate some of the cookies; you ate all of
them.'
On the other hand, the example in (10) also shows that mei(you) can be used
metalinguistically.
(10) Xianren de Faguo guowang mei(you) juan qian— yinwei
current DE France king not(have) donate money because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
current DE France king not exist
'The present king of France didn't donate money— because the pres
ent king of France doesn't exist.'
Horn provides several diagnostics for metalinguistic negation. One of them is
polarity licensing. Metalinguistic negation does not license negative polarity items
(NPI's). According to Horn, metalinguistic negation does not operate on the same
rhetorical or grammatical level as the clause in which it occurs — because it is in
the clause but not of it, in his terminology. Thus, metalinguistic negation fails to
display those traits that are characteristic of the more fully integrated object-level
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negation (as opposed to meta-level negation). Using different terminology, Kart-
tunen & Peters (1979:46-7, cited in Horn 1989:368) have pointed out that con-
tradiction negation as in (lib), unlike ordinary, conventional-implicature-preserv-
ing negation as in (11a), is incapable of triggering NPI's.
(11) a. Chris did/? 7 manage to solve a/2 v problems.
h. Chris did/j 7 manage to solve {some/*any} problems—he solves
them easily.
In (1 lb), as indicated by the continuation, what is negated is the conventional im-
plicature that is associated with the verb 'manage to' —it was difficult for Chris to
solve the problem. In this case, the NPI any cannot be licensed.
It is clear that bu shi does not license an NPI as shown in (12).
(12) *Ta hu shi manman de chi han-dian/renhe dongxi (— ta shi hen
he not be slow DE eat half-bit any thing he be very
kuai de chi.)
fast DE eat
'It is not the case that he eats anything slowly-rather he eats very
fast.'
The fact that the phrases with ban half and renhe 'any' are NPI's is shown in
(13).
(13) a. *Ta chi ban-dian/renhe dongxi.
he eat half-bit any thing
'He eats a half-bit/any thing.'
b. Ta bii/mei(you) chi ban-dian/renhe dongxi.
he not not(have) eat half-bit any thing
'He doesn't/didn't eat anything.'
(12) thus shows that bu shi can only be metalinguistic negation. On the other
hand, the NPI test shows that mei(you) can be either metalinguistic or descriptive,
just like not in English:
(14) a. Ta nashihou mei(yoii) rcnzhen de zuo ban-dian/renheshi.
he then not(have) diligent DE do half-CL any thing
'He didn't do anything diligently then.'
b.*Ta nashihou mei(you) renzhen de zuo ban-dian/renhe shi,
he then not(have) diligent DE do half-CL any thing
ta shi hen mianqiang de zuo.
he be very reluctant DE do
'He didn't do anything diligently then — rather he did it very
reluctantly.'
Given the fact that a negation must be at least S-negation to be metalin-
guistic", we conclude that both hu shi and mei-you mark S-ncgalion.
Now compare (10) with (15). Note that there is a contrast between mei(you)
in (10) and bu in ( 15). ( 15) shows that hu can never be metalinguistic negation.
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(15) *Xianren de Faguo guowang bu juan qian— yinwei xianren de
current DE France king not donate money because current DE
Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
France king not exist
'The present king of France doesn't donate money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
The contrast in (16) further illustrates this. In other words, whenever metalin-
guistic negation is intended, bu is not allowed.
(16) a. Ta mei(you) ma xianren de Faguo guowang — yinwei
he not(have) scold current DE France king because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
current DE France king not exist
'He didn't scold the present king of France— because the present
king of France doesn't exist.'
b. *Ta i»M maVxihuan xianren de Faguo guowang — yinwei xianren
he not scold/like current DE France king because current
de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
DE France king not exist
'He doesn't scold/like the present king of France— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
In addition to polarity licensing, there is another diagnostic for distin-
guishing descriptive negation from metalinguistic negation, that is, the two uses
of but. According to Horn, 'metalinguistic negation tends to occur in contrastive
environments, ... and the English representation par excellence of contrast is but.'
The construction not X but Y provides a straightforward way to reject X (on any
grounds) and to offer Y as its appropriate rectification. Rectifying a metalin-
guistic negation can be expressed by using but as in (17a), or a rectified full
clause as in (17b), but it is not possible to have both as shown in (17c) (Horn,
1989:404).
(17) a. It isn't hot, but scalding. (= It is not hot but scalding.)
b. It isn't hot— it's scalding.
c. #'It isn't hot, but it's scalding.' ^
But in (17a), according to Horn, has the 'rather' reading and it is this reading that
renders gapping obligatory. Therefore, (17a) is equal to 'it is not hot but scald-
ing'. On the other hand, but in (17c) is a true sentential connective, and the nega-
tion is an ordinary descriptive operator.
The metalinguistic form not X but Y can be paraphrased as Y i#but) not X, but
not Y but not X. The latter has to be taken as a descriptive negation.
(18) a. They had heard, but not seen, the intruder, (descriptive)
b. They had run, {§but) not walked, to the station, (metalinguistic)
What Horn's argument hinges on is that there are two uses of but. The first
function is that of modifying or restricting the idea set forth in the preceding
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clause, which may or may not be negative. The second function is that of ex-
cluding or suppressing the idea set forth in the preceding clause, which in this
case must contain negation. There are many languages that do distinguish the two
uses of but. For example, for the first function, Spanish uses pero and German
aber, and for the second, Spanish uses sino and German sondern. (Horn, 1989:
406)
There are two connectives in Chinese that are relevant here: ke-shi 'but' and
er-shi 'rather". The use of er-shi is more restricted ihdin ke-shi. First, when two
elements in opposition do not stand in an obvious scalar relation, but they do oc-
cur as fellow members of an implicitly evoked set of attributes, only ke-shi, not
er-shi, can be used. The ke-sh'\ in (19a) has a concessive reading while the one in
(19b) has a nonconcessive reading.
(19) a. Ta zhang-de hen chou; [*er-shilke-shi} hen youqian.
he grow-DE very ugly rather/but very rich
'He is ugly; ratherA)ut he is rich.'
b. Ta hen youqian; l*^^-.^/?//^:^-^/?// zhang-de hen chou.
he very rich rather/but grow-DE very ugly.
'He is rich; but he is ugly.'
The examples in (20), with the same contexts, show that even when bu shi is pres-
ent in the first clause, er-shi cannot be used.
(20) a. *Ta bu shi zhang-de hen chou; er-shi hen youqian.
he not be grow-DE very ugly rather very rich
'He is not ugly; rather he is rich.'
b. *Ta bu shi hen youqian; er-shi zhang-de hen chou.
he not be very rich rather grow-DE very ugly
'He is not rich; rather he is ugly.'
On the other hand, as shown in (21), whenever bu shi is used, only er-shi 'rather'
but not ke-shi 'but' can be used.
(21) a. Tamen bu shi dashang, {£'r-i/;/7*A:f-5/j/7 kaiche zhuangshang-le,
they not be hit-hurt rather/but drive hit-hurt-Asp
na-ge daitu.
that-CL gangster
'They didn't hit and hurt, but hit by car and hurt, the gangster.'
b. Tamen /JM shi zoulu, {fr-.v/i//*^^-.?/!// paobu, dao chezhan de.
they not be walk rather/but run arrive station DE
'They didn't walk, rather ran. to the station.*
In the case of meiiyou), only er-shi can be used when metalinguistic nega-
tion is intended.
(22) Wo cai tamen mei(\ou) zhende zoulu, | er-shil*ke-shi} paobu.
I guess they not (have) really walk rather/but run
dao chezhan de. (metalinguistic)
arrive station DE
'I think they didn't really walk, rather ran, to the station.'
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Thus from the examples in (21) and (22), it is clear that er-shi 'rather' is
used for metalinguistic negation. If we are on the right track, it should be the case
that only ke-shi 'but' can be used for bu as a descriptive negation, and neither ke-
shi 'but' nor er-shi 'rather' can be used when metalinguistic negation is intended
because it cannot be metalinguistic negation. The prediction is borne out as given
in (23):
(23) a. Zhangsan bu ai ta; { *er-shilke-shi} xihuan ta. (descriptive)
Zhangsan not love she rather/but like she
'Zhangsan doesn't love her; but he likes her.'
b. Zhangsan i>M xihuan ta; [*er-shil*ke-shi) 2l\ ta (metalinguistic)
Zhangsan not like she rather/but love she
'Zhangsan doesn't like her, rather he loves her.'
If bu does not mark metalinguistic negation, it is likely that it does not have
the scope of the whole sentence.^ What is then the scope of bul (24) shows that
bu should have the scope over the VP. I will thus take bu to be predicate negation.
(24) Ta bu xiangxin ban-ge/renhe ren.
he not beheve half-CL any person
'He does not believe anyone.'
However, in some cases an NPI cannot be licensed by bu. For example,
(25) a. Ta hen bu xiangxin wo.
he very not believe I
'He disbelieves me very much.'
b. *Ta hen bu xiangxin ban-ge/renhe ren.
he very not believe half-CL any people
'He disbelieves anyone very much.'
Teng 1974 distinguishes two types of scalar predicates that are negated by bu —
contrary terms and contradictory terms. One of the differences between the two is
that bu can occur after the degree adverb which modifies a contrary term but not a
contradictory term. For example,
(26) a. Ta hen bu xihuan mai cai. (contrary term)
he very not like buy vegetable
'He dislikes shopping very much.'
b. *Tang hen bu re. (contradictory term)
soup very not hot
'The soup is very not hot.'
Examples of contrary and contradictory terms are given in (27):
(27) a. Contradictory: bu gao 'not tall, bu nan 'not difficult,' bu ren 'not hot,'
bujiaohua 'not sly,' and bu hong 'not red.'
b. Contrary: bu cuo 'not bad/good,' bu xihuan 'dislike,' bufangbian
'inconvenient,' bu shufu 'uncomfortable,' and bu daode 'immoral.'
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According to the criterion above. /jm xianffxin should be a contrary term given
the fact that the degree adverb can precede hu. I would like to suggest that hu
obligatorily incorporates into the contrary term when it is preceded by a degree
adverb as in (25a) and (26b). Therefore, an NPI in (25b) cannot be licensed be-
cause of the incorporation. However, there is no incorporation in (24) because an
NPI can be licensed there.
Summarizing what we have said so far. both polarity licensing and the uses of
er-shi and ke-shi show that hu shi and meiiyou) can mark metalinguistic negation;
and based on the fact that metalinguistic negation has to be S-negation, both of
them should be considered to be S-negation. In contrast, hu cannot function as
metalinguistic negation and it is likely that its scope is within a VP. The finding
that mei(you) marks S-negaiion and hu predicate negation correlates with the
claim that I have made in Hsieh 1996, that is, meiiyou) is in a higher structural po-
sition than hu. In that paper, I argue that mei(you) heads a Negation Phrase and
selects an Aspect Phrase, while hu simply adjoins to VP. Now the question is how
the negation in the postsubject position takes the scope of the whole sentence.
There are various ways of executing this idea. I will leave this issue open.
Before we close this section, I would like to point out that the distinction be-
tween 'scope' and 'range' as proposed in Jackendoff 1972 is a useful one. For
Jackendoff 1972. a range is a focus association. The 'range' of a negation in the
auxiliary in English defines the part of the surface structure in which the focus
must be located in order for the negation to associate with it. The range is the en-
tire sentence except for material before the subject. It does not coincide with the
scope of negation, which includes only the material to the right. This is exactly
what we have in Chinese. If we are correct above, meiiyou) can have range over
the subject. However, neither can it have scope over the subject nor can it license
an NPI in the subject position:
(28) a. Meigeren dou meiiyou) kan-guo na-ben shu. (> Neg; *Neg>)
everyone all not (have) read-Aspthat-CL book
'Everyone hasn't read that book.'
b. *Ban-i>e ren meiiyou) kan-guo na-ben shu.
half-CL man not(have) read-Asp that-CL bixA
'No one has read that book.'
Finally, consider the examples in (29). In contradistinction to meiixou). when
the present king of France' is in the position before hu shi, a contradiction arises.
Both of the examples in (29) presuppose the existence of the present kmg of
France. We will discuss this in the next section, where 1 argue that the NP pre-
ceding hu shi has to be a topic (Subject) in the sense of Kuroda 1972. 1992 and
thus cannot be a focus associated with hu shi, which cKcurs after it.
(29) a. *Xianren de Faguofiuowcmg hu shi ]\idi\ qian — yinwci
present DE France king not be donate money because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
present DE France king not exist
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'The present king of France didn't donate money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
b. *Xianren de Faguo guowang bu shi xihuan qian— yinwei
present DE France king not be hke money because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
present DE France king not exist
'The present king of France doesn't like money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
4. How to analyze meiiyou) and bu shP.
In this section, I would like to show that you in meiiyou) cannot be the pos-
sessive verb you 'have', nor can it be an auxihary just like shi.
As shown in (30), the possessive verb you 'have,' which is stative, is negated
by mei, but not bu.
(30) a. *Ta bu you pengyou.
he not have friend
'He doesn't have friend.'
b. Ta mei you pengyou.
he not have friend
'He doesn't have friend.'
Now compare the two sentences in (31). (31a) is a sentence negated by mei(you),
while (31b) is one with the possessive verb you 'have' negated by mei. Note that
there is a contrast between (31a) and (31b) — the former, but not the latter is
grammatical.
(31) a. Xianren de Faguo guowang mei(you) juan qian— yinwei
current DE France king not(have) donate money because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
current DE France king not exist
'The present king of France didn't donate money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
b. *Xianren de Faguo guowang mei you qian— yinwei xianren de
current DE France king not have money because current DE
Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
France king not exist
'The present king of France doesn't have money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
The contrast in (31) shows two things. First, you in the negation form meiiyou)
should not be taken to be the possessive verb you 'have.' Second, mei in (31a) has
to be different from mei in (31b), because the latter, but not the former, marks
metalinguistic negation, given the fact that you is optional in both cases. I will
follow the literature in assuming that there is a morphophonemic rule that changes
bu to mei when the verb you 'have' occurs.
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There is another piece of evidence that argues against analyzing you in mei-
(you) as an auxiliary just like shi. The evidence comes from indefinite subjects. It
has been observed that an indefinite subject in Chinese has to be introduced by you
'have.' Nevertheless, there are some exceptions to this generalization, as first
noted by Fan 1985 and Lee 1986. Shyu (1995:153-5) further claims that the dis-
tinction is made between a SLP and an ILP.* That is, a SLP, but not a ILP. can
have an indefinite subject without being marked by you "have", as shown in (32).
(32) a. *Yi-ge ren hen congming. (Cf. Xu 1996)
one-CL man very intelligent
'A person is very intelligent.'
b. Yi-ge ren zuotian jiao-le qian.
one-CL man yesterday tum:in-Asp money
'A person turned in the money yesterday.'
When (32b) is negated, there is a contrast between mei(you) and bu shi as
shown in (33).
(33) a. Yi-ge ren mei(you) jiao qian.
one-CL man not(have) tum:in money
'A person didn't turn in the money.'
b. *Yi-ge ren bu shi zuotian jiao-le qian.
one-CL man not be yesterday tum:in-Asp money
'It is not the case that a person turned in the money yesterday.'
(33a) is grammatical, while (33b) is not acceptable. The contrast in (33) shows
that you in mei(you) cannot be analyzed as an auxiliary just like shi. Thus it is
likely that mei(you) should function as a whole.''
In fact, the NP preceding bu shi has to be a topic (Subject) in the sense of
Kuroda 1972, 1992. This is shown in (34). (34a) is grammatical if it is embedded
in an //-clause as in (34b). //-clauses, according to Kuroda, cannot be topic sen-
tences. Thus the string yi-ge ren bu shi hen congming in an i/-clause can only be a
proposition and it is thus ruled in.
(34) a. * Yi-ge ren bu shi hen congming.
one-CL man not be very intelligent
'A p>erson is not intelligent.'
b. Ruguo yi-ge ren bu shi hen congming. ...
if one-CL man not be very intelligent
'If a person is not very intelligent,...'
Following this line of thinking, we can explain why bu shi cannot range over the
present king of France' in (29), repeated in (35).
(35) a. *Xianren de Fagun guowang bu shi juan qian — yinwei
present DE France king not be donate money because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunz^i.
present DE France king not exist
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'The present king of France didn't donate money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
b. *Xianren de Faguo guowang bu shi xihuan qian— yinwei
present DE France king not be Uke money because
xianren de Faguo guowang bu cunzai.
present DE France king not exist
'The present king of France doesn't Uke money— because the
present king of France doesn't exist.'
The initial NP in (35) should be taken to be a topic and thus cannot be within the
range of bu shi.
5. Conclusions
The three forms of negation in Chinese have distinct functions. While bu shi
marks metalinguistic negation and bu descriptive negation, mei(you) can be either
metalinguistic or descriptive. Based on the fact that both mei(you) and bu shi mark
metahnguistic negation, we conclude that they are sentential negation (S-nega-
tion). On the other hand, bu only marks predicate negation and can involve incor-
poration. Our studies also show that mei(you) should function as a whole, unlike
bu shi.
NOTES
* I would like to thank Audrey Li, S. Y. Kuroda, Hajime Hoji, Barry Schein,
Bingfu Lu, and Randall Rose for their comments. Many thanks to the following
people for their judgments—Andrew Chang, Fang Li, Guo-Ming Song, Zoe Wu,
Xiao Yu, and Ke Zou. All errors are mine.
' The abbreviation that I use in the glosses are as follows:
CL: classifier
Asp: aspect marker
DE: a structural particle
^ We use aspect in a broader sense here. Traditionally aspect refers to the presen-
tation of events through grammaticalized viewpoints such as 'perfective' and
'imperfective.' It is only recently that the notion of aspect has been broaden to in-
clude the temporal properties of the situation themselves, internal event structure
or Aktionsart. (Cf. Smith 1991)
' Generally, it is generally assumed that while bu provides a neutral negation,
meiiyou) negates the completion of an event (Li & Thompson 1981), among oth-
ers). However, Hsieh 1996 argues that bu negates a state while meiiyou) an event
with a viewpoint (either Perfective or Imperfective).
'* Thanks to Y. Kuroda for pointing this out for me.
' Some speakers, including myself, do accept the case with bu ma. I think this has
to do with the fact that the modal interpretation is available for this kind of bu
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sentences. There is no contradiction between the two conjuncts in the text under
the modal interpretation: he does not want to scold the present king of France —
because the present king of France does not exist.
^ Horn 1989 uses '#' to signify pragmatic anomaly.
^
I assume that all S-negations can be made metalinguistic negation and if a nega-
tion cannot be metalinguistic, it cannot be S-negation.
* In a recent paper, Audrey Li claims that the distinction should be made between
a thetic judgment and a categorical judgment in the sense of Kuroda 1972, 1992.
An indefinite subject (typically numeral NPs) is possible in the subject position
only when the sentence expresses a thetic judgment, a simple recognition of the
existence of a specific situation. A categorical judgment, which recognizes some-
thing as substance and attributes to it the property perceived in a situation, does
not allow an indefinite subject. This is because an indefinite NP cannot have sub-
stance. It does not outlive the perception that gives rise to the thetic judgment that
contains it.
^ In Hsieh 1996, 1 argue that you cannot be an aspectual marker, either.
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DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE EXISTENTIAL CONSTRUCTIONS
Yen-hui Audrey Li
University of Southern California
audreyli@mizar.usc.edu
Contrary to the general understanding of existential sentences, existen-
tial vow in Chinese allows the NP following it to be definite, as well as
indefinite. The two types of definite and indefinite you constructions
exhibit systematic semantic and syntactic differences. They, however,
share the property of requiring a Predicate following you plus the ele-
ment whose existence is asserted (entity or event). The similarities and
differences between Indefinite and Definite you sentences can be cap-
tured by analyzing you as an existential operator, requiring a restriction
and a nuclear scope. This analysis also suggests that an appropriate
account for the definiteness effect in existential sentences cannot be
related to the formation of an imbalanced Chain for Case or to the
partitive Case assignment. It also clarifies the relevant considerations in
deciding whether an expletive empty category in Chinese exists.
0. Introduction
Existential sentences of the form [(NPl) V NP2 (XP)] such as the there construc-
tion in English (e.g, there is a man (in the garden)) and the you 'have, exist' sen-
tences in Chinese (you ren zai huayuanli 'exist people in the garden') have cer-
tain characteristics that are generally not found in other constructions of the lan-
guage, in addition to the fact that the exact syntactic structures of such sentences
have been topics of controversy (cf. Jenkins 1975, Milsark 1974, Stowell 1981,
Chomsky 1981, Safir 1982. Williams 1984, Burzio 1986, Lasnik 1995, among
many others, Chomsky 1995 and the references cited there for there construc-
tions, andTeng 1978, Huang 1987, Li 1990, among others, for you constructions).
Among the most important characteristics arc (i) the subject NPl is either overtly
present as an expletive element (such as there in English) or null (such as in Chi-
nese); (ii) a definiteness effect is generally observed in these constructions, i.e.,
NP2 cannot be definite. The second property has been approached from the view
of syntactic chains (formation of a special Chain, Safir 1982). and from semantic or
discourse perspectives (such as Hcim 1982, Huang 1987. and others). The first
property often leads lo the question of whether there is any covert element in the
subject position when it is null and what the element sht)uld be if there is one. In
other words, it is an issue whether an empty expletive exists in such structures.
Detailed investigation of the Chinese you constructions of the form [you NP
(XP)], in conu-ast to the English there constructions, reveals that existential struc-
tures are more complicated than previously understood. The detailed study of the
Chinese you constructions shows that you constructions are not uniform in their
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behavior. The distinction of different types of you constructions is important in
understanding the relevant issues concerning the syntactic and semantic proper-
ties of the existential sentences and in helping to uncover some rarely discussed
facts concerning there constructions.
You constructions are structurally ambiguous: of the form [you NP (XP)],
one type asserts the existence of an NP, taking an NP as its complement, and the
other asserts the existence of an event, taking an [NP XP] as its complement. The
defmiteness effect is relevant only when the existence of an NP is asserted:
(1) a. [you [vp NP XP]], exhibiting no defmiteness effects
b. [you NP] [ip/cp XP], exhibiting defmiteness effects
That the you existential structures should be so distinguished will be sup-
ported by the different behavior between (la) and (lb) in the types of their co-oc-
curring elements and the constituency structures. Distinguishing between the
two types of you structures contributes significantly to the understanding of the
syntactic and semantic issues of existential sentences. Among the issues are
whether there is an empty NP preceding you in (1) and, if there is one, what this
empty NP is. Answers to this question in the relevant literature differ. Some sug-
gest that the empty subject must be an implicit time or location expression, thus
ruling out the possibility that an expletive exists in such structures (see Teng
1978, Li 1990); whereas some others suggest that it is an empty expletive (Tang
1990, for instance). In this work, we will show that both approaches are partly
right: the decision will rely on whether XP in ( 1 ) exists and how the existence in-
dicator, you, is treated syntactically. If XP exists, the subject can be truly empty
and can, in principle, allow an expletive subject, if it is assumed that every verb
phrase must be predicated of a subject (cf the extended projection principle,
Chomsky 1981) and if vom must be the main verb of a sentence. On the other
hand, if the XP does not exist, the subject cannot be an expletive and must con-
tain an impUcit time or location expression. The question is why the existence of
the XP in (1) affects the interpretation and structure. It will be shown that such
unique behavior can be derived from the interpretation structure of such sen-
tences. More precisely, it will be argued that you can be interpreted as an existen-
tial operator that has the [NP XP] as its restriction in (la) and NP as its restriction
in (lb). This semantic property captures various distributional facts concerning
you constructions.
The semantic and syntactic properties of you constructions have interesting
implications for the analysis of there constructions in English. The existence of
the type in (la) wiU lead us to uncover some rarely discussed facts concerning
there constructions, which will contribute to deciding on the more appropriate
structure of there constructions (a small clause structure, see Milsark 1974, Stow-
eU 1981, Chomsky 1981, Burzio 1986, Safu" 1982, Lasnik 1995, Chomsky 1995
etc.) vs. anNP structure (Jenkins 1975, Williams 1984) and contribute to the un-
derstanding of possible accounts for the definiteness effect.
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1. Existential you sentences
We begin with the general properties of the you construction in Chinese. This
construction always has the marker you 'have, exist', which has most, but not all,
of the typical properties of verbhood: it can occur in A-not-A question form and
be a simple answer to a question, but it cannot take an aspect marker. According
to Li & Thompson's 1981 discussions of lexical categories, you can be an auxil-
iary or the type of verbs that do not take aspect markers (such as zai 'be located
at', rang 'let', qitu 'attempt')
(2) a. you meiyou ren lai? — A-not-A question
have not have person come
'Was there anyone that came?'
b. you — simple answer
'have' (yes, there was someone that came)
An aspect marker is not attached to you; instead, it is attached to the verb predi-
cated of the NP following you.
(2) c. *you guo ren lai zher
have Exp person come here
d. you ren lai guo zher.
have person come Exp here
'There exist some person(s) that have been here (before).'
The NP following you generally is indefinite, just as its counterpart in Eng-
lish there constructions {firemen in (3a) and guests in (3b)). This NP generally is
followed by another predicate (such as available in (3a) and came in (3b)).
(3) a. There are firemen available.
b. you keren laile.
have guest came
'There came guests.'
The prohibition against a definite NP of the you construction, however, is
not always obeyed. The following sentence, for instance, allows a definite NP af-
ter you:
(4) ruguo you Zhangsan zhaogu Lisi, na jiu tai hao le.
if have Zhangsan care Lisi that then too good
'If there is Zhangsan taking care of Lisi, it is very good.'
In addition to the possibility of a definite NP in you constructions, there ex-
ists another interesting difference between Chinese and English existential sen-
tences: with respect to the type of possible predicates that can follow the NP.
Chinese allows all types of verbs in such a position but English does not allow an
individual-level predicate (Carlson 1975. Kratzer 1989. Diesing 1992).'
(5) you xuesheng hencongming.
have student very intelligent.
'There are students who are very intelligent.'
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(6) a. *There are students intelligent,
b. *There is a student intelligent.
To understand such properties and differences, we start with the characteri-
zation of the syntactic structures of you constructions, which will be shown to be
structurally ambiguous, with the correlating semantic differences between assert-
ing the existence of an event denoted by [vp NP VP] and asserting the existence
of an entity denoted by an NP.
2. Two structures ofyou sentences
Specifically, it will be shown that you sentences can have the structure [you [NP
VP]] or [you NP] [. . .VP], the former, a clause and the latter, a topic (chain) struc-
ture (Tsao 1979, 1990, Shi 1992, among others). You in the former asserts the ex-
istence of an event ([NP VP]) but asserts the existence of an entity (denoted by
an NP) in the latter.
As noted, even though the NP following you generally cannot be definite,
there are instances where you is followed by a definite NP, in the form of a proper
name or a nominal expression with a demonstrative:
(7) a. ruguo you Zhangsan/nage laoban lai, women jiu keyi
if you Zhangsan/that boss come we then can
mashang jiejue wenti le.
immediately solve problem
b. ruguo you Zhangsan zhaogu Lisi, ta yiding mashang keyi
if have Zhangsan care Lisi he certainly immediately can
fuyuan
recover
'If there is Zhangsan taking care of Lisi, he can certainly recover
immediately.'
There exist systematic differences between the type of sentences with you
preceding an indefinite NP (henceforth, referred to as the Ind type) and the type
of sentences with you preceding a definite NP (referred to as the D type), indi-
cating that they should have different syntactic structures.
2.1 Medals
The D and Ind types of sentences contrast in the possibility of a modal following
the you NP phrase. A modal can occur between the NP and the VP in the Ind
type, but not the D-type sentences:
(8) a. ruguo you (yige) ren dei/yinggai/keneng/hui/neng lai. .
.
if have one man can/should/ may/ will/can come
'if a man should/may/will/can come. . .
'
b. *ruguo you Zhangsan dei/yinggai/keneng/hui/neng lai. .
if have Zhangsan can/should/may/ will/can come
However, both types allow a modal to precede you:
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(9) a. ruguo dei/yinggai/keneng/hui/neng you (yige) ren lai...
if can/should/ may/ will/can have one man come
b. ruguo dei/yinggai/keneng/hui/ neng you Zhangsan lai...
if can/should/ may/ will/can have Zhangsan come
2.2 Reason expressions (sentence-level adverbials)
The D and Ind types of sentences further contrast in the possibiHty of a reason
expression (and other sentence-level adverbials) following the you NP:
(10) a. ruguo you (yige) ren yinwei sili qu zhaogu Lisi...
if have (one) man because self-interest go care Lisi
'if a man went to take care of Lisi because of self-interest. .
.'
b. *ruguo you Zhangsan yinwei sili qu zhaogu Lisi...
if have Zhangsan because self-interest go care Lisi
'if Zhangsan went to take care of Lisi because of self-interest...'
2.3 Lian ... dou expressions
A lian ... dou 'even' expression can follow the you NP in the Ind type but not
the D type:
(11) a. ruguo you (yige) ren lian Lisi dou zhaogu...
if have one man even Lisi all care
'if a man even took care of Lisi. .
.
'
b. *ruguo you Zhangsan lian Lisi dou zhaogu...
if have Zhangsan even Lisi all care
2.4 Preposed object
Similarly, object preposing is possible in the Ind-type sentences but not the D
type:
(12) a. ruguo you (yige) ren Lisi zhaogu le...
if have one man Lisi care Par.
b. *ruguo you Zhangsan Lisi zhaogu le...
if have Zhangsan Lisi care Par.
2.5 Constituency:
The two elements you and NP of the Ind type behave like they are one constitu-
ent in that they can be preposed as a unit. This is not true with the you NP of the
D type:
(13) a. ruguo you (shenme) ren ni zhidao zhongle da jiang.jiu qing
if have (what) man you know got big prize, then please
tongzhi wo
notify me
'If (any)one you know got a big prize, please notify me.'
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b. *ruguo you Zhangsan ni zhidao zhongle da jiangjiu qing
if have Zhangsan you know got big prize then please
tongzhi wo
notify me
2.6 Contexts
Finally, it should be noted that D-type sentences and Ind-type sentences occur in
different contexts: even though an Ind-type you clause can occur as a matrix
clause or any embedded one, a D type cannot occur as a matrix clause or a com-
plement clause of a verb such as think, believe:
(14) a. *you Zhangsan zai zhaogu Lisi
have Zhangsan at care Lisi
'There is Zhangsan taking care of Lisi.'
b. *wo renwei/xiangxin you Zhangsan zai zhaogu Lisi
I think/believe have Zhangsan at care Lisi
'I think/believe there is Zhangsan taking care of Lisi.'
cf.
(15) a. you ren zai zhaogu Lisi
have person at care Lisi
'There are people taking care of Lisi.'
b. wo renwei/xiangxin you ren zai zhaogu Lisi
I think/believe have person at care Lisi
'I think/believe there are people taking care of Lisi.'
More generally, the D-type clauses appear only in the contexts of if clauses
and other adjunct clauses such as those headed by yinwei 'because', suiran
'even though', jiran 'now that', as well as the time clause such as ... de shihou
'when', and a sentential subject.
Such systematic distributional differences follow from the different struc-
tures and semantic representations for the D- and Ind-type sentences.
3. D-type you structures
Note that the crucial difference between the two types of sentences lies in the de-
finiteness of the NP following you. Huang 1987 notes that if the subject of an
existential sentence is lexically filled, the sentence generally does not exhibit a
definiteness effect, as illustrated by the following contrast:
(16) a. *you naben shu zai tushuguan
have that book at library
'There is that book in the library.'
b. tushuguan you naben shu.
library have that book
'The library has that book.'
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Is it possible, then, that the D-type sentences actually have a subject? Take (7a-b),
for instance. Can it be that they are just like the following sentences, which con-
tain a lexical subject and therefore exhibit no definiteness effect?
(17) a. We had John coming
b. We have John to take care of Lisi.^
The lexical subject in (7a-b) just occurs in a null form somehow. Such an
analogy between (7a-b) and (17a-b), however, raises the question of why the D-
type sentences are possible only in adjunct clauses and sentential subjects, given
that a subject in Chinese can be null in matrix contexts and that sentences such
as (16b) are acceptable. To distinguish between the matrix contexts and the re-
type contexts, we may claim that the subject of the D-type sentences need to be
linked to an overt antecedent. The D-type sentences occur only in the embedded
contexts mentioned because the subject of the matrix can provide a lexical ante-
cedent for the empty embedded subject. This, however, cannot be correct. The D-
type sentences cannot be complement clauses of verbs, illustrated in (14b).
Moreover, were this a correct analysis, a sentence like (7b), repeated as (18) here,
would have a subject coindexed with the pronoun ta, illustrated in (19), creating
a Binding Principle C violation (the name Lisi is c-commanded by a pronoun):
(18) ruguo you Zhangsan zhaogu Lisii, tai yiding keyi mashang
if have Zhangsan care Lisi he certainly can immediately
fuyuan
recover
'If there is Zhangsan taking care of Lisi, he can certainly recover
immediately.'
(19) *ruguo ei youZhangsan zhaogu Lisii, tai ...
if have Zhangsan care Lisi he
It therefore cannot be claimed that there is a null subject in the t/ clause of (18)
coindexed with the matrix subject.
Such D-type sentences cannot be interpreted as containing an empty sub-
ject coindexed with a null topic, either. Were it so, the D-type sentences should
occur easily in matrix contexts as well, since a null topic should be available to all
clauses, especially the matrix one. However, as noted earlier, the D-type sentences
generally occur in embedded contexts and is unacceptable when occurring in the
matrix context. A clear contrast also exists in the following pair:
(20) a. zhong Jiang le!
get prize
'(someone) win the prize!'
b. you (*nage) ren zhong jiang le!
have that man get prize
An empty subject is generally possible in exclamatory contexts, with the empty
subject interpreted as someone identifiable from the linguistic or non-linguistic
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contexts. An Ind-type you sentence clearly is much better than a D-type you sen-
tence in this context.
The D-type structure, furthermore, is not like other complex verb structures
such as the structure containing quan 'persuade', bi 'force', since the latter can
take a preposed object or the lian ... dou construction.
(21) a. wo quan Zhangsan lian Lisi dou zhaogu
I persuade Zhangsan even Lisi all care
'I persuaded Zhangsan to take care of even Lisi.'
b. wo quan Zhangsan Lisi yao zhaogu
I persuade Zhangsan Lisi need care
'I persuaded Zhangsan to take care of Lisi.'
If the D-type you constructions do not have the familiar structures just dis-
cussed, what should be the appropriate structure? Given the three constituents
occurring in the D-type you sentences, you, NP, VP, there are four logical possibili-
ties for the bracketing of the structures: (i) the three elements form a ternary
branching structure; (ii) you and NP form one constituent; (iii) NP and VP form
one constituent; (iv) a VP shell structure with you taking two complements (cf.
Larson 1988). The first one can be ruled out by the general theoretical preference
for a binary structure (cf. Kayne's 1984 unambiguous paths). The second option
is ruled out by the fact to the contrary: the sentences in (13) show that you and
its following NP of D-type sentences do not form one constituent. This type of
sentences also does not behave like a sentence containing an NP complement
and a clausal complement to its main verb (such as object control structures in
(21)), ruling out the fourth option. The only option left is {you [NP VP]]. The facts
in (8-12) indicate that the label of [NP VP] should not be IP {you [ip NP VP]), be-
cause of the prohibition of IP level elements between NP and VP (modals, reason
expressions, and other sentence-level adverbials), preposed object, lian ... dou
expressions, all generally assumed to be IP level elements). This claim can be fur-
ther supported by the fact that an individual-level predicate is not allowed in
such structures, if we assume with Diesing 1992 that the subject of an individual-
level predicate should occur outside a VP and the subject of a stage-level predi-
cate occur inside a VP.:
(22) *ruguo you Zhangsan hen congming, women jiu hui hen gaoxing
if have Zhangsan very clever we then will very happy
The unacceptability of (22), together with all the facts mentioned above, indicates
that (23) is a more appropriate structure for the D-type sentences:
(23) >'OM[vpNPVP]
[vp NP VP] is a complement of you. This structure gives the interpretation that
you asserts the existence of an event expressed by the complement [vp NP VP].
Given that you asserts the existence of an event, not the existence of the NP, it is
not surprising that the NP inside the VP can be definite (see further discussions
and other possibiUties for the account of definiteness in section (6)).
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Having established the structure for the D-type sentences, we turn to the
structure for the Ind-type sentences.
4. Ind-type you structures
As illustrated in section (2), the Ind-type sentences allow not only the possibilities
for the D-type sentences, but also more. This amounts to saying that we need to
recognize the possibility that the Ind-type not only can have the structure [you
[vp NP VP]] but also some additional structure. Given the fact that the Ind-type
sentences allow IP-level elements (8-12) to occur between the NP and the VP and
the fact that you and the following NP form one constituent (cf. (13), where you
and NP can be preposed as a constituent), the logical possibility will be to assume
that the Ind type has the structure in (24) and the brackets for VP can be labeled
as EP or CP in order to accommodate the occurrence of IP-level constituents be-
tween the you NP and the VP:'
(24) [>'omNP][cp/ipVP]
This structure expresses that you and its following NP form one constituent. The
VP is another constituent, whose brackets are labeled as CP/IP. The interpretation
of the sentences suggest that the subject of the clause [cp/ip VP] (e.g., the
Specifier of I dominating VP) must be identified by the you NP. That is, (24) has
the structure in (25), where the empty category is identified by the you NP:
(25) b-ou NP] [cp/iP e VP]
Since the structure involves a CP/IP, rather than a simple VP, (cf the D type), an
individual-level predicate is acceptable, just as all clauses generally can have an
individual-level predicate."*
Semantically, you asserts the existence of an entity denoted by the NP.
Given that the existence of the NP is asserted, it is expected that the NP is not
definite (see Huang 1987 the references cited there). This contrasts with the ID-
type you sentences where you asserts the existence of an event [NP VP] and the
definiteness of the relevant NP will not be relevant.
5. Interpretation and function ofyou
The meaning of you in existential sentences is 'exist': you in D-type asserts the
existence of an event [NP VP] and asserts the existence of an individual denoted
by an NP in the Ind type. It is not obvious, however, what the appropriate syntac-
tic and semantic representations for you are. This has to do with the question of
what you is morpho-syntactically. It is possible to treat you in both D- and Ind-
type you structures as a verb, taking [NP VP] and NP as its complement, respec-
tively. This is a plausible analysis because you does have some properties of verbs
according to the tests of A-not-A formation, simple answer, etc., as briefly dis-
cussed in section (1). Furthermore, modals and negation can occur before you in
both cases and you seems to be the only available Case assigner to the following
NP in both types. Alternatively, since the distinction between a verb and an aux-
iliary is vague in Chinese and the type of complements allowed is sometimes
taken to help in distinguishing verbs from auxiliaries (verbs, but not auxiliaries.
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can take NPs as complements, as discussed in Li &. Thompson 1981, for instance),
it is logically possible to treat the two instances of you separately: in D-type sen-
tences it is an auxiUary (taking [vpNP VP] as its complement) and, in Ind-type, it is
a verb (taking NP as its complement).^
From the perspective of interpretation, however, we may simplify the struc-
ture and claim that you is a spell-out of an existential operator, with the comple-
ment of >'OM being the variable: you ren 'have people' has the LF representation
Bx (x is a person). The discourse function of such an existential expression is to
estabUsh a topic/Subject^ to be predicated by the following comment/predicate:
Bx (x is a person) A (x came) for you ren lai le 'have person came'. In other
words, even though in a purely existential expression (such as you ren 'have per-
son') there is an operator and the variable, the main function of this operator and
its variable is to set up a topic/Subject for a following comment/predicate. Simi-
larly, for a D-type expression such as you Zhangsan zhaogu Lisi hen zhongyao
'having Zhangsan taking care of Lisi is important', the representation is 3e [e is
Zhangsan taking care of Lisi] A.(e is important):^ You and its following comple-
ment estabhsh a topic/Subject to be predicated. Note that such representations
are very similar to what Diesing 1992 proposes for quantificational structures: a
sentence is divided into two parts: a subject and a predicate. The subject (Spec of
IP) is a restriction on the quantificational expression and the predicate (VP) is the
nuclear scope.* The difference here is that the predicate in these cases need not
be a VP. It can be a clause (see Tsai 1994 for a cyclic application of the Mapping
Hypothesis).
(26) [you ren] [Zhangsan bu renshi].
have person Zhangsan not know
'There are people that Zhangsan does not know.'
This function of you, establishing a topic/Subject to be predicated, might help
capture some interesting facts regarding the distribution of you sentences. Fu^t,
note that a sentence like (27a) is not complete unless it is interpreted as if there is
a time or place expression in the subject position, as in (27b) (cf. Teng 1978).
(27) a. you gui.
have ghost
b. zher/xianzai you gui.
here/now have ghost
That (27a) must have an impUcit here or now is clear from the fact that it cannot
be understood as 'there is/was a ghost at that place' or 'there was a ghost yester-
day'.
When there is a time or place expression, such as (27b), it is a statement ex-
pressing a subject-predicate relation: the subject being here or now and the predi-
cate being have ghost. On the other hand, if (27a) is interpreted as without a time
or place expression in the subject position (hence you is represented as an exis-
tential operator), it is estabUshing a topic/Subject without a following com-
ment/predicate. The expression therefore sounds incomplete.
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Just as the [you NP] expressions in the Ind-type sentences need to be fol-
lowed by a predicate/comment, the D-type [you [NP VP]] expressions also need to
be followed by a predicate/comment, if we take the D-type expression as estab-
lishing the existence of an event as a topic/Subject. This is reflected by the con-
texts where the D-type you sentences occur. Recall that the D-type you sen-
tences occur only in an adjunct clause {because, if, when ...) and a sentential
subject position, but not as a complement of a verb (such as think, believe, say) or
being embedded. When [you [NP VP]] is in the subject position, it has a predicate.
When it is in an adjunct position, according to Gasde and Paul's 1996 analysis,
they occur in a Spec of CP position. According to Shi 1992, this is a topic posi-
tion. (See Haiman 1978 who treats conditionals as topics.) The matrix clause be-
comes the comment clause to the adjunct clause in the topic position. In contrast,
when the D-type you expression occurs in the complement position of a verb or
as an independent clause, it is not followed by a predicate/comment. Conse-
quently, the D-type you sentences do not occur in the matrix contexts, nor com-
plements of verbs, but occur in adjunct contexts and sentential subject position.
Treating you as an existential operator further accounts for the lack of cer-
tain expressions in such structures: it predicts that the relevant cases cannot in-
volve monotone decreasing determiners hke few, no, and at most five (see Schein
1993, Herburger 1993 and references cited there, also see note (34)). This is true,
as none of these expressions can follow you:
(28) a. *you mei xuesheng zai zher.
have no student at here
'There is no student here.'
b. *you henshao xuesheng zai zher.
have few student at here
'There are few students here.'
b'. you henduo xuesheng zai zher.
have many student at here
'There are many students here.'
c. *you wuge yixia xuesheng de jiang.
have five under student won prize
'There were at most five students that won the prize.'
c". you wuge yishang xuesheng de jiang.
have five above student won prize
'There were at least five students that won the prize.'
Another implication is that the NP following you should not have a propor-
tional interpretation (B. Schein, personal communication), but the NP inside the
clause of the D type can have a proportional interpretation, because the existence
you is related to the NP in the Ind-type but to the entire clause in the D-type. This
is indeed true: (29a) cannot be true, but (29b) can:
(29) a. you henduo Meiguoren yingdele nuobeier huaxue jiang.
have many American won Nobel Chemistry Prize
There are many Americans who won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.'
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b. ruguo you henduo Meiguoren yingde nuobeier huaxue jiang,
if have many American won Nobel Chemistry prize,
wo hui juede hen bu gongping.
I will feel very not fair
'If there are many Americans who won the Nobel Prize in Chem
istry, I will feel (it is) not quite fair.'
On the other hand, it is also possible to claim that you does not need to take
a subject. It can be treated as a spell-out of an existential operator. It and its com-
plement in fact form a subject for the following comment or predicate. If this view
is adopted, there is no need to postulate the existence of an expletive and the
defmiteness effect will be due to semantic or discourse factors (what is asserted to
exist generally is not expressed by a definite NP), rather than the formation of a
special Chain either for Case or for interpretation purposes.
6. Implications
6.1 Expletives
The properties of Ind and D type of sentences discussed suggest that it may be
too broad to simply claim there is or is not an expletive in the subject position of a
you sentence. As just illustrated, in a you sentence with only an NP and without a
VP (or other appropriate categories) following, the empty subject must be a loca-
tion or time expression; that is, it cannot be an expletive. The issue of whether a
null expletive exists in Chinese should only be relevant when it has the form [you
NP VP] and can only be determined if the morpho-syntactic properties of you can
be determined. You takes an NP (Ind type) or an [NP VP] (D type) as its comple-
ment. With either type, you assigns Case to the following NP. We also mentioned
earlier that you behaves like an auxiliary or a verb (section 1). If we take seriously
the Extended Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981, that every predicate
(including Aux here) should have a subject), an expletive can be assumed to exist
in such sentences. This expletive is associated with the NP or [NP VP] following
you for interpretation purposes (see, for example, Chomsky 1995). Suppose the
association forms a special Chain: in the case of Ind-type sentences, the Chain
contains the expletive and the NP; in the case of D-type sentences, the Chain
contains the expletive and the associated [NP VP].^ Since the former exhibits
defmiteness effects, but the latter does not, it is possible to claim that this is so
because only the former, not the latter, has an NP associated with the expletive.
The association, however, will not be due to Case reasons, since the NP of both
D- and Ind-type sentences receives Case from you.
6.2 English
The semantic and syntactic properties of you constructions are reminiscent of the
structures proposed for there constructions in English. There have been two lines
of proposals to analyze the there construction: one is an NP analysis (Jenkins
1975, WiUiams 1984) and the other, a small clause analysis (Milsark 1974, Stowell
1981, Safir 1982, Chomsky 1981, Chomsky 1991, 1995, Lasnik 1995, among oth-
ers). Accordingly, a sentence like (30) can have a structure like (31a) or (31b).
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(30) There is someone sick.
(31) a. There is [np someone sick].
b. There is [s.c. [np someone ] [ap sick ]]
Among the important issues related to the structures of there constructions
have been how someone in (30) is assigned Case, what is there and how the defi-
niteness effect should be accounted for. Different proposals have been made.
What is agreed upon among these proposals is that the verb in such constructions
does not assign accusative Case to someone, like regular transitive verbs. Case is
assigned to the NP directly by INFL (and the NP is nominative, see Williams
1984), or via Case transmission through a special Chain consisting of there and
the related NP (someone) (Safir 1982), or the verb assigns a partitive Case (Belletti
1988). The defmiteness effect is accounted for either by the formation of a special
Chain containing someone and there or because the Case assigned to the NP is a
partitive Case, instead of an accusative Case, and the defmiteness effect is a prop-
erty of partitive Case assignment.
Based on the proposals for English there sentences, it is possible, logically,
to claim that you in Chinese does not assign an accusative Case, since there is no
theta-role assigned to the subject position in an existential sentence (Burzio
1982). If yoM does not assign an accusative Case, the following NP in both D and
Ind types would be assigned Case either via Case transmission or via direct parti-
tive Case assignment.
There are difficulties associated with partitive Case assignment for the re-
type existential sentences: a partitive Case is an inherent Case and an inherent
Case assigner must also be the theta-role assigner for the associated NP. You in
the D type, however, does not assign a theta-role to the following NP. It is the
whole event ([NP VP]) that is the object of you. Moreover, the NP in the D type
can be definite, indicating that it is not assigned a partitive Case, if partive Case is
manifested as the existence of definiteness effect. The Case transmission ap-
proach does not account for the D-type sentences either: the defmiteness effect is
not present with the NP in D-type sentences. Neither does it solve the problem if
the Chain formed consists of the subject expletive and the event [NP VP], even
though it avoids the problem that the NP in the D type does not exhibit the de-
finiteness effect. Such a Chain cannot transmit a Case to the NP because the NP is
not coindexed with the subject expletive directly.
Assignment of a structural Case (accusative Case) by you directly to the fol-
lowing NP satisfies the Case filter straightforwardly, given the facts we have ob-
served so far and the fact that no clement can occur between you and its follow-
ing NP (the Adjacency condition on structural Case assignment, see Stowell
1981). It also does not specify the definiteness of the following NP, thereby ac-
commodating the D and Ind types. However, the defmiteness effect exhibited in
the Ind type is not captured. A possible account can be proposed from the per-
spective of semantic or discourse-functional perspectives: what is asserted to ex-
ist is generally not a familiar, known, definite expression (cf Heim 1982, Huang
1987, among others). In the Ind type, the existence of an NP is asserted; the NP
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therefore is not definite generally. Extending this analysis to English, we would
expect that, even in there constructions, the definiteness effect wiU not appear if
what is claimed to exist is not an entity (expressed by an NP, for instance) but an
event (expressed by a (small) clause, for instance), just like the Ind- and D-type
you sentences in Chinese. This seems to be the case. The following sentence,
which concerns the existence of the event John taking care of Bill, rather than
the existence of the NP John, is acceptable (T. Ernst, P. Schneider-Zioga, personal
communication)
:
(32) If there is John taking care of Bill, then I will be greatly relieved.
This sentence can be acceptable without the NP John having a special reading
(cf. Belletti 1988 for list and unique readings in there sentences containing a
definite NP). For instance, according to T. Ernst (p.c), it is acceptable in the fol-
lowing situation: I am always incredibly worried about my family's conflicts and
enmities — sometimes they are not even talking to each other when I get home
from vacation. I always look for little signs to tell me how things are going. Like,
when I get off the plane, if there is John taking care of Bill, then I am greatly re-
Ueved, because it shows that they are on good terms that week. (32) thus illus-
trates the existence of an event interpretation of there (existential) sentences al-
lowing a definite NP in there sentences.
In (32), which concerns the existence of an event, John still needs to be as-
signed Case, in the way that a man in there is a man outside needs to be as-
signed Case. Given that a Case needs to be assigned to the NP following the
copula in either (32) (a definite NP) or other more familiar there sentences (an in-
definite NP generally), we are forced to conclude that the definiteness effect can-
not be adequately derived from the property of Case assignment (or Case trans-
mission) even in English. The only way to maintain the relation between the de-
finiteness effect and Case assignment would be to separate the two types of there
sentences: the copula assigns a partitive Case (and only a partitive Case) in the
cases where the definiteness effect is relevant (the equivalent to Chinese Ind you
sentences) and assigns an accusative Case in the instances like (32), which is not
very appealing.
A further implication of the event existence interpretation for existential
sentences concerns the structure of there sentences. As mentioned, two types of
proposals have been made: the small clause analysis and the NP analysis. Under
the NP analysis, the NP following the copula in there sentences is assigned Nomi-
native Case, very much hke the following cases (an accusative form is also possi-
ble in these cases)
:
(33) a. This is she/her. (she nominative Case)
b. It is he/him that is most interested in your project, {he nominative
Case)
Interestingly, (32) does not allow a pronoun in the nominative form:
(34) If there is them (*they) taking care of Bill, I will be greatly relieved.
In fact, the copula does not agree with the pronoun either:
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(35) *If there are them/they taking care of Bill, I will be greatly relieved.
This shows that, at least for this type of there sentences, the post copular NP must
be able to receive non-nominative Case and not agree with the copula in number.
The NP analysis therefore cannot be adopted for such sentences. The small clause
analysis, on the other hand, would be a viable analysis if the property of Case as-
signment can be dissociated from accounting for the defmiteness effect.
It in fact is possible to extend the small clause analysis to the regular there
sentences (such as there is a man in the garden). Recall that there sentences do
not allow an individual-level predicate, in contrast to the Ind you sentences. If the
Ind-type structure along the lines of (24-25) is not available to there sentences,
the lack of an individual-level predicate can be captured. This amounts to saying
that there sentences express or present a proposition in its entirety (a presenta-
tional sentence, see Williams 1984); they do not separately assert the existence of
an NP and then adding a predicate predicated of the NP whose existence has
been established, in contrast to the Chinese Ind you sentences, which first estab-
lish the existence of an entity and then comment on it by adding a predicate to
it.'"
NOTES
Simply put, an individual-level predicate expresses a more permanent property
of an entity; a stage-level, temporary or transient.
' Although Chinese allows (i), English does not:
(i) Lisi you Zhangsan zhaogu (suoyi bing hen kuai jiu hao le)
Lisi has Zhangsan care so illness very fast then good
'Lisi has Zhangsan taking care of him, so his illness was cured fast.'
(ii) *John has Bill taking care (of)/to take care of. (under the reading 'Bill
takes care of John')
'The choice between IP or CP can become a theory-internal issue, depending on
what a comment clause is and what a topicalization structure is, whether CP and
IP are recursive, etc. We will not concern ourselves with this matter here.
" It will then follow that the English there construction should not have the op-
tion of (24-25), because the VP predicate of the there NP does not allow an indi-
vidual-level predicate. This follows nicely if wc claim that the Ind involves a topic
structure, which is generally lacking in English.
^ Li & Thompson 1981 take the ability of accepting an NP as a complement as one
of the criteria to distinguish between verbs and auxiliaries: verbs can lake an NP
as a complement but auxiliaries must take a VP (without a lexical subject) as its
complement. On the other hand, Williams 1984 proposes that some auxiliaries
(such as he in English) can take NPs as complements. If Williams's proposal is
adopted, it is possible to assume that you is an Aux for both D- and Ind-type you
sentences. If Li & Thompson's criteria are adopted, you of the Ind type must be a
verb because it takes an NP as complement.
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* Cf. Kuroda 1992 who uses Subject to represent the subject of a sentence ex-
pressing a predication relation (sentences expressing categorical judgment); Sub-
ject occurs in Spec of Comp position. See the next note.
^ The you NP can very well be situated at a Spec of COMP position (the position
for topic in Shi 1992) of the clause containing the VP, instead of being a separate
clause from the VP. Note that it is possible for the object of you to be a wh-ele-
ment, like the English What is there in the garden:
(i) you shenme ren lai le?
have what person came
'What person is there that came?'
* If this comparison is valid, it will have to be the case that the complement of you
at first is a nuclear scope of the quantificational structure with you as the existen-
tial operator, without a restriction (which, probably, is the essence of an existen-
tial sentence). The complement, however, becomes the restriction when combined
with the following comment (predicate). The problem of comparison with the rele-
vant quantificational structure, as pointed out by Barry Schein (personal commu-
nication), is that you follows the words if, because etc. This shows that two sepa-
rate steps need to be taken: one is to have an existential clause within the ad-
junct, the other is taking the entire adjunct clause to be the subject of the matrix
clause.
' This may be interpreted as saying that Chinese has an empty correspondent of
the English expletives there and it: there for the Ind type and it for the D type. If
it exists in Chinese, it should be easier to find in Chinese a sentence containing an
empty subject and a clausal complement. However, this does not seem to be the
case (Li 1990).
'° This difference can be expressed by a difference in judgment types expressed
by sentences, as proposed in Kuroda 1992: there constructions in English express
a thetic judgment but you constructions in Chinese express categorical judgment.
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This paper argues that neither a lexical analysis nor a syntactic account can
fully explain the properties of resultative compounds in Mandarin Chinese. The
lexical-syntactic analysis proposed in this paper argues for different D-structures
and derivations for those resultative compounds with the same surface form, but
different meanings. Different s\ntactic beha\iors demonstrated by these com-
pounds are due to their different deri\ations. This paper argues that subject-
oriented resultati\ e compounds are formed in the lexicon while object-oriented re-
sultative compounds are derived syntactically through verb-movement and incor-
poration. Lexically formed compounds beha\e like a simplex verb, while s>Titacti-
cally derived compounds demonstrate phrasal properties which their phrasal
counterparts possess. Causati\e compounds are proposed to be syntactically de-
ri\'ed with an abstract verb CAUS.
1. Introduction
This paper is to discuss the strucmres and derivations of resultative compounds in
Mandarin Chinese. Resultative compounds can be defined in the following way: in
a two-component verbal compound, if the second component describes the result
caused by the e\ent denoted by the first component, such a \erbal compound is
called a resultative verbal compound. For example, in zhui-lei chase-tired", the
first verb zbui denotes the action, chasing, and the second \erb lei denotes the re-
sult, the state of being tired. Zhui-lei is thus considered a resultati\ e verbal com-
pound.
This paper proposes that although compounds are. by definition, words
formed in the lexicon, some t>pes of resultative compounds are derived in the
syntax. Arguments based on syntactic behaviors are gi\ en to support the proposal
that different s>ntactic behaviors are due to different deri\ations. Furthermore,
those compounds with the same surface form, but different meanings, are argued
to be derived from different D-structures. Different derivations can explain wh>
those compounds illustrate two t>pes of sNTitactic behaviors, each with a different
meaning: one t>pe is what lexically formed words demonstrate, while the other is
how sNTitactic phrases behave. Taking zhui-lei chase-tired" as an example, which
has three possible readings as shown in ( 1 ). this paper discusses in detail the deri-
vations of three t>pes of zhui-lei. each with a different reading. The anahsis pro-
posed for these three types of zhui-lei can be further applied to the other resulta-
tive compounds.
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(1) Zhangsan zhui-lei le Lisi.
Zhangsan chase-tired asp Lisi
a. "Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a resuh Zhangsan got tired.'
c. 'Zhangsan caused Lisi to get tired from chasing him (Zhangsan)."
2. The analysis
2.1 Syntactic derivation of resultative compounds: zhui-lei 'chase-tired' in
(la)
In addition to the resuhative compounds. Mandarin Chinese also abounds in resul-
tative phrases. The comparison of the resultative compound zhui-lei in (1) with its
phrasal counterpart in (2) shows that zhui-lei with reading (la) and its phrasal
counterpart with reading (2a) have the same syntactic behaviors. First, both the re-
sultative compound with reading (la) and the resultative phrase with reading (2a)
can occur in ba-construction as shown in (3). Second, passivization is possible
with both the resultative compound and the resultative phrase as shown in (4).
Third, like the resultative phrase, the resultative compound does not tolerate the
absence of the object as in (5). In both (5a) and (5b) the objects are omitted and the
sentences do not have the intended readings. For example, the intended reading for
(5a) is that Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a resuU he/she/they got tired, but
(5 a) has only the reading that Zhangsan chased him'Tier/them and as a result
Zhangsan got tired. Likewise, (5b) does not have the intended reading.
(2) Zhangsan zhui de Lisi lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE Lisi tired asp
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. *'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
c. 'Zhangsan caused Lisi to get tired from chasing him (Zhangsan).'
(3) a. Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase-tired asp
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase DE tired asp
"Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
(4) a. Lisi bei Zhangsan zhui-lei le.
Lisi PASS Zhangsan chase-tired asp
'Lisi was chased by Zhangsan and as a result he (Lisi) got tired.'
b. Lisi bei Zhangsan zhui de lei le.
Lisi PASS Zhangsan chase DE tired asp
"Lisi was chased by Zhangsan and as a result he (Lisi) got tired.'
(5) a. Zhangsan zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan chase-tired asp
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
b. Zhangsan zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE tired asp
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*'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
The syntactic and semantic similarities between zhui-lei with reading (la)
and its phrasal counterpart with reading (2a) motivate the analysis that zhui-lei
with reading (la) has a derivation parallel to that of the resultative phrase with
reading (2a). Given the assumption that a resultative phrase like the one with
reading (2a) is derived syntactically with (6) as its partial D-structure (cf. C.-T.
Huang 1992). this paper thus proposes that the transitive resultative compound
zhui-lei with reading (la) is syntactically derived with (7) as its D-structure.
(6) VP,
In (6) the complementizer de has to move to attach to the verb zhui. since de is a
clitic as C.-R. Huang 1989 proposes, and then zhui-de moves up to assign Case to
Lisi. In (7) lei undergoes verb-movement to incorporate with zhui to form a com-
pound. Zhui-lei then moves to the highest V to assign Case to the NP Lisi. Ac-
cording to the Minimal Distance Principle, which states that 'an infinitive com-
plement of a predicate P selects as its controller the minimal c-commanding noun
phrase in the fijnctional complex of P' (Larson 1991:1 15). PRO in NP? has to be
controlled by NPi Lisi, which is the nearest NP c-commanding PRO within the
functional complex of the verb c-commanding VP3. Therefore, Lisi controls PRO
and Lisi is the one who is tired.
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(7) CP
If the object of zhui-lei with reading (la) is omitted as in (5a). the object
position of zhui, NP2 in the D-structure (7). will be occupied by a variable, as C-
T. Huang 1989 argues that in Mandarin Chinese the null element at the object po-
sition is a variable. WTien NP2 is a variable, there should be an empt\- operator at
the Spec of CP position as C.-T. Huang 1989 assumes, and the variable has to be
free in the domain of the operator, which is the CP in this case, but bound outside
the domain of the operator as Chomsk> proposes for the purposives in English
(Chomskv' 1982, 1986). Therefore, the discourse topic, which is null and occurs
outside the domain of the operator, binds the \'ariable in NP2, which in turn binds
PRO in NP3 since NP2 is the nearest NP c-commanding PRO within the functional
complex of the verb c-commanding the infinitive VP3. For a variable, which oc-
curs only at an object position, to control PRO in a subject position is as impossi-
ble as to have a variable at a subject position. That a variable cannot be the control-
ler of an empty subject is independently motivated by object-control verbs like
quan 'persuade' in (8b). As shown in (8a) quan "persuade' as a simplex transitive
verb allows the omission of the object. The omission of the object, however, is not
tolerated when quan occurs in an object-control sentence like (8b). Given that the
object-control sentence (8b) has a D-structure like (7), if the variable at NP2 can
bind the PRO in NP3, (8b) should have been well-formed.
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(8) a. woyijing quan guo le.
I already persuade exp asp
'I have already persuaded (him).'
b. *wo yinjing quan O huijia le.
I alread\ persuade return home asp
'I have already persuaded (him) to go home."
The proposal that zhui-Iei with reading (la) has the D-structure as shown in
(7) thus predicts that the omission of the object of zhui-Iei with reading (la) will
result in the ungrammaticalit> of the sentence. The prediction is borne out as
shown in (5a). where the intended reading is not available. Furthermore, as will be
discussed in section 2.2.. a lexical analysis can not account for the ungrammatical-
it>- of (5a). A syntactic analysis as proposed here is thus justified as the only plau-
sible analysis for object-oriented resultative compounds like zhui-Iei "chase-tired"
with reading (la).
Other examples of syntactically deri\ed compounds are object-oriented com-
pounds like ku-shi "crs-wet" as in Zhangsan ku-shi le shoupa "Zhangsan cried to
the extent that the handkerchief got wet", kan-guang "chop-empt}" as in Zhang-
san kan-guang le shu "Zhangsan chopped down the trees to the extent that they
were all gone", etc.
2.2 Lexical derivation of resultative compounds: zhui-Iei 'chase-tired^ in
(lb)
This paper proposes that the resultative compound zhui-Iei with reading (lb) is
formed in the lexicon as a transiti\e compound. As shown in (9) the argument
structure of the subject-oriented zhui-Iei. <agent-theme. patient>. is deri\ ed from
the argument structure of zhui, <agent. patient>. and the argument structure of lei,
<theme>, by identifying the Theme role of lei with the Agent role of zhui.
(9) VP,
NP2 V
I I
LS V<Agent-Theme. Patient>
V V
I I
zhui lei
<Agent, Patient> <Theme>
It is equally possible to identify the Theme role of lei with the Patient role of zhui
and thus to lexically derive zhui-Iei with reading (la) from a structure like (9). as
Yafei Li 1990 argues that all V-V compounds are lexicalh deri\ed through theta-
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identification. Both being lexically derived transitive compounds, zhui-lei with
reading (la) and that with reading (lb) are expected to have the same syntactic be-
havior; however, it is not the case. Zhui-lei in (lb) can occur without a direct ob-
ject as a simplex transitive verb can. For example, this compound can occur in
sentences like (10) with its direct object omitted, as a simplex transitive verb mai
'buy' can occur without its direct object in (11a) (Y.R. Chao 1968, Li &
Thompson 1981), and the omitted object refers to the topic of the discourse.
(10) Zhangsan zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan chase-tired asp
'Zhangsan got tired from chasing him/her/them.'
(11) a. Zhangsan mai le.
Zhangsan buy asp
'Zhangsan has bought it.'
b. Zhangsan mai nei ben shu le.
Zhangsan buy that CL book asp
'Zhangsan has bought that book.'
As demonstrated in (5a), however, zhui-lei with reading (la) does not tolerate the
absence of its direct object. In (5a) Zhangsan zhui-lei le, the object is omitted, and
this sentence does not have the intended reading that Zhangsan chased
him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got tired. Under the Lexicalist Hypothe-
sis, complex predicates derived in the lexicon have the same syntactic structure
and demonstrate the same syntactic behavior as simplex words. As shown in (10),
zhui-lei with reading (lb), like simple transitive verbs, allows the omission of its
object, whereas zhui-lei with reading (la) does not tolerate the absence of its ob-
ject as demonstrated in (5a). This fact thus supports the analysis that the subject-
oriented zhui-lei is derived in the lexicon as a transitive compound but the object-
oriented zhui-lei is not.
If the subject-oriented zhui-lei is syntactically derived, it must be derived
from a subject-control D-structure as shown in (12), which is proposed by Larson
1991 for promise-type sentences. However, if (12) is a valid subject-control D-
structure for the subject-oriented resultative compounds in Mandarin Chinese, it is
equally possible for resultative clauses like (2) with reading (b) to have a subject-
control D-structure. As the unacceptability of (2b) shows, no such subject-control
D-structure is available for resultative constructions in Mandarin Chinese.
The discussion above has shown that a syntactic account is not available for
the subject-oriented resultative compounds, while a lexical analysis can capture the
properties of this type of compounds. With the subject-oriented zhui-lei being a
transitive compound formed in the lexicon, the partial D-structure of (1) with
reading (b) is shown in (9). In (9) the compound zhui-lei has to move up to assign
Case to the object Lisi.
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(12) VP,
Other examples of lexically derived compounds are subject-oriented com-
pounds like kan-lei 'chop-tired' as in Zhangsan kan-lei le shu 'Zhangsan
chopped the trees to the extent that he got tired', tiao-fan 'jump-irritated' as in
Zhangsan tiao-fan le 'Zhangsan jumped to the extent that he got irritated', lei-si
'tired-dead' as in Zhangsan lei-si le 'Zhangsan got tired to death', etc.
2.3 Causative compounds: zhui-lei 'chase-tired' in (Ic)
As Shuan-fan Huang 1974 and Lisa Cheng & James Huang 1994 claim, resultative
compounds in Mandarin Chinese are all causatives in nature. Semantically speak-
ing, there are two events (Ei and E2) involved in resultative constructions; that is.
El causes E2. For example, the two events involved in sentence (1) with reading (a)
are Zhangsan's chasing Lisi and Lisi's being tired, while those with reading (b) are
Zhangsan's chasing Lisi and Zhangsan's being tired. In comparison with readings
(la) and (lb), the reading (Ic) 'Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing
him (Zhangsan)' expresses not only that Lisi's chasing Zhangsan causes Lisi's
being tired, which is similar to the reading in (lb), but also that Zhangsan, the
chasee, is the one who is responsible for the chaser's being tired; that is, the chasee
causes the chaser's being tired. Three events are involved in reading (Ic); Ei
causes E2 to cause E3. This paper thus posits that there is extra causative meaning
in reading (Ic), which can be shown in the appearance of causative verbs like
'make' or 'cause" in the English gloss and can also be manifested by the occur-
rence of a causative verb shi 'cause' in its biclausal causative counterpart as in
(13).
(13) Zhangsan shi Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan cause Lisi chase-tired asp
'Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing him (Zhangsan).'
It is thus plausible to construe the compound zhui-lei with reading (Ic) as a causa-
tive compound containing an abstract verb CAUS, which contributes this extra
causative meaning. Although resultative compounds are causatives in nature, most
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of them are causative only in terms of semantics. Causative compounds constitute
a subclass of resultatives; they are not only semantically causative but also syntac-
tically causative. Their causative notion is manifested by their syntactic causative
structure, which contains an abstract causative verb.
Causatives have been considered as biclausal at D-structure by several lin-
guists, for example, Masayoshi Shibatani 1976 and Mark Baker 1988. This paper
also argues for a biclausal analysis for the causative compound in (Ic). The struc-
ture in (14) is proposed to be the D-structure for the sentence in (1) with reading
(c).
(14) CP
In (14) the lower VP, VP2, is headed by the lexically derived compound as the one
with reading (lb) since the logical subject of the lower VP, Lisi, is not only the
chaser but also the one who is tired. Under the assumption that the abstract CAUS
needs to be morphologically supported, in (14) zhui-lei has to move to incorporate
with CAUS and sentence (1) with reading (c) is thus derived. The analysis that
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(14) is the D-structure for causative compounds also predicts that instead of the
verb-movement of zhui-lei, a lexical causative verb shi 'cause' can be inserted to
support the abstract CAUS as exemplified in (15a). Moreover, when a causative
verb shi is inserted to morphologically support the abstract CAUS, zhui-lei does
not need to undergo verb-movement and thus zhui-lei can assign Case to NP5.
Therefore, NP5 can be filled by a lexical NP like ta 'him' or nei tiao gou 'that
dog' as shown in (15b).
(15) a. Zhangsan shi Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan cause Lisi chase-tired asp
'Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing him
(Zhangsan).'
b. Zhangsan shi Lisi zhui-lei le nei tiao gou.
Zhangsan cause Lisi chase-tired asp that CL dog
'Zhangsan caused Lisi to get fired from chasing that dog.'
When the object of zhui-lei, NP5, is null, the position is occupied by a variable and
there is an empty operator at the Spec of CP position. Following Chomsky's
analysis for purposives (Chomsky 1982, 1986), this paper assumes that the vari-
able has to be free in the domain of the operator but bound outside the domain of
the operator by the discourse topic, whether it is null or not.
The easiest and maybe the only way to get reading (Ic) out of a sentence like
( 1 ) is to have a clear pause right between Zhangsan and the rest of the sentence;
besides, Zhangsan can be naturally followed by a topic marker like a or ma. This
paper thus proposes that Zhangsan in (Ic) is the topic, while the subject of the
matrix clause is a null element pro, which is pragmatically controlled by the topic,
Zhangsan. According to Jane Tang 1990, a topic is adjoined to CP; as shown in
(14), the topic. Zhangsan, is adjoined to CP2. Therefore, the topic is outside the
domain of the operator at the Spec of CP| position and the variable is bound by the
topic. The structure in (14) thus can explain the reading in (Ic) that Zhangsan
caused Lisi to get tired from chasing him (Zhangsan) and also predict the possibil-
ity of the insertion of a lexical NP at NP5 position.
In the case of (15a) (repeated here as (16)), one more reading, (16b), is avail-
able, where the omitted object of zhui-lei refers to the null topic of the discourse,
which is different from the subject. The structure for (16b) is given in (17), where
Zhangsan is the subject, while the topic is null and the variable at NP5 is bound by
the null topic, whose reference is determined by the context.
(16) Zhangsan shi Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan cause Lisi chase-tired asp
a. 'Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing him
(Zhangsan).'
b. 'Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing (something or
somebody else).'
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(17) CP,
zhui-lei e/
Structure (17) differs from (14) in that the topic is null in (17). This analysis thus
predicts that the topic can be spelled out as shown in (18).
(18) nei tiao gou, Zhangsan shi Lisi zhui-lei le.
that CL dog Zhangsan cause Lisi chase-tired asp
'As for that dog, Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing it.'
For sentences with D-structure (14), however, it is impossible to have an extra
topic of the same kind as shown in (19), which is ungrammatical, since the topic is
already occupied by a lexical NP and the extra topic can not be related to the rest
of the sentence in any way.
(19) * nei tiao gou, Zhangsan zhui-lei le Lisi.
that CL dog Zhangsan chase-tired asp Lisi
'As for that dog, Zhangsan caused Lisi to become tired from chasing
him (Zhangsan).'
Other examples of causative compounds are chi-huai 'CAUS + eat-upset' as
in haixiang chi-huai le wo de duzi 'Seafood caused my stomach to get upset'.
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xie-lao 'CAUS + write-old' as in lunwen xie-lao le Zhangsan 'Thesis caused
Zhangsan to get old because of writing it', etc.
3. Conclusion
This paper has proposed a lexical-syntactic analysis for resultative compounds.
Resultative compounds with the second element predicated on the object are ar-
gued to be syntactically derived like zhui-lei with reading (la). On the other hand,
resultative compounds with the second element predicated on the subject are ar-
gued to be lexically derived, as zhui-lei with reading (lb). Causative compounds
are derived syntactically with an abstract causative verb as proposed for zhui-lei
with reading (Ic). This proposal can explain the different syntactic behaviors and
semantic relations borne by the seemingly same type of compounds, while a uni-
tary lexical or syntactic account cannot adequately explain the properties of differ-
ent types of compounds. The lexical-syntactic analysis can thus make further cor-
rect predictions about the syntactic behaviors shown by the different types of resul-
tative compounds.
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This paper examines the emergence and elimination of nondis-
tinctive vowels created by phonological and morphological rules in
two Mandarin dialects: Beijing and Jiyuan, and discusses how marked-
ness constraints play a role in these processes. It is suggested that the
interaction of markedness constraints and other constraints, especially
those regulating the input-output (underlying-surface) relationship, de-
termines the extent to which the underlying structure is preserved, and
that the means to resolve the conflicts between different types of con-
straints are selected on a language-particular basis.
1. Introduction
Vowels that do not exist in underlying representation are derived by mor-
phological, phonological, and phonetic operations, and these vowels sometimes
surface but sometimes do not. Concepts of distinctiveness and markedness have
generally been adopted to account for which vowel is or is not allowed to
surface, but often not in a consistent and principled way. When a nondistinctive
vowel fails to surface, the most common explanation is that the vowel is not a
possible vowel or not part of the underlying vowel inventory in the language
under investigation; therefore, any rule that would produce such a vowel is
blocked. On the other hand, it has been proposed that a nondistinctive segment
can be derived at a level where structure preservation no longer holds (e.g.,
Kiparsky 1995, Borowsky 1986). On top of these seemingly contradictory
assumptions, there have been reports in the literature that some nonunderlying
elements, structure, or feature combinations unexpectedly appear at a structure-
preserving level, or cannot surface at a non-structure-preser\'ing level (e.g..
Mohanan 1984, Harris 1987, Hyman 1993, Hall 1993).
This paper examines the emergence and elimination of nondistinctive vowels
created by phonological and morphological rules in two Mandarin dialects: Bei-
jing and Jiyuan, and discusses how markedness constraints play a role in deter-
mining ihc occurrence of a nondistinctive vowel. Assuming that segmental fea-
tures are the phonological primes and that markedness constraints on pi^ssible
feature combinations are phonetically grounded and universally ranked (cf. Ar-
changeli & PuUeyblank 1994, Calabrcse 1995, Prince & Smolensky 1993). 1 sug-
gest that the interaction of markedness constraints and other constraints, espe-
cially those regulating the input-output (underlying-surface) relationship, deter-
mines the extent to which the underlying structure is preserved, and that the
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means to resolve the conflicts between different types of constraints are limited
and selected on a language-particular basis.
This paper is organized as follows. Drawing on data from two Mandarin
dialects, §2 shows the difficulty in finding a principled way in determining which
nondistinctive vowels are allowed on the surface. It is demonstrated that simply
relying on markedness constraints that are universally ranked on one hierarchy
does not provide a satisfactory solution. In §3, 1 discuss a more promising solution
in which the markedness constraints interact with various constraints. The final
section gives the conclusion and points out areas for future studies.
2. Which vowels can surface?
As suggested in Lin 1989a, 1992, 1993, the underlying vowel system in Bei-
jing Mandarin (hereafter, BM), and Jiyuan Mandarin (hereafter, JM) has five pho-
nemic vowels. (1) shows the vowels and the features that define them, with the
redundant values unspecified.'
(1)
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(3) a. UR
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/khun/ +/r/ ^ [khurr] 'roll'c.
d. /phi/
e. IvJ
+ 1x1
-^
-^
-^
[phy;3'r =[phir,
lurr]
'skin'
'rain'
As shown in (5), three retroflexed vowels are allowed (5a-c), but high front
vowels cannot become retroflexed (5de). In terms of phonetic articulation, retro-
flexion and high front vowels are incompatible (e.g., Cheng 1973:46, Lin 1990,
PuUeyblank 1984, 1989), so we can consider high front retroflexed vowels to be
universally prohibited. The problem is that if we follow the solution suggested
above, we have to conclude that retroflexed vowels such as [a^], [at], and [uT are
less marked than [6] and [d] on the universal markedness hierarchy. However, if
the more commonly occurring vowels in the world's languages should be
considered less marked, this conclusion contradicts the fact that some languages
have underlying [6] and [d] but, to my knowledge, none has distinctive
retroflexed vowels.^ Another paradox then arises: if retroflexed vowels are
universally more marked than [6] and [d], as they appear to be, they should not
surface if [6] and [d] are not allowed. On the other hand, the fact that non-high
front retroflexed vowels but not [o] and [d] are attested in BM suggests that
these retroflex vowels should be less marked than [5] and [o]. Therefore, it is
unclear where we should place the retroflexed vowels along the hierarchy:
(6) ? ?
<a—i/u—e-e/o-o—ii
—
(V)— I-
possible vowels <—
I
2.2 Zi and er sufllxation in JM
-(VO-
impossible vowels
In JM (He 1981), the zi and er suffixes are analyzed by Lin 1989a, 1993 to
consist of subsegmental features, which associate to the rightmost segment of the
stem under suffixation and change the feature combinations of the segments in
the base rime. Many nonunderlying vowels are thus created in these suffixed
nouns, as shown in (7) and (8).*
(7)
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The examples in (7cd) and (8cd) illustrate that the rightmost segment in a
stem is the target for association. To avoid a labialized nasal, the rounding feature
is not realized in (7cd), and the nasal is replaced by a [-back, +round] glide in
(8d). In both cases of suffixation, there is an output templatic constraint that pro-
hibits coda consonants from occurring after low vowels, so the coda nasals after
low vowels delete and the vowels are often nasahzed and added with the fea-
tures of the suffixes (compare (7cd) with (7ef), and (8cd) with (8ef))"
Let us consider oral vowels first. As shown in (7ab), association of the fea-
tures [+back, +round] to the low vowel and to the mid vowel does not yield [d]
and [o] respectively; rather, in both cases, we get [d]. Just as in BM, [d] is pro-
hibited on the surface in JM, and unlike in BM, [o] is unattested in JM. Even
within the unsuffixed stem, no [o] or [e] occurs because no assimilation like that
in BM is observed in JM (see He 1981), e.g., hul -^ [aw], and hi/ —> [ay]. As
tense/lax or [ATR] are never contrastive either underlyingly or on the surface in
JM, one question arises regarding whether [o] should be treated as a low or mid
vowel. Recall that in BM. [o] and [d] are variants of the underlying mid vowel
((2ab)). On the assumption that JM also treats [o] as a mid vowel, the example in
(7a) indicates that JM prohibits the low back rounded vowel [d], as BM does. The
example in (8a) further indicates that a low front rounded vowel is not allowed
either. Maddieson (1984:125) has found that a rounded low front vowel is very
unlikely, so we can assume that such a vowel is universally excluded.
What is interesting is that unlike in BM, [o] is a licit surface vowel in JM, as
the example in (8b) shows. Another nonunderlying vowel that surfaces is [x] as
in (8a). JM then differs from BM in the dividing point along the markedness
hierarchy (cf (4) and (9)). I assume that [ae] is less marked than rounded front
vowels, since according to Maddieson's 1984 survey, more languages have [ae]
and fewer languages have front rounded vowels. The problem is that no surface
mid front unrounded vowels occur in JM, and yet based on the suggested
hierarchy, they should be possible vowels. BM has a similar problem: the fact that
BM allows [ii] implies that [ae] should be a possible vowel in BM, but [x] is not
attested in BM.
(9) ?
<a i/u—(e-£ )/d—£—u—6— I
—
d >
possible vowels I impossible vowels
Let us now turn to nasalized vowels. According to the generally assumed
universal implicational laws, the occurrence of a nasalized vowel implies the oc-
currence of its corresponding oral vowel, so an analysis as (9) predicts that nasal-
ized low rounded vowels must also be excluded. The prediction is born out. as
the examples in (7f) and (80 show: in (7f). a mid rounded vowel surfaces, and in
(8f), the [+round] feature is not realized.'- On the other hand, a nasalized un-
rounded low vowel is allowed, as in (7e) and (8f). What is interesting is that all
possible oral vowels can be nasalized except [o], as the examples in (7eO and (8c-
f) show. It seems to be the case that a vowel that combines [+nasal] and [+round]
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should be excluded; however, this generalization has to be abandoned since two
nasalized rounded vowels are allowed: [ii] and [5].
One further question is: what is the markedness hierarchy of nasalized vow-
els like? Maddieson (1984:130-2) reports that the most common distinctive
nasahzed vowels are /a,"i, u/, i.e., the counterparts of the most common oral vowels
/a, i, u/, and although there exist some nasalized low back rounded vowels and
nasalized front rounded vowels, he does not find any occurrences of nasalized
high front rounded vowels. The hierarchy of nasahzed vowels in (10a) is based
on Maddieson' s report. The data in JM, however, are compatible with a hierarchy
as in (10b) rather than that in (10a). Another question concerns how to in-
corporate the hierarchy of the nasalized vowels into the markedness hierarchy of
oral vowels (10c). The integrated hierarchy in (lOd) is just one possible outcome.
Although we know that a nasalized vowel is always more marked than its oral
counterpart, we do not know the relative markedness between a nasalized vowel
and an oral vowel that is not its counterpart.
(10) a. <-a—1/u—(e)/5—aB—6—6— fl^
less marked more marked
b. possible nasahzed V's I impossible nasalized V's
<—a—^1/u —(e)/5
—
£— fi— I—ft—
6
>
c. <a—i/u
—
ie)h—ae—ii—6— I
—
d >
possible V's I impossible V's
? d. <a—i/u
—
(e)/D—ae—a—^1/u
—
(e)/5
—
£—ii—o— I
—
d—u—6—6—
>
possible V's I impossible V's
2.3 Summary
Let me summarize the problems we have encountered in the attempt to find
a principled explanation for the occurrence and nonoccurrence of nonunderlying
vowels. We have found that under the same morphological and/or phonological
processes, some nonunderlying vowels are allowed to surface but some are not,
e.g., the attested [e, e, o, o] versus the unattested *[6, d] in BM, the attested retro-
flexed vowels versus the unattested retroflexed vowels *[i^ uH in BM, and the
attested [o, o] versus the unattested *[d, d] in JM. I have suggested that a univer-
sal markedness hierarchy, coupled with the assumptions on universal imphca-
tional relations and the requirement that feature combinations must be phoneti-
cally grounded, is able to account for these patterns. The unattested vowels [i'',
tin and [b] are universally excluded based on phonetic incompatibility of features.
The attested [e, e, o, o] are suggested to be less marked than [6], which in turn is
less marked than [d], and on the assumption that the occurrence of a marked seg-
ment implies the occurrence of a less marked segment, the possible and impossible
surface vowels in BM and JM are determined by setting language specific cutting
points for possible and impossible vowels along the hierarchy (cf. (4) and (9)).
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In addition, I have identified two areas where one single markedness hierar-
chy seems to run into problems. The first problematic area concerns the mismatch
of the actual patterns in BM and JM and the assumed universal implicational rela-
tions on markedness. For example, a retrofiexed vowel should be more marked
than [o. d], and based on the assumed universal implicational relations, if [6, d] are
unattested, so is a retrofiexed vowel. However, retrofiexed vowels are allowed in
BM where [o, o] are prohibited (see (6)). Moreover, in underlying representation
the presence of a more marked [u] in BM implies the occurrence of [e, o] but the
mid vowels are not distinctive; on the surface, the presence of [d, as, ii, o] suggests
the presence of [e] or [e] in JM, but these two front mid vowels are not attested
(see (4) and (9)). As for nasalized vowels, contrary to the results of Maddieson's
1984 survey, JM appears to consider [ii] less marked than [o, 5] (cf. (10a) and
(10b)). An additional problem is that it is not clear how to incorporate nasalized
vowels into the hierarchy of oral vowels (see (lOb-d)). The same problem applies
to the integration of retrofiexed vowels into the markedness hierarchy.
3. How do markedness constraints function?
We have seen that adopting the markedness constraint hierarchy and the
universal implicational relations on markedness appear to be on the right track,
but it has also become clear that the suggested universal markedness hierarchy
alone cannot account for all the patterns. I suggest that a more promising solution
should incorporate the following aspects: (i) the interactions of markedness con-
straints with other constraints, such as those regulating the input-output
(underlying-surface) relationship (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993). (ii) an output-
oriented interpretation of universal implicational relations, and (iii) more fiexible
rankings of markedness constraints. In what follow s. I discuss how the problems
identified in the previous section may be resolved.
It would be ideal if the markedness hierarchy also functions as an implica-
tional hierarchy for both underlying and surface representations; that is, the pres-
ence of a more marked vowel indicates the presence of less marked vowels. We
run into the first problem because of this interpretation of implicational relations:
[ii] is supposedly more marked than nonunderlying [e] and [o], but it is allowed
both underlyingly and on the surface in BM. However, the patterns of vowel as-
similation seem to suggest that as long as a more marked segment can surface, less
marked segments are possible surface vowels, regardless of their underlying
status. With this output-oriented interpretation of relative markedness, we also
predict that [e] (or [e]) is a possible surface vowel in JM (see (9)), but we do not
find any such vowel in JM. Note, however, that unlike *[d, 6. d], for which we
have evidence showing that they are prohibited (e.g., (7af) and (8e)). we never
have direct evidence to exclude [e]. It just happens that no phonological or mor-
phological operations in JM have a chance to create [e], so we cannot conclude
that JM would not tolerate it, and the absence of this vowel is likely to be acci-
dental.
In terms of OT, after converting the markedness hierarchy into negative con-
straints (Prince & Smolensky 1993), the cutting point where we divide possible
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and impossible surface vowels along the markedness hierarchy is where the Parse
constraint intervenes. As illustrated in (11), both BM and JM allow mid front un-
rounded and mid back rounded vowels and prohibit a low rounded vowel. The
fact that JM, but not BM, tolerates the mid front rounded vowel is accounted for
by the difference in the ranking of the Parse constraint.
(1 1) a. BM: *d » *6» Parse» *u» *e/o» *i/u» *a
b. JM: *D » Parse» *o» *u» *e/o» *i/u» *a
To solve the problem with relative markedness of the retroflexed vowels
with respect to other vowels in BM (6), the suffixal status of the retroflex feature
and the fact that retroflex is not an underlying distinctive property of vowels
should be taken into consideration. Since unlike nasalized vowels, no distinctive
retroflexed vowels are attested (cf. endnote 7, Maddieson 1984), I suggest that
retroflexed vowels are not part of the universal markedness hierarchy. There are
however constraints that militate against the combination of the retroflex feature
and vowels. The generalization is that parsing the retroflex suffix is considered
more important in BM than violating a constraint against retroflexed vowels (cf.
the Affix Manifestation Principle in Lin 1993); the only time the retroflex feature
fails to be reahzed on a vowel is when the vowel is high front. In an OT approach,
we can say that the phonetically ungrounded vowel combinations of retroflex
and high front vowels is ranked higher than the requirement to parse the suffix,
which in turn is ranked higher than the general constraint against vowel
retroflexion: *[retroflex, +high, -back] » Parse-suffix» *[retroflex, V]. By sepa-
rating the constraints against retroflexed vowels from the fixed hierarchy of gen-
eral vowel markedness constraints, we avoid the difficulty in determining where
the retroflexed vowels should be placed in the markedness hierarchy, and predict
that each language may rank the constraints against retroflexed vowels differ-
ently with respect to the universal hierarchy depending on how other constraints
come into play.
The most puzzling pattern is the presence of highly marked [ii] to the exclu-
sion of slightly less marked [6, 6] in JM. As I searched through the phoneme
charts in Maddieson 1984, I found only three instances of Ibl, corresponding to
the general marked status of its oral counterpart. The lack of [5] in JM can be at-
tributed to the fact that its oral counterpart [d] is not a possible surface vowel.
Since no [d] can ever be created, nasal deletion has no chance to create a nasal-
ized counterpart of [o]. However, the same argument cannot apply to the patterns
of nasalized front rounded vowels since both [ii] and [6] are possible surface
vowels in JM, and yet [ii] is allowed while [o] is not. It is also difficult to de-
termine which vowel is more marked between [ii] and [6]. Among the front
rounded vowels, no [ii] is reported by Maddieson, and there are only two in-
stances of a nasaUzed mid front rounded vowel: Akan (Maddieson 1984:292) has
a [6:] and Guayiro (p. 406) has a [6]. Maddieson comments that in Akan the
vowel is a segment of extremely low frequency and the vowel in Guayiro is de-
scribed in a contradictory fashion (see p. 170); that is, the status of [o] in both
cases is suspect." It is then likely that both [ii] and [o] are equally marked or their
relative markedness can be parametrized.
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Another line of attack is to appeal to the input-output correspondence rela-
tions. The intuition behind the presence of [ii] and the absence of [6] in JM may
not be related to their relative markedness but to the fact that [ii] is an underlying
vowel while the nonunderlying [o] is created by featural suffixation due to the
preference for parsing a suffix. As shown in (12b), the mid front rounded vowel
does not have the nasal feature.
(12) a. t9hun + [-back, +round] -^ tq^im 'skirt'
b. pan -I- [-back, -i-round] -^ p6 *p6 'board'
This pair of examples (= (8de)) is interesting in that in (12a) faithful parsing
of the nasal feature in the output is favored at the expense of creating a highly
marked vowel, but in (12b) as both the nasal feature of the stem coda and the suf-
fixal features compete to be realized on one single vowel, the suffixal features win
out over the nasal feature. What is not clear is why the suffixal features and the
nasal feature cannot both be realized. Note that the main vowel of the output in
(12a) deviates minimally from the input vowel; on the other hand, in (12b) the
predicted but unattested output vowel [5], as well as the attested output vowel
[6], is vastly different from the input vowel /a/. A satisfactory account of these
puzzling patterns in JM may be reached if in JM, as in BM, suffixal features are
parsed as completely as possible and have priority over stem features when
conflicts arise (Lin 1993), and if deviation of the output vowel from the input
vowel is to be minimized (faithfulness to the input). Since this issue is very
complex, a detailed analysis has to await future research. Nonetheless, it is worth
noting that a single principle such as structure preservation or the markedness
hierarchy alone cannot provide a satisfactory explanation concerning what
surface vowels are possible in a language; rather, an explanation should be based
on interactions of various types of constraints.
Finally, how can we place the nasalized vowels on the markedness hierar-
chy? As the occurrence of nasalized vowels is contingent on the presence of their
oral counterparts, nasalized vowels may not be part of the fixed universal
markedness hierarchy of vowels. However, given that certain nasalized vowels
are definitely more common than others (cf Chen 1973), nasalized vowels may
have their own markedness hierarchy. The relative ranking and integration of the
general markedness hierarchy and the hierarchy of nasalized vowels may be sub-
ject to language-particular variation. The exact ranking within each markedness
hierarchy and between different hierarchies has to be based on typological evi-
dence, and there is much to be done. Unlike the sonority hierarchy suggested in
Prince & Smolensky 1993, the segmental markedness hierarchy is much more
complicated, so it may not be surprising if it turns out that a single ranking hierar-
chy is not possible or even necessary. We may have to set several well-motivated
but separate segmental markedness hierarchies, and allow languages to differ in
how they integrate these universal hierarchies to form language specific con-
straint rankings.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, I have identified the difficulty in determining which surface
vowels are possible in two Mandarin dialects and shown that adopting insights
of constraint-based phonology such as OT promises to provide an explanation for
when and why nondistinctive vowels are created. I have also suggested that
there are some fixed universal ranking hierarchies on segmental markedness (i.e.,
markedness constraints on feature combinations), implicational markedness rela-
tions should be based on the output, and the issue of which vowels can surface
can only be explained by interactions of various types of constraints, including
markedness and faithfulness constraints.
More studies based on detailed analyses of an extensive array of languages
are needed to demonstrate (i) how the markedness hierarchies should be formu-
lated, (ii) how markedness constraints interact with other constraints, especially
those regulating input-output relations and those maintaining underlying con-
trasts, (iii) to what extent and in what way underlying vowel inventory and con-
trasts delimit the possible surface vowels, and (iv) to what extent and in what
way universal markedness delimits the possible surface vowels.
Although this study cannot answer all these questions, it shows that simply
relying on the principle of structure preservation or impUcational relations on
markedness fails to explain why only some nonunderlying vowels are allowed in
a language. Furthermore, this study points out that an output-oriented constraint-
based phonological model in which languages differ in how they rank the con-
straints and in which output forms result from constraint interactions provides a
promising line of attack on issues of segmental markedness.
NOTES
' There has been much debate regarding the underlying vowels in BM and its re-
lated dialects. See Lin 1989a for a review. See also Wang 1993 for a different un-
derlying feature set for BM.
^ In the literature, different analyses posit different assimilatory features and rules,
the details of which do not concern us here.
^ Throughout the paper, tonal marks are omitted.
^ I use vowel symbols for ease of exposition, but the reader should keep in mind
that features are assumed to be phonological primes and these symbols represent
feature combinations.
^ This idea is similar to the universal sonority hierarchy proposed in Prince &
Smolensky 1993. In terms of Optimality Theory (OT), the cutting point is where
faithfulness constraints such as Parse intervene (see Lin 1995 and §4 below).
^ See Lin 1993, 1994 for subsegmental affixes in other Chinese dialects.
^ According to the vowel phoneme charts in Maddieson 1984, no language has
retroflexed vowels as phonemes. The only exception is Mandarin Chinese, for
which Maddieson lists /a^/ and /s^/ but notes that they could be derived vowels.
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** [n] = low back rounded vowel; [ti] = low front rounded vowel
'^The occurrence of [pa] rather than *[p5] in (7e) does not mean [3] cannot sur-
face. As the example in (7f) shows, [5] is a possible surface vowel. It is puzzling
why the zi -noun in (7e) is not *[p5], especially when we compare (7e) with (7f).
Lin 1993 suggests that [n] is not specified for [+back] while [q] is, and that fea-
ture association of the suffix to the stem is feature-filling, so the suffix is able to
target [n] in (7e) but not [q] in (7f). The suffix in (70, not being able to be realized
in the rightmost segment of the stem, is associated to the penultimate segment, i.e.,
the low vowel. The nasals are eventually deleted with nasalization of the nuclear
vowels because the output template prohibits any coda consonant to follow a
low vowel.
'" For an analysis of why [faeo] is not derived for this example, see Lin (1993: 665-
6). The explanation is similar to that for (7e) in endnote 9.
" Only those examples relevant to our discussion are presented, so (7) and (8) do
not contain the complete set of alternations of JM er and zi suffixation. The
reader is referred to Lin 1993 for more details.
'- If a rounded low front vowel is universally prohibited, its nasalized counterpart
should be too.
'^ Nasalized front rounded vowels are rare since aside from [5], only two instances
of [de] are reported in Maddieson 1984.
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A NOTE ON CHINESE COMPARATIVES'
Luther Chen-Sheng Liu
University of California, Irvine
cliu@orion.oac.uci.edu
Some types of Mandarin Chinese comparatives must be analyzed
as an antecedent-contained deletion (ACD) construction containing an
r gap. We also show that Mandarin Chinese gap comparative con-
structions (GCs) differ from English GCs in that only the former allow V
deletion. We argue that Chomsky's 1995 PF deletion analysis provides
the appropriate syntactic basis for the semantic interpretation of the V
gap inside Mandarin Chinese GC constructions. Since the variable in-
side GC constructions and the comparative operator that binds it refer
to degrees or amount, the dependency relationship between them, as
Frampton 1990 argues, can only be licensed by successive cyclic
movement. This explains why the Mandarin Chinese GC construction
is subject to the subjacency condition and the wh-island condition.
1. The problem: Gap vs. non-gap and the ACD construction
Hankamer 1973 as well as Chomsky 1977 analyzes (la) as a structure, which has
a final prepositional phrase of the form P-NP; namely, (la) is not derived from (lb)
by deletion of did.
(1) a. John grew as tall [pp as [j^p his father]],
b. John grew as tall as his father did [yp e].
However, Larson 1987 assumes that the fully elided version of (la) has the
underlying structure (2), where the subordinate S contains an empty I' (= pred-
icate phrase) position (cf. Bresnan 1973); namely, (la) is an instance of antece-
dent-contained deletion construction (ACD).-
(2) John [i' grew [^p as tall [S' as [S his father [y e]]]]]
Brame 1983 provides some examples to argue against the assumption that
(la) is derived from (2).
First, there is a clear difference in meaning between (3a) and (3b).
(3) a. John is taller than no one.
b. #John is taller than no one is.
(3a) naturally means that everyone else is taller than John; however, (3b) means
something quite different. No one is tall and John is taller than that. What (3b)
denotes is a strange comparison. The difference between (3a) and (3b) is unex-
pected under the assumption that (3a) is derived from (3b).
Second, (4a) differs from (4b) in grammaticality.
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(4) a. Who is taller than who?
b. *Who is taller than who is?
The difference in grammaticality between (4a) and (4b) is also unexpected under
the assumption that (4a) is derived from (4b). Hence, we conclude that (la) is not
derived from (2).
In this paper, we will show that the gapped comparative (GC) construction
does exist in Mandarin Chinese. We argue that Mandarin Chinese GC construc-
tions involve cases in which the gap is an I' gap created by deletion (or base-
generation) rather than movement. Besides, the Mandarin Chinese comparative
construction differs from the English comparative construction in that the former
allows the I' gap whereas the latter does not. In other words, two distinct types of
comparative ellipses must be recognized. The fu-st type of comparative ellipsis in-
volves cases containing an I' gap created by deletion; the second type involves
cases containing an XP gap. We therefore concur with Larson 1987 that com-
parative deletion can be analyzed as antecedent-contained I' deletion though not
for the kind of sentences in English that led to Larson's proposal.
Besides, we argue that Chomsky's 1995 PF deletion analysis provides the
appropriate syntactic basis for the semantic interpretation of the comparative
construction. We assume that Mandarin Chinese comparative constructions in-
volve wh-movement of an empty operator at LF. The 'copy theory' of movement
not only provides materials for 'reconstruction' but also entails the amount/de-
gree nature of the comparative operator and the variable inside comparative con-
structions. Moreover, we argue that the subjacency effect displayed by compara-
tive constructions can be recast to the nature of the entity which the comparative
operator stands for.
2. If we look at Mandarin Chinese comparatives, what will we get?
2.1 Types of Mandarin Chinese comparatives
With gradable predicates, Mandarin Chinese exhibits three types of comparison
on the surface: the ^/-comparative construction, the ge«-comparative construc-
tion, and the me/f>'c»MJ-comparative construction, as shown below.
(5) a. Guojing bi Huangrong (geng) gao
Guojing than Huangrong more tall
'Guojing is taller than Huangrong (is).'
b. Guojing gen Huangrong yiyang gaoxing
Guojing as Huangrong same happy
'Guojing is as happy as Huangrong (is).'
c. Huangrong mei(you) Guojing (name) gao
Huangrong haven't Guojing so tall
'Huangrong is less tall than Guojing is.'
The comparison in relation to a higher degree, as in (5a), is expressed by the bi-
comparative construction, the comparison in relation to the same degree, as in
(5b), is expressed by the gen-comparative construction, and the comparison in
relation to a lower degree, as in (5c), is expressed by the mei(you)-compaiative
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construction. In this paper, we only focus on discussing the ^/-comparative con-
struction.
2.2. The general properties of ^i-comparatives
First of all, the phrases that flank the comparative marker hi 'than' can be either
NPs, VPs, or PPs, as shown below.
(6) a. [np GuojingJ bi (np Huangrong](geng)gao
Guojing than Huangrong more tall
'Guojing is taller than Huangrong (is).'
b. Huangrong [pp dui Guofu] bi [pp dui Yangguo] hao
Huangrong to Guofu than to Yangguo well
'Huangrong treats Guofu better than Yangguo.'
c. Huangrong [ypqi ma] bi [ypzhuama] xing
Huangrong ride horse than catch horse good
'The skill of Huangrong's horse-riding is better than that of her
horse-catching.'
Moreover, as ungrammaticality of (7) shows, the phrases that flank the com-
parative marker bi 'than' seem to be of the same grammatical category.
(7) *Huangrong [ppdui Guofu] bi [jsjp Yangguo] hao
Huangrong to Guofu than Yangguo well
Since a coordinator always requires its conjuncts to be of the same grammatical
category, the question that will arise here is whether the Mandarin Chinese com-
parative construction involves coordination.
Besides, the English gapped comparative (henceforth GC) construction, as
Chomsky 1977 notes, displays the apparent unbounded dependency effect and
the subjacency effect, as (8a-b) show.
(8) a. John wrote more books THAN Max thought that ... that Bill read e.
b. *John wrote more books THAN Max believed the claim that Bill
read e.
Hence, Chomsky 1977 proposes that the English GC constructions Hke (8a) in-
volves wh-movement at S-structure. However, Mandarin Chinese counterparts of
(8a-b) are all ungrammatical, as illustrated in (9a-b).
(9) a. *Guojing chi fan |pp /'/ Icp Guofu renwei [qp Huangrong zhuo e]]]
Guojing eat rice than Guofu think Huangrong cook
kuai
fast
b.*Guojing chi fan (pp hi [fsip [qp Huangrong zhuo e de] shuofa] kuai
Guojing eat rice than Huangrong cook DEi claim fast
Hence, we want to ask why (9a-b) are ungrammatical.
Further, the negative polarity item (henceforth NPI) can occur inside Man-
darin Chinese comparative constructions, as shown in (10).
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(10) Zhuzi kaihua bi Huangrong he-guo renhe jiu geng chang
Bamboo blossom than Huangrong drink-Asp any wine more often
fasheng
happen
'That bamboos blossom occurs more often than that Huangrong drinks
any wine.'
The occurrence of NPIs, in Mandarin Chinese comparative constructions, raises
the question; namely, how can the NPI be licensed in Mandarin Chinese compara-
tives?
Moreover, the disjunctive coordinator huo 'or' in Mandarin Chinese com-
parative constructions can have the conjunctive reading (the anti-additive effect),
as shown in (Hi).
(11) Guojing bi Huangrong huo Guofu geng gaoxing
Guojing than Huangrong or Guofu more happy
i. 'Guojing is happier than both Huangrong AND Guofu.'
ii. 'Guojing is happier than either Huangrong OR Guofu.'
Thus far. Mandarin Chinese comparative constructions raise the following
questions, posed in (12a-c).
(12) a. Does the Mandarin Chinese comparative construction involve
coordination?
b. Does the Mandarin Chinese comparative construction contain
any gap inside?
c. How can NPIs be licensed in Mandarin Chinese comparative
constructions?
d. Why does the anti-additive effect come out in Mandarin Chinese
comparative constructions?
3. Analysis
To answer questions (12a-d), we will begin by arguing that the Mandarin Chinese
comparative construction does not involve coordination. Then, we show that the
gapped comparative (GC) construction exists in Mandarin Chinese.
Now consider the contrast between (13a) and (13b). As (13b) shows, when
the subject NP is a coordinated NP, Guojing han Huangrong 'Guojing and
Huangrong,' the bare reflexive ziji 'self must refer to Guojing and Huangrong
simultaneously. However, the bare reflexive ziji 'self in (13a) can refer to the
subject Guojing. This implies that Mandarin Chinese comparative constructions
do not involve coordination.
(13) a. Guojingi bi Huangrongj geng xihuan zijii/j/*i+j-de ma.
Guojing than Huangrong more like self DEj horse
'Guojingi likes hisi own horse more than Huangrongj does.'
b. Guojingi han Huangrongj dou xihuan zijii/j/i+j-de haizi.
Guojing and Huangrong all like self DEj child
'Guojingi and Huangrongj like theiri/j/i+j own children.
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Suppose that the comparative marker hi 'than' is a coordinator, we should be
able to get the reading in which ziji 'self refers to both Guojin^ and Huan^ron^
simultaneously. However, this kind of reading is impossible in (13a). Thus, the
comparative marker hi 'than' is not a coordinator.
According to Travis 1988, the temporal adverb y/z/i/ 'always' is T"-licensed.
The contrast between (14a) and (14b) shows that comparative markers cannot
occur before the temporal adjunct like yizhi 'always.' This means that compara-
tive markers cannot occur outside the domain of TP.
(14) a. Guojing yizhi bi Huangrong gaoxing.
Guojing always than Huangrong happy
'Guojing is always happier than Huangrong is.'
b. *Guojing bi Huangrong yizhi gaoxing.
Guojing than Huangrong always happy
Moreover, we can see in (15) that comparative markers can occur behind
the VP-domain adverb like the manner adverb kuai-de 'quickly.'
(15) Guojing hen kuaide hi Huangrong duo he-le san bei shui
Guojing very quickly than Huangrong more drink-Asp three cup water
'Guojing quickly drank three more cups of water than Huangrong did.'
Hence, we assume that comparative marker bi 'than' has to occur inside the do-
main of VP.
Following Lii et al. (1980:62, 201, 340), we assume that hi 'than' is a prepo-
sition. Assuming that hi 'than' and the phrase, immediately following it, form a
prepositional phrase which is a preverbal adjunct, we propose that Mandarin
Chinese comparative construction (16a) have structures (16b).
(16) a. Guojing bi Huangrong gaoxing
Guojing than Huangrong happy
Guojing is happier than Huangrong (is).'
b. IP
Guojing AP
PP AP
bi Huangrong gaoxing
than Huangrong happy
As we have argued, the phrase behind comparative markers can be a PP, or a
VP; however, in Mandarin Chinese, a preposition cannot select a PP as its com-
plement. Hence, the question that arises is whether the PP and the AP are real
complements of comparative markers or not.
Moreover, Chomsky 1977 observes that English gapped comparative
(henceforth GC) constructions such as ( 17a-b) display the wh-diagnostics.
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(17) a. John wrote more books THAN Max thought that ... that Bill read e.
b. *John wrote more books THAN Max believed the claim that Bill read e.
As (17a) shows, the English comparative construction displays the apparent un-
bounded dependency effect; that is, the distance between the comparative
marker than and the gap e can be indefinitely long. In addition, we can see in
(17b) that Enghsh comparative constructions are subject to subjacency. There-
fore, Chomsky argues that English GC constructions involve wh-movement at S-
structure. However, Chinese counterparts of (17a-b) are all ungrammatical, as il-
lustrated in (18a-b).
(18) a. *Guojing chi fan [pp hi [^p Guofu renwei [^p Huangrong zhuo e]]] kuai.
Guojing eat rice than Guofu think Huangrong cook fast
b. *Guojing chi fan [pp hi [np [cp Huangrong zhuo e de] shuofa] kuai.
Guojing eat rice than Huangrong cook DE] claim fast
A natural question that arises here is whether Mandarin Chinese comparative
constructions have gaps or not. If the Mandarin Chinese comparative construc-
tion has a gap, why are (18a-b) ungrammatical? In the following subsection, we
will argue for the existence of GC constructions in Mandarin Chinese.
3.1 Gapped comparatives in Mandarin Chinese
In this section, we will provide two pieces of evidence to argue for the existence
of GC constructions in Mandarin Chinese.
The first piece of evidence comes from sentence (19).
(19) Guojing jintian [pp bi Huangrong zuotian] gaoxing.
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing is happier today than Huangrong was yesterday.'
As (19) shows, Huangrong and the temporal adjunct zuotian 'yesterday' cannot
form a syntactic constituent because there is no predicational relation between
them. Besides, the temporal adjunct zuotian 'yesterday' needs licensing by T^.^
Hence, we assume that there should be an empty predicate (a gap) inside the
clause following the comparative marker hi 'than' (henceforth the r/ia«-clause).
Thus, the S-structure for (19) should be (20).
(lO)** Guojing jintian [pp bi [Qp Huangrong zuotian e]] gaoxing.
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing is happier today than Huangrong was yesterday.'
The second piece of evidence for the existence of the Mandarin Chinese
GC construction comes form comparative constructions that contain the descrip-
tive complement construction. The typical descriptive complement construction
in Mandarin Chinese is like (21).
(21) Huangrong [y, qi] [np ma] [v2 qi]-de [Result hen kuai].
Huangrong ride horse ride-DE2 very fast
'Huangrong rode horse and rode very fast.'
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According to Huang 1989, the V2 of the V, -NP-V2 -Result sequence is the redu-
plicated form of V| because in modern Mandarin Chinese a verb cannot take
more than one kind of complement at a time (see Huang 1982). The V|-NP-V2-de-
Result sequence in (21) is a structure in which V2 is the main verb and the Vj -NP
sequence serves as a deverbalized adjunct modifying V2 (of. Huang 1989 for
more discussion). Now, consider the contrast between (22a) and (22b).
(22) a. Huangrong qi ma [bi [^p Guojing qi niu]] qi-de kuai.
Huangrong ride horse than Guojing ride cow ride-DE2 fast
'The speed that Huangrong rides a horse is faster than the speed
that Guojing rides a cow.'
b. *Guojing qi ma [bi [cp Huangrong gan yang]] qi-de hao
Guojing ride horse than Huangrong keep sheep ride-DE2 good
If we analyze (22a-b) as non-gapped comparative (NGC) constructions which
contain no gaps inside CP, then (22a-b) as well as (23), which is an NGC con-
struction, should be grammatical. However, (22b) is ungrammatical.
(23) Guojing [ppbi Huangrong] gao
Guojing than Huangrong tall
'Guojing is taller than Huangrong.'
If (22a-b) are analyzed as GC constructions, then there is a way to account for
the ungrammaticality of (22b). Since the parallelism requirement requires that the
gap in GC constructions must be interpreted the same way as its main clause
counterpart, the reconstructed representation of (22b) then should be (24), which
is derived from copying the main predicate qi-de hao 'ride well' into the elided
site ( The underlined part inside the embedded CP is the copied part).*^
(24) *Guojing qi ma [pp bi [qp Huangrong gan yang qi-de hao]]
Guojing ride horse than Huangrong keep sheep ride-DE2 good
qi-de hao
ride-DE2 good
According to Huang 1989, the V2 of the V) -NP-V2 -de-Result sequence is the
reduplicated form of V| ; therefore, the V2 qi 'ride' of the sequence [Adjunct
ganVi -yang Np]-qiV2 -de-haoResult must be identical with the V, gan 'keep'
of the preverbal adjunct IAdjunct ganyj -yang /^p] 'keep sheep' because the
former one is the reduplicated form of the latter one; however, they are not. Thus,
(22b) is ungrammatical. Hence, we assume that the GC construction exists in
Mandarin Chinese. Now, another issue that we have to consider is: if Mandarin
Chinese has GC comparatives, then what is the gap?
In Mandarin Chinese, sentences involving VP deletion need an operation
like the do-supporl in English to insert an auxiliary after the application of VP
deletion; otherwise, a sentence will be ungrammatical, as the contrast between
(25a) and (25b) shows.^
(25) a. Guojing xihuan ma, Huangrong ye shi[ype].
Guojing like horse Huangrong also is
'Guojing likes horses, so does Huangrong.'
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b. *Guojing xihuan ma, Huangrong ye [yp e].
Guqjing like horse Huangrong also
As we can see in (25b), the c?o-support operation must have the auxiliary shi 'is'
inserted after the apphcation of VP deletion. Based on this syntactic fact, we can
predict that the auxiliary has to occur inside the Mandarin Chinese GC construc-
tion if the gap is a VP gap. Now, consider the contrast between (26a) and (26b).
(26) a. Guojing jintian [pp bi [qp Huangrong zuotian e ]] gaoxing.
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
Guojing today is happier than Huangrong yesterday was.'
b. *Guojing jintian [pp bi [qp Huangrong zuotian shi [yp e]]] gaoxing
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday is happy
As (26b) shows, the auxiliary shi 'is' is not allowed inside GC constructions;
therefore, the gap should not be a VP gap. Hence, we propose that the gap inside
the Mandarin Chinese GC construction like (26a) is an empty I' . Furthermore, we
assume that the (26a) is nothing more than an antecedent-contained I' deletion
construction. Hence, (26a), repeated as (27a), has the S-structure (27b).
(27) a. Guojing jintian [pp bi [^p Huangrong zuotian e]] gaoxing
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing today is happier than Huangrong was yesterday.'
b. Guojing jintian [y [pp bi [qp Huangrong zuotian [j' e]]] gaoxing]
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing today is happier than Huangrong yesterday was.'
As Huang (p.c.) has pointed out to me, there is one potential problem for the
r deletion analysis. Given that I' is elided, a sentence like (28) will be ruled out by
the Case Filter.
(28) Guojing jintian [j' [pp bi [^p Huangrong zuotian [y e]]] gaoxing]
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing today is happier than Huangrong yesterday was.'
We can see in (28) that the tensed Infl is not present inside the i>/-clause 'than-
clause;' the embedded subject Huangrong has no means of receiving Case. We
may assume that in the special circumstance where its Infl is absent, a clause be-
comes 'transparent' to government from the outside, analogously to the ECM
case, as shown in (29).
(29) John expects [qp [ip Max to be there]].
Thus, we assume that the prepositional status of the bi 'than' rescues (28) from
being ill-formed; namely, the preposition bi 'than' becomes the Case assigner of
the embedded subject Huangrong.
Furthermore, the Case-assigner status of bi 'than' correctly predicts that
(30a-b) are ungrammatical.
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(30) a. *Guojing jintian [r[pp bi [cpi Guofu renwei [cp2 Huangrong
Guojing today than Guofu think Huangrong
zuotian [j'e]]]] gaoxing].
yesterday happy
*Guojing is happier today than Guofu thinks that Huangrong
was yesterday.'
b. *Guojing jintian [y [pp bi [j^p [cpi Huangrong zuotian []' e] de]
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday DE,
shuofa]] gaoxing].
claim happy
*Guojing is happier today than the claim that Huangrong was yes
terday.'
As (30a-b) show, the preposition hi 'than' is not adjacent to the embedded sub-
ject Huangrong; therefore the embedded subject Huangrong has no means of
receiving Case. Hence, (30a-b) are ungrammatical. In other words, in Mandarin
Chinese GC constructions like (30a-b) the distance between the comparative
marker and the I' gap cannot be indefinitely long7
As we have argued, the gap in Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like
(30a-b) is an empty I' ; then the question that arises is how this gap is created. Is it
created by movement or deletion? Based on the wh-diagnostics exhibited by
English comparative constructions, Chomsky proposes that English comparative
constructions involve wh-movement of an empty operator to the specifier posi-
tion of the r/ja«-clause at S-structure, as illustrated in (31).
(31) John wrote more books than [qp 0[ [Bill read ti]]
Now, consider the contrast between the English GC construction (32a) and its
Mandarin Chinese counterpart (32b).
(32) a. John is taller [pp than [cpi Oi [jp Max thinks [cp2 that [Bill is ti]]]]].
b. *Guojing jintian [ppbi [^p Guofu renwei [^p Huangrong
Guojing today than Guofu think Huangrong
zuotian e]]] gaoxing
yesterday happy
According to Chomsky 1977, the English GC construction like (32a) involves
wh-movement at the S-structure. The empty operator Oj moves to [Spec, CP] ] so
that (32a) displays the unbounded dependency effect. In contrast, the Mandarin
Chinese counterpart of (32a), (32b), is ungrammatical because the embedded
subject Huangrong cannot get Case. This is the reason why Chinese GC con-
structions do not display the unbounded dependency effect. Besides, assuming
that the gap inside Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like (20) is an I' gap, the
immobility of an X' constituent also supports the assumption that Mandarin Chi-
nese GC constructions do not involve movement at S-structure. Hence, the I' gap
in Mandarin Chinese GC construction should be created by deletion or base-
generation. Furthermore, we assume that the Mandarin Chinese comparative dele-
tion as in (20) is nothing more than the antecedent-contained V deletion. Hence,
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there is reason to resort to the antecedent-contained I' deletion for comparative
deletion though, somewhat ironically, not for the kind of sentences in English like
(33) that led to Larson's 1987 proposal in the first place.
(33) John grew as tall as his father e.
Moreover, after the I'-deletion, only the embedded subject with the temporal
adverb is left in the ^/-clause 'the r/ia/j-clause', as shown by (28), repeated as
(34).
(34) Guojing jintian []' [pp bi [cp Huangrong zuotian \\' e]]] gaoxing]
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing today is happier than Huangrong yesterday was.'
Putting this PF representational characteristic together with the non-long-dis-
tance ellipsis displayed by Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like (35), it seems
possible for us to assume that the elliptical process involved in Mandarin Chinese
GC constructions is stripping. Evidence for this possibiUty comes from the con-
trast between (36a) and (36b).
(35) a. *Guojing jintian [pp bi [cp Gufu renwei [cp Huangrong
Guojing today compare Gufu think Huangrong
zuotian [j' e]]]]] gaoxing.
yesterday happy
(36) a. [John gave chocolates to Mary], and [Max [_J] too.
b. [John gave chocolates to Mary], and Bill can guarantee that [Max
[ ]] too.
In other words, stripping is restricted to sentences in which the two clauses are
conjoined.
However, stripping is impossible in constructions that involve subordinating
conjunctions, as illustrated in (37a-b).
(37) a. John called Bill because Max called Bill,
b. *John called Bill because [Max [ ]].
As we have argued, the comparative marker hi 'than' is not a coordinator; there-
fore, the kind of ellipsis displayed by Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like
(20) cannot be analyzed as stripping.^
Thus far, we conclude that GC constructions exist in Mandarin Chinese.
The gap inside the Mandarin Chinese GC construction like (20) is an I' gap. The
comparative deletion as in (20) is nothing more than the antecedent-contained I'
deletion.^ Mandarin Chinese also provides evidence to resurrect Larson's 1987
antecedent-contained I' deletion for comparative deletion though not for the kind
of sentences in English that led to Larson's proposal. In other words, two types
of comparative ellipses should be recognized. The first type of comparative ellip-
ses is a case involving XP deletion as in (la); the second type of comparative de-
letion is a case involving I' deletion as in (20).
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3.2 The PF deletion analysis and the subjacency problem
Suppose that wh-movement of comparative constructions, as Chomsky 1977 ar-
gues, occurs at S-structure, (38a) will have the S-structure (38b).
(38) a. John wrote more books than Bill read e
b. John wrote more books [pp than [cp Oi [Bill read ti]]]
In order to explain the subjacency effect displayed by (39a-b), the assumption
that wh-movement occurs at S-structure becomes necessary because subjacency
does not hold at LF (cf. Huang 1982).
(39) a. *John wrote more books than Max believed the claim that Bill read e.
b. *John wrote more books than Max asked whether Bill read e']
However, (38a) describes a comparison between the number of books that John
wrote and the number of books that Bill read; therefore, the right syntactic basis
for the semantic evaluation of (38a) can only be (40).
(40) John wrote more books than [^p Oi [Bill read ti-many books]].
Although the variable tj in (38b) can be interpreted as more books by strong
binding (cf. Chomsky 1986), yet (38b) fails to explicitly express that the empty
operator Oi refers to a number or a degree. Hence, Moltmann's 1992 analysis is
called into question because it rests on the controversial assumption that an op-
erator may enter an uninterpretable relation to a variable at S-structure.
To account for the subjacency problem, we assume, following Chomsky
1993, that the reconstruction effect can be captured by appealing to the 'copy
theory' of movement. It is the copy remaining at LF that provides the materials
for 'reconstruction'.
First of all, according to Chomsky 1995, the interface levels are the only lev-
els of linguistic representation, and both D-structure and S-structure are elimina-
ble. We assume that the structure of (38a), prior to the application of kFL mecha-
nisms, is an ACD construction like (41), in which the -er morpheme together with
the than-c\ause forms a syntactic unit. (41) is the input for the PF-deletion opera-
tion.
(41) John wrote [jsjp books [-er than Bill did read [^p how many books]]]
According to Moltmann 1993, the syntactic unit, [-er than Bill did read how
many books], can be regarded as a universal quantifier. As Kennedy 1997 argues,
quantifiers impose two basic requirements on the structures in which they appear.
Frist, a quantifier must bind a variable; therefore, vacuous quantification is ruled
out by Full Interpretation. Second, since nominal quantification in natural lan-
guge is restricted, it is not enough to generatre an operator-variable construction.
Hence a quantifier must combine with an open formula that restricts the possible
assignments of values to the variables it binds in its scope; therefore, QR of an en-
tire DP headed by a quantificational determiner is necessary for convergence.
Here we assume that QR of [-er than Bill did read how many hooks] is also nec-
essary for some unknown reason (maybe the infinite regress problem of ACD
constructions). Thus, (41) has its LF respresentation as in (42).
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(42) [-er than Bill did read [np how many books] [John wrote [jsjp t-many
books]]]
Based on this analysis, (39a-b), which show the subjacency effect, will have the
structures (43a-b), respectively.
(43) a. *[-er than [cpi how manyj [Max believed [^p the claim [^p 2 that
Bill read Tj- BOOKS]]]]] [John wrote t-many books]
b. *[-er than [cpi how manyi [Max asked [cp2 whether [Bill read Tj-
BOOKS]]]]]j [John wrote t-many books]
Under the framework of the minimalist program, individual constituents must have
particular needs that motivate them to move. Failure to meet these needs can lead
to a derivation that is uninterpretable at one of the interfaces. Following Chom-
sky 1995, we assume that the only permissible LF representation of (44a) is (44b),
in which how many is extracted from the full NP how many pictures that John
took and is adjoined to who.
(44) a. Who said he liked [how many pictures that John took]
b. [[How many]i [who]j [tj said he liked [[ti pictures] that John took]]
That is, a minimalist theory eschews LF pied-piping by trying to minimize the re-
striction in the operator position. Moreover, Chomsky 1995 argues that when
there is no requirement of an anaphor that must be satisfied in the higher position,
the lower copy must be as large as possible; namely, reconstruction by minimizing
the restriction in the operator position is preferred (henceforth the Preference
Principle). Therefore, we assume that in (45a-b) how-many, which has the degree
feature, must move to the specifier position of the than-c\ause (i.e., [Spec, CP 1 ])
in order to check off the degree feature. Hence, we only have how-many ex-
tracted from the full NP how-many hooks. This entails that the comparative opera-
tor refers to a degree. Thus, (43a-b) will have LF representations (45a-b), respec-
tively.
(45) a. *[-er than [^pi [how-many]i [Max believed [^p the claim [CP2 ^hat
Bill read [[how many ]i books]]]]]] [John wrote t-many books]
b. *[-er than [cpi [how-many]i [Max asked [cP2 whether [Bill read
[[how many]i books]]]]]] [John wrote t-many books]
By assuming that PF deletion applies under identity and in accordance with tem-
poral sequence, we have the copy deleted in the trace position. By the same rea-
soning, (46a) which displays the unbounded dependency effect has the LF repre-
sentation (46b).
(46) a. John wrote more books than Max thought that Bill read e.
b. [-er than [^pi [how-many]i [Max thought [qp 2 [how many ]i [that
Bill read [how many ]i [books]]]]]]] [John wrote t-many books]
The contrast between (42a-b) and (43a-b) shows that the unbounded depend-
ency effect displayed by comparative constructions is allowed only when they
involve successive cyclic movement. This syntactic fact is reminiscent of the con-
trast between (47a) and (47b).
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(47) a. How many books does Bill think that Mary read?
i. (howx) [x many books: yj Bill think that Mary read y
ii. (howx) Bill think that Mary read (x many books)
b. How many books does Bill wonder whether Mary read?
i. (howx) [x many books: y] Bill wonders whether Mary read y.
ii. *(howx) Bill wonders whether Mary read (x many books)
As (47b) shows, the ambiguity disappears when wh-island constructions are in-
volved. The reason, as offered by Frampton 1990 (cf. Cinque 1990, Chomsky
1995, Cresti 1995, and Tsai 1994), is that long-distance dependency in question
can only be licensed by virtue of the variable it dwells upon, as shown in (48).
(48) A trace of long movement must be interpreted as an individual vari
able.
According to (48), if the variable refers to an individual, long-distance wh-
movement is allowed. In contrast, if the variable refers to an amount or a degree, it
can only undergo successive cyclic movement. Thus, (47b) is not ambiguous.
As we have argued, both the variable inside comparative constructions and
the comparative operator refer to degrees/amount; the unbounded dependency
effect of comparative constructions is possible only if the successive cyclic
movement is involved. However, (43a-b) involve (wh-)islands so that the succes-
sive cyclic movement is impossible. Hence, we conclude that the subjacency
problem of comparative constructions can be recast to the amount/degree nature
of the variable inside comparative constructions and the comparative operator.
Before we apply the PF deletion analysis to the Mandarin Chinese GC con-
struction, we have to argue that, in Mandarin Chinese GC constructions, the bi-
clause 'the than-clause' and geng 'more' form a syntactic unit, which may un-
dergo QR at LF. In the following, we will provide two pieces of evidence to ar-
gue for the hypothesis that the /^/-clause 'the than-clause' and geng 'more' form
a syntactic unit.
First, the negative polarity item (NPI) like renhejiu 'any wine' gets licensed
inside the £>/-clause 'the than-clause,' as shown below.
(49) Zhuzi kaihua bi Huangrong he-guo renhe jiu geng chang
Bamboo blossom than Huangrong drink-Asp any wine more often
fasheng
happen
'That bamboos blossom occurs more often than that Huangrong
drinks any wine.'
According to Ladusaw's 1979 quantification approach, comparative construc-
tions constitute the restriction of a universal quantifier, which is a downward en-
tailing environment; therefore, the NPI gets licensed in comparative constructions.
Second, in Mandarin Chinese comparative construction, the disjunctive co-
ordinator huo 'or' can have the conjunctive reading, as shown in (50).
(50) Guojing bi Huangrong huo Guofu geng gaoxing
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Guojing than Huangrong or Guofu more happy
'i. Guojing is happier than both Huangrong AND Guofu.'
'ii. Guojing is happier than either Huangrong OR Guofu.'
As Pinkal 1989 argues, the conjunctive reading of the disjunctive coordinator
simply follows from the semantics of the comparative construction as a universal
quantifier. The disjunction, inside the restriction of the quantifier, seems to have
the effect of a conjunction. Therefore, it is plausible for us to assume, following
Moltmarm 1992, that Mandarin Chinese comparative constructions involve uni-
versal quantification over degree.
Hence, we assume that in Mandarin Chinese GC constructions the bi-c\ause
'than-clause' and geng 'more' form a syntactic unit, which is arguably like a
quantified NP such as every man. Therefore, this syntactic unit may undergo QR
at LF. Moreover, we assume that the semantic representation of (51a) is (51b),
where the comparative operator denotes a relation between degrees d and d'
such that d' is greater than d. The adjective gao 'tall' denotes relations between
individuals x and degrees d such that gao 'tall' holds between Huangrong and d
iff Huangrong is tall to the degree d.
(51) a. Guojing bi Huangrong gao.
Guojing than Huangrong tall
Guojing is taller than Huangrong.'
b. Vd[gao( [Huangrong], d) -> 3d'[d' > d & gao([Guojing], d')]]
Therefore, (28) has (52), in which the syntactic unit [pp hi [(^p Huangrong
zuotian [yhow gaoxing]] 'compare Huangrong yesterday how happy' func-
tions as a degree phrase (cf Bresnan 1973), as the infput for the PF-deletion op-
eration.
(52) Guojing jintian [y [pp bi [cp Huangrong zuotian
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday
[y how gaoxing]]] gaoxing]
happy happy
'Guojing is happier today than Huangrong was yesterday.'
Hence, it is plausible for us to assume that the variable created by its QR is a de-
gree variable (D variable; cf Chomsky 1995). We therefore use howi to replace
the variable created by QR, as (53) shows.
(53) [pp bi [cp Huangrong zuotian [y [aP how [^p gaoxing]]]]]i [Guojing
jintian [y [^p howi [ap gaoxing]]]]
Following Chomsky's 1995 Preference Principle: do it when you can, i.e., try to
minimize the restriction in the operator position, the structure (53) is converted
into the LF representation (54) in which how must move to the specifier position
of the ^/-clause 'the than-clause' to check off the degree feature (or to have the
operator-variable relation established).
(54) [pp bi [cp howi [Huangrong zuotian [y [AP-hewi [ap gaoxing] ]]]]]j
[Guojing jintian [y [Ap-hev^ [ap gaoxing]]]]
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We can see in (52) that the operator how must be deleted in the trace position
and everything but the operator must be deleted in the operator position at PF.
But, at LF the copy remains, providing the materials for 'reconstruction'. This
process further entails that the comparative operator in Mandarin Chinese GC
constructions stands for degrees or numbers.
4. Concluding remarks
In this study, we have shown that the GC construction exists in Mandarin Chi-
nese. The gap inside the Mandarin Chinese GC construction like (20) is an I' gap
created by deletion (or base-generation). The Mandarin Chinese GC construction
differs from the English GC construction in that the former allows I' deletion. In
other words, two distinct types of comparative ellipses must be recognized. The
first type of comparative ellipsis is a case containing an I' gap; the second type of
comparative ellipsis is a case containing an XP gap. Besides, we concur with Lar-
son 1987 that comparative deletion can be analyzed as antecedent-contained
deletion though not for the kind of sentences in English that led to Larson's pro-
posal.
In addition, we argue that Chomsky's 1995 PF deletion analysis provides
the appropriate syntactic basis for the semantic interpretation of the comparative
construction. The 'copy theory" of movement provides the materials for 'recon-
struction'. The subjacency problem, as noted by Moltmann 1992, can be recast to
the amount/degree nature of the variable inside comparative constructions and
the comparative operator. According to Frampton 1990, the long-distance move-
ment is allowed only if the variable can be interpretable as an individual variable.
Since the variable inside comparative constructions and the comparative operator
refer to degrees or numbers, the unbounded dependency effect displayed by
comparative constructions can only be licensed by the successive cyclic move-
ment. However, the successive cyclic movement is impossible in cases that in-
volve wh-islands; therefore, those cases display the subjacency effect. Hence, the
distinction between the individual variable and the amount/degree variable gets
further support from comparative constructions. Since the distinction between
the individual variable and the amount/degree variable roughly corresponds to
that of the DP variable and the D variable drawn by Chomsky 1995, the bounded
dependency effect displayed by Mandarin Chinese GC constructions indirectly
supports the distinction of the DP variable and the D variable.
NOTES
' I am grateful to Jim Huang for much discussion and to Lisa Cheng, Utpal Lahiri,
Yuji Takano and Sze-Wing Tang for comments on an earlier version. I would also
like to thank Ting-Chi Tang, Jane Tang, and Waltraud Paul for useful comments at
the Eighth North American Conference on Chinese Linguistics, held at the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, May 17-19, 1996.
^ Abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: ACD: antecedent-contained
deletion; Asp: aspect marker; CL: classifier; DEi: markers for modifying phrases
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like genitive phrase, relative clause, noun complement clause; DE2: particle de
which has been historically derived from the verb de 'obtain'; GC: gapped com-
parative; NGC: non-gapped comparative; NPI: negative polarity item; Part: par-
ticle and QR: quantifier raising.
^ Following Travis 1988, we assume that adverbs are licensed by features con-
tained in heads. Moreover, the transportability of adverbs results from feature
percolation from the head to the maximal projections. Adverbs may appear any-
where along the projection line of the licensing head. The temporal adjunct like
zuotian 'yesterday' in Mandarin Chinese, besides licensing by T^, also gets li-
censed by CO, as illustrated in (i).
(i) Zuotian, tanbai-de shuo, Guojing mei lai-guo
Yestersay frankly speaking Guojing not come-Asp
'Yesterday, frankly speaking, Guojing had not come.'
As J. Tang 1990 argues, the speaker-oriented adjunct tanbai-de shuo 'frankly
speaking' is licensed by C^ rather than T^; therefore, the temporal adjunct zuotian
'yesterday' that can occur before the speaker-oriented adjunct tanbai-de shuo
'frankly speaking' should be able to be licensed by C^.
* Someone might argue that example (20) could be analyzed as (i).
(i) Guojing jintian [vpbi [CP Huangrong zuotian gaoxing].
Guojing today than Huangrong yesterday happy
'Guojing is happier today than Huangrong was yesterday.'
That means bi 'than' can be regarded as a light verb which selects a clausal com-
plement. As for this possibility, let's consider the contrast shown by (ii) and (iii).
(ii) Guojing mingtian hui [pp bi [CP Huangrong zuotian]] zai duo he yi
Guojing tomorrow will than Huangrong yesterday then more drink one
bei jiu.
CI wine
'Guojing tomorrow will drink one more cup of wine than Huangrong did yes-
terday.'
(iii)*Guojing mingtian hui [VP bi [cP Huangrong zuotian zai duo he yi
Guojing tomorrow will than Huangrong yesterday then more drink one
bei jiu]].
CI wine
'Guojing tomorrow will drink one more cup of wine than Huangrong did yes-
terday.'
Since the adverb zai 'then' must co-occur with the temporal adverb which de-
notes the future, structure (ii) is impossible. '
^ The distribution of the preverbal adjunct gan yang 'sheep-keeping' is quite free,
as shown in (i)-(ii).
(i) Gan yang, jintian Guojing gan-de bu hao.
Sheep-keeping today Guojing keep-de not good
'As for sheep-keeping, Guojing does not do a good job today.'
(ii) Gan yang, tanbai-de shuo, Guojing gan-de bu hao.
Sheep-keeping frankly speaking Guojing keep-de not good
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'As for sheep-keeping, frankly speaking, Guojing does not do a good job.'
As (i-ii) show, the adjunct gem yang 'sheep-keeping' can occur either before the
temporal adjunct jintian 'today' or before the speaker-oriented adjunct lanhai-
de shuo 'frankly speaking'. According to Travis 1988, the temporal adjunct is li-
censed by T^ and the speaker-oriented adjunct is licensed by C'\ Thus, the ad-
junct gan yang 'sheep-keeping' should be able to be licensed by V^', V\ or C^.
^ Modals can be divided into two types. Epistemic modals denote the possibility
or the futurity of a given state, whereas deontic modals denote the obligation,
permission, ability, and so on, of the subject of a sentence. Under the epistemic
reading, the modal does not select the subject, but under the deontic reading it
does. There are three ways to accommodate this epistemic-deontic difference.
One way is to assume, following Picallo 1990, that epistemic modals are generated
under P whereas deontic modals are generated as VP-adjuncts which participate
with the main verbs in the selection of their subjects. Another possibility is to as-
sume that epistemic modals are raising categories and deontic modals are control
categories, both under I". The third possibility is to assume that modals are verbs
(raising or control verbs) (cf. Lin & Tang 1991). Here we assume that Mandarin
Chinese modals are generated under P.
' The bounded effect displayed by Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like (30a-
b) may be more complicated than what we have indicated. Note that few speak-
ers accept (i).
(i) ??*Guojing pao bu pao-de [bi [CPlGuofu renwei [CP2 Huangrong qi
Guojing run step run-DE2 than Guofu think Huangrong ride
ma qi-de [CP3 eR^^ulM]]] kuai
horse ride-DE2 fast
'Guojing runs and runs very fast. Moreover, Guofu thinks that the speed of
Guojing's running is faster than the speed of Huangrong's horse-riding.'
We can see in (i) that Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like (i) display the un-
bounded effect. Here the embedded subject Hunagrong would receive Case from
the tensed Infl inside CPo. The elided part inside of (i) is the result complement
CP.v If Mandarin Chinese GC constructions like (i) are really acceptable, then two
types of comparative deletion must be recognized in Mandarin Chinese. The first
type as in (20) which involves an I' gap displays the bounded effect, and the sec-
ond type as in (i) which involves an XP gap displays the unbounded effect.
However, since the grammatical judgment of (i) is not quite clear, it is hard to claim
that a certain type of Mandarin Chinese GC construction displays the unbound-
eu effect.
" Why does stripping not apply to subordinated constructions? We leave this
problem for further research.
^ We regard comparatives like (i) as the non-gapped comparative,
(i) Guojing bi Huangrong gao.
Guojing then Huangrong tall
'Guojing is taller than Huangrong.'
The discussion of the non-gapped comparative is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Those interested can see Waltraud Paul 1993 for more discussion.
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This paper reviews the question of how Chinese-English differ-
ences in the organization of symbol systems affect the cognitive devel-
opment of Chinese and American children. 1 will first briefly discuss the
general question of how symbolic structure might affect children's ac-
quisition and use of symbol systems. Then two examples of effects of
linguistic structure on symbolic development will be described, focusing
on initial acquisition of counting in Chinese and English, and the use of
Chinese and English calendar names in performing simple time calcula-
tions. In each of these domains, there are important differences in the or-
ganization of symbols that have large consequences for the difficulty
children have in initial acquisition and later use of calendars and numbers
in mundane calculations. Acquiring cultural symbol systems is a major
developmental task; the organization of the symbols children learn is an ,
important source of cross-linguistic variation in cognitive development.
\
I
1. Introduction
Becoming a skilled user of symbols is perhaps the ftindamental cognitive goal of
primary education throughout the world. It is one's mastery of symbolic systems
such as numbers, orthographies, and calendars that makes one an educated person.
Because of the centrality of symbol use to human thought, understanding the cogni-
tive consequences of cross language variation in symbol systems is fundamental to
understanding cognitive development.
Symbols must be learned, and they must often be learned by very young,
unsophisticated children. Having been learned, they must be used to accomplish real
cognitive work, as when one uses numbers to calculate or written language to com-
municate. In considering the ways in which symbol structure affects symbolic proc-
essing, it is useful to distinguish between those effects that are limited to initial
learning, and those that have consequences that continue to affect skilled users.
Ways in which symbolic structure might influence cognition at both levels of
expertise will be briefly reviewed in turn.
Symbolic structure and initial acquisition. For a symbol system to be
generally useful, it must be capable of being learned by a large number of people
within a society. The way in which a symbol system is organized can have important
consequences for the ease with which it is acquired. The organization of some sys-
tems may be especially clear, or may correspond to the assumptions children bring
to the task of learning. If so, one would expect that such symbol systems would be
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more readily acquired than others. In learning to count, for example, children need to
master the base-ten structure that underlies number names in languages such as
Chinese and English. Compared with English, Chinese has a more clear, consistent,
base-ten system ofnumber-name morphology. This has important consequences for
children's early counting, which will be reviewed below.
Symbolic structure and 'on-line' processing. It is important to distin-
guish between effects of symbolic structure that are limited to the period of initial
acquisition, and those that extend beyond this period to affect experienced users.
Even after children acquire a symbol system, its structure may have consequences
for skilled users performing cognitive tasks that make use of these symbols. Some
tasks may be more readily accomplished in one symbol system than in another, and
such effects may persist even beyond the point where the system has been mastered.
For example, studies of errors and response latencies for expert abacus calculators
reveal the effects of the structure of the abacus on their mental calculation (Hatano,
Miyake, & Binks 1977, Stigler 1984). Furthermore, the phrasing of the 'ABC song'
can be found by looking at the time adults take to produce the next or previous letter
(Klahr, Chase, & Lovelace 1983). Chinese uses a basically numerical system for
generating names for months of the year and days of the week. A study looking at
the consequences of this numerical system for the procedures that children and
adults use in performing basic calendar calculations will be described here.
Two examples of effects of linguistic structure on symbolic development will
be described, focusing on 1) initial acquisition of counting in Chinese and English,
and 2) use of Chinese and English calendar names in performing simple time calcu-
lations.
2. Symbolic structure and counting: Chinese-English comparisons
The structure of number naming systems is well-characterized by Wittgenstein's
1958 metaphorical description of language in general:
Our language can be seen as an ancient city: a maze of little streets and
squares, of old and new houses, and of houses with additions from vari-
ous periods; and this surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs with
straight regular streets and uniform houses. (1958:8)
Number naming systems differ across languages in the length and complexity
ofthe irregular portion ofthe system ofnames that must be learned, and in the clarity
and consistency of the regular portions, but learners of number-naming systems are
faced with the task of learning an initial unpredictable set ofnames and then learning
the structure that generates those that follow.
Figure 1 shows the structure of number names in Chinese and English. In com-
paring the structure of these systems, it is usefiil to distinguish four ranges of num-
bers, for which there are differences in the clarity and consistency of number gen-
eration that might be relevant to learners of these systems.
a) Counting from one to ten. Consistent with Wittgenstein's metaphor, all
ofthe systems begin with a set ofprimitive elements that must be learned and which
contain no compositional structure that permits generation of later elements from
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prior ones. That is, someone who can count to 5 in any of these systems has no way
to infer what the symbol is that represents 6. The one exception to this is the Chinese
character representations for one, two, and three, which consist of the appropriate
number of horizontal strokes. This compositional structure of the written represen-
tation does not extend beyond the first three numbers, and is not reflected in the
spoken names for these numbers. With that exception, counting to ten in both Chi-
nese and English involves memorizing an unpredictable list of number names.
b) Counting from eleven to nineteen. Above ten, the languages diverge
in interesting ways, as the second part of Figure 1 demonstrates. The Chinese num-
ber naming system maps directly onto the Arabic numerals used to write numbers in
most of the world. First the value of the tens-place is named, followed by the unit
value. For example, a word for word translation of shi qi ( 17) into English produces
'ten-seven'. English, on the other hand, has unpredictable names for ' 11 ' and '12'
that bear only an historical relation to 'one' and 'two' (Menninger 1969). Whether
the boundary between 10 and 1 1 is marked in some way may be very significant,
because this is the first potential clue to the fact that number names are organized
according to a base-ten system. English names for teens numbers beyond twelve do
have an internal structure, but this relation is obscured by phonetic modifications of
many of the elements from those used in the first decade (e.g., 'ten'^'teen',
'three^'thir', "five'-^'fif). Furthermore, the order of formation reverses place
value compared with the Arabic numeral and Chinese systems (and with English
names above 20). naming the smaller value before the larger value. Finally, this
system of forming number names is only used for the seven numbers from 13 to 19,
providing English speaking learners with early exposure to a potential rule of num-
ber formation that has very limited scope.
c) Counting from twenty to ninety-nine. In the range 20-99, both num-
ber naming systems converge on the Arabic numeral structure of naming the larger
value before the smaller one. Although Chinese and Arabic numerals are consistent
in forming decade names by combining a unit value and the base (ten), English also
becomes much more regular in its formation of number names. Number names are
consistently formed from a decade unit (e.g.. 'twcn-') + "-ty" + a unit value in the
range 1-9. Except for twenty, thirty, and fifty, the names of decades incorporate the
corresponding unit name without modification. The only morphological difference
between Chinese and English names for numbers in the range 20-99 is that Chinese
is consistent in using unit values for decade names (instead of modifying them as
English does in using 'twen' for the two-tens decade, 'thir' for the three-tens decade
and 'fir for the five-tens decade) and in using the unmodified name for ten to desig-
nate decades (instead of the special '-ty' that linglish uses).
d) Counting from one hundred to nine hundred ninety-nine. Above
one hundred, both systems follow the same basic rules for number name generation.
Names for hundreds values are formed by concatenating the unit value and the word
for hundred, as Chinese forms decade names, without the phonetic modifications
English brings to forming decade names. The remaining portion of the number (the
part less than 100). is named as it would be if it stood by itself, with one important
exception. Chinese represents the fact that there is a zero tens value for numbers in
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the range 100-109, 200-209, etc. by interposing the word ling (^) between the
hundreds value and the units value.
Predictions concerning acquisition. On the assumption that children
learning to count are sensitive to the morphological structure of the system they are
acquiring, some clear predictions can be made concerning the difficulties that chil-
dren should have in learning to count in Chinese and English. These are 1) There
should be no difference in the ease with which children learn to count to ten in both
languages. To the extent that such differences emerge, they must be attributable to
other causes (such as parental teaching or pressure to learn). 2) In learning to count
beyond ten, Chinese children should show an advantage over English-speaking
children, because the base-ten structure ofChinese number names is more consistent
and apparent than is the structure of English number names. 3) Chinese children
should more readily realize that number names have a base-ten structure, leading to
different kinds of errors than American children make. 4) Finally, when children
first count above 100, the fact that Chinese introduces a heretofore unused element
(^) in forming number names should lead to difficuhies for Chinese children first
counting beyond 100.
In order to test these predictions, we have run a series of studies comparing
aspects of early counting by Chinese and American children. Of particular interest is
children's performance on Abstract Counting tasks, in which they are simply re-
quested to recite the list of number names.
Figure 2 presents data from a recent longitudinal study (Miller, Smith, &
Zhang [Forthcoming]) in which preschool children in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois
and Beijing, China, were asked to perform a series of mathematical tasks once a
month for a year. Each panel shows the performance of one age cohort, and present
the median level of Abstract Counting (the highest point in the number naming se-
quence children could recite correctly). As the left panel depicts, there was slow
progress for the two-year-olds, which did not distinguish between the U.S. and Chi-
nese children (the apparent slight advantage for the U.S. children was not signifi-
cant). Between ages three and four years, however, a large cross language difference
emerged, favoring the Chinese children. The Chinese four-year-olds showed very
rapid progress, with a median level of counting of 100 by the third month of the
study.
Thus differences in the speed with which children master the number naming
system of their native language emerged, which reflected the differences in linguis-
tic structure described previously. A better indication of where in the number nam-
ing sequence children are having difficulty is provided by looking at the data pre-
sented in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows, for the final session, the percentage of children
by countrv' who were able to count to a given point in the number naming sequence.
In order to increase sample size, children of different ages within a country are
lumped together for this analysis. In order to assess whether specific portions of the
number naming sequence present special stumbling blocks for children learning the
Chinese and English number naming systems, these profiles of counting "mortality'
were analyzed using survival analysis techniques (McCullagh & Nelder 1991). Sur-
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vival analyses revealed no significant language differences in percentage of counts
terminating before ten. A large number of children, mostly two-year-olds, could not
count to ten. but this did not differ by country. In the second or 'teens' decade, sig-
nificant cross-language differences emerged. Only slightly more than 50% of the
U.S. children could count above 20, compared with about 70% of the Chinese chil-
dren. Beyond twenty, both groups showed a similar pattern of errors at decade
boundaries, with one interesting exception. Chinese children showed a very large
drop at the 100 boundary', from about 40% to about 20%. A relatively small number
of English-speaking children were able to count to 1 00, but a similar drop was not
observed in the U.S. data among those children who could count that high. Although
there may be a number of reasons children might stop counting at 100, such as the
fact that it is a natural boundary and they may be tired of counting, it is intriguing
that this drop occurred at the point where Chinese introduces a new element (^) into
the number naming system.
Analysis of children's errors also supports the view that the structure of num-
ber naming systems has a major impact on the difficulty children have in acquiring
these systems and the kinds ofhypotheses they entertain concerning how that system
might be organized. Of particular interest was a kind of error that only occurred in
the U.S. sample, that ofproducing non-standard number names. When first counting
above twenty, American preschoolers often produce idiosyncratic number names,
indicating that they fail to understand the base-ten structure underlying larger num-
ber names, such as counting 'twenty-eight, twenty-nine, twenty-ten, twenty-eleven,
twenty-twelve'. Note that the early structure of English number names does not
provide very strong evidence for the fact that there is an underlying base-ten system,
and this is consistent with the finding that English-speaking children are more likely
to generate names that are inconsistent with a base-ten system.
The linguistic structure of number names in Chinese and English leads to spe-
cific predictions concerning the difficulties children ought to have in acquiring these
two systems, hypotheses that were confirmed in the longitudinal study of children's
early counting. The fact that children are sensitive to the morphological structure of
the symbols they are learning is not terribly surprising given that they are, after all,
trying to trying to learn that structure. Once one has finally mastered a symbol sys-
tem to a high level of proficiency, does the structure of that system have any per-
sisting effects on the kinds of cognitive processes one uses with that system? This
question was explored in the study to be presented next.
Persisfing effects of symbol structure: Calendar calculation in Chinese and
English.
Chinese and English both currently use the same solar calendar, featuring a
seven day week and a 12 month year. Although the same date can thus be readily
translated from one language to the other, there are significant diflerences in the
organization of the names for calendar elements in the two systems. Figure 4 pres-
ents the structure of calendar names in the two languages.
Weekday names. English names for days of the week incorporate a complex
history, reflecfing the assumptions of ancient astronomers and the diverse linguistic
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routes of modem-day English. Names correspond to the seven planets the ancients
identified, including the sun and moon along with the planets as far distant as Saturn,
but not including the Earth (Boorstin 1985). This derivation ofweekday names from
planets is less obvious in English than in Romance languages, because English
names for the planets derived from the Latin gods associated with those planets,
while names for the days of the week derived from the equivalent Germanic gods.
In Chinese this complex list of names is replaced by a largely numerical sys-
tem, with the exception of the name for Sunday, which literally corresponds to
'Sunday'. For other days, Chinese names consist of the word for week: xing (M)
'star' qi (^) 'period' + the number of the day within the week, beginning with
Monday as one.
Month names. Chinese names for months of the year reflect a consistent nu-
merical system, consisting of the cardinal number name (1-12) plus yue (^)
'month'. English names for the months are more complicated, reflecting the long
evolution ofthe Western calendar. Names for the first six months come from various
Roman gods. Names for the last four months come from Roman number names.
Because these names were part of an old ten month calendar, they no longer corre-
spond to the numerical values of months in the current twelve month calendar. In
between are two entries, July and August, for the Roman Emperors Julius and
Augustus Caesar, added as part of the Roman calendar reform that produced the
twelve month calendar.
The calendar system of our language is one of the most familiar cognitive
tools, one used in a variety of mundane tasks ranging from counting the days until
school is over to figuring out when the baby is due. The fact that both Chinese and
English use the same seven day, twelve month calendar and that these systems are
highly familiar to members of each culture makes this a good domain for exploring
whether there are any long-term consequences of learning a particular representa-
tional system.
We used a simple calendar calculation task to explore the effects of calendar
structure (Kelly, Miller, Fang, & Feng [Forthcoming]). The task was presented on a
computer, with a voice-response system used to measure response times. Partici-
pants were asked to assist a farmer trying to grow a plant that required four days to
sprout and seven months to grow. There were two weekday tasks and two month
tasks. In the Week Forward task, participants were asked when a seed placed in
water on a given day would sprout (that is, to determine the day four days after the
given day). In the Week Backward task, participants needed to determine when to
place the seed in water in order for it to sprout on a given day (that is, to determine
the day four days prior to the given day). The Month Forward and Month Backward
tasks used a similar context to require participants to determine the month seven
months after (Month Forward) or prior to (Month Backward) a given month.
Figure 5 presents data from a task in which participants were required to name
the weekdays (left panel) or months (right panel) as rapidly as possible. Performance
was very rapid and showed a general pattern of improvement in speed with age in
both countries, as one would expect (e.g.. Kail 1991). There is a slight advantage for
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U.S. participants on the weekday naming task, along with a large difference favoring
Chinese 2nd-graders on the month naming task. The difference on the month task
reflects the difficulty that many U.S. 2nd-graders had with the long English month
names. As a measure of familiarity with and lexical access to the names of the
months of the year and days of the week, performance on the naming task suggests
that our participants (with the possible exception of U.S. 2nd-graders) are very fa-
miliar with the calendar terms of their native language.
Given this familiarity, we were interested in the developing ability to use that
calendar system to perform rudimentary calculations. The structure of calendar
names in Chinese may make it possible for Chinese speakers to solve these tasks
using different cognitive processes than those used by English speakers. A numeri-
cally-based representation could facilitate use of arithmetical strategies. Solving
calendar tasks using arithmetic should be faster than using a list-based strategy of
counting through the weekdays or months. Furthermore, there should be a smaller
difference between the forward and backward calculation tasks. Reciting the days of
the week or months of the year backwards is quite difficult compared to reciting
them in a forward direction. By contrast, subtraction is not much more difficult than
addition.
Figure 6 shows performance of participants from each country on the Week
calculation tasks. The Forward condition is shown in the left panel, and the Back-
ward condition is shown in the right panel. Although speakers of both Chinese and
English improve dramatically with age in both conditions, there is a persisting ad-
vantage for Chinese speakers, which is exacerbated in the Backward calculation
condition. As predicted, there is a much smaller difference between the two calcula-
tion condifions for Chinese speakers than there is for English speakers. Consistent
with the reaction time data, Chinese participants typically reported performing the
weekday task by addition and subtraction.
Performance on the Month calculation tasks is shown in Figure 7. The same
pattern emerges as that found for the Weekday task, although here it is even larger.
There is a persisfing advantage for the Chinese speakers, and much smaller differ-
ence for them between the Forward and Backward conditions than was found for the
English speakers. The magnitude of the differences is indicated by the fact that on
the Month tasks Chinese fourth-graders are outperforming U.S. college students,
indicating that the advantages for this task of using a numerically-based representa-
tion outweigh the enormous developmental differences between people of such dif-
ferent ages.
Even after children acquire symbol systems, the structure of those systems
continues to affect cognitive performance. The calendar systems used in English and
Chinese provide a very clear example of this. The two languages share the same
basic seven day week and twelve month year; dates in each language can be readily
translated into the other. Yet the numerical naming structure of Chinese facilitates
the use of arithmetic strategies in a simple calendar calculation task. The list struc-
ture of English names lends itself to slower strategies involving counting forward or
backward through the list. Even among adults who are very familiar with the calen-
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dar system of their native language, these differences in structure lead to differences
in speed ofperformance that are quite impressive.
3. Conclusions
Symbol systems vary in the consistency and accessibility ofthe organization of their
elements. These differences can have a substantial effect on the ability of human
beings to learn and use such systems. Two examples of the effects of symbol struc-
ture on cognition were explored, both looking at differences between English and
Chinese. The impact of symbol structure on initial acquisition is reflected in the
comparative difficulty English- and Chinese-speaking children have in learning the
number naming system of their native language. In acquiring a symbol system,
children need to learn something about how it is organized, and even very young
children are sensitive to differences in the structure of the systems they are learning.
Such effects are not limited to initial acquisition; the ability of children and adults to
perform a simple calendar calculation task was substantially affected by the linguis-
tic structure ofthe symbols used to name days of the week and months of the year in
the two languages. The numerically-based system used by Chinese lends itself to the
use of arithmetic (addition and subtraction) in performing these calendar tasks; the
list structure of English names was associated with much slower strategies involving
reciting the elements of the list (forward or backward).
Symbolic tools such as calendars, numbers, and writing systems are at the base
ofmuch of our everyday cognitive activity, and serve as major amplifiers ofhuman
cognition (Miller & Paredes [Forthcoming]). Understanding the psychological im-
pact of the linguistic structure of symbol systems may provide a new key to under-
standing both the problems that traditional symbols present to those who must learn
and use them and the prospects that new representational systems may afford to
future generations.
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APPENDIX
Figures
1
.
Number name formation in Chinese and English. Number names are presented
separately for four regions where English and Chinese have important differences.
From 1-10, both consist of an unpredictable list of names, which must be learned by
rote. From 1 1-20, Chinese names have a clear, consistent base-ten structure, while
English names are more complicated. From 20-99, both languages converge on a
roughly base-ten structure. Above 100, both systems are roughly similar, but Chi-
nese introduces a new element ling (^) in the first decade of each hundred, repre-
senting the missing tens value. Pronunciations use the Han yti pin yin system for
representing Mandarin pronunciation.
2. Development ofAbstract Counting (reciting the number name list) in Chinese and
American children. Data come fi-om a longitudinal study (Miller, Smith, & Zhang
[Forthcoming]). Points within each panel (connected by solid lines) come from
monthly sessions with the same children; different panels represent different age
cohorts. Significant differences favoring Chinese children emerge between three
and four years of age, as children begin to learn the 'teens' portion of the number-
naming sequence.
3. Survival graph of children's counting performance in the final session of year-
long longitudinal study (Miller, Smith, & Zhang [Forthcoming]).Data are aggre-
gated across age groups within each country in order to identify the portions of the
number naming sequence that children have particular difficulty with. Of interest is
the larger drop in English-speaking children's success across the 'teens' decade
compared with their Chinese peers, and the large drop in Chinese children's per-
formance at the 100 boundary, where Chinese introduces a new morphological ele-
ment (^) in number formation.
4. Structure of calendar names currently in use in Chinese and English. Chinese uses
a numerical sequence for naming months of the year and days of the week (with the
exception of the name corresponding to Sunday). English has a more complicated
structure in each instance.
5. Reaction time for naming days of the week and months of the year. In both coun-
tries, naming time is very fast and shows a general improvement with age. The one
large country difference is one favoring Chinese 2nd graders, reflecting the diffi-
culty that U.S. 2nd graders had with the long English names for months.
6. Performance on a simple calendar calculation task involving days ofthe week. In
the forward condition (shown in the left panel), participants had to determine when a
seed would sprout, given that it was placed in water on a particular day and required
five days to sprout. In the backward condition (shown in the right panel), partici-
pants had to determine when one should place a seed in water in order to have it
sprout on a particular day, given that it required five days to sprout.
7. Performance on a simple calendar calculation task involving months of the year.
In the forward condition (shown in the left panel), participants had to determine
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when a plant would blossom, given that it was planted in a given month and required
seven months to grow. In the backward condition (shown in the right panel),
participants had to determine when one should plant the seed in order to have it
blossom in a particular month, given that it required seven months to blossom.
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VERB RAISING IN CHINESE'
Waltraud Paul
CRLAO, EHESS-CNRS, Paris
wpaul@ehess.fr
The present article presents evidence for the existence of verb
gapping in Chinese and thus invalidates the standard assumption that
Chinese lacks this construction. Applying Johnson's 1994, 1996 anal-
ysis of verb gapping in terms of 'across-the-board' verb movement to
Chinese, it is furthermore shown that contrary to the current view, the
verb in Chinese can move in overt syntax to a functional category
beyond the VP-shell.
1. Introduction
There seems to be quite a consensus about the fact that Chinese, contrary to
other languages like English, French, etc., lacks the functional projection Agree-
ment Phrase. Many scholars within the field of Chinese hnguistics go a step fur-
ther and take this as evidence for the non-existence of any overt movement of
the verb to a higher functional category (cf. Huang 1992, 1994, and Tsai 1994).^
The only movement allowed for the verb is that to empty verb positions within a
complex VP. This assumption seems to get support from Johnson (1994, 1996)
who analyses verb gapping in English as 'across-the-board' movement of the
verb to the functional head Tense rather than as an instance of deletion or ellipsis
of the verb. On the basis of this analysis then, the alleged impossibility for the
verb to move to a position outside the VP is correlated with the apparent lack of
verb gapping in Chinese.
In the present article, we will argue against this view. First, the examples
provided as evidence for the lack of verb gapping in Chinese are insufficient, i.e.
they do not represent the whole array of data to be taken into account for this
issue. Second, there are verbless sentences in Chinese which have to be analysed
as cases of verb gapping. Third, the movement of the verb to a functional
category in overt syntax implied by Johnson's analysis can be observed in
Chinese verb gapping as well. Consequently, the functional category dominating
VP in Chinese can be lexically filled, i.e. it can be occupied by the verb and it is
not correct to state that it remains always phonologically empty (as Ernst 1994
does).
2. Verb gapping
2.1 The data
It is true that the Chinese equivalents of the standard verb gapping exam-
ples are unacceptable in Chinese:
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(1) Wo xihuan mao/meiguoren, ni *(xihuan) gou/deguoren^
ISG like cat/American 2sG like dog/German
'I like cats/Americans, and you (like) dogs/Germans.'
(2) Nanren chi irii, beiren *(chi) mian
southerner eat rice northerner eat noodles
'Southerners eat rice, and northerners (eat) noodles.'
(3) Wo aishang -le Mali , ni *(aishang -le ) Amei
ISG fall:in:love-PERF Mary 2SG fall:in:love-PERF Amei
'I've fallen in love with Mary, and you (have fallen in love) with
Amei.'
(4) Ta jintian pengdao-le Zhangsan, ni *(pengdao-le ) Lisi
3sG today meet-PERF Zhangsan 2sG meet-PERF Lisi
'He saw Zhangsan today, and I (saw) Lisi.'
But to conclude fh)m the unacceptability of sentences like (l)-(4) to the state-
ment that Chinese disallows verb gapping (a conclusion with rather far-reaching
theoretical consequences) as, for example, Tsai( 1994:220-21) does on the basis of
the unacceptability illustrated in (2), is much too hasty and does not do justice to
the situation in Chinese. For as already pointed out by Li Meidu 1988, sentences
where the object is a quantified NP rather than a bare noun do allow for the omis-
sion of the verb:
(5) Ta chi-le liang-wan fan, wo liang-wan zhou
3SG eat-PERF 2-bowl rice ISG 2 -bowl gruel
'He ate two bowls of rice, and I two bowls of gruel.'
(6) Wo you san-bu qiche, ta san-liang zixingche
ISG have 3-CL car 3SG 3-CL bicycle
'I have three cars, and he three bicycles.'
(slightly modified examples from Li 1988:41)
(7) Wo mai-le nei -bu qiche, ta nei -Hang zixingche
IsG buy-PERF that-CL car, 3sG that-CL bicycle
'I bought that car, and he that bicycle.'
(8) You liang-jian cesuo; ni jin zhei-jian, wo nei -jian
have2-CL toilet 2sg enter this-CL ISG that-CL
'There are two toilets; you go into this one, and I into that one.'
(9) Wo qing-le shi-ge
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(10) Women xi zhao san-ge yuyanxuejia, tamen xi san-ge
iPL dept. seek 3-CL linguist 3cL dept. 3-CL
wulixuejia
physicist
'Our department is looking for 3 linguists, and their department for 3
physicists.'
As shown in Paul 1994, the verb may also gap in the presence of comple-
ments of duration or frequency which — like objects — occupy the postverbal
position:
(11) Ta lai-guo wu-ci, wo yi-ci
3sG come-EXP 5 -time ISG 1-time
'He has been here five times, and I once.'
(12) Ta xue-le yi-nian, wo san-nian
3sG learn-PERF 1 -year IsG 3 -year
'He studied for one year, and I for three years.'
(13) Ta deng-le yi-ge xiaoshi, wo liang-ge xiaoshi
3SG wait-PERF 1-CL hour ISG 2-cl hour
'He waited for one hour, and I for two hours.'
2.2 Constraints on verb gapping
Having established the existence of verb gapping in Chinese (by extending
the data basis), we now have to try to capture the relevant constraints or at least
to tie them together by a descriptive generalization which goes beyond the sur-
face filter postulated by Li (1988:97). This filter has the form: *N N and simply
rules out the juxtaposition of bare nouns as the result of gapping, but in fact it is
not even descriptively adequate. For in addition to the core cases of illicit verb
gapping in the presence of a bare noun as object (bare nouns in Li 1988 sub-
suming generic NPs like mao 'cats' in ( 1 ) as well as proper names like Amei in (3)),
where rejection is quasi-unanimous, verb gapping seems also to be prohibited
when the object noun is modified (the latter case not being discussed at all by Li
1988):
(14) *Wo xihuan/mai-lc hongse-dehua, ta lanse-de"*
ISG like/buy -perf red-suB flower 3sg blue-suB
('I like/bought red fiowers, and he blue fiowers.')
(15) ?'?Zhangsan xihuan gao-de /hong toufa-de niihai, Lisi ai-de/hei
Zhangsan like tall-suB/red hair -sub girl Lisi short-suB/black
toufa -de niihai
hair-suB girl
('Zhangsan likes tall girls/girls with red hair, and Lisi short girls/girls
with black hair.')
(16) *Zhangsan qing-le ta-de xuesheng, Lisi ta-dc tongxue
Zhangsan invitc-PRRF 3sg-slib student Lisi 3sg-.sub class-mate
(Zhangsan invited his students, and Lisi his classs-mates.')
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Though the judgments are not quite as clear-cut as for examples with bare
nouns, most speakers reject this kind of sentences. In combination with the unac-
ceptability of verb gapping observed in sentences with generic NPs like mao
'cat', etc., illustrated in (1) and (2) (we leave proper names aside for the moment),
this points to an interdiction of verb gapping in the presence of a generic object
NP. Given the well-known fact that the properties of the object import for the
interpretation of the predication and determine the nature of the VP, we propose
that verb gapping in Chinese is only possible in non-generic VPs. That verb
gapping may be sensitive to the [+generic] nature of the VP was already pointed
out by Hankamer( 1973:34) who observed for EngUsh that in the case of adjunct
PPs, gapping is more felicitous with a generic VP:
(17a) ?Max writes plays in the bedroom, and Harvey in the basement.
(17b)??Max is writing a play in the bedroom, and Harvey in the basement.
(17c) ???Max is memorizing the play in the bedroom, and Harvey in the
basement.
In fact, the data illustrated in (17a) - (17c) (for which Hankamer cannot pro-
vide any explanation) represent one of the few exceptions to Hankamer' s No-
Ambiguity Condition (NAC).^ Another exception to the NAC is equally interest-
ing for us here, because it shows that pronouns do not behave like orthodox NPs
with respect to gapping.^ Though the relevant constructions in English display-
ing this difference cannot be reproduced in Chinese, it does not seem to be a co-
incidence that in Chinese verb gapping is completely excluded with a pronoun as
object:
(18) *Lisi da-le /xihuan ni, Zhangsan wo
Lisi hit-PERF /like 2sG Zhangsan ISG
('Lisi hit/likes you, and Zhangsan me.')
Furthermore, Hankamer (1973:63) points to the existence of 'some sort of
parallelism conditions' generally observed by ellipsis rules and supposed to help
to assure recoverability. For Chinese, a high degree of structural and semantic
paralleUsm is in fact indispensable for verb gapping to be acceptable at all, which
can be easily deduced from examples (5)-(13). But as in Enghsh, in Chinese as
well, the paralleUsm in itself is not sufficient to assure the acceptability of verb
gapping (cf. the unacceptable (l)-(4)), but other conditions must be satisfied as
well.'
Johnson (1996:2) shows that these parallelism conditions reflect the neces-
sity of contrastive focus in gapping structures:
Of the many properties of gapping left unexamined, there is one whose
effects will be apparent throughout. This is that the material left in the
conjunct with the gap, let us call these the remnants, are in a contras-
tive FOCUS relation to parallel terms in the other conjunct, let's call
these their correlates. This is reflected in the intonational characteristic
of Gapping, which requires that both remnants and correlates be
stressed (cf Sag 1980, p. 192ff). This fact, whatever its source, places
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significant limits on the construction. It may be what enforces a certain
PARALLELISM on the conjuncts that Gapping relates, illustrated by the
oddness of examples like (3).
(3) a *Some talked to Mittie and others talked about Sam.
b *Some remembered stories about JOHN, and others remembered
BILL.
[...] There is a lower bound as well. The Gap cannot include an entire
clause — there must be at least one remnant [...]. Let us assume that
this too is a consequence of the contrastive relationship that Gapping
invokes. It is typical of the literature, however, to require of Gapping
that at least two remnants survive.' [emphasis mine, WP]
It is thus not uncommon for verb gapping to demand a high degree of par-
allelism, viz., a clear contrast between the parallel terms, and to be dependent on
the nature of the VP, nor is it unexpected that pronouns behave differently from
orthodox nouns in gapping. The point we want to emphasize is that the con-
straints for verb gapping in Chinese observed so far cannot be (mis-)interpreted
as evidence for the lack of verb gapping in Chinese.
We still have not tackled the question of how to reconcile the unaccepta-
bility of sentences like (3) and (4) (repeated here for convenience) containing
proper names as objects with our generalization that verb gapping is acceptable
in non-generic VPs:
(19) *Wo aishang-le Mali, ni Amei
lSGfall:in:love-PERF Mary 2sG Amei
(T've fallen in love with Mary, and you with Amei.')
(20) *Ta jintian pengdao-Ie Zhangsan, ni Lisi
3sG today meet-PERF Zhangsan 2sG Lisi
('He saw Zhangsan today, and you Lisi.')
I propose to explain the unacceptability of sentences like (19) and (20) by
the fact that the second conjunct is not a felicitous continuation of the first. The
juxtaposition N proper name in the second conjunct is not understood as a
clause with a verb missing, but is in fact interpreted as 'N = proper name', where
the proper names Amei and Lisi function as nominal predicates (cf. Paul 1995).** In
the case of proper names, an identity relation is established between the subject
NP and the nominal predicate, rather than properties being ascribed to the subject
NP. Consequently, a sentence like (19) is rejected because the second conjunct is
not related to the first conjunct at all: '??rve fallen in love with Mary, and you
are Amei.'
In the preceding sections, we have established the existence of verb gap-
ping in Chinese by extending the data base. Contrary to current opinion, verb
gapping is possible in Chinese, even though it is heavily restricted and therefore a
more marked phenomenon than, e.g., verb gapping in English, German, etc.
First, verb gapping is limited to non-generic VPs.
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Second, it is only possible in a coordination with 'and', which in Chinese is
expressed by the simple juxtaposition of the two clauses without any overt mark-
ing. In the case of 'or', an overt conjunction haishi is used, and verb gapping is
completely ruled out then.
Third, verb gapping is observed in the spoken language only, and it neces-
sitates a maximum parallelism, i.e., a clear contrast between the parallel terms.
Last, but not least, the acceptability judgments show a certain degree of var-
iation: among the native speakers consulted; those from North-East China accept
only examples of the type illustrated in (11)-(13) with temporal complements,
while speakers from regions farther south (Jiangsu province and Taiwan) in addi-
tion judge sentences like (5)-(10) grammatical as well.^
Though the data are somewhat heterogeneous, we think that they are nev-
ertheless too important to be dismissed. In the light of Johnson's analysis of verb
gapping as ATB raising of the verb, presented in the following section, we might
speculate that the instability of the data is indicative of ongoing changes in
Chinese syntax, in particular, changes in the ability of the verb to leave the VP
and raise to a functional category.
2.3 Verb gapping as ATB movement (Johnson 1994, 1996)
Johnson 1994, 1996 has extensively argued that an analysis in terms of
'across-the board' (ATB) verb movement is able to capture the constraints
observed in verb gapping structures. '° We will very briefly present some of the
main points of his analysis which are important for our proposal here, i.e., we will
concentrate on his analysis of simple gaps, there being no acceptable equivalents
of COMPLEX GAPS in Chinese."
According to Johnson 1994, a sentence with a gapped verb like South-
erners eat rice, and Northerners noodles in fact involves the coordination of VPs
rather than that of sentences. Both verbs have raised in an ATB fashion to a
functional head (i.e. to Tense in EngUsh), and the subject of the first conjunct
moves to the specifier of AGREEME^fT Phrase.'- This movement of the subject
does not violate the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC), for the CSC
only excludes A-bar movement of a constituent from one of the two conjuncts,
but not the A-movement of a constituent out of the first conjunct. The
constituents that 'gap', i.e., the constituents that the verb leaves when raising in
an ATB fashion and that then are elided, are V-bars. Furthermore, for constituents
other than the verb not to be deleted together with the V-bars, they also have to
raise. For the case of simple gaps in Chinese (cf (5)-(13) above) this means that
the object or the temporal complement moves out of V-bar to a landing site which
must be within the complex VP ( or adjoined to it), the constituents conjoined
being VPs. As for the subject NP in the second conjunct, it remains in its base-
generated VP-intemal position. '^
An important consequence of this ATB-analysis of verb gapping is that 'the
conjuncts involved are lower than both the construction-initial verb and subject'
(Johnson 1994:47). This makes the following two predictions, which are shown
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to be born out by the data. First, the construction-initial subject and verb and
anything standing between them have scope over the entire VP coordination. In
the case of adverbs, this has the effect that the adverb in the first conjunct is inter-
preted as if it were part of the gapped material in the second conjunct. Second, no
constituent supposed to be in a position higher than VP should be able to occur
in the second conjunct, i.e. sentence-level adverbs should be excluded from the
conjunct housing the gap. As Johnson (1994:47) indicates, Jackendoffs 1971
observations with respect to the interpretation and distribution of adverbs in gap-
ping structures are thus accounted for:
(21) Simon quickly dropped the gold, and Jack (^suddenly) the diamonds.
(22) Max sometimes beats his wife, and Ted his dog.
(Jackendoff 1971:23)
The same phenomenona can be observed in Chinese:
(23) Laowang henkuaide tuox'ia yi-jian yifu LaoVi {*turande) yi-gt
Laowang quickly take:off 1-CL clothes Laoli suddenly 1-CL
xiezi
'
shoe
Laowang quickly took off one garment, and Laoli (*suddenly) a
shoe.'
(24) Laowang zixide tiaoxuan-le yi-jian yifu, Laoli yi-ge xiezi
Laowang carefully choose-PERF I-CL clothes Laoli 1-CLshoe
'Laowang carefully chose a garment, and Laoli a shoe.'
(slightly modified examples from Li 1988:72)
Johnson furthermore points out that if an adverb may survive in the gapped
conjunct, it must be a VP-level adverb. This prediction is born out in Chinese by
the acceptability of VP-level adverbs like cai 'only', zhenghao 'just' in the sec-
ond (gapped) conjunct:'"
(25) Ni chi-le san-wan fan, wo cai yi-wan
2sG eat-PERF 3 -bowl rice ISG only 1 -bowl
'You have eaten three bowls of rice, and I only one.'
(26) Ni lai-guo wu-ci, wo zhenghao yi-ci
2SG come-EXP 5-time ISG just 1-time
'You have come five times, and I just once.'
(27) Wo you yi-dong fangzi, Lisi liang-bu qiche, Wangwu cai yi-liang
IsGhave 1-CL house Lisi 2-CL car Wangwu only 1-cl
zixingche
bicycle
'I have a house, Lisi two cars, and Wangwu only a bicycle.'
2.4 Movability of the parallel terms
As mentioned in the preceding section, the postverbal constituent (in the
case of simple gaps in Chinese, the object or temporal complement) has to leave
the V-bar, which will be elided after the ATB-movement of the verbs. Conse-
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quently, there should be a correlation between the ease with which material can
escape VP and the ease with which that material can remain after gapping'
(Johnson 1994:9). Whereas for EngUsh it can be shown convincingly that (put-
ting the subjects aside) the parallel terms actually leave the V-bars that gap, it is
extremely hard to devise a test providing evidence for a similar movement in Chi-
nese.
The test would have to show that the objects of both conjuncts in a verb
gapping structure have raised &om their normal postverbal position to a higher
position (but still within VP or adjoined to it) and that this extremely short move-
ment is subject to constraints. The only movement of this type to a VP-landing
site which comes to mind is object preposing, where the normally postverbal
object is raised to a preverbal position and adjoined to VP (cf. Ernst/Wang 1995).
It should be possible here to obtain at least indirect evidence (in the form of sim-
ilar, if not identical constraints) in so far as object preposing is known to be more
restricted than the much longer movement to sentence-initial position, i.e.,
topicalisation (cf. Xu Shu 1988:52; EmstAVang 1995). As EmstAVang (1995:242)
observe '[...] for SOV sentences some combination of stress, appropriate context
and emphatic markers (or overt contr.\sting conjuncts) is necessary for full
acceptabihty.' [emphasis mine, WP]:
(28a) Wo [zhe-pian lunwen] xihuan
ISG this-CL paper like
'This paper, I like."
(28b) Wo [zhe-pian lunwen] xihuan, *(na -plan bu xihuan)
ISG this-CL paper like that-CL neg like
'This paper, I like (but that paper, I don't).'
(29) Wo [yi-pian lunwen] keyi yingfu, *(liang-pian jiu bu xing-le)
ISG 1-CL paper can handle 2-CL then neg possible part
'A paper, I can handle (but two papers, I can't).'
(= Ernst/Wang's (16) and (17))
Evidently, the condition of 'overt contrasting conjuncts' is especially interesting
for us, because this is similar to the picture in verb gapping where we also have
pairs of contrasting NPs with the internal structure 'Quantifier/Determiner —
Classifier N', e.g., Nijin zhei-jian, wo nei-jian 'You go into this one, and I into
that one' and Ta deng-le yi-ge xiaoshi, wo liang-ge xiaoshi 'He waited for one
hour, and I for two hours' (cf. (8) and (13) above).
As for bare nouns, they may be preposed, but in order to be fuUy acceptable,
the presence of what ErnstAVang 1995 call 'emphatic markers', i.e., adverbs,
negation, etc., is necessar\'. these items helping to 'facilitate the contrastive
reading' (cf. EmstAVang 1995:241):'^
(30) Shujuan shuanghuangguan ye hui chui
Shujuan oboe also can blow
Shujuan can also play the oboe.'
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(31) Wo jiu ye/bu he
ISG liquor also/NEG drink
'Liquor. I also/doni drink."
(Enisi/>^'angs examples (18) and (22))
Proper names (of persons) and pronouns, however, cannot be preposed
even when followed by a contrasting conjunct), which in the Chinese liieraiure
IS commonly reduced to the unaccepiability of the resulting sequence of two
[+human] NTs in preverbal position (the subject NP being [+human] as well in
most cases ):"^
(32) *Wo Zhangsan xihuan. Lisi bu xihuan
ISG Zhangsan like Lisi NEG like
(intended meaning: I like Zhangsan. I don't like Lisi.')
(33) *Wo-de pengyou ta renshi. ni bu renshi
ISG-SL'B friend 3sG know 2sG NEC know
(intended meaning: 'My friends know him, they don't know you.')
Last but not least let us look at NTs of the form modifier de N". Strangely
enough, there are hardly any examples of object-preposing with this type of NTs
in the Uterature. In principle, object-preposing should be acceptable:
( 34) ??Wo lanse-de hua yijing zhong-le. hongse-de hai mei zhong
ISG blue-SL'B flower already plant-PERF red-si's still NEC plant
('I have already planted the blue flowers, but not yet the red ones."
)
(35) ??Wo/Zhangsan gao-de niihair xihuan. ai-de ( niihair ) bu xihuan
ISG/Zhangsan lall-SL^ girl like short-SL'B giri NEC like
('I/Zhangsan like(s) tall girls, I don't/he doesn't like short girls.')
(36) ??Zhang laoshi ta-de xuesheng yijing qing-le haoji-ci-le.
Zhang teacher 3sg-sl'B student already in\ite-PERF many-time part
ta-de tongshi hai mei qing
3SG-SL'B colleague still neg invite
(Teacher Zhang has alread> in\ ited his stiKlents many tiroes,
(but) he has not yet invited his colleagues')
But two problems arise immediately. In the case of a [-human] object NT. the
subject .Ni* and the preposed object NT are easily mismierpreted as a single NP.
e.g.. as my blue flowers" in (34). In the case of a [-t-human] object NT. the result-
ing sequence NT NT VP' is assigned the structure: topic, subject \T". In other
words, as soon as it is possible to interpret the second NT in the sequence
'NP NP VP" as the subject of the sentence (which is quasi-automatically the case
when it is [+human] ) this interpretation is chosen. This is in accordance with the
judgment encountered in the Chinese literature (cf. Li Linding 1986. Xu Shu
1988. among others) that to topicalise an object is more natural than preposmg it
resulting in the strucmre NP^ topic), NP( subject) V t," being preferred over
•NP( subject) NP, V i,'.
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To summaiize, we have seen that the constraints governing verb gapping
and object preposing coincide in the case of quantified and definite NPs as well
as proper names and pronouns.
The situation is somewhat less clear for modified NPs (with de), but in gen-
eral object preposing does not seem to work for this type of NP. even if the
reasons for this unacceptabilit>- are different from one case to the other. The same
kind of uncertaint\' and variation is observed in verb gapping examples with
modified NPs. which in most cases are rejected.
Bare nouns, however, may be preposed. which contrasts with their beha-
viour in verb gapping. But this may be due to several reasons. First of alL pre-
posing for bare nouns is only fully acceptable when the contrastive reading is
enforced by negation, adverbs, etc. This is different from the situation in verb
gapping in so far as there is no way to enhance the contrast by. e.g.. negation in
the second conjunct. Furthermore, and this applies to object preposing vs. the
short NP-movement in verb gapping in general, verb gapping introduces a two-
way contrast between the two subjects and the two objects, respectively, where-
as in object preposing only the objects are contrasted (with respect to the same
subject).
Another reason why the constraints are in fact expected not to be identical
is the difference in landing sites for the preposed object and for the object in verb
gapping: whereas the latter must be to the right of VP-level adverbs (cf (25)-(27)
above), the landing site for preposed objects is much higher, i.e., to the left of
VP-level adverbs (and also to the left of manner adverbs and instrumental and
benefactive PPs; cf Zhang Ning 1996). That this might be a plausible reason for
the differences between the contraints in object prepx)sing and in verb gapping is
confirmed by EmstAV'angs (1995:247) observation that object preposing to a
position RIGHT to modals, i.e., to a lower landing site than usual, is acceptable only
with a very strong contrast: 'Such sentences are clearly marked instances of ob-
ject preposing and are relatively rare; they require a stronger sense of imphed
contrast than DO [direct object, W.P.] + Modal order, needing either an emphatic
marker or an exphcit conjunctive contrast [...] to be fehcitous. We will assume that
this more restricted usage is due to the fact that [...] focused elements tend to
require fairly wide scope (thus favoring overt preposing, as far to the left as
possible) ..."
(37) Ni bu keyi zheyang fan ye bu chi, shui ye bu he
2sG NEC can thus food also neg eat water also neg drink
'You can't just not eat and drink like this.'
(38) Xiaolan bu hu nei-ben shu bu mai
Xiaolan neg will that-CL book neg buy
'Xiaolan will (won't not) buy that book.'
(Ernst/Wang's (23a) and (23b))
Given this observation, it should not be surprising that the even shorter NP
movement in verb gapping is also more restricted, thus leading to the highly
marked character of verb gapping. The severe constraints on verb gapping ('out-
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doing* those of object preposing) might reflect the fact, already estabUshed with
respect to topicahsation vs. object preposing. that as the movement shortens, it is
subject to more constraints.
3. Conclusion
This article has provided evidence for the existence of verb gapping in Chi-
nese, which is limited to non-generic \Ps. We have shown that Johnson's 1994.
1996 ATB-analysis of verb gapping can be appUed to Chinese as welL leading to
the important conclusion — contested in the literature — that the verb in Chinese
may leave the complex \T and raise to a functional categorv' in overt syntax.
Though it is evident that there must exist a functional category above VP to
host the subject NT that has left the \T. the exact nature of this functional head is
still under discussion.' For our purpose here, we adopt Ernst" s 1994 \iew that
this functional categorv is Lntlection bearing the features [+ finite]. We do not,
however, follow Ernst 1994 in his claim that Infl is always phonologically emptv
.
Though it is correct that there is no particular moq)hological manifestation of Lntl
(in the sense that e.g.. -ed is considered to be the realization of Tense in Enghsh).
the iNFL-position can nevertheless be occupied by the verb, because it serv es as
the landing site for ATB verb movement in gapping structures. In facL the Infl-
position is also filled by the raised verb in \P ellipsis, which thus rejM^senis an-
other piece of evidence for overt Verb-^Infl movement in Chinese." The current
assumption that \ erb movement in Chinese is confined to the \P must therefore
be revised.
NOTES
' My attendance at N.^CCL 8 was possible thanks to a travel grant from the
CNRS and the kind invitation by Professor C.C. Cheng gratefully acknowledged
here. I would also like to thank Thomas EmsL Kyle Johnson. .Audrey LL and Jane
Tang for discussion and comments, and Che Huiwen. Feng Shengli. Li Xiaoguang.
and Tsai Mei-chih for help with the data. Any errors or misinterpretations remain
my responsibilitv".
- Tsai( 1994:222) excludes this movement even for the level of Logic.\l Form and
bases this statement upon the lack of Case resistance effects in Chinese and the
impossibiliiv for Chinese subject indefinites to reconstruct at LF in order to ben-
efit from existential closure (Tsai 1994:218). .\s >*ill be shown in the following,
the conclusion from the lack of an .\grP projection to the lack of verb nwvement
to a functional category above VP in Chinese is much too hast>
.
' The follov^ing abbreviations are used in glossing examples: CL = classifier. EXP
= experiential aspect; N'EG = negation; PART = sentence-final particle; PERF =
perfective aspect; PL = plural (e.g.. 3PL = 3rd person plural); SG = singular. SL^
= subordinator.
" Sentences (14) and (15) remain unacceptable even when directly preceded by a
question that clearly establishes the context:
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(i) Niinen xihuan/mai-le shenme yanse-de hua?
2pl like/buy-PERF what colour-si.'B flower
•^Tiat colour are the flowers that you like/bought?"
Wo xihuan/mai-le hongse-de hua, *ta lanse-de
ISG like^uy-PERF red-SL'B flower 3sG blue -sub
I like/bought red flowers (he blue ones).'
(n) Nimenzui xihuan nayi-zhong nuhair?
2pl most like what-kind girl
'>Miat kind of girls do you prefer?"
Wo zui xihuan gao-de nuhair, ta ai-de
ISG niost like tall-sUB girl 3SG sh<Mt-suB
'I prefer tall girls, he shon ones.'
Ex. (i) also shows that the acceptabilit> judgment is the same irrespective of whe-
ther the stative verb xihuan *to like* or the action verb mai *to buy' is used.
"
"Any application of Gapping which would yield an output structure identical to
a structure derivable by Gapping from another source, but with the "gap" at the
left extremitv'. is disallowed" (Hankamer 1973:29).
' Hankamer (1973:35): '[...] a pronoun contiguous to the verb does not seem to
count as an NT as far as the NAC is concerned:
(89) Paul Schachter has informed me that that the basic order in Tagalog
and related languages is \'0S; Yves Goddard has informed me that the
umnarked order in Algonkian is OVS: and Guy Garden has informed me
that the basic order in Aleut is OSV (Ross 1%7).
vs.
(92) Paul Schachter has informed Haj Ross that the basic order in Tagalog
[...] is V'OS. Paul Schachter has informed Yves Goddard that the unmarked
order in .Algonkian is OVS; and Paul Schachter has informed Guy Garden
that the basic order in .-Meut is OSV."
^ For those native speakers who accept sentences (i) and (iix the contrast ap-
parently is strong enough to make gapping acceptable in a generic VP. In other
words, this seems to be a case where the parallelism might override other con-
straints:
G) ?Wo he cha, ta kafei ("li) ?Wo chi niurou, ta zhurou
ISG drink tea 3sG coffee ISGeat beef 3sG pork
I drink tea, and he coffee." 'I eat beef, and he pork.'
But a lot of speakers who accept gapping with quantified NPs nevertheless reject
these examples.
* Proper names as nominal predicates, i.e., without the presence of the copula shi.
represent a somewhat marked case. Accordingly, sentences like (i)-(iii) were not
fully acceptable to all of the native speakers consulted and some would have pre-
ferred the presence of shi:
(i) Zhei-ge ren Zhangsan, nei -ge ren Lisi (ii) Wo Zhang Ping
this-CL person Zhangsan that-CL person Lisi ISG Zhang Ping
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This person is Zhangsan. and that person is Lisi/ I am Zhang Ping/'
(m) Daoyan Xie Tieli
director Xie Tieli
"The director [of the fihn/play] is Xie TieU." Ma Zhen ( 1989:27)
The standard cases of nominal predicates are illustrated by the fnllnfing sen-
tences:
(iv) Ta Beijing-ren. wo Shandong-ren
3sG Peking-person ISG Shandong-person
He is from Peking. I am from Shandong.'
(v) Ta feiyan (vi) Zhei-ge ren hao -ren
3sG pneomonia this -CL pexscm good-person
He has pneumonia." This p^son is good."
Cf. Chao ( 1968:90 fif) fcx^ quite a sam{^ (rf^ nomiiial predicates, inrlndiiig (iv>-(>i).
" If Ernst 19% is right in claiming that— like arguments— temporal oom[rfenienis
need Case, then the fact that some speakers only accepc verb gapping in the
presence of temporal complements cannot be interpreted as an itwfanrf ai an
argument/adjimct asymmetry. This is in fact the expected resnh. for temporal
complements are the only t>pe of adjunct" that — like direct objects —must
appear in posrserbal positioiL and in that respect tbey behave like arguments.
'° For ATB naovemenL cf. \Mlliams 1977, 1978; Burton/Grimshaw 1992 and
McNally 1992, among otfao^.
" The follovfcing sentences illustrate complex gaps in Fnglidi (rfl Johnson
1994:53):
(i) Some gave albums to their spouses and otfa»s^ave tapes to tfaeirspeese&
Cn) Some talked to Liz in order to get recommendaiions,
and others talked to Betsy in order to get rBcoimnendatioB&
^ Johnsond994:25) concludes that Gapping licenses movement operaiioiis
other* ise restricted to LoGic.\L Forxl because in Fjigli<Ji Veri>->Teiise move-
ment normally occurs at LF only.
" Concerning the question of how the subject in the second conjunct can satisfy
die Case filter. Johnson( 1994:39) points out that it wiU have to be licensed by the
same mechanism as the subject in sentences like <i):
(i) John eat caviar? (1 thought he hated the sniff.) (Siegel 1987:59: example (19))
" SiiKe verb gapping works best uith quantified NPs^ the range <rf adveriis al-
lowed in verb gapping is limited to adverbs referring to qiuutity. For an extcjisivc
analysis of adverbs in Chinese, cf. Tsai Mei-chih 1995.
'- Teng( 1995:9-10) observes that in Taiwanese a preposed objea Hoe. tg, po-
choa paper' in (i) 'is not contrasted uith any other noun, implicit or exp&ciL' On
the contrary . the Mandarin e.xample of object preposing in (n) is downright un-
acceptable for him unless followed by a contrasting clause:
(i) Li pochoa khuas-hao boe ?
2sG paper read-PERF yet
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'Did you finish with the paper yet?'
(ii) Wo chaofan yijing chi-le *(keshi chaomian mei peng)
ISG fried:rice already eat-PERF but fried:noodles neg touch
'I've eaten the fried rice already, but I didn't touch the fried noodles.'
'^ Descriptively speaking, this seems to be on the right track, because preposing
of a place name is acceptable:
(i) Wo Shanghai ye dao-guo, Tianjin ye dao-guo
ISG Shanghai also go-EXP Tianjin also go -ex?
'I have been in Shanghai, too, and also in Tianjin.' (Wu Weizhang 1995:431)
But the fact that (32) and (33) are acceptable when the preposed object NP is
interpreted as subject, i.e., 'Me, Zhangsan likes, (but) Lisi doesn't' for (32) (which
under this reading is not perfect though, due to the oddity of a topicalised pro-
noun) and 'My friends, he knows, (but) you 'don't' for (33), shows that more is
involved than a simple ban on the juxtaposition of two [+human] NPs. Con-
cerning this 'structural ambiguity', see our discussion of examples (34)-(36)
below.
" One of the most recent papers on this issue is Cheng & Tang 1996. They show
that there is no evidence for Tense Phrase in Chinese. Furthermore, they claim
that Infl in Chinese is more lexical than, e.g., Infl in English and that mood
indications like modals make up the content of Infl. The possibility of stacking
modals in Chinese is taken as evidence for a kind of IP-shell, another difference
with respect to English. Since there are still several open issues, e.g., whether the
iNFL-position is supposed to remain empty in the absence of modals, etc., we are,
however, not able to evaluate the consequences of their approach for the prob-
lem at stake here.
'* Due to limitations of space, we cannot develop our analysis of VP elhpsis here.
As to evidence for VP ellipsis in Chinese from acquisition studies, cf. Guo et al.
1996.
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Evidence is presented in this paper that the two VPs in a verb
reduplication construction do not have the same syntactic status, so
that verb reduplication constructions should not be considered consec-
uative verb constructions. The first VP in such constructions is very
unlikely to be a secondary topic because modals and adverbials can oc-
cur between the subject and the VP in question. The first V should not
be treated as a dummy case marker because its complement is very like-
ly to depend on it for t-role instead of getting a t-role from the second
V. The proposal of this paper is to treat the fu^t VP as part of an ad-
verbial clause, with the first V as the main verb in that clause. The prop-
erties of the verb reduplication constructions can thus be accounted
for.
0. Introduction
The term verb reduplication in the study of Chinese linguistics usually refers to
the phenomenon illustrated by the sentence in (1), where the same verb kan
'read' has two occurrences in adjacent VPs, the first as an object-taking verb and
the second as part of a V-V complex.
(1) Ta kan shu kan-lei-le.
he read book read-tired-Asp.
'He read books and (as a result) was tired.'
Sentences like (1) have sometimes been treated as a variety of the serial verb
construction (e.g.. Gong 1984), that Ls, the two VPs are considered to have equal
status and being structurally not subordinate to each other. The majority opinion
of Chinese linguists now is, however, that the VPs belong to the same clause and
are structurally related in certain ways. As indicated by the term reduplication,
one of the two verbs is analyzed as a copy of the other, with cither the first one as
the copy (Tsao 1987) or the second as the copy (C. Li & Thompson 1981, Huang
1988). The reduplication is said to serve some special purposes, such as to add an
extra post-verbal adverbial phrase (C. Li & Thompson 1981) or to complete the
sentence by bringing in the object NP which the transitive verb in the V-V
complex can no longer take (Tsao 1987).
Y. Li 1990, 1995 goes one step further to claim that verb reduplication is an
intrinsic part of the syntactic process to saturate the 9-grid of the matrix VP,
under the assumption that the first verb is the copy. He argues that the two verbal
elements in the main verb, i.e., the V-V complex in sentences like (1), retain their
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own 9-grids which are saturated separately. One consequence of this assumption
about 0-role assignment is that the first verbal element of the V-V complex will
sometimes have a 9-role that is not assigned to the subject or the object. When
this happens, an extra NP is needed to bear that 6-role and a copy of the first
verbal element is inserted as the case marker.
It will be argued in this paper that there is nothing unusual about the 9-role
assignment in verb reduplication constructions because the V-V complex in ques-
tion actually has no extra 9-role to spare. Neither the first verb nor the V-V com-
plex in sentences like (1) should be analyzed as a copy of the other. The first verb
is part of an adverbial clause that supplements some specific information which
the V-V complex cannot provide. The adverbial is not an obligatory part of the
sentence in terms of structure even though it may present some crucial informa-
tion for the correct interpretation of the sentence.
1. Verb reduplication and serial verb construction
It has sometimes been argued that verb reduplication constructions are instances
of the so-called consecutive verb construction, a subtype of the serial verb con-
struction (cf. Chao 1948, Li & Thompson 1981). A sentence is said to be in con-
secutive verb construction if it contains a series of verb phrases that share the
subject. Sentence (2) is a typical example of consecufive verb construction that
has been cited numerous times (e.g., Ding et al. 1961, Zhang 1959). Since the def-
inition of consecufive verb construction is apparently based on the surface linear
order of verb phrases and their superficial relationship with the matrix subject, it
seems feasible to treat a sentence in verb reduplicafion construction as one in
consecutive verb construction.
(2) Wu Zhen tuole xie zou-jin wu qu.
Wu Zhen take-off Asp. shoe walk-in room go
'Wu Zhen took off his shoes and walked into the room.'
As indicated by its name, the consecutive verb construction is commonly
assumed to consist of two or more verb phrases that have equal status (e.g., Li &
Liu 1957) and it has been stated clearly that these verb phrases are not subordin-
ate to each other nor modifying one another (Gan & Qin 1993). Since hierarchical
structure is not assumed in this line of analysis, it is not very clear what the actual
syntactic relationship between these verb phrases is. The only exception is the
analysis by C. Li & Thompson 1981, in which sentences in consecufive verb con-
struction are classified into four subtypes according to the semantic relationship
between the verb phrases. Under the assumption that VPs in consecutive verb
constructions represent separate events, C. Li & Thompson 1981 consider it pos-
sible that in some cases the first event is done for the purpose of achieving the
second, namely, the first VP can be treated as having the function of an adverbial
of purpose, at least semantically.
Technical differences aside, the basic assumption shared by almost all these
analyses is that none of the VPs in a consecufive verb construction is subordinate
to the other. It is this assumpfion that undermines their claim that verb reduplica-
tion constructions are part of the consecutive verb construcfions.
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The problem stems from different behaviors of the VPs in verb reduplication
sentences, especially with regard to the extraction of object from the VPs. Re-
gardless of theoretic frameworks, it is generally agreed that processes like topic-
alization can only involve certain positions in a sentence. For example, it is usu-
ally acceptable for a topic to be related to a zero form in the subject, the specifier
of the subject or the direct object position in the matrix clause; and it is also ac-
ceptable for the topic to be related to a zero form in the subject or the object
position in the embedded clause of a bridge verb (e.g., Tsao 1979, A. Li 1990, Shi
1992, Ning 1993). If the topic is related to some other positions, such as a position
inside an adverbial clause, a resumptive pronoun is needed to fill that position.
In a sentence with verb reduplication construction, the object of the second
VPcan usually be topicalized, as shown by (3a) and (3b). The object of the first
VP, on the other hand, cannot be topicalized without a resumptive pronoun, as
shown by (4a), (4b) and (4c). Under the assumption that the two VPs in verb
reduplication construction have equal status, the two VPs should behave the
same in syntactic processes. The unexpected pattern in topicalization thus poses
a challenge to the analysis that treats verb reduplication constructions as consec-
utive verb constructions.
(3) a. Women zhao gong yijing zhao-lai-le
we hire worker already hire-come-Asp.
Li Shuji de erzi.
Li secretary Poss son
'We have hired Secretary Li's son when we were hiring workers.'
b. Li Shuji de erzi women zhao gong yijing
Li Secretary Poss son we hire workers already
zhao-lai-le.
hire-come-Asp.
Secretary Li's son, we have hired him when we were hiring
people.'
(4) a. Wo zhui Wang Qian zhui-lei-le.
I chase Wang Qian chase-tired-Asp.
'I became tired when I was chasing Wang Qian.'
b. *Wang Qian wo zhui zhui-lei-le.
Wang Qian I chase chase-tired-Asp.
c. Wang Qian wo zhui ta zhui-lei-le.
Wang Qian I chase him chase-tired-Asp.
'As for Wang Qian, I became tired when I was chasing him.'
2. Which one is the main verb?
If it is not tenable to treat verb reduplication constructions as consecutive verb
constructions, a reasonable alternative will be to assume that the two VPs do not
have equal status and only one of them is the matrix VP. This is actually the basic
assumption underlying all verb reduplication analyses, namely, a copy of the main
verb is created to sustain certain grammatical functions, such as a means to intro-
duce the postverbal adverbial (C. Li & Thompson 1981. Huang 1988), a dummy
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case marker (Y. Li 1990) and a deverbalized secondary topic (Tsao 1987). There
is no consensus, however, on how the verb reduplication is carried out and it is
therefore necessary to first consider the issue of matrix verb in verb reduplication
constructions.
It is well known that there is no clear morphological marking system to dis-
tinguish matrix and subordinate verbs in Chinese, but there are some syntactic
processes that may provide reliable test for the status of verbs. A prominent one is
the formation of A-not-A questions. It has been pointed out (e.g., Huang 1991,
Shi 1994) that the V-not-V form of a direct question usually falls on the first ver-
bal element of the matrix clause and sometimes on the fu^st verbal element of the
complement clause of bridge verbs. The sentences in (5a) and (5b) are thus legit-
imate direct questions. Under no circumstances will the verb of other subordinate
clauses assume the V-not-V form in a direct question and this is why sentences
(6a) and (6b), which have a V-not-V form inside a relative clause and an adverbial
clause respectively, cannot be accepted as direct questions.
(5) a. Ni hui-bu-hui shuo Zhongguohua?
you can-not-can speak Chinese
'Can you speak Chinese?'
b. Ni kan ta hui-bu-hui shuo Zhongguohua?
you think he can-not-can speak Chinese
'Do you think he can speak Chinese?'
(6) a. *Ni hen xiang mai yiben [Lao She xie-mei-xie] de
I very want buy one CI. Lao She write-not-write Comp.
shu
book
'Did you want to buy a book which is written by Lao She?'
b. *Ni yinwei [nUpengyou zou-bu-zou] bu gaoxing?
you because girl-friend leave-not-leave not happy
'Are you unhappy because your girl friend left?'
Given the generalization about V-not-V forms in direct questions, it is worth
noticing that the second verb in a verb reduplication sentence can assume the V-
not-V form but the first one cannot. Sentence (7a) is thus a legitimate direct ques-
tion but (7b) is not. The most hkely explanation for this contrast would be that
the second verb is the matrix verb but the first one is not.
(7) a. Ni kan dianying kan-mei-kan-gou?
you see movies see-not-see-enough
'Have you seen enough movies?'
b. *Ni kan-mei-kan dianying kan-gou?
you see-not-see movies see-enough
Another process that can be used to determine the status of a given verb is
passivization. It is usually assumed that the process of passive sentence formation
only involves constituents of the same clause, namely, the main verb and the two
NPs that bear the S-roles of agent and patient (e.g., A. Li 1990). Another way to
analyze the Chinese passive sentence is to posit a biclausal structure with the
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passive morpheme bei taking a special complement clause, in which the main verb
corresponds to the matrix verb of active sentence. The direct object in the com-
plement clause is coreferential with the passive subject or is raised to that position
(e.g.. Ting 1996). It is therefore feasible to determine the relationship between the
matrix subject and the two verbs in a verb reduplication construction by exam-
ining corresponding passive sentences.
Consider the phenomenon illustrated by verb reduplication sentences in (8)
and (9). The active sentence (8a) has a legitimate passive counterpart (8b) in
which the patient NP of the second verb is the passive subject. On the other
hand, the contrast between (9a) and (9b) indicates that when the patient NP of
the first verb is functioning as the passive subject, the sentence is not acceptable.^
(8) a. Ni da ren da-shang-le Liu Yin
you beat people beat-injured-Asp. Liu Yin
'You beat and wounded Liu Yin while you were beating people.'
b. Liu Yin bei ni da ren da-shang-le.
Liu Yin BEIyou beat people beat-injured-Asp.
'Liu Yin was beaten and wounded by you while you were beating
people.'
(9) a. Wo da Liu Yin da-lei-le.
I beat Liu Yin beat-tired-Asp.
'I beat Liu Yin and got tired.'
b. *Liu Yin bei wo da da-lei-le.
Liu Yin BEI I beat beat-tired-Asp.
Apparently, the patient NP of the second verb can function as a passive
subject but the patient NP of the first verb cannot. The second verb may have a
V-not-V form in direct questions but the first verb cannot. It is therefore reason-
able to conclude that the second verb is the main verb.
3. A secondary topic?
Given the analysis that the second verb has the status of main verb in a re-
duplication construction, the next issue is the status and function of the first verb.
An analysis worth mentioning in this regard is that of Tsao 1987, in which the first
verb phrase is considered having lost its verbal features. The essence of Tsao's
1987 argument is that the first VP in the reduplication construction has most of
the properties of a topic, which he has established in Tsao 1979, and therefore
must be a topic phrase. Since topics arc usually NPs, it becomes necessary to treat
the phrase in question as a deverbalized VP. It is also necessary to analyze the
deverbalized VP as a secondary topic, because it always follows the subject,
which is the primary topic in Tsao's 1987 framework.
The secondary topic analysis provides a plausible explanation for many
properties of the first verb phrase but it also creates a new problem. By definition,
a secondary topic 'inevitably occupies the S-initial position of the first sentence
in a topic chain' (Tsao 1987:25) and there should be nothing between the pri-
mary and the secondary topics. The prediction would be that sentences like (10)
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and (11) are not grammatical, since a modal occurs between the subject and the
first VP in (10) and an adverbial phrase appears between the subject and the first
VPin(ll).
(10) Ta youshihou ye hui he jiu he-chu dian mingtang
he sometimes also will drink liquor drink-out a bit something
lai.
come
'He will sometimes make some discovery when he is drinking.'
(11) Dianhuayuanmen pingshi ai Laobaotou de ma
operator pi. usually get Laobaotou 's criticism
ai-duo-le...
get-much-Asp.
'The operators usually got much criticism from Laobaotou...'
The two sentences are actually quotations from novels and are acceptable
to most native speakers. The secondary topic analysis seems to have made a
wrong prediction in these cases.
4. A dummy VP?
The phenomenon illustrated by (10) and (11) poses no threat to the analysis of Y.
Li 1990, 1995. Since the first VP is considered an intrinsic part of the matrix VP in
his analysis, it is expected that modals and adverbials can appear between the
subject and the VP in question. The problem his analysis faces comes from a dif-
ferent source. The basic assumption of Y. Li's analysis is that each element in a V-
V complex (compound in his term) retains its own 9-grid even though the com-
plex itself functions as a single verb. A direct consequence of this assumption is
that the total number of 6-roles from the two elements may exceed the number of
arguments the complex can actually take and some of the 9-roles may be left idle.
Under the common assumption that the 9-grid of a given verb should be sat-
urated, a way must be found for the V-V complex to assign all the 9-roles from its
components. In addition to the process of 0-role merge under 9-role identifica-
tion, part of Y. Li's 1990, 1995 solution is to invoke the verb reduplication con-
struction and the so-called ba construction as means to create additional argu-
ment positions to accommodate the extra 9-roles.
For example, in the V-V complex da-diu 'beat-lose' of sentence (12) (from
Y. Li 1990), the verbal morpheme da 'beat' has two 9-roles and diu 'lose' also
has two. While the morpheme diu 'lose' assigns its agent role to the subject
puren 'servant' and patient role to the object x/e 'shoe', the morpheme da 'beat'
only assigns its agent role to the subject under 9-role identification and the pa-
tient role will become idle if nothing happens. Y. Li assumes that an extra NP
Jiaoda can be generated within the VP to bear the patient role from da 'beat'
and a copy of da 'beat' must be inserted in front of Jiaoda to assign case to the
extra NP. The dupUcated da 'beat' is thus a dummy verb that only functions as a
case marker and assigns no 0-role.
(12) Puren da Jiaoda da-diu-le yizhi xie.
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servant beat Jiaoda beat-lose-Asp. one CI. shoe
'The servant beat Jiaoda (and as a result the servant) lost a shoe.'
Similarly, Y. Li concentrates on the case assigning properties of the mor-
pheme ba. It is well known that, with some restrictions, the direct object of a Chi-
nese transitive verb can appear either in the unmarked postverbal position or in
the preverbal position marked by the morpheme hu. A popular analysis is to treat
ba as a case marker whose sole function is to assign case to a 9-marked NP (A. Li
1990). Y. Li follows this line of analysis and assumes that if a V-V complex has
some idle 9-role(s), an NP can appear in the VP structure to bear the idle 9-
role(s). A ba can then be inserted in front of the NP to assign the necessary case.
The V-V complex in (13) (from Y. Li 1990), for instance, has four 6-roles alto-
gether. The subject Baoyu receives the agent role from xia 'frighten' while the
postverbal NP receives the patient role from wang 'forget'. Under Y. Li's
analysis, the patient role from xia 'frighten' and the agent role from wang
'forget' would be left idle if the NP Daiyu did not appear in the VP structure.
Since the extra NP Daiyu receives the two (merged) 9-roles but no case from the
V-V complex, a morpheme ba is needed to assign the necessary case to it.
(13) Baoyu ba Daiyu xia-wang-le yao shuo de hua.
Baoyu BA Daiyu frighten-forget-Asp. want say Comp. speech
'Baoyu frightened Daiyu (so much that Daiyu) forgot what she
wanted to say.'
What is crucial to Y. Li's 1990, 1995 analysis is the assumption that the NP
in a verb reduplication construction or a ba construction gets the idle 9-role(s)
from the V-V complex while its case is assigned by a separate case-assignor. There
are several problems with regard to this line of analysis. The first one is that a
single morpheme transitive verb can also take both a ba construction and a post-
verbal NP legitimately, as shown in the two sentences in (14) (From L. Li 1980). If,
by analogy to the analysis of (13), the single morpheme verb in these two cases is
assumed to have an extra 9-role assigned to the ba NP in addition to the one as-
signed to the postverbal NP, it becomes necessary to assume that Chinese tran-
sitive verbs always have two patient roles, since it is quite common for transitive
verbs to take a ^a NP in addition to the postverbal NP.
(14) a. Wo ba shui jiaole hua.
I BA water pour-on-Asp. flower
'I watered the flowers with the water.'
b. Mama ba rou chaole qingjiao.
mum BA meat stir-fry-Asp. bell-pepper
'Mother stir-fried the meat with bell pepper.'
The second problem is that there arc many ways to support an extra NP
outside the VP headed by a V-V complex and to duplicate the verb is just one of
them. It is not easy to extend Y. Li's analysis on verb reduplication constructions
to the other cases. The sentence in ( 15) is similar to (12) in meaning and structure
but its first verb is a synonym of the second one. Sentence (16) is as well-formed
as (12) is, but the first verb there is only vaguely related to the second one. It is
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hard to treat the first verb in (15) and (16) as a copy of the second verb or as a
dummy case marker that assigns no 9-role.
(15) Puren kaoda Jiaoda da-diu-le yizhi xie.
servant torture Jiaoda beat-lose-Asp. one CI. shoe
'The servant beat Jiaoda (and as a result the servant) lost a shoe.'
(16) Puren canjia oudou da-diu-le yizhi xie.
servant participate fight beat-lose-Asp. one CI. shoe
'The servant joined a fight (and as a result the servant) lost a shoe.'
As a matter of fact, verb reduplication is not necessarily associated with V-V
complexes and a VP headed by a single morpheme transitive verb may trigger re-
duplication as well, as in the case of (17). It is very unlikely that the NP ren
'people' in the verb reduplication construction of (17) gets a 6-role directly from
the second verb da 'beat' and it is very hard to justify any analysis that treats the
first da 'beat' as a dummy case marker that assigns no 0-role.
(17) Puren da ren zhuan da Jiaoda.
servant beat people exclusively beat Jiaoda
'The servant beats nobody else but Jiaoda when he beats people.'
The two problems discussed above may sometimes show up in the same
place. Sentence (18) is very similar to (13) except for the added verb reduplication
construction. Under Y. Li's assumption that either the ha construction or the
verb reduplication can be invoked to support an NP bearing the idle 0-role from
the V-V complex, the same 9-role would have to be assigned twice in (18), once
to ren 'people' and another time to Daiyu. This is apparently a very undesirable
scenario.
(18) Baoyu daochu xia ren ba Daiyu xia-wang-le
Baoyu around frighten people BA Daiyu frighten-forget-Asp.
yao shuo de hua.
want say Comp. speech
'While frightening people around, Baoyu frightened Daiyu (so much
that Daiyu) forgot what she wanted to say.'
Sentence (19) represents a case even worse than that of (18). The single
morpheme verb chao 'stir-fry' in this case takes a postverbal NP, a ba construc-
tion and a verb reduphcation construction. Under Y. Li's 1990, 1995 analysis, it
become obligatory to assume that the transitive verb chao 'stir-fry' has two pa-
tient roles and one of them is assigned to two different argument positions. Alter-
natively, Y. Li will be forced to assume that the verb chao 'stir-fry' has three pa-
tient roles, one assigned to the postverbal NP qingjiao 'bell-peper', one to the ba
NP rou 'meat' and the third one to the NP cai 'dishes' in the verb duplication
construction. Neither assumption is desirable within the current theoretic
framework.
(19) Mama chao cai ba rou chao-ie qingjiao.
mum stir-fry dishes BA meat stir-fry-Asp. bell-pepper
'Mother stir-fried the meat with bell pepper when she was preparing dishes.'
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5. An alternative
Given the data presented in the previous section, it becomes clear that if Y. Li's
1990, 1995 analysis on verb reduplication and ha construction is to be upheld,
the 9-grid of a VP head, either a V-V complex or a single morpheme verb, will
have to be inflated. It is generally assumed that the 6-grid of a given verb is
determined in the lexicon and is then projected (e.g., Chomsky 1986, 1996). The
number of argument(s) a verb can take is thus regulated in a principled way. If it
is assumed that duplicated roles can be added to the 9-grid of a given verb when
it takes a ha construction or a verb reduplication construction, the regulation
becomes weakened.
If it is considered desirable to maintain the spirit of the 9-theory, regardless
of the actual execution of the theory, an alternative explanation is needed for the
phenomena involved in verb reduplication and ha construction. The ha construc-
tion will not be discussed here. Suffice it to say that there are many analyses in
which the postverbal NP and the ha MP are handled at different syntactic levels
and are assumed to receive their 6-roles from different sources (e.g., A. Li 1990,
cf., Thompson 1973). If these analyses are correct, a verb taking both a ha NP and
a postverbal NP will have the same 6-grid as an ordinary transitive verb does.
The main concern of this paper is the verb reduplication construction. Given
the possibility that a single morpheme transitive verb can take an object and a
verb reduplication construction at the same time, as in (17) and (19), it is reason-
able to assume that the NP in the verb reduplication construction does not rely on
the main verb for 0-role or case.
There are several possible constructions to support an NP outside the im-
mediate domain of the main verb and an adverbial clause is one of them. It is pos-
sible, then, to assume that the reduplicated verb phrase is part of an adverbial
clause adjoined to the maU-ix VP'. The subject of the adverbial clause can be as-
sumed to be a phonetically null pronominal. (20) is the structural representation
of the adverbial clause assumed here (details aside).
(20) [vp[xpProV,NP,][vpV,NPJ]
It is left open whether the adverbial clause has the status of a CP or IP, since it is
not very clear whether the verb is finite or not, but that issue will not affect the
analysis proposed here. The null pronominal in (20) is c-commanded by the matrix
subject at certain stage and is controlled by the subject, under the usual assump-
tions in control theory (e.g., Huang 1989). This will produce the correct interpre-
tation for the adverbial clause. The adverbial clause is on the 9-grid of the maUix
verb but elements inside the clause are not. The verb of the adverbial clause, i.e.,
V, in (20), has the status of a full verb and is responsible for the assignment of
both 9-role and case to the NP inside the verb reduplication construction, i.e.,
NP, in (20).
The structure in (20) represents verb reduplication constructions involving a
single morpheme transitive verb but it should be the representation for those
involving a V-V complex as well. As shown in the previous section, a V-V com-
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plex behaves exactly the same as a single morpheme transitive verb with regard
to verb reduplication and ba construction. It is natural to assume that the two
have the same 0-grid in this regard. In other words, the assumption made here is
that any matrix verb, no matter a single morpheme verb or a V-V complex, can
take an adverbial clause and the argument positions inside the adverbial clause
are not directly related to the matrix verb itself even though the adverbial clause
may have a VP headed by a verb identical to the matrix verb or part of it.
The adverbial clause analysis of verb reduplication constructions provides a
straightforward account for the phenomena discussed in section one, two and
three. The extraction facts discussed in section one can be summarized as the
generalization that the object of the mauix verb can be extracted but the object
of the verb copy cannot, as illustrated by the contrast in (3) and (4). Under the
analysis that the verb reduplication construction is part of an adverbial clause,
this is the expected pattern. It is well known that NPs inside an adjunctive clause
cannot be extracted because of the so-called CED effect (Huang 1982). What-
ever the explanation for CED is (e.g., Chomsky 1986), it should be applicable to
this case.
(3) a. Women zhao gong yijing zhao-lai-le Li Shuji
we hire worker already hire-come-Asp. Li secretary
de erzi.
Poss son
'We have hired Secretary Li's son when we were hiring workers.'
b. Li Shuji de erzi women zhao gong yijing
Li Secretary Poss son we hire workers already
zhao-lai-le.
hire-come-Asp.
Secretary Li's son we have hired him when we were hiring
people.'
(4) a. Wo zhui Wang Qian zhui-lei-le.
I chase Wang Qian chase-tired-Asp.
'I became tired when I was chasing Wang Qian.'
b. *Wang Qian wo zhui zhui-lei-le.
Wang Qian I chase chase-tired-Asp.
The phenomenon discussed in section two is about which verb can take the
V-not-V form in a direct question and the contrast between (7a) and (7b) indi-
cates that the duplicated verb cannot appear in V-not-V form. Given the adverbial
clause analysis of the verb reduplication construction, this is what should be ex-
pected because the commonly accepted generaUzation is that the verb of an ad-
verbial clause cannot assume the V-not-V form in a direct question, as shown in
the case of (6b) (Huang 1991, Shi 1994).
(6) b. *Ni yinwei [niipengyou zou-bu-zou] bu gaoxing?
you because girlfriend leave-not-leave not happy
'Are you unhappy because your girlfriend left?'
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(7) a. Ni kan dianying kan-mei-kan-gou?
you see movies see-not-see-enough
'Have you seen enough movies?'
b. *A^/ kan-mei-kan dianying kan-gou?
you see-not-see movies see-enough
The issue raised by sentences Hke (10) and (11) in section three is why mo-
dals and adverbials can occur between the subject and the verb reduplication
construction. The phenomenon is hard to explain if the duplicated verb phrase is
treated as a secondary topic but is the expected pattern if the duplicated VP be-
longs to an adverbial clause. It is rather common for adverbials to be stacked to-
gether with certain order and it is also common for adverbials to occur before or
after modals (Li & Thompson 1981).
(10) Ta youshihou ye hui he jiu he-chu dian mingtang
he sometimes also will drink liquor drink-out a bit something
lai.
come
'He will sometimes make some discovery when he is drinking.'
(11) Dianhuayuanmen pingshi ai Laohaotou de ma
operator pi. usually get Laobaotou 's criticism
ai-duo-le...
get-much-Asp.
'The operators usually got much criticism from Laobaotou...'
6. Some consequences
Given the structural representation in (20) and the assumption that the matrix
verb in (20) can be either a single morpheme verb or a V-V complex, the verb
reduplication construction is no longer considered an obligatory part of the
matrix VP. A question arises immediately is why the verb reduplication construc-
tion is needed in the first place, or, to put the issue in a different way, why the
verb reduplication seems indispensable when certain V-V complexes are func-
tioning as the matrix verb.
The answer to this question is that the adverbial clause is needed to provide
some information that is not available otherwise. A transitive verb usually needs
an NP to bear its patient NP. When the same verb functions as part of a V-V com-
plex, its patient NP may not be a legitimate argument of the complex. In that case,
to identify the patient NP becomes crucial in order to have a correct and complete
interpretation of the sentence, especially when the verb refers to some generic
action. To introduce the patient NP in an adverbial clause is a common practice,
but it is not the only option. The first verbal morpheme in the V-V complex of (21 ),
for example, is transitive in isolation and refers to a very broad range of activities.
The sentence thus seems incomplete without a clear context. If a verb reduplica-
tion construction appears in the sentence to provide the specific information with
regard to the first verb, as in (22), the sentence will become comprehensible.
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(21) Xiao Li gan-lei-le.
Xiao Li do-tired-Asp.
'Xiao Li did (something or some work and as a result) became tired.'
(22) Xiao Li gan huo gan-lei-le.
Xiao Li do work do-tired-Asp.
'Xiao Li became tired while did some work.'
In addition to the verb reduplication construction, there are other means to
supply the necessary information. A different verb may be used in the adverbial
clause, as in (23). The information can also be provided by a preposition phrase,
as in the case of (24). It is not necessary to assign a special status to verb redupli-
cation constructions.
(23) Xiao Li zai changli jia ban gan-lei-le.
Xiao Li in factory add shift do-tired-Asp.
'Xiao Li got tired while working overtime in the factory.'
(24) Xiao Li zai dili gan-lei-le.
Xiao Li in field do-tired-Asp.
'Xiao Li became tired while working in the field.'
The analysis proposed in this paper, namely, to treat the verb reduplication
construction as part of an adverbial clause, has another advantage. Since the ad-
verbial clause itself is on the 9-grid of the matrix verb but arguments inside the
clause is not directly related to the matrix verb, it becomes possible to explain a
wide range of data. The first verbal morpheme in the V-V complex of (25), for in-
stance, is an intransitive verb in isolation. The V-V complex does not have any
extra 6-role and would not require a verb reduplication construction if the redu-
plication is associated with the 9-grid of some element inside the V-V complex.
There is a verb reduplication construction in sentence (25) anyway and it is the
expected pattern under the assumptions made here. The V-V complex describes a
very general situation and the adverbial clause, i.e., the verb reduplication con-
struction, provides some additional information to produce a narrower interpre-
tation. The reduplication is thus justified.
(25) Wo zai tian'geng-shang pao hui pao-bu-kuai.
I at field-ridge run will run-not-fast
'I cannot run fast when I run on the ridges in the field.'
The adverbial clause may sometimes serve other purposes such as indicating
time and location. The NP bearing the patient role from the matrix verb may not
be necessary in these cases. For example, the verb being duplicated in (26) is tran-
sitive in nature but the reduplicated verb does not take an object. An object NP
such as dongxi 'things' can of course appear in the adverbial clause, but it is
omitted because it refers to a type and the object of the matrix verb represents a
token. The object of the adverbial clause thus conveys some redundant informa-
tion and is not necessary.
(26) Ta chi yao chi hao-de.
he eat want eat good-DE
'He wants to eat good stuff when he is eating.'
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7. Concluding Remarks
The essence of this paper is to treat verb redupHcation construction as a natural
part of Chinese sentence structure. Most of its properties thus come as part of a
general pattern. This is by no means an attempt to deny the fact that verb
redupHcation constructions may have some special properties and is not an
attempt to deny the special status of V-V complexes. Further investigation in that
direction is of course needed.
NOTES
' The sentence in (i) below might be cited as a counterexample to the distribution
pattern established here. Notice, however, that the sentence does not have the
interpretation of a single sentence in the usual sense but only has that of a topic
chain (Tsao 1979). In other words, the active counterpart of (i) is hard to obtain
unless a resumptive pronoun is used, as in (ii).
(i) Liu Yin hei ni da, dci-shcmg-le.
Liu Yin BEl you beat beat-injured-Asp.
'Liu Yin was beaten by you and she was injured.'
(ii) Ni da Liu Yin, ba ta da-shang-le.
you beat Liu Yin BA she beat-injured-Asp.
'You beat Liu Yin and injured her.'
- There are other possible adjunction sites for the adverbial clause, such as IP and
the maximal projection of functional heads like Aspect or Tense. Many theory
internal and empirical considerations are involved in the choice of adjunction site
for adverbial clauses but they have no direct impact on the analysis proposed
here.
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A speaker's choice of referential forms within the so-called
'discourse units' (Chafe 1980) may be one manifestation of the cogni-
tive significance of such units and serve as an additional marker of
these units for the hearer. A structure-based approach to the study of
Chinese anaphora is adopted in the study to investigate the relationship
between referential choice and discourse structure in spoken Chinese.
We argue in the study that the choice between nominal, pronomi-
nal and zero reference in Chinese is subject to various structural and
discourse factors. Such referential choice reflects the speaker's need to
construct and mark discourse units of different sizes. Special emphasis
is given to the discourse function associated with these nominals —
how a new referent is introduced into the discourse and becomes estab-
lished as old information; how switch reference may play a role in ref-
erential choice; and how episode boundaries may affect a speaker's
choice of referential forms.
Based on our findings, we suggest that a particular referential
choice is opted in order to achieve discourse cohesion. Thus, one's ref-
erential choice may best be examined from the functional standpoint in
terms of one's cognitive abilities and constraints.
1. Introduction
Within the last ten years, work on discourse anaphora has blossomed in scope and
depth. What had been a neglected area of linguistic behavior has become a source
of interest to researchers in linguistics, psychology, and artificial intelligence.
Anaphora or referential noun phrase in narratives has become an especially impor-
tant area of research. Many studies of reference have dealt with the discourse fac-
tors influencing the referential choice ((Jrimcs 1978. Clancy 1980, Fox 1987a,
1987b, Minds 1978, Huang 1992. for instance). I.i & Ihompson 1979 found that in
Mandarin the choice between pronominals and zero anaphora has a discourse basis.
Native speakers of Mandarin tend to insert pronouns into written narrative texts
after certain adverbial expressions, such as time phra.scs and contrastive mor-
phemes like 'however' and at shirts between foreground and background informa-
tion. The choice between nominal and pronominal reference. Hinds 1977 claims, is
not entirely optional: it is one way in which a writer can organize information in
order to convey differing degree of prominence, with nominal reference indicating
'semantically prominent' information.
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The investigations of narrative structure have suggested that various dis-
course units have important psychological and linguistic implications (Chafe 1979,
1980). These units have been shown to exhibit specific semantic, syntactic, and
intonational properties. A speaker's choice of referential forms within these units
may be one manifestation of the cognitive significance of such units and serve as
an additional marker of these units for the hearer. Since no previous studies re-
search on the narrative structure of Chinese spoken discourse, the present study
will investigate the relationship between referential nominals and discourse struc-
ture in spoken Mandarin Chinese. In the following, we would first review the high-
lights of the recent work on anaphora in narratives, exploring the strengths and
weaknesses of these approaches while focusing on the discourse function associ-
ated with referential nominals. Specifically, how a new referent is introduced into
the discourse and becomes established as old information; how the role of switch
reference may play a role in referential choice; and how episode boundaries may
affect a speaker's choice of referential forms.
2. Previous work
Within linguistics, the major proposals concerning discourse anaphora in narra-
tives have been Grimes 1978, Givon 1983, Clancy 1980, and Fox 1987b. Grimes
1978 approaches anaphoric patterning in narratives based on the global status of
the characters — referential choice as a matter of the centrality or peripheralness
of the referent. Little attention is given to discourse structure in his framework. We
therefore will begin by presenting Givon's model — the more traditional view of
anaphora across sentences.
Givon 1983 deals with anaphora in order to understand the linguistic coding
of the concept 'topic'. He proposes the Continuity Hypothesis, which claims that
'the more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, the
more coding material must be assigned to it'. (Givon 1983:17) According to Givon,
the factors which influence disruptive or discontinuous topics include:
1. Distance to last mention. 'If a topic is definite and returns to the reg-
ister after a long gap of absence, it is still difficult to process. The
shorter is the gap of absence, the easier is topic identification; so that a
topic that was there in the preceding clause is by definition easiest to
identify and file correctly.' (Givon 1983:8).
2. Ambiguity from other referents. 'If no other topics are present in the
immediately preceding discourse environment ... topic identification is
easiest. The more other topics are present in the immediate register, the
more difficult is the task of correct identification and filing of a
topic ... ' (Givon 1983:8).
3. Availability of thematic information. 'Thematic information avail-
able from the preceding discourse could help in topic identification —
especially when other topics in the register may potentially interfere.
Such information establishes specific probabilities ... as to the topic
identification within a particular clause and in a particular role' (Givon
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The first two factors, distance and ambiguit\, are the major foci of the studies
in Givon 1983. The third factor is merely hinted at in the introduction and then ne-
glected. Thus although Givon makes explicit mention of something that sounds
slightly structural and hierarchical, the end result is a model that views anaphora as
a function of distance and a rather vague notion of ambiguity. In his impressive
collection of data from several unrelated languages, pronouns are shown to be used
when the distance to the last mention of the referent is small (and there are no in-
terfering referents), while full NPs are shown to be used when that distance is
somewhat great (and^or if there are interfering referents).
What does such a model imply about text structure and the flow of attention
through a text? If the degree of a referent's continuit> with the preceding discourse
is measured in clauses to most recent mention, then we can assume that continuity
derives from the surface nature of the clauses, rather than their textual function,
and that all clauses are equal in their contribution to the measure of continuity
(except perhaps relati\e clauses, which were excluded from the continuity counts).
That is. the fiinction of the clause (e.g.. a source of evidence to support a claim,
which does not narrate the mainline event), is irrelevant to the count; all clauses
have the value "1" for the purpose of measuring continuit> . The model thus as-
sumes that discourse is made up of an undifferentiated string of clauses which fol-
low one another in item but do not form larger units that could perform communi-
cative functions in relation to one another. .Attention must be equally flat, if all that
really matters is distance, since there would be no need to indicate to the reader
that something new is being started, or that something old is being closed off. or
that some interruption — af^er which the interrupted unit will be resumed — is
about to occur. Te.xt structure and attention flow must thus be flat and undifferenti-
ated in this model of discourse.
Such criticism of the Continuity Hypothesis thus rests not on the specific
quantitative predictions made — clearly the gross claims of distance are borne out
by the cross-linguistic counts — but on the model they presuppose and the accom-
panying roughness of the predictions.
Although it should be noted that much of the emphasis on distance and am-
biguity in the continuity hypothesis arises out of a desire to pro\ ide quantitative
evidence (and hierarchical text structure is hard to quantify ). the overemphasis it
produces on the linear nature of te.xts (and the encouragement it brings to such a
view) needs to be recognized. It seems that at this point in the stud> of anaphora it
may be wiser to proceed cautioush w ith a qualitative approach that incorporates a
hierarchical structural view of te.xts to see if we can understand the basic mecha-
nism of anaphora before we begin collecting rough quantitative evidence.
Clancy 1980 provides a very rich and detailed look at anaphora in spoken
English and Japanese narratives. Although the notion of discourse structure is not
fiilly integrated into the account (cognitive factors of distance and interference are
prominent here, as pointed out in Givon's 1983 book). Clancy brings out the asso-
ciation between discourse units and full noun phrases, and notes that this is in
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some sense an unusual and optional use of anaphora:
In English speakers apparently feel that inexplicit reference (i.e., pro-
noun or zero anaphora) is still comprehensible after the passage of two
clauses ... or of one sentence ...; Japanese speakers agree ... In both lan-
guages at least 97 percent of all inexplicit references were made when
no more than one other character had been mentioned. Yet as the excep-
tion to these trends reveal, time and interference cannot account for all
referential choices. Therefore, in the following sections of this paper the
content of the narratives will be examined in order to clarify how dis-
course structure may have influenced referential choice. (Clancy
1980:143-4).
The main discourse structures Clancy finds influencing referential choice are
episode boundaries, wherein a new line of action starts, and world shifts, in which
the speaker moves fi-om one mode of talking to another (e.g., from digression to
the plot line, or from film-viewer mode to story-teller mode). Both of these struc-
ture-types tend to be associated with use of fiiU noun phrases.
Thus although Clancy does not provide a fiill account of the relationship be-
tween narrative structure and anaphoric patterning, there is a very strong attempt
here to move beyond treating narratives as strings of clauses and hence to move
beyond treating anaphora as responsive only to linear notions of distance and inter-
ference.
Fox 1987a provides a more detailed account of anaphora based on discourse
unit, rather than distance or importance. According to Fox, the basic, most uncon-
strained description of the distribution of anaphoric devices in non-story talk can
be given as follows:
The first mention of a referent in a sequence is done with a full NP. Af-
ter that, by using a pronoun the speaker displays an understanding that
the preceding sequence has not been closed down.
This pattern of the distribution implies that the speech participants monitor
the talk they are engaged in for signs of closure, and signal to their interlocutors
the result of this monitoring by the use of referential options. Such a structure-
based approach to the study of anaphora is contrary to the traditional theory of
anaphora which holds that the anaphoric device chosen by a speaker/writer is cor-
related with distance to the last mention of the relevant referent (Givon 1983 and
Clancy 1980).
In addition to these works on discourse anaphora, studies devoted to similar
studies in Chinese are also prevalent. Some of them concentrate on the occurrence
of zero anaphora in Chinese discourse (e.g., Chen 1986); some focus on the cogni-
tive aspect of the issue (e.g., Tao 1993); some provide a pragmatic account on
anaphora (e.g., Huang 1991); and some address the problem of discourse structure
and referent recovery (e.g., Tai 1978; Li 1985). Specifically, Cheng & Lee 1990
discuss the discourse structure in Chinese narrative from the communicative point
of view concerning how readers and listeners recover the referents of the zero sub-
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jects. They claim that the notion of topic continuity plays a key role in the interpre-
tation of zero subjects and propose various principles involved in the recovery
process. Lee's 1995 study discusses further the theory advanced in Cheng & Lee
1990. Using as her written text, the great Chinese novel Hongloumeng 'The Dream
of the Red Chamber'. Lee illustrates how the three principles for referent recovery
(i.e., the Recency Principle, the Opening Principle, and the Contextual Principle)
fianction within topic continuity.
3. The data
Adopting an approach similar to Fox 1987a, we will collect for the present study
speech data of various types, including face-to-face conversation, monologue,
television interviews and radio call-ins. The third person human referents in the
data will be analyzed in terms of the their grammatical functions and referential
forms.
The conversational data examined in this study cover a fairly broad range.
Telephone and face-to-face, radio call-ins and television interviews, two parties
and several parties, single gender and mixed gender, video-tape and audio-tape, are
all represented in the pool. The conversations were chosen randomly within a set
of fixed criteria: they had to be spontaneous, naturally occurring conversations
(rather than produced in an experimental or induced setting) between acquain-
tances or audience, and they had to contain at least one segment in which at least
one person was referred to more than once. The data are transcribed within the tra-
dition of conversational analysis (see appendix for the style sheet of notational
conventions). The titles of each transcript and a brief description of the interactants
involved are given below.
1
.
Chi. Conversation between a male and a female graduate students. Audio-
tape.
2. bbs. Conversation between a male and a female graduate students. Audio-
tape.
3. Lin. Conversation between a female graduate students and a male. Audio-
tape
4. Sue. Conversation between a male and a female graduate students. Audio-
tape.
5. Fly. Conversation between two female graduate students. Audio-tape.
6. Seminar. Conversation between two female graduate students. Audio-tape.
7. Relationship. Conversation between two graduate students. Audio-tape.
8. Strawberry. A telephone interaction between two young females . Audio-
tape.
9. Love. A telephone interaction between two graduate students of opposite
sex. Audio-tape.
10. Singer f'f . Radio conversation between two middle-aged females. Audio-
tape.
11. Uncle. Monologue from part of a radio intcr\'iew by a young female.
Audio-tape.
12. 11^3511 (Singer f-^'s father). Conversation between two females and a
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male in a radio call-in. Audio-tape.
13. Idea of Music. Conversation between two females and a male in a radio
call-in. Audio-tape.
14. Recreation. Conversation between program host and various people in a
television interview. Video-tape.
These 14 transcripts constitute the pool of conversational data used in the
study. Except the last one, which is about two hours in total, each transcript is
maintained approximately at five (5) minutes in length so that a variety of different
types of data could be included in the present study. The total length of our data is
around three (3) hours.
4. Patterns of anaphoric devices
Chafe 1976 has discussed the speaker's choice between pronominal and nominal
reference in terms of the distinction between 'given' and 'new' information.
'Given information', he states, 'is that knowledge which the speaker assumes to be
in the consciousness of the addressee at the time of the utterance'. New informa-
tion, in contrast, is information which the speaker assumes he is presently
'activating' or 're-activating' in the hearer's consciousness. Givenness can be es-
tablished by the extralinguistic or the linguistic context; in narratives, it is the prior
linguistic context which is important. The principal linguistic effect of the
givea'new distinction, Chafe suggests, is that in English, and perhaps all languages,
'given information is conveyed in a weaker and more attenuated manner than new
information'. Thus, in English, given or 'old' information is weakly stressed and
subject to pronominalization, although speakers will tend to avoid the use of pro-
nouns when ambiguity would result.
Once a referent has been introduced into the listener's consciousness, the
speaker's treatment of an item as given should cease when he has reason to believe
that the item has left his addressee's consciousness. Chafe suggests some factors
which might underlie such a judgment, including the effects of discourse bounda-
ries, such as a change of scene, which brings a whole new set of items into the
consciousness of the addressee, presumably pushing out old ones. Certain particu-
larly salient items, such as the main character in a story, may have a stronger hold
on givenness than other referents. One way of answering questions about given-
ness is to examine in depth the use of nominal vs. more attenuated forms of refer-
ence, such as pronominals and zero anaphora. Such an investigation should give
insight into the process by which new referents become established as given in-
formation, and into the factors influencing the loss or retention of that status
throughout a discourse.
In what follows, we shall demonstrate by data fragments the basic patterns
related to the use of referential forms in spoken Mandarin Chinese.
4.1. Full NP for first mention, Pron or ZA for subsequent mentions
The first mention of a referent in a sequence is done with a fiill noun phrase (NP),
while pronouns (Pron) or zero anaphoras (ZA) are used for second or subsequent
mentions. This is supported by the following data fi-agments:
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(1) C: Dl
(0) mm^m-^trnm
... B'ikmw^mmwm,\
-.. mi.^mm='?\ m^m, lu i i-s)
The first mention of 1"^;^^^$! is done with a full NP (line 3) and the second
mention related to the same referent's father is done with a Pron ^ (line 5).
(2) 1 D: ... B:<k,_
. . ±—^<®<L2 love my life L2>.\
. .
PS.IIf .\ (Idea of Music, lU 2 1 4-20)
Here again, the first mention of is done with a full NP ^^ while the subse-
quent mention is done with the Pron ^.
4.2. Pron or ZA for a non-closed sequence
Af^er the first mention of a referent, a pronoun/zero anaphora is used to display an
understanding of the sequence as not yet closed.
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ter the first-pair part of an adjacency pair. Speakers thus regularly use a pronoun in
the second-pair part of an adjacency pair if the referent is mentioned in the first-
pair part, as shown in the same example lines 10-16, where ^j^, the referent men-
tioned in the first-pair part (lines 10-12) is mentioned again in the second-pair part
(lines 13-16)byaPron^t^.
4.3. Full NP for a sequence understood as closed
A full NP is used to display an understanding of the preceding sequence containing
other mentions of the same referent as closed.
(4) 1
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structural, factors which influence referential choice. We shall illustrate these fac-
tors under the following headings.
5.1 Attitude
A speaker can choose to use ftill NP without following the basic patterns illus-
trated above. Such a violation reflects the speaker's attitude, usually negative, with
respect to the referent in question. Under attitude, we identify two subtypes, disa-
greement (5.1.1) and assessment (5. 1 .2).
5.1.1 Disagreements
When a referent is mentioned in a statement by one participant and is then men-
tioned again in a disagreement with that statement by the other participant, the
second mention is done with a full NP. Consider the following example:
(5)
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(Relationship, lU 29-31)
Because the referent designated by ^^fg in Unes 1-2 is not clear to the hearer, the
speaker clarifies by giving additional information in line 3.
5.2.3 Frame-evoked pronouns
It is evident that the first mention of a referent in a sequence is done with a fiill NP,
but first mentions can be done with pronouns when their referents belong to a gen-
eral class of referents evoked/inferable by a fi-ame (Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski
1993).
(8) 1
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the hearer to infer from the speech context that this Pron refers to the boy friend,
not to the female being talked about.
5.3 Switch reference
What has been discussed so far seems to have presented a complete account for
referential options. Yet, human communication, especially in the case of face-to-
face conversation, is a much more complicated interaction than the simplified pic-
ture presented. Switch reference is, for instance, a case we can not avoid in dealing
with conversation. This is a situation when a nominal reference occurs when the
referent in question is mentioned again in subject position following a clause hav-
ing a different subject referent, as illustrated by the NP ^^ in line 6, which first
occurs in line 2, with an intervening subject /Jn^ in line 3:
(10) 1
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tonational properties. Syntactically, sentences tend to exhibit grammatical closure,
often begin with heightened amplitude and/or pitch, usually end with falling into-
nation, and are separated by hesitations of about one second (Chafe 1979). Seman-
tically, sentences tend to be cohesive units which express 'centers of interest' for
the speaker, such as the setting of the stor> , introduction of character or event se-
quence (Chafe 1980). An episode typically begins with hesitations of longer than
two seconds and are unified in terms of character configurations, spatial location,
and coherent temporal and event sequences.
Apparently, the overt markers of these units, such as hesitations, serve as re-
flections of the speaker's cognitive processes in retrieving and organizing the ma-
terial and also fijnction as boundary demarcations for the listener to use in assimi-
lating and storing the information. A speaker's choice of referential forms within
these units may similarly be one more manifestation of the cognitive significance
of such units and serve as an additional marker of these units for the hearer.
The discourse units identified, via the use of referential forms, in the study
are intonation unit (lU), topic chain (TC) and episode. We deliberately name our
units this way so as to distinguish them from their equivalents in written discourse.
An intonation unit, whose written counterpart is commonly known as 'clause', is a
focus of consciousness and is roughly equivalent to a case frame, namely, a predi-
cate with its associated arguments (Chafe 1987:22). A topic chain, representing a
coherent mental image, similar to the notion of a 'center of interest' (Chafe 1980),
is a stretch of discourse consisting of two or more intonation units sharing the
same topic, corresponding roughly to the extended sentence in the sense of Chafe
1980. An episode as a discourse unit can be justified by episode closure and the-
matic unity, with 'paragraph' as its written counterpart. Episode closure refers to
the features marking the boundaries of an episode. Episode boundaries often occur
at points of major shifts in scene, time, space, world, character configuration, or
event structure, which require the speaker to reorient himself and thus often result
in his processing difficulty, signaled by hesitation, false starts, or long pauses
(Chafe 1980). They are typically preceded or followed by long pauses.
6.2 Referential choice and discourse structure
One reason for the use of nominal reference following the introduction of a charac-
ter is apparently to mark the presence of various discourse units, as shown by the
following example:
(11) 1 B: ...mM^=,\
2 ...lrfg:r#[E]5|5DEA
3 A
4 B
5 A
6 B
,.heNI?^.\
..<L2 Christmas L2>^^git^;^"I^bT^^S?\
..<L2 Christmas L2>$4nT^fc=A
8 A: ...ftlSB.S^
9 B: ..Mmi^'^i\^J^m=^xmmmmm.\
(Love, lU 203-11)
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In this example, the use of the llill NP /Jn^ in Line 7 could be viewed as a
copy-postposing (5.2.1), but it also marks the beginning of another topic chain.
The topic on the girl's coming back this summer is now changed to her friends'
suggestion on what they think the girl should act instead.
6.2.1 Across topic chain boundary
Different referential choice may be conditioned by topic chain boundaries. When
the subject referent is maintained, speakers may choose different referential forms
within topic chains and at the beginning of new topic chains. Pronouns and fiill
NPs are more common at the beginning of a new topic chain than within the same
topic chain (as in the use of Pron ^ in line 1 of example 12) but ZA occurs more
frequently as the preserved subject (a ZA occurs at line 5 of example 12, extract
of example (3) cited earlier). The example demonstrated below (12) is a topic
chain. Note that ZA is in line 5, in the middle of a topic chain:
(12) 1 B: ... mnnm-mm^A,_
2 ... ^^--
3 A: @@@
4 B: ... mm--
6 ... fi^W\ (Singer i^,IU 195-200)
An examination of the semantic context in cases where ZA is used reveals
that the referent of an elliptic subject must be performing a sequence of at least
two actions which can be appropriately regarded as parts in a series of closely re-
lated actions. Zero anaphora may not be a random choice on the part of the speaker
for its use may incur ambiguity. However, Mandarin Chinese displays a rather
high tolerance for potential ambiguity.^ While this may present potential trouble
for the listener, it is not surprising to find a variety of linguistic devices which sug-
gest that speakers are attempting to compensate for this problem by providing ex-
tra clarity at these transition. In Section 5.2, we have discussed several linguistic
devices in Chinese to compensate this high degree of ambiguity. Back-channeling
by various markers such as, /zeA'^ (example 14, line 9), hoN (example 14, line 15),
can also be regarded as one of such devices.
6.2.2 Across episode boundary
Both hesitation and pause can serve as episode markers, and episode boundaries
are typically marked by a shift from inexplicit to explicit forms of reference (e.g.,
from ZA/Pron to full NP). Speakers shift from inexplicit to explicit forms of refer-
ence at episode boundaries may be an indication of its being a structural boundary
for the listener, and referential choice may reflect cognitive effort on the speaker's
part. Perhaps the cognitive task of retrieving a new episode from memory causes
the speaker to feel that the referents retrieved along with the new episode are in
some sense 'new'. It may even be the case that to some extent the task of retrieval
dims the speaker's sense of continuity with the referential choices made in the
prior episode, almost as if in searching his mind for the new material he had deac-
tivated and now must reactivate the referent in question.
(13) ^
.ILY
1
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13 ... m^&M.\
14 ...(N)^—T,\
15 ... |i^^|^-ThoN.\
16 A: ... ^?.\
(a long pause because B is trying to log in the network.)
17 B: eh,/
18 ... mf+)tJl^£ii^*tiig?\
(Again, the long pause because of log-in)
^ 20 ... fte--
^21 ... immm,_
22 ... ±±^A^mm^^mi^.\ (bbs, lu 1-24)
This example begins with the topic on how to use the internet, followed by a
digression on the complaint that it was hard to get on line. Line 1 1 of this example
begins another episode, which is obviously marked by the false start. Line 19 starts
another yet another episode, marked by the rather peculiar use of the Pron ft^ in
line 20 and line 2 1 . This unusual use of the pro-form illustrates the effect of epi-
sode boundaries on referential choice.
7. Conclusion
It is therefore evident that a speaker's choice of referential form at any particular
point in his narrative will depend on a variety of factors, including his implicit
awareness of the cognitive constraints on the listener's ability to decipher refer-
ence, the need to construct and mark discourse units of different sizes, and the
problems of clarity and viewpoint in recounting complex material.
The use of nominal vs. pronominal reference seems to be an appropriate area
for psycholinguistic investigation, from the standpoint of cognitive abilities and
constraints. If, for example, the human mind is capable of dealing with only a lim-
ited number of explicit and/or inexplicit references at a time, then this limitation
will surely play a part in determining the nature of the 'rules' for reference in any
language.
7.1 Referential choice and cohesion
It has been shown in our study that Pron is the most likely candidate chosen for
switch referent within topic chain. Such a choice is opted mainly for achieving tex-
tual cohesion. Huang 1992 makes a similar claim. According to him, ZA has been
found to be the best retriever for antecedents across clauses (lU in our study) and
pronouns the best retrievers for antecedents across sentences (TC in our study).
This division of labor between ZA and pronouns makes eminent linguistic sense
since lUs and TCs are different discourse units and since the linkage between lUs
is tighter than that between TCs. It is simply natural for languages to have devel-
oped a referential system in which the more attenuated form (Pron and ZA) is used
to achieve discourse cohesion between more tightly linked units and the fuller
form used to achieve cohesion between more loosely linked discourse units. In
processing terms, this means that when an entity is evoked by means of ZA or
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Pron it is already highly activated in the hearer's focus set and is likely to remain
so at the subsequent mention and no referential expression is needed as long as the
intended referent is the one expected by the hearer.
7.2 Further research
Referential choice, especially that of zero anaphora, is known to be related to topic
continuity or topic prominence (Huang 1989, Chen 1986). The study could have
paid more attention to the interrelationship between nominal forms and topic con-
tinuity. Perhaps the "predictability" condition and the "negligibility" condition sin-
gled out by Chen 1983 may be evaluated against the discourse factors influencing
the use of zero anaphora — factors such as "conjoinability' (Li & Thompson 1979)
and "highlighting" (Li & Thompson 1981). Perhaps even Tomlin & Pu"s 1991 idea
of "memorial and attentional processes" to account for the referential choice during
discourse can be adopted so that referential choice may be better understood in
light of a cognitive framework.
In Fox"s study of conversational and written F.nglish (I987a:143), striking
differences between spoken and written data with respect to demarcating structural
units have been found. Such a claim, indeed a very important one, is however an
issue not addressed in this study. It should be interesting to investigate the written
discourse in Mandarin Chinese as well so that a comparison can be made between
the spoken and the written Chinese discourse.
Last, but not least, the relationship between discourse units established in the
study and the grounding phenomena in Chinese is not at all discussed. In our dis-
cussion of the function of Pron to mark digression across episode boundary, we
simply touched lightly on this discourse function of episode. Since episode bound-
ary may represent a world shift — from the world of narration to the world of
somewhat unrelated events which usually comment or support the events on the
mainline plot — episode as a discourse unit is useful in the marking of foreground-
ing vs. backgrounding. Thus, the establishment of discourse unit is crucial in the
study of discourse structure, of cohesion and of grounding. It is not only important
in our understanding of language processing, it is also important in the study of
language as discourse.
NOTES
*
This paper was first presented at the [eighth North American Conference on Chi-
nese Linguistics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. May 17-19,
1996. Many comments and suggestions received after my presentation were incor-
porated into the present paper. Special thanks go to Yu-Ling Yu and Dr. Chin-
chuan Cheng. Questions from the lormcr enabled me to reconsider and reformulate
my analysis and suggestions from the latter reshaped my thinking regarding lulure
studies on the topic. I am especially grateful to Dr. Cheng's kindly pointing out to
me relevant references, with respect to literature on the studies of anaphora related
to the Chinese language. 1 alone am, of course, responsible for the content of this
paper.
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1 In analyzing referring expressions, we should start by establishing the frequency
with which the available referential options are used in the data. Table 1 presents a
summary of the frequency of noun phrases, pronouns and ellipsis/zero anaphora in
referring to third person human referents already introduced into discourse.
Table 1 Referential Forms used for Maintaining and Changing Subject Referents
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In the case of preserved subjects, NPs (21.9%) are not as commonly chosen as
Pron (49.9%) and ZA (28.2%). From Table 4, it is evident that Pron + ZA consti-
tute 78.1% of the referential forms used for preserved subjects, whereas NP consti-
tute 58.1% of the referential forms for switch reference.
Table 4 Referential 1-orms used for Preserved Subject vs. Switch Reference
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Partee 1995 claims that lexical quantifiers quantify over either the
event or other verbal arguments. In this paper, I show that data from a
lexical quantifier saai in Hong Kong Cantonese indicate that saai is
associated with both the event and the verbal arguments in the
argument structure. I argue that saai is an anti-quantifier which marks
the event as the distributee having a scope under the distributor.
Several properties of saai, namely the distributive interpretation of
saai, the requirements of divisibility and definiteness/specificity of the
elements associated with saai, the requirement of telicity of the
predicate, and the constraint on aspect markers, can be accounted for
by the analysis proposed in this paper.
1. Introduction'
One way to understand the nature of quantifiers is to see how they are classified
on the basis of their differences in terms of morphology and semantic content.
Quantifiers in natural languages can be grouped into two classes: D-quantifiers
and A-quantifiers, where 'D' is for determiner and 'A' for the cluster of adverbs,
auxiliaries, affixes, and argument-structure adjusters (Partee, Bach, & Kratzer
1987). As pointed out by Partee 1995, A-quantifiers are not homogeneous and
can be further classified. She suggests that A-quantification can be further
divided into two major classes: true A-quantification and lexical quantification.
The so-called true A-quantification is associated with adverbs of quantification
along the lines in Lewis 1975 and Heim 1982. With regard to lexical
quantification, an operator with some quantificational force is applied directly to a
verb at a lexical level, with morphological, syntactic, and semantic effects on the
argument structure of the predicate.
Partee 1995 claims that all lexical quantifiers operate on the argument
structure of the verb, i.e. that they can quantify over either the event or other
verbal arguments. In this paper, my focus is on a lexical quantifier saai in Hong
Kong Cantonese. I am going to explore the quantificational properties of saai
and examine the interaction between the event and other verbal arguments in
quantification of saai. The finding of this paper is that the lexical quantifier saai
marks the event as the distributee having a scope under the distributor, which is
considered to be an 'anti-quantifier'.
This paper is organized as follows. Some properties of saai, namely the
requirements of divisibility, definiteness/specificity, telicity, aspect, and locality,
are introduced in section 2. I propose that saai is a distributee marker in section 3.
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Some interesting issues, such as the comparatives and saai, and the relation
between saai and spatiotemporal arguments and degree arguments, will be
discussed in section 4.
2. Characteristics of saai
Morphologically, saai is a suffix attached to verbs (Lin 1963). It literally means
'all, entirely and completely'. In this paper, I will gloss it as 'all'. The suffixation
of saai is very productive and it can be attached to new loanwords, such
locutions as kap-saai 'copy (all disks)', ko-saai 'call (all)', pin-saai 'print (all)',
and sen-saai 'send (all)' are not uncommon.
The semantic effect of saai is similar to universal quantification. This has
been suggested by Lee 1994 who points out that saai functions as a universal
quantifier. This is illustrated in (lb) where goJ/pmggwo 'those apples' will have
a universal interpretation. As indicated in the English translations, (lb) differs
from (la) in that the addition oi saai to the verb in (lb) changes the interpretation
of (la), triggering universal quantification over the object associated with saai,
i.e. godi pinggwo 'those apples', which is then interpreted with an exhaustive or
a holistic reading, (lb) is true only if all the apples will be eaten up without
exception. In contrast with (lb), (la) says nothing about whether or not I will eat
up those apples.
(1) a. Ngo wui sik godi pinggwo.
I will eat those apple
'I will eat those apples.'
b. Ngo wui sik-saai godi pinggwo.
I will eat-all those apple
'I will eat up all those apples.'
Saai is a lexical quantifier because it operates on the verb with quantificational
effects on the argument of the verb. Descriptively the elements associated with
saai have an interpretation of universal quantification. The quantificational
relation will be discussed later. To be neutral at this point, I tentatively use the
term 'association' to describe the relation between saai and the elements that
have the interpretation of universal quantification. Some of the characteristics of
quantification of saai are listed in the following subsections.
2.1 Divisibility requirement
The elements associated with saai must be divisible, which roughly means that
the object can be divided into parts. DivisibiUty is determined by the contextual
information and our conceptual knowledge (Teng 1996, cf Lee 1994, Tang
1996b). The underlined phrases are the elements associated with saai.
(2) Keoidei zau-saai.
they leave-all
'Each of them left.'
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(3) *Keoi zau-saai.
he leave-all
*'Each of him left.'
(4) Ngo jam-saai bui seoi .
I drink-all CI water
'I have drunk the whole cup of water.'
In (2) keoidei 'they' refers to a set of people. A part could be a member of the
group. (2) may mean that every member of the group left. (3) is unacceptable
because keoi 'he' is very unnatural to be divided into parts according to that
context. Otherwise (3) would give us a pragmatically bizarre reading that every
part of his body left. The contrast between (2) and (3) suggests that there is a
requirement of divisibility in quantification of saai. (4) shows that mass nouns
can also be associated with saai. In (4) the mass noun hui seoi 'the cup of water'
is divided into proper parts, in the sense of Krifka 1992, and the divisibility
requirement is satisfied.
In addition, the elements associated with saai have a distributive reading.
(5) a. Keoidei git-fan.
they get-marry
(i) 'Each of them marries someone else.'
(ii) 'They marry each other.'
b. Keoidei git-saai-fan.
they get-all-marry
(i) 'Each of them marries someone else.'
(ii) *'They marry each other.'
As we can see, the interpretation of (5a) is ambiguous: it can have either a
distributive reading, i.e. 'each of them marries someone else'; or a collective
reading, i.e. 'they marry each other'. However, in (5b), only the distributive
reading is available."
2.2 Definiteness/specificity
The elements associated with saai must be definite/specific'
(6) a. Ngo tai-saai ni bun syu.
I read-all this CI book
'I have finished reading the whole book."
b. ?Ngo tai-saai saam-bun syu.
I read-all thrcc-Cl book
'I have finished reading all of three books.'
(Lee 1994:135)
In (6a), the object ni hiin syu 'this book' is definite and the sentence is
acceptable. The object saam-hun syu 'three books' is an indefinite NP and (6b)
sounds unnatural. It will be acceptable only if the speaker has presupposed a
particular group of books in mind such that all of them are read.
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2.3 Telicity
The examples in (7), (8), (9), and (10) represent four different types of
eventualities. Saai can only cooccur with the predicates that denote a telic event.
(7) Keoi sik-saai go honboubaau. (accomphshment)
he eat-all CI hamburger
'He ate up the hamburger.'
(8) Keoidei sei-saai. (achievement)
they die-saai
'They all died.'
(9) *Keoidei siu-saai. (activity)
they laugh-all
'They all laughed.'
(10) *Keoidei cungming-saai. (state)
they clever-all
'They all are clever.'
Saai can be attached to some verbs that are usually treated as stative
verbs, such as leng 'pretty' in (1 1).
(11) Keoi zoek-zo ni gin saam, senggo leng-saai.
he wear-Perf this CI dress whole pretty-all
'After he wore this dress, he (as a whole) becomes pretty.'
(Lin 1963:188)
As pointed out by Lin 1963 and Lee 1994, when saai occurs, the predicate leng
'pretty' expresses a change of state. In this respect, the event denoted by leng
'pretty' is not a state but a telic event.
2.4 Aspect
Saai can only cooccur with the experiential aspect marker gwo.
(12) *Keoidei heoi-zo-saai Hoenggong. (perfective)
they go-Perf-all Hong Kong
'They all went to Hong Kong.'
(13) Keoidei heoi-gwo-saai Hoenggong. (experiential)
they go-Exp-all Hong Kong
'They all have been to Hong Kong.'
(14) a. *Ngo tai-gan-saai nidi syu. (imperfective)
I read-Imperf-all these book
'I am reading (*all) these books.'
b. *Ngodei kei-zyu-saai haidou.
we stand-Imperf-all here
'We (*all) stand here.'
There are two imperfective markers in Cantonese: gan describes an ongoing
activity and zyu expresses a meaning of continuity which does not denote a
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dynamic ongoing activity but a static condition. Saai cannot cooccur with the
perfective marker zo and the imperfective markers as well.
As pointed out by Lisa Cheng (personal communication), if a purpose
clause is added to (14b), the judgment becomes acceptable, such as (15).
(15) Ngodei kei-zyu-saai haidou [coeng go],
we stand-Imperf-all here sing song
'We all stand here to sing.'
I propose that in (15) :v/< is a rcsultative verb which marks the first of the two
verbs denoting an instrumental reading and thus it is not an imperfective marker
(Tang 1996a).
Au Yeung 1996 points out that saai seems to be able to cooccur with the
imperfective marker zyu in the following example.
(16) Nei zo-zyu-saai tiu lou, ngo dim bun di fo aa?
you block-hold.on-all CI road I how move CI goods Q
'You are blocking every part of the road. How can I move the
goods?'
I believe that in ( 16) zyu should not be treated as an aspect marker because it can
be followed by the perfective marker zo, as shown in (17).
(17) Nei zo-zyu-zo tiu lou.
you block-hold.on-Perf CI road
'You blocked the road.'
One possibility is to analyze zyu in (17) as a resultative verb denoting a resultant
state. If zyu in (16) is also treated as a resultative verb, (16) should not be a
counter-example.
2.5 Locality
The relation between saai and the elements that saai is associated with exhibits
locality effects: saai is associated with the object if there is one. Otherwise, saai is
associated with other elements, for instance, the subject or the spatiotemporal
argument.
(18) Keoi zaak-saai di faa . (transitive)
he pick-all those (lower
'He picked up all those flowers.'
(19) * Keoidei zaak-saai do faa.
they pick-all CI flower
'They all picked up the flower.'
(20) Keoidei lai-saai. (intransitive)"'
they come-all
(i) 'They all came.'
(ii) 'They came in all specific occasions.'
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(2 1
)
Keoidei maai-saai-uk.
they buy-all-house
(i) 'They all bought houses.'
(ii) 'They bought houses (e.g., by spending all the money).'
(iii) *'They bought all the houses.'
(22) a. Ngo man-saai keoidei ni-tiu mantai. (ditransitive)
I ask-all they this-Cl question
'I have asked all of them this question.'
b. Ngo man-saai keoi nidi mantai .
I ask-all he these question
'I have asked him all of these questions.'
Though the subject keoidei 'they' in (19) is divisible, saai cannot be associated
with it. There is a subject-object asymmetry in transitives. The ambiguity of (20)
shows that if there is no object, saai can be associated with either the subject
keoidei 'they' or the spatiotemporal argument. Notice that the content of the
spatiotemporal argument is supplied by the context and should be presupposed.
In (21), the bare noun uk 'house' and the verb maai 'buy' form a VO compound
such that uk 'house' is part of the VO compound instead of an argument of the
verb. It turns out that either the subject keoidei 'they' or the spatiotemporal
argument could be the argument associated with saai. The examples in (22) are
the double object constructions. Either the indirect object keoidei 'they' or the
direct object nidi mantai 'these questions' can be associated with saai.
3. Saai as a distributee marker
I assume that distributivity is a relational notion, which is a relation between the
distributor and the distributee.^ The relation between the distributor and the
distributee can be represented by the following logical form, where A is the
distributor and B is the distributee.^
(23) Va 3B where a*A: = a is an atomic i-part of A
a*A
The set of quantifiers in (23) means that the proper parts, i-parts, denoted by the
distributor, A, are exhaustively mapped onto sets denoted by the distributee, B,
such that no two parts denoted by the disU-ibutor are mapped onto the same set
denoted by the distributee. The numeric interpretation of the distributee is
dependent on the numeric interpretation of the distributor.
I propose that the lexical quantifier saai functions as a marker which
makes distributivity obligatory. In quantification of saai the event is marked as
the distributee and the argument associated with saai is selected to be the
distributor distributing over the event. As saai marks the event as the distributee
having a scope under the distributor, saai can be considered to be an 'anti-
quantifier', in the sense of Choe 1987.
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The candidate of the distributee is predictable: as the lexical quantifier saai
is a verbal suffix and verbs stand for events, the event will be marked as the
distributee morphologically.
Regarding the distributor, it seems that the selection of the distributor
exhibits some locality effects, as we have already seen in the previous section.
One possibility to account for this fact is to assume that the distributor-distributee
mapping in quantification of saai is a cyclic of)eration, which is a consequence of
the bottom-up process of Merge. The object (direct internal argument) is always
the closest element in the first mapping cycle. Thus, the locality effects of saai are
deduced from the theory of structure building and the architecture of the
computational system of human language. See Tang 1996b for a detailed
discussion along these lines.
An alternative proposal to account for the locality of saai is an aspectual
approach: only the argument that measures out the event is selected to be the
distributor.^ The notion "measuring-out" is defined in the sense of Tenny 1994.
Essentially the measuring-out arguments play a particular role in delimiting the
event. They are restricted to direct internal arguments. The candidate for the
measuring-out argument of the transitive verbs is the object instead of the
subject. The subject-object asymmetry of saai is explained. The subject of the
unaccusative verbs and the VO compounds could be created or consumed over
time or undergo some change in a property over time. The spatiotemporal
argument could provide a temporal bound or a gradient along which the progress
of the event may be measured. Therefore, either the subject or the spatiotemporal
argument of the intransitive verbs (unaccusatives) and the VO compounds can be
the measuring-out arguments and serve as the distributor." Both the syntactic
approach and the aspectual approach seem plausible and I leave these two
possibihties open in this paper.
The proposal that the lexical quantifier saai is a marker of the distributee
correctly derives the distributive interpretation of saai. Let us review (5b) again,
as repeated in (24).
(24) Keoidei git-saai-fan.
they get-all-marry
(i) 'Each of them marries someone else.'
(ii) *'They marry each other.' (=(5b))
In (24) only the distributive reading is available. Suppose that keoidei they'
refers to two people. As the event of manning is marked by saai as the
distributee, the numeric interpretation of the event of marr> mg will be dependent
on the numeric interpretation of the distributor, i.e. the subject keoidei 'they'.
The parts of the distributor distribute over the event. The distributive
interpretation of (24) is that each of them should niarr> someone else and thus
there should be two separate events of marrying. The collective reading is not
available.
The distributive interpretation of saai can also be observed when the
distributor is the object.
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(25) a. Tiu kiu linzip ni loeng-go deifong.
CI bridge connect this two-Cl place
'The bridge connects these two places.'
b. *Tiu kiu linzip-saai ni loeng-go deifong.
CI bridge connect-all this two-Cl place
'The bridge connects (*all) these two places.'
c. Tiu kiu linzip-saai ni saam-go deifong.
CI bridge connect-all this three-Cl place
'The bridge connects all these three places.'
Each minimal event of connecting requires that there be at least two event
participants. In (25a), the two participants of the event of connecting are the two
places. In (25b), if the event of connecting is marked as the distributee having a
scope under the distributor, i.e. the object ni loeng-go deifong 'these two
places', each of the two individuals in the set denoted by the distributor is
mapped onto an event of connecting. However, it is impossible for a minimal
event of connecting to have only one event participant, i.e. one place. As a result,
(25b) is unacceptable. If the object refers to three places, as in (25c), the judgment
improves. Suppose that there are three places A, B, and C. There could be three
possibilities: A and B connect; B and C connect; and C and A connect. If each of
these connections is mapped onto a minimal event, each minimal event involves at
least two places.
The anti-quantifier property of the lexical quantifier saai is very similar to
the binominal each in English, which is also analyzed as an anti-quantifier (Choe
1987, Safu- & Stowell 1988, and Moltmann 1991).
(26) The balloons are held by one child each.
The binominal each in (26) marks one child as the distributee having a scope
under the distributor the balloons. If there are ten balloons, then there could be
ten children. Let us discuss some properties of distributivity exhibited by the
binominal each. First of all, the distributor must be plural. For example, in (27a)
the subject those men is the distributor and the object two women is the
distributee marked by each. (27b) is unacceptable because the subject the man in
(27b) is singular. Therefore, the man in (27b) cannot be the distributor.
(27) a. Those men saw two women each,
b. *The man saw two women each.
(Safu- & Stowell 1988:429)
Secondly, the distributor must be definite/specific. For example, (28) is
unnatural because the distributor two men is interpreted as indefinite/nonspecific.
(28) ?Two men saw two women each.
(Safu- & Stowelll988:429)
On the other hand, the distributee should be indefinite. Definite elements
cannot be the distributee.
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(29) a. The men saw one jewel each,
b. *The men saw the jewels each.
(Safir & Stowell 1988:428)
In (29a), the binominal each marks the object one jewel as the distributee and the
subject the men serves as the distributor. The ungrammaticality of (29b) is due to
the indefiniteness of the distributee the jewels.
Some of the requirements of saai we have discussed in the previous
section could be derived from the general constraints on distributivity. For
example, the requirements of divisibility and definiteness/specificity of the
elements associated with saai are attributed to the fact that the distributor should
be 'plural' and presupposed.^
Recall that saai can only be compatible with the experiential marker gwo.
It could be due to the indefiniteness requirement of being a distributee. As argued
by Chan 1996, the perfective marker zo marks the event as definite whereas the
experiential marker gwo marks the event as indefinite. Given that the event is
marked as the distributee, saai cannot cooccur with the perfective marker zo.
Otherwise, the event would become definite and the indefiniteness requirement is
violated.
In addition, the telicity requirement of saai could be attributed to a general
constraint on distributivity. The parallelism between events and things has been
observed in the literature that telic events are countable because they are
heterogeneous while atelic events are uncountable because they are
homogeneous (Mourelatos 1978, Bach 1986, Krifka 1992).'" I propose that the
distributee should be countable. The proposal accounts for the telicity
requirement of saai. Since the event marked as the distributee by .saai has to be
countable, atelic predicates are ruled out. This analysis can also explain why (30)
is unacceptable.
(30) *The children drank water each.
In (30) what is marked as the distributee by the binominal each is the object
water which is considered to be a mass noun. Due to the uncountable nature of
mass nouns, water cannot be the distributee and thus (30) is ruled out.
Note that saai cannot cooccur with the imperfective markers gan and zyu.
A conjecture is that the imperfective markers could make the predicate to denote
an uncountable event. Let us assume that this is correct. Saai is incompatible
with the imperfective markers because the events are uncountable and
uncountable elements cannot be the distributee. This is further supported by the
following examples.
(31) Keoi tai-zo bun syu saamci.
he read-Perf CI book three time
'He read the book three times.'
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(32) *Keoi tai-gan bun syu saam ci.
he read-Imperf CI book three time
'He is reading the book three times.'
In (31) and (32) the frequency phrase saam ci 'three times' quantifies the event
of reading the book. Only (31) is acceptable. The imperfective marker gan
indicates an ongoing activity. As shown by (32), the ongoing event cannot be
quantified by the frequency phrase. If imperfective events can be analyzed as
ateUc events (Parsons 1990), the unacceptability of the imperfective markers in
saai quantification and the ungrammaticality of (32) could be explained by the
fact that atelic events are uncountable.
In sum, I have proposed that the lexical quantifier saai is an anti-quantifier
which marks the event as the distributee having a scope under the distributor.
The numeric interpretation of the event is dependent on the numeric
interpretation of the distributor. I have also argued that the requirements of
divisibihty, definiteness/specificity, telicity, and aspect are derived from the
constraints on distributivity, i.e. that the distributor must be divisible/plural and
definite/specific, and the distributee must be countable and indefinite.
4. Some interesting issues
4.1 Comparatives and saai
(33) is a comparative sentence in Cantonese, in which gwo is a comparative
marker which is argued to be a verbal suffix (Mok 1994)." Gwo literally means
'surpass, exceed, beyond'. Essentially, the predicate in the comparatives denotes
states. We would predict that saai would be incompatible with the predicate in
the comparatives. However, (34) is acceptable.
(33) Siuming lek-gwo keoidei.
Siu-Ming smart-Comp they
'Siu-Ming is smarter than them.'
(34) Siuming lek-gwo-saai keoidei.
Siu-Ming smart-Comp-all they
'Siu-Ming is smarter than all of them.'
Compared with the comparative sentence without saai, the comparative sentence
with saai is referring to a specific occasion. For example, (33) could indicate a
permanent state. However, the felicitous reading of (34) is that there is a
presupposed situation in which Siu-Ming is compared with each of the people
and as a result his smartness surpasses everyone. It sounds unnatural to utter (34)
in an out of the blue context. With the presence of saai, the resultative
interpretation of the comparative marker gwo emerges.
Strikingly, when saai occurs, the optimal candidates to fit in the matrix
verb position are mainly restricted to the verbs denoting 'positive' properties like
faai 'fast', gou 'tall', hou 'good', lek 'smart', and leng 'pretty'. If the verb has a
'negative' meaning, such as ceon 'stupid' in (35), the occurrence of saai is not
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very natural.'" Other examples include ai 'short', ban 'stupid', can 'ugly', kung
'poor', and seoi 'bad'.
(35) ?Siuming ceon-gwo-saai keoidei.
Siu-Ming stupid-Comp-all they
'Siu-Ming is stupider than all of them.'
The occurrence of saai in the comparative enforces the resultative meaning of
'surpassing' denoted by the comparative marker gwo. If a person or something
surpasses another, the most natural reading is that the first is better than the
second. To put it informally, only the 'positive' quality can exceed and go
beyond some idealized degree.
With the remarkable parallelism between the W-gwo predicates and the
resultative verb compounds, I further suggest that the V-gwo predicates could be
treated on a par with the resultative verb compounds. The first piece of evidence
comes from the morphology of the V-gwo predicates. Both the comparative
marker gwo and the resultative verb are verbal suffixes attached to the verbal
stem to form a complex predicate. Both of them can occur in the potential form
involving the insertion of dak 'can, to obtain' between the stem and the suffix.
(36) a. Siuming lek-dak-gwo keoidei.
Siu-Ming smart-can-Comp they
'Siu-Ming can be smarter than them. (comparative)
b. Siuming se-dak-jyun pin man.
Siu-Ming write-can-finish CI paper
'Siu-Ming can finish writing the paper.' (resultative)
In both (36a) and (36b), the presence of dak 'can, to obtain' means the event
denoted by the first constituent of the compound can have a result denoted by
the second constituent, i.e., gwo 'exceed' and jyiin 'finish'.
Furthermore, the comparative marker gwo and some resultative verbs can
be 'extraposed' when they are negated by the negation m 'not'.'^
(37) a. Ngo gou keoi [m gwo].
I tall he not Comp
'I am not taller than him.' (comparative)
b. Ngo gaau keoi [m dim].
I do he not OK
'I cannot make him satisfied. I cannot settle him.' (resultative)
In (37b), the resultative verb dim 'OK' and the matrix verb gaau 'do' can form a
resultative compound gaau-dim 'do-OK'. Though the extraposed resultative
verbs are not productive, the extraposed gwo seems to be patterned on the
extraposed resultative verbs.
Since the comparative marker gwo could denote permanent states as well
as a resultative interpretation, 1 propose that there are two gwo\ in the
comparatives: one modifies the phase of the degree denoted by the predicate,'*
and one indicates a resultant state having a meaning of 'surpassing'. For example.
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gwo in (33) is ambiguous between a phase interpretation and a resultative
interpretation whereas gwo in (34) only denotes a resultant state. The resultative
meaning of gwo is forced by saai in (34). As the event denoted by the predicate
in the comparatives has a result, it has a natural endpoint and should be
interpreted as telic. Hence, the occurrence of saai is possible.
4.2 Spatiotemporal argument, degree argument, and saai
An interesting observation in quantification of saai is that the lexical quantifier
saai could be associated with the spatiotemporal argument. In my analysis, the
spatiotemporal argument could serve as the distributor ranging over the event
that is marked as the distributee by saai. The value of such a spatiotemporal
argument is supplied by the context of use. The spatiotemporal argument can
have spatial parts and temporal parts. The parts in the spatial and temporal
dimension can distribute over the event.
We have seen that the spatiotemporal argument is covert in the previous
examples. In fact, the spatiotemporal argument can be overt. If there is no direct
argument, the overt spatiotemporal argument can serve as the distributor.
(38) Go faajyun zung-saai-zigingfaa.
CI garden plant-all-bauhinia
'The whole garden is planted with bauhinia.
(39) Keoi camjat heoi-saai-gaai.
he yesterday go-all-street
'He went out for a whole day yesterday.'
In (38), the unergative verb zung 'plant' and the bare noun zigingfaa 'bauhinia'
form a VO compound. The event denoted by the predicate is marked by saai as
the distributee. The locative subject go faajyun 'the garden' is an overt
spatiotemporal argument and the bare noun is part of the VO compound, the
overt spatiotemporal argument becomes the only argument in the argument
structure which can serve as the distributor. In (38), the spatiotemporal argument
go faajyun 'the garden' distributes over the event. Therefore, we get the correct
interpretation: each part of the garden is mapped onto an event of planting
bauhinia. In (39), the bare noun gaai 'street' is part of the VO compound heoi-
gaai 'go out'. The subject keoi 'he' cannot be the distributor because it is
unnatural to be divided into parts in that context. The spatiotemporal argument
camjat 'yesterday' is the only argument that can serve as the distributor ranging
over the event.
I notice that (40) may have a so-called 'exclusive reading' (Tang 1996a:
fn5).
(40) Siuming gaan-saai-pinggwo.
Siu-Ming choose-all-apple
'Siu-Ming only chooses apples.'
Suppose that Siu-Ming was told to buy a fixed amount of fruits and was
expected to buy different kinds of fruit. (40) is felicitous if it turns out that all the
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fruits he bought were apples. The 'exclusive reading' of saai can be derived from
the spatiotemporal argument if the spatiotemjX)ral argument is interpreted as the
expected fixed amount of fruit, say 50 bucks or 10 boxes. In (40) the
spatiotemporal argument serves as the distributor ranging over the event of
choosing apples. Therefore, the exclusive and exhaustive reading of (40) is
deduced from the universal interpretation of the spatiotemporal argument.
In addition, the lexical quantifier saai may indicate the degree of
completeness and the predicate is subject to a scalar interpretation such that the
degree denoted by the predicate reaches 'the highest degree' (Li et al 1995, Tang
1996a: fn5). For example, reading (ii) of (41) means that the flower has reached
the highest degree of redness and the example in (42) means that someone has
reached the highest degree of thankfulness.
(41) Do faa hung-saai.
CI flower red-all
(i) 'The whole flower becomes red.'
(ii) 'The flower becomes completely red.'
(42) Doze-saai!
thank-all
'Thank you so much! (for a gift)'
Can the analysis of saai in this paper capture the data in (41 ) and (42)? I propose
that there is an argument indicating degree in the argument structure and it is the
degree argument that is selected to be the distributor ranging over the event in
the examples in (41) and (42). To get the scalar interpretation, the degree
argument could be interpreted as a set of degree or an 'abstract event' in the
sense of Moltmann 1990, 1991. In (41) and (42), the event is marked by saai as
the distributee and the degree is the distributor. The parts of the set of degree
distribute over the event, i.e. that each part of the set of degree maps onto an
event. The event denoted by the predicate instantiates every part of the degree.
The parts include an extreme degree or culmination.
The maximal degree interpretation of saai should have a presupposition.
As noted by Au Yeung 1996. the scalar interpretation of the phrase mgoi-saai
'thank you very much' cannot be used in an out of the blue context. It is
felicitous only if there is a presupposed situation. I assume thai the value of the
degree argument is supplied by the context and should be presupposed.
Interestingly, there seems to be a similarity between the spatiotemporal argument
and the degree argument with respect to presupposition. But the difference
between these two arguments is that the former is extensional whereas the latter
is intentional. Due to limited space. I leave these questions open here.
5 Concluding remarks
In this paper, I have discussed some properties of a lexical quantifier saai in Hong
Kong Cantonese. Partee 1995 claims that lexical quantifiers quantify over either
the event or other verbal arguments. Data from the lexical quantifier saai suggest
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that saai is associated with both the event and the verbal arguments in the
argument structure.
I have argued that the lexical quantifier saai is an anti-quantifier which
marks the event as the distributee having a scope under the distributor. The
numeric interpretation of the event is dependent on the distributor. The analysis
proposed here not only accounts for the distributive interpretation of
quantification of saai but also explains the requirements of divisibility and
definiteness/specificity of the elements associated with saai, the telicity
requirement and the constraint on aspect markers. I hope that the discussion in
this paper may lead us to have a better understanding of lexical quantifiers and
may shed some light on the theory of quantification in natural languages.
NOTES
* For helpful comments, suggestions, and input in the writing of this paper, I am
indebted to Ben Au Yeung, Wing-Ming Chan, Lisa Cheng, Molly Diesing, Jim
Huang, Thomas Lee, Sui-Sang Mok, Anne Teng, Leo Wong, and Moira Yip. I also
benefited from fruitful discussions with Brian Agbayani, Mark Baker, Irene Heim,
Hajime Ikawa, Utpal Lahiri, Xiaoguang Li, Luther Liu, Terry Parsons, Kazue
Takeda, and Myriam Uribe-Etxebarria on various stages of this project. I have
presented portions of this work at the 8th North American Conference on
Chinese Linguistics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the 5th
International Conference on Chinese Linguistics at National Tsing Hua Univer-
sity. I would like to thank these institutions and the audiences there as well.
Needless to say, all errors are of course my own.
' The romanization system of Cantonese in this paper is based on the Linguistic
Society of Hong Kong Romanization Scheme. I use the following abbreviations
in glosses: CI: classifier, Exp: experiential, Imperf: imperfective, and Perf: perfec-
tive. This paper uses he to stand for third person singular pronoun.
^ To some speakers, the distributive reading of (5a) is not very salient. But there is
still a contrast between (5a) and (5b) that the collective reading of (5b) is abso-
lutely impossible.
^ Interestingly, this requirement is exceptional in the conditional clauses, such as
(i), and in the modahty context, such as (ii), as pointed out to me by Leo Wong
(personal communication).
(i) Jyugwo keoi sik-saai loeng-wun faan,
if he eat-all two-Cl rice
'If he eats up two bowls of rice, ...'
(ii) Keoi sik-dak-saai loeng-wun faan.
he eat-can-all two-Cl rice
'He can eat up two bowls of rice.'
^ If the intransitive verb is unergative, the judgment is deviant. As we have seen
in (9), the verb is unergative and (9) violates the telicity requirement.
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^ The notions 'distributor' and 'distributee' are adopted by Beghelli & Slowell
1997 and Tang 1996b. Distributor is also known as 'distributive key' (Choe
1987) and 'range XP' (Sallr & Slowell 1988); distributee is also known as
'distributed share' (Choc 1987) and 'distributing XP' (Safir & Stowell 1988).
^ The logical form given in (23) is based on Choe 1987.
' Thanks to Molly Diesing (personal communication) for this suggestion.
* In Tang 1996a. 1 propose that only event participants of the predicate are visible
to lexical quantification. If that conjecture is correct, event participants should be
defined as measuring-out arguments in quantification of saai including the spa-
tiotemporal argument.
' One difference between sciai and the binominal each with respect to divisibil-
ity/plurality is that in English the distributor must be morphologically plural. A
singular argument cannot be divided into parts to serve as the distributor. In con-
trast, a 'singular' object, such as }fo pin^gwo 'the apple' in (ii), could be divided
into parts and serves as the distributor.
(i) *The apple was eaten by one boy each,
(ii) Ngo sik-saai go pinggwo .
1 eat-all CI apple
'I have eaten up the whole apple.'
'" Thanks to Jim Huang (personal communication) for drawing my attention to
this possibility.
" The y-gwo predicates discussed here are restricted to those taking a subject.
Mok 1994 argues that the comparative marker gwo that introduces a clause or an
NP, as in (i), is attached to a verb forming a conjunction complex. Notice that saai
is not allowed to occur in (i). 1 do not have any concrete answer at this moment,
(i) Keoi maai minbaau do-gwo(*-saai) (maai) daangou.
3sg buy bread many-Comp(-all) buy cake
'He buys more bread than (*all) cakes.'
'^ The 'positive/negative' interpretation of the verbs is determined by pragmatic
factors. For instance, (35) may become natural in a situation in which a person
who is the stupidest can win a gold medal.
'^ To say that the comparative marker and the resultative verb arc 'extraposed' is
only a descriptive statement. 1 will not discuss how the construction is derived.
'''For example, the so-called resultative verby/ 'extreme' in the compound hao-ji
'extremely good' in Mandarin Chinese is in fact mcxlifying the degree of the
event denoted by the first verb hao 'good'. This compounds arc known as
'phase resultative verb compounds' in Li & Thompson 1981.
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ON REDUPLICATION OF ADJECTINTS IN CHINTSE:
A COMPARATIVE STL D^ OF MANDARIN AND SOLTHERN MIN
Ting-chi Tang
Yuan Ze University
tctangSsatum.yziLedu.m
Though it is claimed in Li & Thompson (1981 :33) thai '[in Chinese]
there does noC ^ipear to be any rule governing >^hich adjecti\ es can be
reduplicated and \»'hicfa adjectives caniK>t'. Tang 1982 has demonstrated
that certain linguistically significant generalizations can in fact be made
about the reduplicatabilit> of Chinese adjectives in terms of semantic
import, sviitactic fimctioiL and internal structure ofcompound adjectives.
In this paper, we will cany on our research a step further to investigate
the reduplication not only of Mandarin adjectives but also of Southern
Min adjecti\ es and. moreover, to discuss in detail the frfienomenon and
function ofadjecti\ e reduplicaiiwi in these two Chinese dialects from the
viewpoint ofcomparaii\e svntax and sonantics.
1. iBtrodactioB
It is claimed in Li & Thompson ( 1981 :33) that [in Chinese] there does not appear to
be an> rule governing which adjectives can be redi^licated and which adjectives
cannot'. Tang 1982. bowe\er. has danuu&liated thai certain linguistically signifi-
cant geQeralizatioQS can in fact be made about the reduplicaiabilit> of Chinese
adjectives in terms of semantic import (i.e.. wiiether ihe> denote attributes perceiv-
able b> the sense of sighu hearing, touch, etc.). s>Titactic function (i.e., predicate.
complemenL adjectivaL or ad\ erbial ). and internal structure ofcompound adjectives
(i.e.. coordinati\ e. nxxlifier-head. predicate-complemenL verb-object, and subject-
predicate). In this paper, we will cam our research a step further to investigate the
reduplicatioo not onl> of Mandarin adjectives but also of Southern .Min adjet ' .
.
and. moreover, to discuss in detail the phenomenon and fimction of adjective rcu.
plication in these two Chinese dialects from the \icwpoim of comparative svntax
and semantics.
Our paper will deal mainly with the rcloant reduplication of Chinese adjec-
tives, desCTiptive ger>eralizations underlying these patterns, and the semantic impoft
or pfagmaticimplicaiioDassociaied with these patterns, but the rcle\anc> of various
redopiicatioa patterns to Ifae study ofcomparative s>iiLax of Chinese dialects is also
briefly discussed.
2. RedapUcatioD of adjecthes in Mandaria
Reduplication of adjecij\ es in Chinese expresses degree intensificatioo aodror sub-
jective evaluation of the attributes denoted b> adjectives. Thus. redupiicMion of
adjectives is in mutual exclusion with modification of adjectives b> degree adverbs
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(including quantificational phrases, comparative constructions and degree comple-
ments) or negation, as illustrated in (1).
(1) a. mm'?-m'm/mmm-
Moreover, while non-reduplicated adjectives may denote changes as well as
states, reduplicated adjectives can only denote states. Thus, reduplicated adjectives
may not occur with aspect markers (e.g., T ' ill ' ^ ' ^^ ' Ti), aspectual verbs
(e.g., Mtta ' MB.) or temporal adverbs (e.g., aLM ' -?-lt ' BM ' l/l^^), as illustrated
in (2):
(2) a. m^^^{:k/*:k:ki}T.
b. ^{^/*;^:;^}^§±^Xf^.
c. w^^^^mm^mmm.
d. mimmm/*^^mjimm
e. m-mtimm){m/*m^}r^-
f. miimmnmm^.
g. m^wtm/*mm}T.
Note also that while non-reduplicated adjectives simply denote certain attributes,
reduplicated adjectives add to them the speaker's subjective evaluation or emotive
coloring." Compare, for example:
(3) a. mmmmm):^ ^ m^myh
b. m±mm • ^hm^.
(4) a. i]bmm±±^ ^ m^^whH
b. mx:^^mm ' ^wmm^.
Altogether, there are five reduplication patterns for Mandarin: 'XX(|^)6^',
'XXYYfi^', 'X|iXY6^','XYXYa^\ and 'XYYfi^'.
I. Monosyllabic adjectives in Mandarin may reduplicate in the pattern 'XX(5£)
fitl^' as illustrated in (5):
(5) a. E^|EE(5a)6^'*
II. Disyllabic adjectives in Mandarin are generally reduplicated in the pattern
'XXYY', as illustrated in (6). Pejorative disyllabic adjectives, furthermore, can or
must be reduplicated in the pattern 'X^IXY', and 'non-predicative' adjectives con-
sisting of modifier noun, adjective or verb stems and head adjective stems can only
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be reduplicated in the pattern 'XYXY', as illustrated in (7) and (8), respectively:
(6)
(7)
(8)
^S-
^^-
M'M-
±^-
mm-
mnmrnm
*mnmm
mm^ m^^'
III. There are also disyllabic compound adjectives which may occur either in
the 'XXYY' or 'XYY' pattern, as opposed to those which may occur only in the
'XYY pattern. Compare, for example:
(9) a. ^.U-^fr^^^Um^ •
(10) *fiS^it6^ ; fi^^fi^
Most reduplicated adjectives may occur as predicates, adjectivals, adverbials,
complements and nominals, as illustrated in (1 1):
(11) a. im^mmi^^'^^ifn'nni^mmmmmM^mH
10
II
3. Constraints on reduplication of Mandarin adjectives
Contrary to Li & Thompson's (1981:33) claim that there seems to be no rule
governing which adjectives can or cannot be reduplicated in Chinese, certain de-
scriptive generalizations are attainable with regard to the reduplicatability of Chi-
nese adjectives.
I. The reduplicatability of monosyllabic (and thus mono-morphemic) adjec-
tives is mainly determined by their semantic imports. In general, adjectives which
denote attributes perceivable by the sense of sight (e.g., ;^ ' /J^ ' r^ ' ^ ' {i£ ' HI- '
IE ' M ' :^'2 ' ffl ' ^ ' )* ' M ' m ' IE ' m ' ^ • ¥ • it ' « ' ^ ' §4 '
^'H'^'/l'riJ^'^'Bt-e'M.lai'^'M' li^h taste (e.g., ^ •
^ • ^ ' M ' i^ ' ?i ' ri^"*), smell (e.g.,# • ^), touch (e.g., i! ' |): ' Jft ' ?^ '
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^'5'^'|g'^'rft'M'^'^'^'lB' ^) and hearing (e.g.,^ . ffi .
Iffl ' dj ' {£ ' ^ ' d^ ' raf) are more amenable to reduplication, while those denoting
attributes not entirely or easily perceivable by these senses (e.g., (time) -^ B^ ' jM •
(age)^ ' ;^ ' /Jn ' m^^ •' (material) if ' tf ' ^ : (speed) '[^ "H ' l€ ' f£ ' ^ :
(distance) js ' jfi • (weight)M ' H • (quantity) ^ ' {p '• (subjectivejudgment) IE '
^ ' g ' i? ' ISfi ' ^ : (act, action and state) #; - 'H > ft ' g - ffi ' ^ ' ^^3 ' ^ •
S!j ' M ' P^ ' 1^ ' ^ ' 5S ' © ' ^ (free)) are less so. Compare, for example:
(12) a. mm&^mi'
b. mmm^'L^ mmmmm • mmmmm ; ^^^um^'^
Note that while reduplicated adjectives denoting attributes perceivable by the
sense of sight, taste, smell, touch, or hearing can be used adjectivally as well as
predicatively, those denoting attributes not entirely or easily perceivable by these
senses are more often used predicatively than adjectivally. Compare, for example:
(13) a. f&fi^fs^i^i^fi^ - mmm^m'f- ;
b. m.mmmm^ - mmmmm$xm •
mmy^mmm^ ' mmmmmym
d. t]t^^5if^f^6^
' mmmmm ;
Note also that reduplicated adjectives denoting permanent characteristics (e.g.,
(of voice) ^ ' ffl ' Iffl) occur more frequently as adjectivals than do those denoting
temporary states (e.g., (of voice) M ' i& ' i^ ' ^h)- Compare, for example:
(14) a. m^w^r^'^mmmmm •
b. m^m^mmmis./:^:^/^b^hm
'
Note ftirther that reduplicated adjectives that denote attributes not entirely or
easily perceivable by the sense of sight, taste, smell, touch or hearing and thus tend
to express subjective evaluation seem to occur more often as predicates or adverbials
than as adjectivals. Compare, for example:
(15) a. Mmxi^^mm^nnrnw^^m.
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b. mm{^^/m^n^mw^^mx.
(16) a. fte0^^B^±3l^0^6^.'^
b. '?-mttfiifmx:^mBm±mjm ?
(17) a. mm^m^^m.mm*mm.
b. m^mi*mm^&pj^mj.
II. The reduplicatability of disyllabic (and therefore bimorphemic or mono-
morphemic) adjectives is determined mainly by their internal structures. In general,
disyllabic adjectives consisting ofone morpheme (e.g., '0]M ' ivM ' iv^l ' f^^ '
fflf^ ' ^^U.^ ' 0^) are not readily amenable to reduplication, whereas those
consisting of two morphemes are more easily reduplicatable if they fall under coor-
dinative compounds (e.g., ^/Jx
' ^^ ' $if ' ^^ ' $M ' B^riJ^ • Stf • IS,^ •
^m ' mm - mm ' m^ ' mn ' m^ ' Tjie • mm • m:K • mii± • mir •
mm ' ig-/f ' ^;^ ' i^» ' xM ' £^¥ , /^lE . sf • mm ' M^ • *ti •
?SM ' S^ ' ^M ' ^li ' ^IIII ([A&A]A^'XXYY') )?^ less easily reduplicatable
if they fall under modifier-head compounds (e.g., jEj^ ' lEM ' J?jM ' i^M ' ^
m ' ^m ' §m ' ^-/|^([A/N]A^'XXYY')andltr^ ' ^^ ' J^S - ,^ffi . §
e • 3i^E ' <7Ky^ ' m^ ' ?^^ • mm • m^ • i^^f - ^i^i - aiii • i^a • m
^ ' Jff^ ([{NA^/A}/A]A^'XYXY') are reduplicatable while l^fj ' Wil ' ili '
^H ' i-^m • TefL([N/A]A) - $f.L^ ' 5i.L^ ' /Jn^ ' {§m • Ifit ' 1^15 ' ftj^ '
mn ' ^^([A/N]A) . ^^5 ' r^@([V/N]A) ' T^ij; ' ^^([Ad/A]A) - H^ •
PbI^ ' SS ' ^gfl;l ' ^gft ' tt^m ' ^?Dg ' il^ ' HDg ([{A/Ad}A^]A) are not
reduplicatable) and not easily reduplicatable if they fall under subject-predicate
compounds (e.g., ffiStv ' ^m ' 'ttt"- ' MB. ' ISti ' f^E ' MM ' 'll^lX ' .Ki ([M
||A]A)), predicate-object compounds (e.g., M:^ ' tt0 ' "^^ ' "^M ' tH^ • f^
^ • ^^ ([V|N]A)) or predicate-complement compounds (e.g., ^tH ' ^^^ ' ^
^ ' P2{l#/^}r?f1 • ^{f#/^}S:^' ([V\{A/V}JA)).
III. Disyllabic adjectives that frequently occur in colloquial and informal
speech are more easily reduplicatable than those occurring in literar> or formal
speech. Compare, for example:
(18) a. m^rS^ : t^t^^^ : ??1ll1tm^
b. mwM^ • -^mmnrn • *mmmm
c. ^^nn ' mmnn ; mumM • ??)S.^.ir«
IV. Reduplicated disyllabic adjectives occur more frequently as prevcrbal ad-
verbials than as prenominal adjectivals. Compare, for example:
(19) a. ?^^,^^rK-jAA •• WiWi^^ami^^^^o^mm
V. Loan disyllabic adjectives (e.g., 0^ • ^S^ • ?6i* (from English) andH
W. • ri@ • ili ' itM • HIS ' lltl^ (from Japanese)) are in general less susceptible
to reduplication than native adjectives, and dcnominal (e.g., liSIri • '^U ' J'RHi '
Ki ' f4^) and deverbal (e.g., fH]1f • 'BM ' WM ' BS'L^ ' OM ' iiB) adjectives
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are less likely to reduplicate than pure adjectives.
4. Reduplication of adjectives in Southern Min
Briefly, reduplication of Southern Min adjectives differs from that of Mandarin
adjectives in the following respects: (i) while only monosyllabic and disyllabic ad-
jectives may be reduplicated in Mandarin, trisyllabic adjectives may also be
reduplicated in Southern Min; (ii) while monosyllabic adjectives in Mandarin may
reduplicate only in the pattern 'XX', those in Southern Min may reduplicate in the
patterns 'XX' and 'XXX'; (iii) while disyllabic adjectives in Mandarin may
reduplicate in the forms of 'XXYY' (in unmarked cases), 'X^IXY' (limited to pejo-
rative adjectives), and 'XYXY' (limited to 'non-predicative' adjectives with degree
adverbs incorporated as modifier stems in modifier-head compounds), those in
Southern Min may reduplicate in the patterns 'XYXY' and 'XXYY' in all unmarked
cases; (iv) trisyllabic adjectives in Southern Min may reduplicate only in the pattern
'XYZXYZ'; (v) while the Mandarin diminutive particle -er may only be suffixed to
the 'XX' pattern, the Southern Min diminutive particle -a may not only be suffixed
to the 'XX' and 'XXYY' patterns but also be infixed within the 'X__X', 'XY_XY',
and 'XYZ_XYZ' patterns.
I. Southern Min monosyllablic adjectives may reduplicate in three different
patterns, namely: 'XX', 'XXf-f' , and 'XXX', which will be termed, respectively, as
'simple vivificafion' (roughly equivalent to '(very) X' in English), 'moderate
vivification' (roughly equivalent to 'rather X ' in English) and 'intensified vivifica-
tion' (roughly equivalent to 'very, very X ' in English). Compare, for example:
(20) a. f^fr^BBIIil. 'His face is (very) round.'
b. '^fi^BHIIil'f?. 'His face is rather round.'
c. f^frilBllIIlIIlI- 'His face is very, very round.'
There are also monosyllabic adjectives in Southern Min that take 'YY suf-
fixes' (e.g., mmm/mm} - WAm • Si^i^).^^ The 'XYY' pattern, like the
'XXX' pattern, disallows suffixation or infixation of ff and thus can be said to de-
note intensified vivification rather than simple vivification. Note that while the ad-
jective 'X' in the 'XYY' pattern is commonly shared by Mandarin and Southern
Min, the reduplicated part 'YY' is in general not predictable in either Mandarin or
Southern Min.
II. Southern Min disyllabic adjectives may reduplicate in five different pat-
terns: 'XYXY', 'XYXYf?', 'XYf?XY',26 'XXYY', and 'XHXY'. Compare, for
example:
(21) a. i^mm^m^M..
b. i^mm^u^M.^.
c. i^mm^u^^M..
d. '^iilS^^^^-
(22) ^mmxmnmmmnmm}.
We consider (21a) as a case of 'simple vivification' ('(very) XY') and (2 Id) as
a case of 'intensified vivification' ('very, very XY'). The occurrence of the di-
minutive suffix f? with the 'XYXY' pattern, but not with the 'XXYY' pattern.
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seems to indicate that the 'XXYY' pattern is more intensified than the 'XYXY'
pattern and thus may not take the diminutive suffix. As for the distinction between
(21b) (i.e., 'XYXYf^") and (21c) (i.e., 'XYf^XY'), it seems to be a case of dialectal
variation. The 'X^XY' pattern, on the other hand, seems to be a borrowing from
Mandarin, since only a very limited number of disyllabic adjectives (in fact, there
are only two such adjectives) may occur in the pattern and, unlike other reduplicated
patterns, this pattern may take degree adverbs (e.g., K^M1t«S^' SIMIMISSM)-
Note also that the 'X^XY' pattern, like the 'XXYY' pattern (e.g., W\WMW but
unlike the 'XYXY' pattern (e.g., i^MISi^). niay not take {J- either as infix or suffix
and thus falls under intensified vivication rather than simple vivication.
III. Southern Min trisyllabic adjectives (e.g., ?f^1=@ ' ii^l^ ' ^iSk^ ' M
g#ffl . Mmm ' 5!tM^ ' ^^^ ' ^mm • ^f^m • Wf?^) may only be
reduplicated in the pattern 'XYZXYZ' or 'XYZffXYZ'. Compare, for example:
(23) a. i^mmx^mm^mm.
b. i^mmx^mm^^mm-
Like disyllabic adjectives, the 'XYZXYZ' pattern (23a) denotes simple vivification,
while the 'XYZf^XYZ' pattern (23b) denotes moderate vivification.
As is the case with Mandarin, reduplication of adjectives in Southern Min is
mutually exclusive with other degree expressions. Compare, for example:
(24) a. f^6^®{±/S/^M/W^}{HI/*IHIiI/*IiIIlIf?/*IlI[iI[iIl-
b. if^{mj*mm/*mBW*mmBm'j>R-
c. i^^m^R{W*mMJ*mMW*mmm}-
d. f^6^®thlJci^{HI/*IillII/*IlIBIf?/*IiIIlIB}-
e. f^65®{|iI/*IlIH/*[il[iIf?/*IiIlliIlI}E|3{1g5l5/m^/1S5P^^l
ri OXL-
However, unlike Mandarin reduplicated adjectives which may not be negated.
Southern Min adjectives, simple or reduplicated, may occur with the verb tf as
predicates, in which case^ can be negated by (M)U« and become (M)M- Compare,
for example:
(25) a. ffe6^®?L(M)^{Iil/*ia]in](W)l.
b. m^m^ummi'jmi'mmm)).
(26) a. f^6^®W{liI/|iIIiI^''IBllB]ff/IBlHlIiI}{-/^?}
b. f^6^®(M)i^{li|/|iIIiI/''lBllilff/KIHIIl}-
Reduplicated adjectives in Southern Min. like those in Mandarin, may occur as
predicates, adjectivals, advcrbials. complements, and nominals. fhe distributions of
different reduplication patterns, however, are by no means identical. Compare, for
example:
(27) a. f^6^MrBl{^Ht/HtHf/(?)lf&Bifr-/H&Btff&/H&glSJ|.
b. f^A^fi {^mM.m^^U!( ?Mm.^ ift fr- i«mm n'c ^^^n
(28) a. {{i){^mim^n*\mi^\iimm'm'm^^)i\'m»\-
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(29) a. f?{^1i/(?)1f1f "liMf?}D£.
(30) a. m^Mm^iUW^wam^^m^m}.
(31) a. i^^m/mmn*mmw*mmm}^mnm&^{m/mm/
Firstly, almost all types of reduplicated adjectives, regardless of their redupli-
cation pattern and the number of syllables they contain, can occur as predicates and
complements, as illustrated in (27) and (30). Though some speakers consider redu-
plicated adjectives containing the diminutive f^ less acceptable than those without it,
Zheng (1993:C9-06) and Pan ( 1 993 :C 12-04) both accept reduplicated adjectives
containing f? as predicates and complements. Pan ( 1 993 :C 12-04) also points out
that the 'XXYY' {'M'-lnMiM.) pattern is more vivifying or intensifying than the
'XYXYf?' (rfmrfmff) or 'XYXY' (/fm/fM) pattern. As the 'XYXY' pattern
denotes simple rather than intensified vivification, it permits the suffixation of f^ to
(i.e., 'XYXYff' ), or infixation off? in (i.e., 'XYffXY') redupHcated adjectives so
as to moderate the vivification or intensification they denote.^"* The 'XXYY' pattern,
on the other hand, denotes intensified vivification and thus disallows the occurrence
off? in the pattern. Accordingly, we have distinguished the reduplication patterns of
monosyllabic adjectives (i.e., 'XXf?', 'XX', and 'XXX'), disyllabic adjecfives (i.e.,
'{XYXYf?/XYf?XY}',^^ 'XYXY', and 'XXYY'), and trisyllabic adjectives (i.e.,
'XYZf?XYZ' and 'XYZXYZ') as "moderate vivification', 'simple vivification',
and 'intensified vivification'.
Secondly, with the exception of moderate vivification forms containing f?, all
reduplication patterns occur as prenominal adjectivals, as illustrated in (28).
According to Zhu (1980:37), in Mandarin reduplicated adjectives used as adverbials
and complements denote degree intensification, while those used as adjectivals and
predicates denote degree moderation. The distinction between degree intensifica-
tion and moderation, however, does not seem to have any bearing on the non-
occurrence of moderate vivification forms (containing 5^ or f?) as premoninal ad-
jectives, because ifreduplicated adjectivals denote degree moderation as Zhu claims,
then moderate vivification forms, which also denote degree moderation, should be
able to occur as prenominal adjectivals. In our opinion, f? in Southern Min has the
double function of denoting both moderation (equivalent to '(XX)5E' in Mandarin)
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and adverbial ization (equivalent to '(XX)5£' or '({XX/XY})j:t^' in Mandarin).
When f^ occurs in predicate and complement positions, it is interpreted as the mod-
erating or diminutive suffix denoting moderate vivification, but when f^ occurs
elsewhere, it is interpreted as the adverbial marker and functions, along with a redu-
plicated adjective, as manner adverbial. Thus, reduplicated adjectives containing
f^ may occur as predicates, complements or adverbials, but not as adjectivals or
nominals. In other words, the (^ as adverbial marker is in mutual exclusion with the
adjectival marker ^^^ and thus reduplicated adjectives may not take both f? and 6^
in prenominal positions.
Thirdly, all reduplicated adjectives except the 'XXX', 'XYf?XY\ and "XYZ
ff^XYZ' patterns may occur as preverbal adverbials, as illustrated in (29). The ex-
clusion of 'XYf^XY' and 'XYZf^XYZ' patterns from preverbal positions seems to
be due to the fact that the f^ occurring in the middle of reduplicated adjectives
fiinctions as a diminutive rather than adverbial marker, and thus reduplicated adjec-
tives containing it may ser\ e as predicates and complements, but not as adjectivals
or adverbials. It also seems that the 'XXf^', 'XYXYf^', 'XYZf^XYZ', and 'XXX'
patterns occur more frequently in informal speech than in formal writing.
Lastly, reduplicated adjectives are less acceptable as nominals, as illustrated in
(31). Though the 'XXYY' and 'X^XY' patterns are marginally acceptable as
nominals in Mandarin, as illustrated in (I le). they occur mainly in formal or literary
speech. It seems to be the case that in the Southern Min spoken in Taiwan, literary
tradition has not yet been firmly established to accommodate the nominal use of
reduplicated adjectives.
5. Constraints on reduplication of Southern Min adjectives
I. In Southern Min, as in Mandarin, monosyllabic adjectives denoting attributes
perceivable by sight (e.g., A'lffl'^J'^'r^'l^'lP'lt'it'^t'M'H'
Tfe ' Bi ' m ' E ' e),taste(J|^ ' ^ • ^ • iS • ?S). touch (e.g., 3|S • i^] • fii • t^ •
^ ' :^ • W ' ri ' I^X smell (e.g.,^ > ^) or hearing (e.g., ^ • Sffi ' ;^ • Iffl -^c '
^) are in general more susceptible to reduplication than those denoting attributes
not entirely or easily perceivable by these senses (e.g., ^•'^•¥ft'^'^''!i^'
H ' 15 ' lA ' ^ • ^ ' ^- ' ^ "^ ' ?#)• Those less susceptible to reduplication may
sometimes occur in the "XX" but not 'XXX' pattern, and only as adverbials but not
as predicates or adjectivals. The sufTixation of the diminutive and/or ad\ crbial
marker f^ is optional with the "XX' pattern and impermissible with the 'XXX" pat-
tern.
II. While the unmarked type of reduplication for Mandarin disyllabic adjec-
tives is the 'XXYY' pattern, and the 'XYXY' pattern is limited to modifier-head
compound adjectives consisting of a noun (e.g., 'X^, ' H\'] ' '^U.l ^'-"rb (e.g.. ^
^.
' 1^# ' 4m) or adjective (e.g.. ft¥^-r. ' M^'l ' l^^^i) modifier and an adjective
head, the unmarked type of reduplication for Southern Min disyllabic adjectives is
the 'XYXY' pattern, and the 'XXYY' pattern is only permissible with alliterated
adjectives (e.g., gt# ' M^ ' f^ll). rhymed adjectives (e.g.. iTilli?] • fT'ii ; Wi'tJ
and coordinative compound adjectives consisting of synonymous adjectives (e.g.,
^^ ' m^ ' ss ' m^ ' mm • mm - mm • #'^ • «# • fei* • ^^ •
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^1^ ' MM ' ^S)- The diminutive and'or adverbial marker fj^ may be optional!}
suffixed to the "XYXY" but not 'XXYY' pattern, and the diminutive marker f? may
also be infixed in the "XYXY' but not 'XXYY' pattern. The "X^XY" pattern is
limited to a couple of adjectives borrowed from Mandarin and rarelv occurs with
f?.
EQ. While trisyllabic adjectives are not reduplicatable in Mandarin, they may
reduplicate in Southern Min in the pattern 'XYZXYZ'. with an optional infixation
of the diminutive marker f?. These trisvllabic adjectives mostlv begin with {^/M}
(e.g., mm} mmnm})- m. (e.g.. k{r\'mfMA/'xm}) oV end in w: (e.g.,m
m^mj^mw:), i@ (e.g., {mwumm.
IV. As adjective reduplication is characteristic ofcolloquial or informal speech,
reduplicated adjectives occur more frequently in colloquial speech than in formal
writing. Moreover, reduplicated adjectives occur more frequently as adverbials and
predicates than as adjectivals and complements.
6. Conclusion
We have discussed in this paper how adjectives are reduplicated in Mandarin and
Southern Min, what grammatical functions are performed by reduplicated adjectives
in these tvvo Chinese dialects, and what are the constraints imposed on the
reduplication of adjectives and the distributions of reduplicated adjectives in the two
dialects. We have shown that Mandarin and Southern Min manifest certain signifi-
cant distinctions as well as share common basic characteristics with regard to adjec-
tive reduplication. Contrary- to Li & Thompson 1981. we think the reduplication of
Chinese adjectives is rule-governed and present a few descriptive generalizations to
account for the reduplicatabilit> or non-reduplicatability of adjectives in Chinese.
We have also presented descriptively more adequate generalizations to account for
the distributions of different types of reduplicated adjectives in Southern Min.
Reduplication of adjectives in Chinese has relevance not only to morphology
and syntax but also to semantics and pragmatics. Thus it will be interesting and
instructive to conduct a comparative study of Chinese dialects with regard to (i)
reduplication patterns of adjectives, (ii) distributions and grammatical ftinctions of
different reduplication patterns, (iii) the semantic-syntactic function of the diminu-
tive marker, and (iv) syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic constraints on the
reduplication of adjectives. It is hoped that this paper will contribute a small step
toward that goal.
NOTES
When reduplicated adjectives are used as manner adverbs within a verb phrase,
however, the whole verb phrase can be negated by ^ or 'S. (W), as illustrated in "^
m^mit?^3im^jj' and '$nmf^^$?ff5affliA,...'
Zhu (1980:36) points out that reduplicative forms of Chinese adjectives resemble
the 'emotive forms" (J^j^it) of Russian adjectives, and Chao (1968:206-7) and
Lu et al. (1980:637) term the reduplicative forms of Chinese adjectives as 'vivid
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reduplicatives" and vivid forms' (^1/j?^^), rcspeclivelv
.
^ The second syllable generally undergoes a tone sandhi to become a high le\el or
first tone, which in turn undergoes "r-coloring" (|£ft) or retroflex-affixation in
Mandarin. Lu et al. (1980:642-4) give a detailed list of monosyllabic adjectives in
Mandarin which undergo reduplication and retroflex affixation.
The adjecti\al marker "B'J" is obligatory when reduplicated adjectives are used
adjectivally, but it may be optional!) or obligatorily deleted when these adjectives
are used ad\ erbially.
"^ The third and fourth syllables generally, but not alwa>s. undergo tone sandhi to
become high level tones. There are also cases (e.g.. MM-^^ • ^^^f^ • ^^.^
^ ' WjWj^^) in which the fourth syllable undergoes retroflex affLxatiwi. Further-
more, regardless of "XXYY" or "XYXY" panems. stress always falls on the first
syllable X". See Lu et al. (1980:656-8) and Zhu (1982:26) for more detailed
illustration.
Non-predicali\ e adjecii\es which undergo the reduplication partem "X\'X\" are
mostly modifier-head compound adjectives consisting of a noun. verb, adjective, or
adverb modifier and an adjective head (e.g.. ^^ • tK^ ^W ' ^^ • W-S • ^
II • ;^l^ •^^ • ^.^ • !^W • :^.W • ^ff • ^H^ •M^ •mm When used as predicates,
these adjectives generally occur in the VP pattern "§ ••• &5 and. moreover, since
modifier stems function as superlati\e degree adverbs within these compound
adjecti\ es. they do not usually take degree ad\erbs outside compounds.
^ The opposition bet\veen these t^vo reduplication t\-pes entails that wliile the
"XXYY" pattern can be treated as a regular s>Titactic reduplication, the "XW" pat-
tern must be listed as an idios\ ncralic morphological reduplication in the lexicon.
* Nouns and verbs may also occur as "X" in the "XYY" pattern (e.g.. JS22 • fp^
j^ .^^^ • BB§^# • ^11525 M'B^ •^WiM )- which must be listed as independent
lexical items.
^ According to Guo (1987:68). among the 372 XXYY" panem adjectives he has
investigated. 97 (26*0) are used as predicates. 94 (25.2''o) as adjectivals. 1 5 1 (40.6' o)
as adverbials, 14 (S.S^o) as complements, and 16 (4.3''o) as nominals. This seems to
indicate that reduplicated adjecti\es are more frequenth used as ad\erbials. predi-
cates and adjectivals than as nominals and complements. Guos 372 examples, how-
ever, included coordinative reduplicative (i.e.. XX&YY") adverbs (e.g., 8.^1151)
and verbs (e.g., Ii^si^^^^ • 3ljittitbi). which are not genuine examples of redupli-
cated disyllabic adjectives. Moriya (1989:408) also in\esiigalcd the grammatical
ftinciions of 422 reduplicated disyllabic adjectives, with the following results: ad-
verbials (SS^o). adjectivals (17"o), predicates (15%), complements (12*'o) and
nominals (0.0025%).
'^ Reduplicated adjecti\es ma\ also occur in complements introduced by 1S; for
example, •a^>5^ll0(«)1*(k)' and •|^ffl-^il#««(«)«<»*-
'
' The XX". XYXY", and •X\'Y" patterns seem to be much less frequently used as
nominals.
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According to Li & Thompson (1981 :30), adjectives ^ and -^ are not reduplicat-
able. Most native speakers of Mandarin, however, accept expressions such as '^iH
6tl#W and ':g:M6^SE'- Lii et al. (1980:642, 643) also list ^ and :i: as redupli-
catable.
I
"^
Some of these adjectives seldom take degree adverbs or occur as predicates but
can be used as adjectivals when reduplicated:
(i) •^m&^muii ; *??(^):^6^M : ijumm
(ii) ?^^tsM; numm^^- mmm^^
^M and ti^ can be used as both 'sight' and 'taste' adjectives, just as ^ and /Jn can
be used as 'sight' and 'hearing' adjectives.
^ as 'age' adjective used predicatively (e.g., ^lS@^fr5) and as 'weight'
adjective used adverbially (e.g., ^^6^
—IS)-
'^According to Lu et al. (1980:642-4), ft • ^ • ^ • H • {§ • 1^ • M ^ • 14 • rfi •
i^ are not reduplicatable while |i6'3|E'jfi'||'0^'ilf'i^'^'IE can be reduplicated.
1 n
The adjectives in the last two examples are used figuratively.
ff^S^ in (16a, b) means 'in good health' while i^ttfi^ in (16c) is roughly
translatable into 'diligently'.
^^#^ • lllfIllll • MM (and perhaps tlillE • ^W. also), however, can be reduplicated.
The examples are from Lii et al (1980:653-4). For more detailed lists ofexamples,
see Lii et al. (1980:653-8) and Tang (1982:51-2). Note also that coordinative com-
pounds consisting of stems other than adjectives (e.g., ^^^i - ^M ' )ili)iL ' lEIi '
mt m^ ([N&NjA) . mm • mw • ^m • w^ • m^. - ei#i • rm ([v&v]a))
are much less reduplicatable.
Trisyllabic adjectives containing the negative ^ (e.g., ^jMt^ ^§S • ^^
^ ' ^MW^ ' -f^^#) as well as those containing the potential marker t# (and its
negative counterpart yf) can never be reduplicated.
For other factors involved in the reduplicatability of Mandarin disyllabic adjec-
tives, see Tang (1982:53-6).
The designations 'moderate vivification' and 'intensified vivification' are from
Cheng (1981 :56). Her 'moderate vivification', however, is used in our paper to rep-
resent the 'XXf^' pattern rather than the 'XX' pattern, which we have coined the
term 'simple vivification' to designate. Pan (1993:C12-02) also points out that while
the 'XXf?' pattern denotes degree moderation or weakening, the 'XX' pattern de-
notes degree intensification. Note also that fj^ (i.e., a), which may not cooccur with
the 'XXX' pattern, is interpreted as the 'diminutive' suffix in Cheng (1981 :87).
^"^ According to Yang (1991 : 143), while the first syllable in the 'XX(f?)' pattern and
the second syllable in the 'XXX' pattern undergo regular tone sandhi, the first sylla-
ble in the 'XXX' pattern becomes high rising in tone (35) if the second syllable is
low in tone (i.e., 22, 11, 11), but undergoes regular tone sandhi otherwise (i.e., if the
second syllable is 44, 53 or 55).
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^^ Cheng ( 1981 :56) termed the 'XYY' pattern (her 'XSS' pattern) as 'particularized
vivification', which denotes 'a particular feeling associated with the quality'. The
'YY' in the 'XYY' pattern is often 'an imitation of a particular sound, color, shape
and/or movement', for which we cannot always find adequate Chinese characters
(e.g., II ki-ki, Js kong-kong, Jtt but-but, [^| long-long. ^ khok-khok). These
'XYY' adjectives, unlike regular adjective reduplication patterns 'XX', 'XXf^',
and 'XXX', are to be listed as idiosyncratic morphological reduplications in the
lexicon.
^^ Cheng (1981:62) listed the 'XYfTXY' pattern, but not the 'XYXYfj-' pattern,
while Pan (1993 :C 12-04) listed the 'XYXYfi^' pattern, but not the 'XYffXY' pat-
tern.
According to Cheng (1981:62), however, (21a) is a case of moderate vivification
and (21c) is a case of intensified vivification.
While Pan's data are based on the Haifeng (?§^) dialect, Cheng's data represent
the Southern Min spoken in Taiwan.
" Since 'X^XY' is not a regular and productive pattern, it will be treated as an
idiosyncratic morphological reduplication listed in the lexicon, along with such
idiosyncratic adjectives as 'ISJEIS'lfi' and 'ia^ long ^f|'.
•'^ According to Cheng ( 198 1 :64), however, (23a) is a case of moderate vivification
and (23b) is a case of intensified vivification. There is also a reduplication pattern
'XYZZ' (e.g., m%M^^ WiW^^ which must be treated as idiosyncratic mor-
phological reduplication and listed as such in the lexicon.
^' Cheng (1981:54), however, considers '^S^^' acceptable. Many native
speakers also accept degree expressions such as ^, BPH^ , and ^ffej occurring be-
fore mnm^ and mwm^^-
^^ When adjectives occur in compounds, they neither require the adjectival marker
ft^j nor allow reduplication (e.g., ;^^^, *X^%^^ *-XXW^<)- With a ver>' lim-
ited number of compound adjectives, however, adjective stems may be reduplicated
within compounds (e.g., (@0(^) {^^/ftaiE, {;^;^(*:A:)/l»ffl«fl(*«B).^.( 1 |HI.^))-
" Their examples are 'fSIBISCf?);^ ^/f'lSIKCf?)" and '\\\mU^m%M%
fp', respectively.
^^ Zheng ( 1993:C9-06) mentions that the presence or absence of f f- affects the vivi-
fication reading of reduplicated monosyllabic adjectives as predicates, but not as
complements, but she docs not further elaborate on this point.
^^ The distinction between 'XYXYff ' and 'XYf/-XY' seems to be due to dialectal
variation. Pan 1993. for example, lists only the "XYXYfj" pattern uhile Cheng
1987 lists only the 'XYfj-XY' pattern.
^^ His examples are '%-XmM 'Xf^r- MHHm J'iiitr (adverbials). 'rmXX
m^W(^±.^ ^K#]^i^i^J' (complements). '^^(^'J'Mm. AAlVjill^ill^; iflSffifi^jf®
•?, ra-f-5|5^' (adjectivals) and •mWuXXti'}, mUmm^.^ MJ-M'fS^^
(predicates). Zheng (1993:C9-06) agrees with his analysis by providing parallel
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examples from Southern Min: (i) 'i=:XM^1^~T' (adverbial), (ii) '^{^/^} ^
m(i?y (complement), (iii) 'ifflifflf?E6^@B)l' (adjectival) and (iv) '(i^S^(fiF)'
(predicate). She left unanswered, however, why the presence or absence of jf af-
fects the moderate and intensified reading of (ii), but not that of (iv). Note also that
f? in (iii) should be optional rather than obligatory and that '|ffl|ffl(f?)' modifies '^'
rather than 'gBJI'.
Huang (1992:417) suggests that reduplicated adjectives 'XX' will undergo the
'-a (i^) attachment' rule to form adverbs.
Many speakers ofMandarin in Taiwan also tend to drop 5E before the adjectival
marker fr^ and the adverbial marker iib.
f? may be optionally present if it occurs before a noim without an intermediary 6^,
"^^ According to Zheng (1993:C9-06), while the 'XYXY' pattern tends to occur as
predicate, the 'XXYY' pattern is more natural as an adverbial. Her examples 'PSJH
mi^n^mn^^nnr and 'Mm'^^nmn/^^nmmmixmr and
these acceptability judgments are in conformity with Zhu's (1980:37) analysis that
reduplicated adjectives denote degree moderation in predicate positions and degree
intensification in adverbial positions. According to Pan (1992:C 12-04), however,
both 'XYXY' and 'XXYY' patterns may occur as predicates (his examples are 'f^
PiS^^^^' and 'ff"^iS^^^^')- Our investigation reveals that both
'XYXY' and 'XXYY' patterns occur as predicates and adverbials but there may be
some dialectal or idiolectal variation among speakers.
These two facts have already been pointed out by Cheng (1981 :62).
Modifier-head compound adjectives (e.g., H^, ^§^, 23;^) and predicate-
object compound adjectives (e.g., $>Ls ^M>) may also occur in the 'XXYY' pat-
tern, though much less frequently.
This fact has already been pointed out by Cheng (1987:123). He also mentions
that the adjectives reduplicated in the 'XXYY' pattern are likely to have been bor-
rowed from Mandarin or written Chinese.
^^ According to Zheng (1993:C9-07), who has investigated the Southern Min novel
"J^fitlfilA ('The Darling Enemy'), of all the 71 'XX' adjectives appearing in the
book, 37 is used as adverbials, 21 as predicates, 11 as adjectivals, and only 2 as
complements. It is also reported that of all the 10 'XYY' adjectives, 9 are used as
predicates and only 1 is used as an adverbial.
Zheng (1993:C9-13-16) offers a list of reduplication patterns for monosyllabic
and disyllabic adjectives in 24 Chinese dialects and makes a few informal comments
on their similarities and idiosyncrasies. More systematic and thorough research is
needed, however.
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This paper aims to explore the interactive features of Chinese
invitational discourse. According to Saville-Troike 1989, Gu 1990, and
Mao 1992, Chinese invitational discourse can be characterized as
having a 'tripartite structure'. Although there is no doubt that this
interactive feature does exist in Chinese invitational discourse, wheth-
er it represents all invitational conversations has not been discussed,
and therefore will be further delved into in this study. The data from
two sources — 49 excerpts selected from 61 Chinese novels, and 160
dialogues elicited from an open role-play technique, show that the
tripartite structure does not occur in all Chinese invitational discourse,
and that there exists in addition two other interactive structures: single
structure and bipartite structure. The use of each type of structure de-
pends upon the context of situation and two other factors found in
this study: the degree of familiarity and the age of the participants. At
the end of this paper, the refusal strategies used in the bipartite and Ui-
partite structures of the invitational discourse arc also discussed.
1. Chinese invitational discourse
As recognized by Saville-Troike 1989, Gu 1990, and Mao 1992. Chinese
invitational discourse is not realized in a single exchange in which the inviter's
issuing of an invitation is followed by the invitee's direct acceptance. Instead,
based on their observation, a successful Chinese invitation should go through
several talk exchanges, which can be divided into three main interactions within a
whole invitational discourse. This Chinese interactive pattern is characterized by
Mao 1992 as a 'tripartite structure'. The following conversation, adopted frxMn
Gu's study', is produced in the situation in which A, a prospective mother-in-law,
invites B, a prospective son-in-law, to have dinner with her family.
(1) a. A: Mingtian lai chi wanfan(r).
'Tomorrow come cat dinner.'
B: Bu lai le, tai mafan.
'Not come, loo much trouble.'
b. A: Mafan shenme ya, cai dou shi xiancheng dc.
'No trouble, dishes all arc ready-made.'
B: Na yedci shao(wa).
'You still have to cook them.'
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c. A: Ni bu lai, women ye dei chifan. Yiding lai(r), bulai wo
ke shengqi(e).
'If you do not come we have to eat anyway, you must
come, if you do not come, I shall feel offended.'
B: Hao(ba), jiu suibian yidian.
'All right, just make it informal.'
Using this interaction as a model, a general conversation pattern can be outlined
as follows:
(i) A: Inviting
B: Dechning
(ii) A: Inviting again
B: Declining again
(iii) A: Insisting on B's presence
B: Accepting (Gu 1990:253)
The tripartite structure evident in Chinese invitational discourse seems to
contradict what Grice says constitutes effective conversation. According to
Grice's 1975 and 1989 theory of conversational implicature, any conversation
should be performed in an efficient and rational way based on the four maxims in
his Cooperative Principle (CP): 1) be informative, 2) be truthful, 3) be relevant,
and 4) be perspicuous. The ritual verbal play of the refusals expressed by the
invitee violates the maxim of 'be truthful' in the CP (Mao 1992), because Chinese
conventional refusals do not convey what the invitee ultimately intends to do;
that is, to accept the invitation. Instead, the invitee suppresses his/her private
desire (i.e., accepting an invitation at the intentional level) and allows a public
and positive image to emerge. In Grician theory, the end does not quite justify the
means, since such an interaction may seem to lack 'rationality' and 'efficiency'.
Yet, Grice's CP simply specifies a socially neutral framework within which
ordinary communication is likely to take place, and beyond this, there are other
elements that affect the flow and content of communication.
According to Brown & Levinson's 1987 politeness theory, in addition to a
conveyed message proposed by Grice, verbal interaction requires polite attitudes
or intentions that must be communicated between the speaker and the hearer.
Therefore, Brown and Levinson argue that it is considerations of politeness that
provide principled reasons for deviation from Grician CP. In this sense, Chinese
invitees are adhering to the politeness principle manifested by ritualized ex-
pressions in Chinese invitational behavior. After all, the rituaUzed refusal expres-
sions prior to a completed acceptance represent a set of linguistic features of po-
liteness (i.e., ketao hua, meaning polite words or expressions) that are particular to
the Chinese language.
Although concern for pohteness can best characterize the occurrence of
refusal expressions in Chinese invitations, Brown & Levinson's interpretation of
politeness and face can not adequately account for Chinese invitational behavior.
Brown & Levinson's theory centers around a rational model person who has
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'face', that is, 'the pubHc self-image that every member wants to claim for himself
(1987:13). The notion of face consists of two basic face wants. One is positive
face: 'the basic claim to territories, personal preserves, rights to non-distraction —
i.e., to freedom of action and freedom from imposition'. The other is negative face:
'the positive consistent self-image or 'personality' (crucially including the desire
that this self-image be appreciated and approved oO claimed by interactants'
(1987:61).
Recognizing the tripartite structure evident in the Chinese inviting act, Gu
1990 elaborates on Brown & Levinson's model and suggests that when the
hearer has already explicitly expressed his/her desire not to accept an invitation,
and when the speaker still insists on inviting the hearer to dinner or on paying the
bill, inviting, in this case, may be interpreted as threatening the hearer's negative
face. Specifically, Gu (1990:242) notes that Chinese negative face does not work
in this way. Rather, it is 'threatened when self cannot live up to what s/he has
claimed, or when what self has done is likely to incur ill fame or reputation'.
Similarly, Mao 1994 analyzes two utterances of invitational discourse, and rein-
forces Gu's notion that the invitee's negative face is not threatened when he/she
declines an invitation several times, and he/she does not pay tribute to his/her
positive face either.
Perhaps the politeness model formulated by Leech 1983 is the best for inter-
pretating the interrelation between Chinese face and politeness. Leech's polite-
ness principle can be stated as the goal of maximizing the expression of ideas or
beliefs that are acceptable while minimizing the expression of ideas or beUefs that
are unacceptable to the hearer. Leech provides a finer differentiation within his
principles and proposes six Interpersonal Maxims, among which the two terms
'maximize' and 'minimize' are key concepts that characterize each maxim. And,
according to Gu 1990, Leech's Generosity Maxim and Tact Maxim complement
each other to adequately account for a successful Chinese inviting-transaction.
For ease of reference, these two maxims are reproduced as follows:
(i) Generosity Maxim: Minimize benefit to self; maximize cost to self,
(ii) Tact Maxim: Minimize cost to other; maximize benefit to other (Gu
1990).
On the one hand, the inviter's issuing of an invitation shows his/her observ-
ance of the Generosity Maxim, i.e., to maximize: the benefit to the invitee. On the
other hand, the invitee's direct acceptance of an invitation violates the Tact
Maxim, i.e., to minimize cost to the inviicr. Therefore, given the ciption. the invitee
prefers to refuse an invitation at the initial stage of inleractit)n. Moreover, issuing
and accepting an invitation puts both the inviter's and the invitee's face at risk.
In Chinese terms, he/she is requesting the invitee to shan^'lian or ^ci mianzi 'give
face'. Yet, if the invitee refuses the invitation till the end, he/she is threatening the
inviter's face, thereby making the inviler diulian 'lose face') or be mci mianzi (be
without face) until the end t)f their conversation. Therefore, in order not to make
the inviter feel diulian or mei mianzi, the invitee must ultimately accept the
invitation. For the invitee to directly accept an invitation is risky, since the invitee
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may be viewed as acting in a greedy and ill-mannered way, thus driving him to
lose his own face (diulian). Consequently, in the face-risking transaction, the
interaction of the Generosity and Tact Maxims help both the inviter and the
invitee reach their goals without placing each other's face at risk.
2. Chinese Inviting as multiple speech acts
According to Mao 1992, English inviting act as one speech act cannot account
for features of inviting in the Chinese context. Mao considers inviting a particular
type of speech incorporating 'multiple speech acts' (p. 79). The macro structure
of Chinese inviting at a conversational level combines the inviting act with the
intermediate refusing act before the accepting speech act takes place. To elab-
orate, the fu^t two interaction patterns are constructed by an inviting act fol-
lowed by a refusing act, and the third interaction pattern is terminated by an
accepting speech act. In other words, the two main acts — the inviting act and
the refusing act — are repeatedly performed by each of the two interlocutors.
Specifically, the inviting act is performed three times by the inviter, and the
refusing act is performed twice by the invitee. In essence, it is the two significant
speech acts — inviting and refusing — alternating in the invitational conver-
sation that make inviting in Chinese noteworthy and different from the English
inviting phenomenon.
Although Chinese invitational conversations differ significantly from
EngUsh invitational conversations labelled as a single speech act, few researchers
have studied this issue. The failure to explore the multiple speech acts inherent in
Chinese invitational conversations is mainly due to two central problems in
speech act realization research. The first major problem is that most of the research
has been conducted on English with the presupposition that speech acts in
English will be applicable to speech acts in other languages. From the very onset,
'studies in speech acts have suffered from an astonishing ethnocentrism [Anglo-
centrism], and, to a considerable degree, they continue to do so' (Wierzbicka
1985:145). In fact, speech acts are culture-bound; they cannot refer to the same
social acts across a variety of cultures (Wolfson, Marmor, & Jones 1989). In other
words, we cannot take for granted that any interactional rules or patterns exist in
an identical manner across cultures (Coulmas 1981). Another major problem of
speech acts is that the speaker-oriented speech act theory fails to account for the
fact that the nature of conversation depends on an interaction between speaker
and hearer. Speech-act research has placed primary importance upon the speak-
er's intention. Also, much speech-act analysis has been based on simulated speech
or brief fragments of exchanges in isolation, or even on exchanges apart from
context. This tradition stems from a strong reliance on sentential forms as the unit
of language for analysis, dismissing speech acts over or across turns. For example,
Searle 1992 stresses that 'traditional speech act theory is largely confined to sin-
gle speech act' and that 'traditional speech act theory will not go very far in giv-
ing us sequencing rules for discourse' (1992:10-1).
As Van Rees 1992 points out, speech-act theory is not a static cannon: it
can be, and has been, adapted and complemented to serve a variety of needs.
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Speech acts are the resuh of a negotiation, a cooperative achievement, and an
interaction that takes place between interlocutors in a given situation (Edmond-
son 1981). Through the investigation of the features of whole Chinese invita-
tional conversations, this study can demonstrate the importance of looking at
speech acts in sequences, rather than in isolation, and consequently, broaden our
understanding of non-Western speech act realization patterns investigated by
very few researchers.
3. Research questions
While Saville-Troike, Gu, and Mao have pointed out the tripartite structure evi-
dent in Chinese invitational conversations, whether this interactive structure
takes place in all invitational conversations among Chinese speakers is in ques-
tion. In the previous studies, possible social and contextual variables that may
affect the outcome of invitational communication, such as the degree of familiarity
between the interlocutors, their age, their gender, their social status, and so forth,
are not taken into account. Therefore, this study aims to address the following re-
search questions: Does the tripartite structure characterize all invitational conver-
sations among Chinese people? If not, what other interactive structures exist in
Chinese invitational conversations and in what contexts do they tend to occur?
This paper focuses on examining how the two factors — the degree of famiUarity
and the age of the participants — affect Chiense invitational discourse.
In addition to dealing with the macro-analysis of the interactive structures at
a conversational level, this study attempts to do micro-analysis at a sentential
level to extend and enrich Saville-Troike's, Gu's, and Mao's studies. Therefore,
this study also aims to address the following research question: how do Chinese
invitees refuse an invitation in the context in which the invitational conversation
ends with the invitee's acceptance?
4. Data collection methods
In speech-realization research, the techniques used for data collection can be di-
vided into two main categories: those based on observation of natural data and
those involving elicitation through deliberately-designed instruments, mainly in-
cluding written and oral Discourse Completion Tasks (DCTs), and open role plays
(Kasper & Dahl 1991, Larsen-Freeman & Long 1991).
Among the various techniques pertaining to speech data production, each
of them has its strengths and weaknesses, and thus has been supported or op-
posed by different researchers in the scope of speechact realization. Thai has led
to awareness of the need to compare the validity and reliability of data through
different methods (e.g., Beebe & Cummings 1985; Wolfson 1986; Dahl 1992;
Cohen & Olshtain 1994; Margalef-Boada 1994), resulting in a current trend to-
ward reliance on at least two techniques for data collection thai are in nature
complementary to each other (e.g.. Mills 1993).
In this study, the data were collected through two complementary sources:
excerpts selected from literary work, which can provide a valuable source of dala
on authentic language use (e.g., D'souza 1991; Kachru 1994; Rose 1992), and
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data elicited from an open role-play technique that allows the following merits in-
herent in natural speech to occur: oral interaction, impromptu speech, turn-taking,
and negotiation of meaning (Kasper & Dahl 1991).
I collected 49 excerpts of invitational discourse that end with the invitee's
acceptance from 61 Chinese novels. The open role-play technique resulted in 160
dialogues that were obtained from a more complex procedure. It was conducted
by having 40 subjects divide into two groups (younger vs. older) and take part in
role playing 4 situations that involved invitations, and 4 situations, as distractors,
built around other speech acts.^ The four invitational situations are outlined as
follows:
(i) A female invites her close friend for a meal. (Famiharity +)
(ii) A female invites her new neighbor for a meal. (Familiarity -)
(iii) An elder sister invites her younger sister for a meal. (Familiarity +)
(iv) A female invites her acquaintance who has done her a favor for a meal.
(Familiarity-)
The subjects were native speakers of Mandarin Chinese from Taiwan who
studied or stayed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, with the
length of their stay in the U.S. being no more than 3 months for the majority of
the subjects, and less than 2 years for the rest. The age of the younger group
ranged from 23 to 26 (mean = 24.20); the age of the older group from 35 to 40
(mean = 37.25). Each group was comprised of 20 female subjects who partici-
pated in the role-play situations in pairs (young vs. young; old vs. old)^ The
researcher arranged individual appointments with each pair to audiotape them at
their most convenient time and place. The subjects were asked to perform the
roleplay situations on two different days with an interval of about three weeks to
decrease any memory effect. On the second day, the same role-play situations
were utilized again with the same pair of subjects taking the opposite parts from
the ones they performed the first time in all eight situations.
5. Results and discussions
Their interactive structures were classified them into three categories: the invite/
refuse pattern (single structure), the invite/refuse-invite/accept pattern (bipartite
structure), and the invite/refuse-invite/refuse-invite/accept pattern (tripartite struc-
ture), each occurring in either literary data or role-play data.
In the single structure, the whole invitational discourse is characterized by
the invitee's direct acceptance of the invitation without any refusal expressions
occuring. The bipartite structure is similar to the tripartite structure in that both
include refusal utterances preceding the final acceptance of the invitation. How-
ever, what makes them different is the number of exchanges in which the refusals
occur in the middle of the invitational discourse. In the bipartite structure, the
invitees express their intention of refusing an invitation in only one exchange
preceding the exchange in which the acceptance finally takes place. Yet, in the
tripartite structure, the invitees refuse the invitation in at least two exchanges
preceding the exchange in which the acceptance ultimately takes place. The
following section provides us with detailed discussions on the percentage and
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the proportion of each type of structure in both sources of data.
5.1 The distribution and proportion of each type of structure in both data
5.1.1 Summary of data from novels
In order to get a complete picture of the situation in which conversation takes
place, the description of the characters, the development of the plots, and any
relevant clues mentioned in novels was carefully noted. The 49 excerpts were
then analyzed by their familiarity and slruclure. Tabic 1 siimmari/cs the results.
Invitational
structures
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in the third situation.
Groups
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Groups
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signed to each invitational discourse of novels, I found that an immediate accep-
tance of the invitation characterizing a single structure tends to occur in the in-
teraction between two interlocutors who have a high degree of familiarity, and
that the expressions of the refusals occurring before the exchange in which the
acceptance of an invitation is finally reached tend to occur in the interaction be-
tween two interlocutors who have a low degree of familiarity. What occurs in the
role-play data, but is not apparent in literary data, is that the age of the inter-
locutors also affects the interaction of the inviting act among Chinese. When the
two interlocutors have a low degree of familiarity, young Chinese invitees are
more likely to accept an invitation directly than older Chinese invitees. Con-
versely, older Chinese invitees are more likely to express their intention of re-
fusing the invitation two times or even more before their final acceptance than
younger invitees. Although the effect of age was not apparent in the literary data,
from the role play data we assume that the age of interlocutors might also play an
important role. Therefore, further research on Chinese hterary work should be
done in order to delve more thoroughly into this matter.
5.2 The refusal strategies preceding the acceptance
From the above discussion, it seems clear that in the inviting act, Chinese, in some
contexts, do not directly or immediately accept an invitation, but rather use refus-
ing expressions preceding the acceptance of an invitation. These data show that
a refusing act does exist in the middle part of interaction in some Chinese invita-
tional discourse ending with the invitee's final acceptance.
According to Levinson 1983, the refusals of invitations are 'dispreferred
seconds'. They are in contrast to 'preferred seconds' in which the acceptance is
of simple design and is usually delivered without delay in invitational discourse.
Levinson (1983:334) lists a number of markers employed by English speakers
when they decline an invitation. The following is a summary of the markers with
examples added in parentheses.
1
.
delay:
— a. pause (keep silent)
— b. checking for accuracy (Lunch?)
2. preface:
— a. fillers (uh, well)
— b. appreciation (Thanks, but...)
— c. apology (I am sorry)
— d. qualifier (I do not know for sure, but...)
— e. hesitation (self-editing)
3. account (I need to finish my homework tonight)
4. indirect or mitigated declination (I doubt it)
As illustrated in Levinson' s examples, the strategies used to refuse an invitation
can be any number of the above markers or a combination of at least two of them.
After the investigafion of the Chinese data from two sources, I found that this is
also true in the use of the refusal strategies that exist in the middle part of an
invitational discourse. However, Levinson' s model needs some modifications in
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order to fully accommodate all of the features evident in the Chinese data. The
following is a modified model based on Levinson's original.
1. delay:
— a. pause
— b. checking for accuracy
— c. postponing time
2. preface:
— a. fillers
— b. hesitation
3. direct declination
4. embarrassment
5. concern about bothering the inviter or his/her expense
6. reluctance to accept the inviter' s kindness
After making comparisons between the above two lists, we need to make some
observations regarding the differences between them. First, some strategies need
to be added to fully describe the Chinese data. In the first category (delay), one
more strategy is added: postponing time. Also, three other strategies that do not
occur in English refusals are added: embarra.ssment, concern about bothering the
inviter or his/her expense, and reluctance to accept the inviter" s kindness. Sec-
ond, three strategies under the second category (preface) do not occur in Chinese
data: appreciation, apology, and qualifier, and therefore, they are omitted, but they
are the same as to the original third category: account. Third, the original fourth
category, declination, switches from an indirect or mitigated declination to be a
very direct one. Both the open role-play data and excerpts selected from novels
include all strategies mentioned in the above nxxlified list. In the following sev-
eral paragraphs, a more detailed description of each type of strategy will be
discussed with an illustration of examples provided.
la. Pause:
The invitees may keep silent after the inviicr's issuing of an invitation.
lb. Checking for accuracy
It functions as a repair initiator to cither check the sincerity of the invitcr's
invitation or confirm a certain piece of information included in the invitcr's invita-
tion. Examples are like Zlien de ma? 'Really?' or Chifan a? 'Having a meal?'
Ic. Postponing time
The invitees may not directly offer a negative response. The ritual
expressions like Xiaci zaishuo ha 'Let's talk about it next lime', Yihou ba
'Later', or Gaiticin ha 'Some other time' are verbal hints to skillfully prevent the
inviter fmm continuing to discuss the details of his/her invitation. Yet. as shown
in the data in this study, the inviters are all aware of the invitee's intention and do
not give up proposing a possible lime for getting together, thereby resulting in
the invitee's final acceptance.
2a. Fillers
The filler widely used in the Chinese invitational data to indicate refusals is
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only of one kind: m. There is often a short pause right after this filler, indicating
the invitee's reluctance to offer a direct refusal, and his/her need for a short span
of time to think about how to respond to the inviter.
2b. Hesitation
The invitees' hesitation to accept an invitation is often recognized by their
facial expressions. In addition to their non-verbal behavior, the verbal evidence in
Chinese is seen in the utterance such as Zhe yangzi a... It seems that there is no
exactly comparable translation in English for such an expression, but if we try to
search for one, its meaning is close to 'If so. . .' or 'In that case. . .'
3. Direct declination
Unlike the English refusals that are softened, or indirect, the delineation
found in Chinese data is always very direct and straightforward. Common expres-
sions are like Bu yong la, or Bu bi la, both meaning 'It is not necessary' in
EngUsh.
4. Feeling uncomfortable accepting an invitation
This refusal strategy is very commonly used by the invitees when they do
not think that they deserve the inviter' s treat or that they ought to cause the
inviters to be busy with the preparation for a meal. The notion behind this is
relevant to their concern about bothering the inviter or his/her cost. The typical
expression of this kind is Bu hao yisi '1 don't feel comfortable accepting it.'
5. Concern about bothering the inviter or his/her expense
The expressions indicating concern about bothering the inviter are used
when the invitee is invited to come over to the inviter' s house for a meal. The
most common expressions of this kind are seen in two forms: one is in a statement
such as Tai darao le 'It will bother you too much', the other in a question like
Hui bu hui tai darao ne? 'Will it not bother you too much?' Also, the invitee
may offer an indirect refusal due to his/her concern about the inviter's expense.
This usually occurs when the invitee is invited to dine out since having a meal at
a luxurious restaurant will cost the inviter money. In most cases, the invitee will
say something Uke Tai pofei le 'It is too expensive', or Bu bi zheme pofei 'You
do not have to spend that much money'.
6. Perceiving the inviter's kindness
The invitee may use this strategy to indirectly refuse a treat offered by the
inviter by saying Bubi zheme keqi 'You do not have to be so kind', or another
similar utterance M tai keqi le 'You are too kind'. The expressions of this kind
occur no matter whether the occasion is at the inviter's place or at a restaurant.
After this brief explanation of each type of strategy, we now turn to look at
how the refusal strategies are used in the invitational discourse. The open role-
play data and literary data both show that the use of only one refusal strategy in
the whole invitational discourse is quite rare. The following are two examples se-
lected from a very limited number of invitational dialogues in which only one re-
fusal strategy occurs.
(2) (Single structure)
A: Jintian wanshang you kong de hua, dao women jia lai chifan. Women
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keyi liaoliaolian, gen ni jiang yixie fujin dc gouwu zhongxin.
'If you are free tonight, come to my house to have dinner with us. We
can chit-chat, and 1 can also tell you some shopping centers nearby.'
B: Keshi, HUi BU HUI tai darao ne? (Concern about bothering the in
viter)
'But, will it not bother you too much?'
(3) (Single structure)
A: Wo juede qian ni yifen renqing. Ranhou, qishi, wo ye xiang duo ren
shi ni. Suoyi, wo xiang qing ni chi wanfan.
'I feel that I owe you something. In fact, I also want to know more
about you. So, I would like to treat you to dinner.'
B: Bu YONG LA. (Direct declination)
'It is not necessary.'
In most of the data, the number of refusal strategies used is often more than
two. This phenomenon exits not only in the tripartite structure, but also in the bi-
partite. The following examples demonstrate this point.
(4) (Bipartite structure)
A: Jintian wanshang you mei you kong? Lai women jia chi dun bianfan,
hao ma?)
'Are you free tonight? Come over to my house to have dinner, ok?'
B: Bu TAI HAO YISI BA (Feeling uncomfortable accepting an invitation),
yinwei, ZHE YANG tai mafan ni le (Concern about bothering the
inviter)
'I feel a little bit embarrassed, because it is going to trouble you too
much.'
(5) (Bipartite structure)
A: Wo xiang shuo, kc bu keyi na tian qing ni chifan?
'I am thinking ... Can 1 treat you to dinner?'
B: Chifan a (Delay: checking for accuracy)? Bu hao yisi f: (Feeling
uncomfortable accepting an invitation)
'Dinner? I feel embarrassed.'
(6) (Bipartite structure)
A: Zhen dc hen xicxic ni hang wo dc mang. Wo xiang qing ni chi gc fan.
kan ni shcnmc shihou you kong?
'I really appreciate your help. 1 would like to treat you to a meal.
When are you free?'
B: Ni tai kfoi ff (Perceiving the inviter's kindnes.s). YiHOU ZAI SHUO BA
(Postponing time).
'You are too kind. Let's talk about it later.'
(7) (Tripartite structure)
A: A, dui le, wo gen wo xiansheng jiang shuo. yao qing ni lai women
jia chifan. bu /hidao ni you mci you kong?
'Oh, I have talked to my husband. We would like to invite you to
come over to our house for dinner. Are you free?'
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B: Bu HAO Yisi LA (Feeling uncomfortable about accepting an invita
tion). Darao nimen (Concern about bothering the inviter).
'I feel embarrassed. It is going to bother you.'
A: Meiguanxi la.
'It is nothing.'
B: Zheyangzi A ... (Preface: hesitation)
'Ifso...'
A: Meiguanxi la, fanzheng women dou shi lingu, huxiang zhaogu a.
'It is nothing. We are neighbors. We should help each other.'
B: Um ...(Preface: filler)
(8) (Tripartite structure)
A: Xiang qing ni chifan a.
'I would like to treat you to dinner.'
B: BUBI ZHEME KEQi LA (Perceiving the inviter's kindness).
'You do not have to be so kind.'
A: Yinggai de.
'I should do so.'
B: Qishi, BU yong la (Direct declination). Zheme mapan (Concern
about bothering the inviter). Zhen shi tai keqi le (Perceiving the
inviter's kindness).
'In fact, it is not necessary. It bothers you too much. You are really so
kind.'
A: Meiyou la. Qing ni chi ge fan, shunbian qingjiao ni zenme hui zuo de
name hao.
'No. I would like to treat you dinner, and also ask you about how
your translation skills are so good.'
B: Zheyangzi A ...(Preface: hesitation) Zhen de mei shenme la. Zheyang
hao le. Women yiqi lai chi ge bianfan jiu keyi le. WOMEN GE FU GE DE
(Concern about the inviter's expense). Ni bubi qing wo la.
'If so ... It is really nothing. Why do we not just have a casual meal,
and we can go dutch.'
6. Conclusion
This study has shown that Chinese invitational discourse can be classified into
three categories: single structure, bipartite structure, and tripartite structure. The
degree of familiarity between the two interlocutors and their age contributes to
the production of the different structures. The data show that refusal strategies
always exist in the bipartite structures and tripartite structures of Chinese invita-
tional discourse. Therefore, we conclude that the macro-structure of the Chinese
inviting act, in some contexts, does incorporate the refusing speech act, which
had not been fully explored in the cross-cultural study of speech acts to date.
Further study should incorporate more social variables into different contexts and
also investigate and draw generalizations on the use of the refusal strategies in
detail.
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NOTES
' As Gu points out, this particular structure takes place only in the case where A
sincerely invites B, and B wants to accept the invitation.
- Before the subjects started to perform the speech acts in the role-play situations,
they were given directions. Although the focus of this study is on how Chinese
accept an invitation, the directions did not ask the inviter to insist on her
invitation, and neither did they require the subject who played the role of being
an invitee to accept the invitation. In other words, the role-play situations are
open-ended in nature for the purpose of not imposing any constraints on the
subjects' self-directed conversation.
^ The invitees in the role-play situations might either accept or refuse the
invitation. If any pair of subjects produced a dialogue in which the invitational
discourse ended with the invitee's refusal, then the dialogue was to be discarded
and replaced by another pair of subjects who enacted all eight situations. This
process resulted in the need to recruit more than 40 subjects. Consequently, 46
subjects participated in this study.
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The Associative Phrase (ASSCP) denotes a type of modification
between two nominals. I show that ASSCPs may be possessive or de-
scriptive and do not determine definitencss of the resulting NPs. Also,
descriptive, but not possessive, ASSCPs pattern with other types of
prenominal modifier phrases (MOD-Jf) syntactically and semantically.
Accordingly, we may treat descriptive ASSCPs like MOD-Je and ac-
count for interpretive patterns of Chinese complex NPs containing de-
scriptive ASSCPs and/or MOD-de in a uniform way.
1. Introduction
As defined in Li & Thompson (1981:1 13), an associative phrase (ASSCP) consists
of a noun phrase followed by the particle de as schematized in (1).
(1) NP-Jf- NP
associative phrase head noun
The ASSCP denotes a type of modification concerning two nominals. The mean-
ing of the 'association' or 'connection" between the NP in the ASSCP and the
nominal head depends on the two nominals involved. One important associative
meaning expressed by the ASSCP is that of possession, as in (2), where the NP
Lisi in the ASSCP indicates the possessor, and the nominal head shu 'book' indi-
cates the possessee.
(2) Lisi de shu
Lisi de book
'(the) book(s) of Lisi's' or '(the) book(s) by Lisi'
The associative meaning may also be a part-whole relation, as in (3), where the NP
in the ASSCP indicates the whole, and the nominal head, the part.
(3) niao de weiba
bird de tail
'(the)laiI(s)of (the)bird(s)'
Possessive and part-whole relations are but two possible relations expressed by
the ASSCP. I will refer to ASSCPs like those in (2) and (3) as POSSESSIVE
ASSCPs. The possessive and part-whole relations in (2) and (3) may be schema-
tized as in (4).
(4) Possessive ASSCP Schema: Lisi de shu
possessor pt)sscsscc
whole part
Nl de N2 = 'N2 of NT (N!hasN2)
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Now consider the examples in (5). In (5a), the NP hei weiba 'black tail' in the
ASSCP indicates a part, or a property, and the ASSCP describes the nominal head.
The part-whole relation that holds between the two nominals indicating 'bird'
and 'tail' respectively is just the opposite to that in the possessive associative
schema in (4).
(5) a. hei weiba de niao
black tail de bird
'(the) bird(s) with black tail(s)'
b. *weiba de niao
tail de bird
'bird(s) of tail(s)'
In (5b), the ASSCP weiba de does not have a descriptive reading and the expres-
sion is simply bad. I will refer to ASSCPs like hei weiba de in (5a) as DESCRIP-
TIVE ASSCPs. The association between the two nominals in (5a) may be schema-
tized as in (6).
(6) Descriptive ASSCP Schema: hei weiba de niao
description object
Nl de N2 = 'N2thatiswithNl' or 'N2thatisNl-e<i'
(N2 has N\-ed as an attribute)
In this paper, I examine syntactic and semantic properties of descriptive as op-
posed to possessive ASSCP that may contribute to differences in definite and
uniqueness readings of NPs like those in (7) and (8). In (7), the ASSCP Lu Xun de
is possessive, and the resulting NP may have an indefinite or a definite reading.
(7) Wo kanguo [f^p Lu Xun de liang-ben shu].
I read Lu Xun de two-cl book
'I have read two books by Lu Xun.' or
'I have read the two books by Lu Xun.'
Whereas in (8), the ASSCP hei weiba de in (8b) is descriptive, and the NP in (8b)
has a definite reading only.
(8) a. Lisi you san-zhi niao weiba shi hei de, liang-zhi weibe shi bai de.
Lisi have three-cl bird tail be black de two-cl tail be white de.
'Lisi has three birds with black tails and two with white tails.'
b. #Ta weile [^^p hei weiba de liang-zhi niao].
he fed black tail de two-cl bird
'He fed the two birds with black tails.'
I will show that ASSCPs do not determine definiteness of the resulting NPs.
However, descriptive ASSCPs pattern with prenominal modifier phrases (MOD-
de) such as AP-de and W-de syntactically and semantically. Therefore, we may
treat descriptive ASSCPs like a MOD-de and account for definite and uniqueness
readings of Chinese NPs containing descriptive ASSCPs and/or MOD-de in a uni-
form way. Let us start with some syntactic properties of ASSCPs.
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2. Syntactic properties of descriptive vs. possessive associative phrases
2.1 Combinatory properties of ASSCPs
An ASSCP may precede or follow the classifier/measure phrase in the NP, as in
(9).
(9) a. Lisi de nei-ben shu
Lisi de thal-cl book
'that book of Lisi's'
b. nei-ben Lisi de shu
that-cl Lisi dc book
'that book of Lisi's'
There have been various proposals regarding the syntactic category of the nomi-
nal head the ASSCP combines with (Li & Thompson 1981, C. Huang 1987, etc.).
On the standard assumption that a determiner combines with N', not NP, to form
anNP, asindO),
(10) NP^DETN'
and that the demonstrative and classifier net-hen 'that-cl' is a DET, in (9a), shu
'book' is an N', nei-hen shu 'that book" is an NP, and the ASSCP Lisi de com-
bines with a nominal head that is an NP. In (9b), Lisi de shu 'book of Lisi's'
needs to be an N' in order to combine with the DET nei-ben 'that-cl'. We know
from (9a) that shu 'book' may be an N', so it is plausible that Lisi de is combining
with an N' to form an N' in (9b). If this is correct, then the possessive ASSCP com-
bines with a nominal head that may be an N' or an NP. This is a common position
in previous proposals and is the position I will adopt for possessive NPs here.
Now let's consider the examples in ( 1 1 ), where the ASSCP is descriptive.
(11) a. hei weiba dc nci-zhi niao
black tail dc that-cl bird
'the bird with a black tail'
b. nei-zhi hei weiba dc niao
that-cl black tail de bird
'that bird with a black tail'
Again, the nominal head niao in (1 la) is an N', and nei-zhi niao 'that bird' is an
NP. So the ASSCP hei neiha de may combine with a nominal head which is an
NP. In (1 lb), hei weiha de 'black tail dc' may combine with an N' to form an N'
hei weiha de niao, which then combines with the DET nei-zhi to form an NP.
This shows that possessive and descriptive ASSCPs both may combine with
an NP to form an NP or with an N' to form an N', as in (12), and therefore both be-
have like typical nKKlificr phrases, which combine with a category X to fomi a
category X, as in ( 1 3a) and ( 1 3b).
(12) a. NP -> NP-de NP
b. N" ^ NP-de N'
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(13) a. [f^p meiyou fengmian de [f^p nei-ben shu]]
not-have cover de that-cl book
'the book without a cover'
b. nei-ben [^. meiyou fengmian de [y^. shu]]
that-cl not-have cover de book
'that book without a cover'
2.2 Associative phrases as modifying phrases
It is not a new observation that Chinese ASSCPs and English genitive NPs are
different (J. Huang 1987, Tang 1990). English genitive NPs, it has been argued,
may be determinative or 'descriptive', as in (14a) and (14b) respectively (Quirk et
al. 1985:326-8).
(14) a. John's book
b. a children 's book
In (14a), the genitive John's may not co-occur with articles and demonstratives,
and it functions like a definite determiner in the definite NfP.' The genitive chil-
dren's in (14b), on the other hand, forms a noun-noun compound with the Noun
book (Barker 1991:7) and has the classifying role similar to that of a prenominal
adjectival modifier. Such 'descriptive genitives' function as modifiers of the Noun
and may co-occur with determiners in the NP (Quirk et al. 1985:327-8).
In Chinese, however, NPs such as Lisi de shu in (2) and hei weiba de niao
in (5a) may have either a definite or an indefinite reading, depending on the con-
text. The possibility for either reading in (2) and (5a) suggests that ASSCPs do
not contribute to a definite reading of the NP as English determinative genitives
do.
(2) Lisi de shu
Lisi de book
'(the) book(s) of Lisi's' or
'(the) book(s) by Lisi'
(5) a. hei weiba de niao
black tail de bird
'(the) bird(s) with black tail(s)'
Also, determiners are not reiterative in the NP, but ASSCPs are. ASSCPs may co-
occur with demonstratives, as in (9) and (11), and may be iterated in the NP as in
(15).
(9) a. Lisi de nei-ben shu
Lisi de that-cl book
'that book of Lisi's'
b. nei-ben Lisi de shu
that-cl Lisi de book
'that book of Lisi's'
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(11) a. hei weiba dc nei-zhi niao
black tail dc ihat-cl bird
'the bird with a black tail"
b. nei-zhi hei weiba de niao
that-cl black tail de bird
'that bird with a black tail'
(15) Lisi de Wangwu de shu
Lisi de Wangwu de book
a. 'book(s) belonging to or by Wangwu, who is related to Lisi'
b. 'book(s) of Lisi's [the possessor] by Wangwu [the author]'
In (15), reading (a) suggests that the NP Lisi de Wangwu de shu may have the
structure in (16), where the ASSCP Lisi de is part of a larger ASSCP.
(16) [^p.j, U/..^, Liside] Wangwu de] shu]
Lisi dc Wangwu de book
'book(s) belonging to or by Wangwu, who is related to Lisi'
With the (b)-reading of ( 15), on the other hand, the ASSCP Lisi de to the left indi-
cates the possessor of some book(s), and Wanf^wu de to the right indicates the
author (never the other way round) (Tang 1990). With this reading, Lisi de is not
embedded in a complex ASSCP like that in (16). Whether we assume the NP
structure associated with the (b)-reading in (15) to be flat or hierarchical, as in
(17), we have two separate ASSCPs indicating the possessor and the author of
some book(s) respectively.
(17) a. 1 NP-Jf' ] [ NP-J^ 1 N"
[ [ Lisi dc ] I Wangwu de ] shu ]
b. NP-de [ NP-de N' ]
[ Lisi de [ Wangwu de shu ]]
Also, as shown in (18), the ASSCPs in ( 17) do not form a compound with the head
noun. We have inserted between the ASSCP Wangwu de and the nominal head
shu 'book' a MOD-de hen remen de, and a demonstrative nei, and a numeral-
classifier phrase liang-hen. This should not be possible if Wangwu de and shu
were a compound.
(18) Liside Wangwu de hen remen de nei liang-ben shu
Lisi de Wangwu de very popular dc that two-cl book
'the two books of Lisi's by Wangwu that are very popular'
Therefore, we have more than one possessive ASSCP within a single NP which
arc neither part of a complex ASSCP nor part of a compound. On the assumption
that determiners arc not reiterative in the NP, the fact that more than one posses-
sive ASSCP is possible in NPs like (15) suggests that the possessive ASSCP is not
a determiner in such NPs. While we cannot rule out the possibility that possessive
ASSCPs may be determinative or adjectival and therefore ambiguous in the NP, a
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more plausible hypothesis would be that such ASSCPs are simply not determiners
in Chinese.
I have included the examples with descriptive ASSCPs in (19) and (20) to
show that descriptive ASSCPs may be reiterated in the NP, too.
(19) bai chibangde hei weiba de niao
white wing de black tail de bird
'bird with white wings and a black tail'
(20) bai chibang de hei weiba de nei liang-zhi niao
white wing de black tail de that two-cl bird
'the two birds with white wings and black tails'
Given the reiterative and non-determinative nature of ASSCPs, they are rather
like Enghsh post-nominal o/-NPs such as of the University of Illinois and of
kindness in (21).
(21) a. students of the University of Illinois
b. an act of kindness
Post-nominal o/-NPs do not determine whether the resulting NP has a definite
reading or not. They are postmodifiers instead of definite determinatives, although
often equivalent in meaning to the genitive NP marked by 's. Similarly, Chinese
ASSCPs are prenominal modifiers adjoined to N' or NP, although they often have
typical genitive-NP readings.
2.3 Predicative vs. non-predicative NPs
Now let's take a closer look at the NP that combines with de in the ASSCP. The
nominals in (22a) occur in descriptive ASSCPs. Those in (22b) do not.
(22) a. hei
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b. *Nei-ge dongxi zhuozi.
that-cl thing table
In comparison, the NPs in (22a) may form a sentence with the subject NP without
a verb and therefore are predicative, as in (25a) and (26a), which contrast with
their non-predicative counterparts in (25b) and (26b) respectively.
(25) a. Nei-zhi niao hei weiba.
that-cl bird black tail
'That bird has a black tail.'
b. *Nei-zhi niao weiba
that-cl bird tail
(26) a. Nei-wei xiaojie chang toufa.
that-cl miss long hair
That young woman has long hair.'
b. *Nei-wei xiaojie toufa.
that-cl miss hair
Predicate nominals also include terms about occupation, place of origin, weather,
and nominals with a numeral and classifier, etc., as sampled in (27) (Huang 1963).
(27) a. Lao Wang Shandong ren.
Old Wang Shandong person
'Lao Wang is from Shandong.'
b. Zhei-zhang zhuozi san-tiao tui.
this-cl table three-cl leg
'This table has three legs.'
c. Shan neibian yi-pian shulin.
hill that-side one-cl woods
"On the other side of the hill is a stretch of woods.'
Note that without a numeral and classifier, nominals like itdi 'leg' and shulin
'woods' normally arc not predicative, as (28) shows.
(28) a. *Zhei-zhang zhuozi tui.
this-cl table leg
b. *Shan neibian shulin.
hill that-side woods
However, such nominals may (Kcur as predicates when in a list, as in (29a) and
(29b).
(29) a. Shan zheibian shulin. shan neibian hu. zhci difang zhcn bang!
hill this-sidc w(K)ds hill thai-side lake this place really great
Wm)ds on this side of the hill, a lake on the other side, this place is
great!'
b. Fu yingxiong. or haohan.
father hero, son good guy
'Like father like son (in a good way).'
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This suggests that whether a nominal is syntactically predicative or not is not an
absolute thing, and that besides the two nominals involved, other factors may
play a role, too.
A full account of what makes a nominal expression predicative will not be
attempted in this paper. What is relevant here is that nominals such as hei weiba
'black tail' with the adjective may be predicative, whereas nominals such as
weiba 'tail' by themselves may not be, except in limited envirorunents.
2.4 Descriptive ASSCPs contain predicative NPs
While determining what makes a nominal expression predicative needs further
research, it seems to hold that descriptive ASSCPs require nominals that are predi-
cative in some capacity, as the contrasts in (30) through (32) show. Of the nomi-
nals listed in (30), chang toufa 'long hair' is predicative whereas chang de toufa
'long de hair', hen chang de toufa 'very long de hair', and changchang de toufa
'longlong de hair' are not. (A = Adjective; N = Nominal Head)
(30)
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c. *hen chang de toufa de (nei-wei) xiansheng
very long de hair de that-cl gentleman
d. *changchangde toufa dc (nei-wei) xiansheng
longlong de hair de that-cl gentleman
I must point out that being predicative seems to be a necessary but not a suffi-
cient condition on NPs in descriptive ASSCPs. For instance, we may take san-
liiio tui 'three legs' and make a descriptive ASSCP out of il, as in (33a), but we
may not do that with yi-pian shulin 'a stretch of woods', or with Shandong ren
'person from Shandong', as (33b) and (33c) show.
(33) a. san-tiao tui de zhuozi
three-cl leg de table
'table with three legs'
b. *yi-pian shulin de shan ncibian
one-cl woods de hill that-side
'a stretch of woods' the other side of the hill'
c. *Shandong ren de Lao Wang
Shandong person de Old Wang
'the Shandong people's Lao Wang'
not 'Lao Wang from Shandong'
Recall that the NP yi-pian shulin 'a stretch of woods' in (33b) could be a
predicate of existence-assertion anchored by a location-denoting subject NP, and
the NP Shandong ren 'person from Shandong' in (33c) could be a predicate of
place of origin when combined with a subject NP. But we do not get existence-
assertion or place-of-origin readings in (33).
The contrast in (33) suggests that in addition to the predicative requirement
on the NP in the descriptive ASSCP, the two nominals need to be in some sort of
inherent (inalienable?) possessive relation such that the NP in the descriptive
ASSCP indicates something that is a part or an attribute of what is indicated by
the nominal head. The relation between the two nominals is description, not iden-
tity or existence-assertion anchored by the nominal head. These observations are
preliminary, however, and need to be further investigated.
2.5 Locating NV-de in the tree
Given the observations above, with an NP analysis, ASSCPs would be adjoined
to N or NP in the NP. The distinction between possessive and descriptive
ASSCPs may be indicated by a feature |+predj on the NP in descriptive ASSCPs.*
3. Semantic properties of descriptive vs. possessive NP-</e
Now let's look at some semantic properties of ASSCPs. I will assume an exten-
sional semantics for the purpose of the discussion here.
3.1 Some background: semantic types
It has been proposed that ASSCPs require the nominal head to have the semantic
type of a common noun (CN) (C. Huang 1987, Sheu 1990). Il is standard practice
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to treat CNs and predicates such as AP and VP as functions firom entities to truth
values, i.e., type <e,t> categories. For example, student is a CN and is assigned the
semantic type <e,t>. It denotes the set of things that are students in the Universe
of Discourse. Similarly, the adjective red means the set of things that are red, and
the verb walk means the set of things that walk. So these are type <e,t> catego-
ries as well. The semantic types of CNs and predicate phrases such as AP and VP
do not allow a modification relation between them, and we need the particle de to
get the semantics right.
3.2 The interpretation of prenominal modiflers
3.2.1 Sheu 1990: de marl(s a category-change operation
Sheu 1990 proposes that suffixing de to a type <e,t> predicate phrase such as AP
or VP changes the predicate into a category that takes a CN and returns a CN, i.e.,
a type «e,t>,<e,t» category CNICN, as formalized in (34).
(34) a. <?;; VP; CNtCN>
semantic operation: A,QXx[a'(x) & Q(x)]
(Fj = suffixing de)
b. <RCON; CNICN, CN>
semantic operation: a'(P')
By (34a), suffixing de to the original category VP returns a CNICN, and by (34b),
this CNICN combines with a CN to form a CN (Sheu 1990:125-126).
For example, as shown in (35), yonggong 'studious' and xuesheng
'student' are type <e,t> categories; yonggong de 'studious de' is of type
«e,t>,<e,t», and yonggong de xuesheng 'students who are studious' has the
type <e,t> and the meaning in (35d), i.e., the set of things that are both students
and studious.
(35) a. yonggong 'studious', <e,t>, Xx.studious'(x)
b. xuesheng 'student', <e,t>, Xx.student'(x)
c. yonggong de 'studious de', «e,t>,<e,t», XQA,x[studious'(x) &
Q(x)]
d. yonggong de xuesheng 'students who are studious', <e,t>,
A.x[studious'(x) & student'(x)]
3.2.2 C. Huang 1987: de is a meet operator
Alternatively, C. Huang 1987 proposes that de is a meet operator which conjoins
two CN type categories as in (36).
(36) yonggong de xuesheng
A,x.studious'(x) meet A.x.student'(x)
= A.x[smdious'(x) & student'(x)]
As shown in (35d) and (36), treating de as a marker of category-change as pro-
posed in Sheu 1990 or as a meet operator as proposed in C. Huang 1987 gets us
the same NP reading we need.
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3.3 The interpretation of possessive ASSCPs
As C. Huang 1987 points out, when it comes to ASSCPs like (2),
(2) Lisi de shu
Lisi de book
'(the) book(s) of Lisi's' or "(the) book(s) by Lisi'
We cannot simply replace the predicate 'studious' in (36) with 'Lisi' as in (37),
because the proper name Lisi denotes an individual, and therefore, if (37) means
anything at all, it would mean the individual that is both Lisi and a book, which is
not what (2) means.
(37) Xx[Lisi'(x) & book'(x)] (= an individual that is Lisi and a book)
What we need for (2) is a relation between the things that are books and the in-
dividual who is Lisi. C. Huang 1987 proposes that this can be represented as in
(38), where R is a variable of the type <e,<e,t», i.e., a two-place relation, whose
value is pragmatically determined.
(38) X\[R{\){lisi) & book'(x)] (= book(s) of Lisi's)
where R is a contextually interpreted variable
Depending on the context, Lisi may be the owner of the book, or the author of
the book, or just happens to be holding the book, and so on. This gives us the in-
tended interpretation of (2) and reflects the pragmatic aspect of the meaning of
possessive ASSCPs rather nicely.
3.4 The interpretation of descriptive ASSCPs
Now, what about descriptive ASSCPs like (5a)?
(5) a. hei weiba de niao
black tail de bird
'(the) bird(s) with black tail(s)'
Again, if hei weiba denotes the set of black tails as in (39), we gel the set of
things that are both birds and black tails, which is not the right reading for (5a).
(39) >.x(black-tail'(x) ct bird'(x)l
(= the set of things that are both birds and black tails)
If we treat descriptive ASSCPs as we did possessive ASSCPs, the meaning of (5a)
may be that in (40). namely, the set of things that are birds and are with a black
tail.
(40) A.yXx(R(x)(y) & bird'(x) & black'(y) & tail'(y)l
where R is a contextually interpreted variable
(= the set of things that are birds and are with a black tail)
However, an analysis like (40) also allows for an interpretation of (5b) weiha de
niao such that it means the set of things that are birds with a tail. Since expres-
sions like weihe de niao are not possible, we need to be able to rule them out.
(5) b. *weiba de niao
tail de bird
•bird(s)of tail(s)'
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Recall that hei weiba 'black tail' may be predicative of a subject NP; weiba 'tail'
may not. In other words, the nominal weiba denotes the set of things that are tails,
whereas the nominal hei weiba may denote the set of things that are black tails,
or denote the set of things that are 'with a black tail'. Given this distinction, if the
NP in descriptive ASSCPs must be predicative of the nominal head, and the two
arguments of R in (38) and (40) must satisfy the possessive ASSCP schema in (4)
such that X is some possessee/part indicated by the nominal head, then (5b) with
the non-predicative NP may be ruled out on both syntactic and semantic
grounds. In (5a), on the other hand, the NP[+pred] meaning of hei weiba 'black
tail' allows for the reading 'the set of things that are birds and with a black tail',
which may be represented as in (41).
(41) Xx[black-tailed'(x) & bird'(x)]
(=the set of things that are birds with a black tail)
The reading in (41) amounts to what we get with prenominal modifiers that are
not ASSCPs.
3.5 Possessive ASSCP vs. descriptive ASSCP and MOD-de
It can be shown that complex NPs with descriptive ASSCPs behave like complex
NPs containing other types of modifier phrases. For example, when a modifier
phrase precedes a numeral-classifier phrase, the resulting NP has a definite read-
ing, but not necessarily so otherwise, as the contrast in (42) shows.
(42) a. Lisi wenle [^p liang-ge dai yanjing de xuesheng ].
Lisi asked two-cl wear glasses de student
'Lisi asked two students wearing glasses.' or
'Lisi asked the two students wearing glasses.'
b. Lisi wenle [,^p dai yanjing de liang-ge xuesheng].
Lisi asked wear glasses de two-cl student
'Lisi asked the two students wearing glasses.'
NPs containing descriptive ASSCPs share the interpretive patterns in (42). In (43),
for instance, when a descriptive ASSCP precedes the numeral-classifier phrase,
the resulting NP has a definite reading, but not necessarily so otherwise.
(43) a. Lisiweile [^ liang-zhi hei weiba de niao].
Lisi fed two-cl black tail de bird
'Lisi fed two birds with black tails.' or
'Lisi fed the two birds with black tails.'
b. Lisi weile [^/, hei weiba de liang-zhi niao ].
Lisi fed black tail de two-cl bird
'Lisi fed the two birds with black tails.'
In comparison, as already shown in (7), NPs containing possessive ASSCPs do
not have only a definite reading when a possessive ASSCP precedes the nimieral-
classifier phrase in the NP.
(7) Wo kanguo [^p Lu Xun de liang-ben shu].
I read Lu Xun de two-cl book
'I have read two books by Lu Xun.' or
'I have read the two books by Lu Xun.'
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The interpretive patterns in (42) and (43) as opposed to (7) suggest that not only
are descriptive and possessive ASSCPs associated to different relational schemas,
descriptive ASSCPs also behave like MOD-cA^'s such as AP-Jc and WP-Je with
respect to uniqueness readings of the NP, whereas possessive ASSCPs do not.
Since descriptive ASSCPs arc syntactically and semanlically like MOD-de, we
may group them together and account for the interpretive patterns in (42) (see
discussion in Wu 1995) and (43) in a uniform way.
4. Conclusion
In summary, I have examined syntactic and semantic properties of descriptive as
opposed to possessive ASSCPs and have shown that descriptive ASSCPs are not
interpreted the same way as possessive ASSCPs are, and that descriptive ASSCPs
share semantic properties with prenominal modifier phrases such as AP-de and
yP-de. ASSCPs do not determine definiteness of the resulting NPs. However,
since descriptive ASSCPs behave like MOD-de s syntactically and scmantically,
we may treat descriptive ASSCPs like MOD-de and account for interpretive pat-
terns with respect to definite and uniqueness readings of NPs containing descrip-
tive ASSCPs and/or MOD-de in a uniform way.
NOTES
' There are alternative proposals that treat the noun phrase as a functional cate-
gory DP, and '.v or AGR as a determiner (i.e., the functional head of the DP) that is
responsible for the genitive reading as well as the definite interpretation of the
noun phrase (Abney 1987:78-85). With these analyses, the genitive may not be
the determiner but is associated with the determiner and is determinative instead
of 'descriptive'.
If we assume a DP analysis, depending on how the analysis is set up, there may
be more options. For current purposes, however, I will not go into the different
possibilities here.
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It is traditionally believed that the interpretation of zero anaphor
has to be accounted for pragmatically on the level of discourse. This
study defines topic continuity, a sequence of clauses which share the
same discourse topic and which are subsumed under the same macro-
proposition, as the basic unit in Chinese discourse. It is then proposed
that the antecedents of zero anaphors can be recovered within the scope
of topic continuity by the Recover}' Rules which are based on other in-
formation rather than pragmatic one. The Recover}' Rules provide an
alternative in recovering the intended referents of zero anaphors when
pragmatic information is not available.
1. Introduction
In the tradition of describing and analyzing language phenomena on the level of
sentence, it is believed that interpretation of zero anaphors in Chinese discourse
should be accounted for on the level of sentence. Accordingly, within the frame-
work of GB, Huang 1984, 1987 represents the GB model, which attempts to ex-
plain the occurrence and referent of zero anaphors. Acknowledging that the phe-
nomenon of zero anaphors is indeed a discoursal one. there are. then, some eflbrts
approaching the issue of Chinese anaphora from different angles with dilTerent
purposes. Li & Thompson's 1979 'conjoinability" and Chen's 1984 'predictability"
and 'negligibility" are intended to account for the choice between pronouns and
zero anaphors. Tao 1993 approaches the phenomenon from psycholinguistic per-
spective and addres.ses the impact zero anaphors have on speakers" cognitive proc-
ess. Huang 1994 develops a neo-Gricean pragmatic theor> of anaphora, which in-
terprets zero anaphors mainly by means of conversational implicature. Cheng 1988.
1990 and Lee 1990, 1995 propose the Opening Principle and Recency i'rinciple to
recover the referents of zero anaphors within 'topic continuity" without solely de-
pending on pragmatic information.
Observing that opening statement", i.e., the first clause of a 'topic continu-
ity', usually sets the focus and brings out the discourse topic of 'topic continuity*,
and that the search for the referents of zero anaphors usually returns back to the
'opening statement". Cheng 1990 proposes Opening Principle. In addition, he has
come up with Recency Principle deducing from the phenomenon that the object
entities of perceptis e predicates tend to be the referent of the zero subjects in the
following descriptive clauses. You 1996 tests the two principles against 164 'topic
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continuities', and a total of 595 clauses, i.e., about 99%, can be accounted for by
the principles. The findings lend strong support to the assumption that 'discoursal,
semantic and contextual clues ... [can] help us identify the referent of the zero
subjects in Chinese narrative' (Lee 1995:25).
This study aims to provide answers to the two problems left unsolved in You
1996: how to determine the scope of 'topic continuity', which is the basic dis-
course unit bridging between clauses and paragraphs and within which recovery
rules are applied to predict the referent of zero anaphor, and how to recover the
referent of non-clause-initial zero anaphor as well as clause-initial ones. In addi-
tion to defining 'topic continuity' as a sequence of clauses which share the same
discourse topic, as in Cheng's and Lee's, the notion of 'microproposition' (van
Dijk 1977, 1981) is used to judge which clauses belong to the same 'topic conti-
nuity'. In addition, fiall noun phrase (including proper name) is adopted in this
study to determine the scope of 'topic continuity'. After defining the scope of
'topic continuity' in section 2, Cheng and Lee's Recency Principle and Opening
Principle are briefly reviewed in section 3. In section 4.1, the notion of MAIN
ENTITY is proposed in place of 'opening entity'; the reasons are discussed in depth.
In section 4.2, Recency Principle, Primacy Principle, and Disjoincy Principle are
deduced fi-om detailed examinations of the data. Among the principles, the first
two are based on Cheng and Lee's principles; Recency Principle is identical to the
original but is discussed fi^om a new perspective, and Primacy Principle shares the
underlying spirit with Opening Principle but is revised in accordance with the no-
tion of MAIN ENTITY and the new perspective taken in discussing Recency Princi-
ple. Disjoincy Principle is new, and is intended to recover the referents of all zero
anaphors in conjunction with the other two principles.
Hongloumeng {The Dream ofthe Red Mansions) is the data base of this study;
all the examples discussed here are taken from Hongloumeng, unless marked oth-
erwise. The reason for adopting Hongloumeng, which is written in the 18th century,
is because the language of the text is generally considered free from the Westemi-
zafion of Mandarin Chinese that started at about the end of the 19th century.
2. Topic continuity
Clauses/sentences, as which proposition is grammaticalized, are combined into
larger discourse units, which may be fiirther combined into even larger units such
as paragraphs, sections, chapters, or a whole story. The discourse unit bridges the
gap between clauses/sentences and paragraphs is 'topic continuity', which is re-
ferred to as 'discourse continuity' by Givon 1983. 'Discourse continuity', accord-
ing to Givon, includes three major aspects: 'thematic continuity', 'action continu-
ity', and 'topics/participants continuity'. The idea underlying the three continuities
is that each continuity is about one 'discourse topic'; i.e., 'thematic continuity' is
about a theme or an event, 'action continuity' is descriptions of sequential actions,
and 'topic/participants continuity' talks about the participants which are coded as
the primary topics or grammatical subjects. 'Topic continuity', preferred in the
current study, is then identical to Givon 's 'discourse continuity'; the topic in 'topic
continuity' is a 'discourse topic', which is who or what is being talked about.
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Cheng 1988, 1990 intends to interpreting zero anaphors in terms of discour-
sal, semantic, and lexical clues available in texts and within the domain of 'topic
continuity'. A 'topic continuity", according to Cheng, is a sequence of clauses
which share the same discourse topic, and it is hierarchical, i.e., there can be 'sub-
topic continuities' embedded in 'topic continuity'. One more thing needs to be
added to what has been said about 'topic continuity': the scope of 'topic continu-
ity', which clauses should be grouped together and belong to a 'topic continuity'.
Given that 'topic continuity' is an interclausal notion, syntactic structure should
not be the answer to the question. First, punctuation marks such as period, question
mark, and exclamation mark may coincide with the scope of *(sub-)topic continu-
ity', but it is not uncommon for a 'topic continuity' to cross sentence/clause
boundary. In addition, paragraph cannot be relied on to determine the scope of
'topic continuity' either because one paragraph may be a 'topic continuity", but it
usually contains more than one 'topic continuity'.
Since 'topic continuity' is a semantic unit, it should be appropriate to define
it in semantic terms. In terms of proposition, a 'topic continuity' is a sequence of
propositions which are subsumed under a 'macroproposition' (van Dijk 1977.
1981); each proposition in a 'topic continuity' is part of the same topic/theme, fhc
scope of 'topic continuity' can then be described as follows: the previous proposi-
tion of the first proposition of a 'topic continuity' and the following proposition of
the last proposition of a 'topic continuity" should be subsumed by other macro-
propositions, or belong to other topics/themes. A 'topic continuity" is thus a part of
the whole discourse, having a beginning and an end.
In addition to the semantic way of defining the scope of 'topic continuity',
full noun phrases are adopted as the criterion to determine the scope of 'topic con-
tinuity' in the current study. Full noun phrases do not happen to coincide with the
beginning of a new 'topic continuity"; using full noun phrases to mark the begin-
ning of a 'topic continuity' can be supported from difl'ercnt perspectives. Full noun
phrases, being used to introduce new information into the discourse for the first
time, is considered the most discontinuous/ inaccessible ((iivon 1983). lomlin's
1987 also claims that full nouns are used to reinstate reference across an episode
boundary while pronouns are adopted to maintain reference within a particular epi-
sode. Tomlin & Pu 1991, examining the cognitive basis for the selection of the
form of nominal reference in Chinese, find that noun phrases are selected when
speakers suppose that the target referent is not currently activated within hearers'
memorial representation of events.
Accordingly, given that 'topic continuity' is a cognitive, semantic, and dis-
coursal basic unit in discourse production and processing, full noun phrases will be
used at the beginning of a 'topic continuity' when new referents are introduced
into the discourse for the first time. In other words, the use of full noun phra.ses
indicates attention/focus shifts, which are represented as changes of 'topic conti-
nuities' at surface discourse structure. Consequently, full noun phrases can be
adopted as the criterion in determine the scope of 'topic continuity": the occurrence
of full noun phrases suggests the beginning of a new 'topic continuity" and simul-
taneously the end of the previous one. However, the use of full noun phrases does
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not always indicate the beginning of a new 'topic continuity'. Clause-initial full
noun phrases are more likely than those in other positions to start a new
'(sub-)topic continuity' since clause-initial noun phrases, which are grammatical-
ized as subjects or topics in Mandarin, are the 'primary topic' of the clauses (cf.
Givon 1983). Objects, which are the 'secondary topic' of the clauses, may indicate
the beginning of a 'sub-topic continuity' especially when they are introduced by
'world-introducing/changing' predicates (van Dijk 1981).
The long text in (1) is intended to illustrate full noun phrases do give clues in
determining the scope of 'topic continuity'. Concerning that Hongloumeng {A
Dream of Red Mansions), the data base of the current study, is a novel, proper
names as well as full noun phrases are always used to introduce new referents into
the discourse in the narratives. Proper names are, therefore, treated as full noun
phrases; i.e., the occurrence of proper names can suggest the beginning of a new
'topic continuity' and at the same time the end of the previous one. The text in (1)
should belong to two different 'topic continuities': TCI is subsumed under the
macroproposition, 'Fengjie (a lady's name) stopped running the household for a
while because of miscarriage'; TC2 is subsumed under the macroproposition,
'Fengjie became really weak because of miscarriage and she was eager to get well
as soon as possible'. Since the major concern of both of the macro-propositions is
Fengjie, Fengjie is claimed to be the main entity of both TCI and TC2.^ The
MAIN entity of a 'topic continuity' is the primary entity in the 'topic continuity';
i.e., MAIN ENTITY is the most salient, important and continuous entity among the
other entities introduced in a 'topic continuity'. The notion of MAIN entity will be
discussed in depth in section 4.1.
TCI is actually composed of five 'sub-topic continuities'; each of them is
subsumed to different macropropositions while all of them satisfy the macropropo-
sition of the main TC. SubTCl.l states that Fengjie had a miscarriage and was not
able to run the household; subTCl.2 gives further information about Fengjie, who
still attempted to manage family affairs even though she was not well. SubTCl.3,
which introduces a new entity Wangfuren, 'Lady Wang', is about the arrange-
ments for the household made by Wangfuren due to Fengjie's miscarriage.
SubTCl.4 provides information about a new entity introduced in subTC 1.3, and
subTCl.5 states Wangfuren's additional arrangements for the household. The oc-
currence of clause-initial noun phrases, which are in bold face in example (l)'s
TCI, suggests a 'sub-topic continuity' should be formed. Within the domain of a
'(sub-)topic continuity', pronominal anaphor and zero anaphor tend to be adopted
to maintain continuity of a referent. Use of noun phrases either introduces a new
referent into the discourse or refers back to some entities which are previously
mentioned. Accordingly, clause-initial noun phrases cause attention/focus shifts
and indicate that the previous thematic unit, i.e., '(sub-)topic continuity' comes to
an end and the beginning of another thematic unit.
After the interference of several subTCs headed by Wangfuren and Liwan,
attention returns back to Fengjie again as indicated by the use of noun phrase
Fengjie (cf. TC2 in (1)). Instead of continuing TCI whose main entity is also
Fengjie, a new 'topic continuity' should be formed because TCI and TC2 are sub-
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sumed under different macropropositions. There are four 'sub-topic continuities' in
TC2; the main entities of the first three subTCs are Fengjie, zhongren 'everyone',
and Wangfuren respectively, and the occurrences of these noun phrases at clause-
initial position suggest the beginning of a new "sub-topic continuity'. The fourth
subTC begins with a pronoun, ta "he/she', and a refiexive, ziji 'oneself; both the
pronoun and the reflexive pick up the main entity of the subTC, i.e., Fengjie as
antecedent. The attention shift from Wangfuren to Fengjie indicates the forma-
tion of subTC4, and this special discourse function of reflexives will be further
discussed in section 4.2.3.
(1) (HLM^ Ch55, p742; DRM^ Ch55. p23I)
TCI
(i.i)^ij ^ ^H ttii- MM^ ^ ^\^n 7-
gang Jiang nianshi mangguo, Fengjie bian xiaoyue le,
ISM. -n ' ^tg mm • ^^ m^m ;^b mm
"
zaijiayiyue, buneng lishi. tiantian liangsange taiyi yongyao.
'No sooner was the bustle of New Year over than Fengjie had a
miscarriage. She had to stop running the household for a month,
and two or three doctors attended her ever)' day;'
Fengjie zi shi qiangzhuang, sui
mm un • mm amm
chouhua jisuan, xiangqi shemeshi
Ping'er qu hui Wangfuren, ren ren ianquan, ta
'but overestimating her own strength, although staying indoors
she continued mapping out plans for the hou.sehold, which Ping'er
was sent to report to I.adv Wang. All advice to rest she ignored."
(1.3) i^A fi ^'iiJ'tm' -A ffg ^1 .iT-^iV-J
Wangfuren bian jue shile bangbi, yiren neng you xuduode
mm? /i WT A^ • gB i^ : m -^'1' im-
jingshen? fan youle dashi, ziji zhuzhang; jiangjiazhongsuosui
^ * • -m n'^ ^ ^ ^ik w^m °
zhi shi, yiying dou zhan ling Liwan xieli.
'Lady Wang fell as if she had lost her right arm, and simpl> had
not the energy to cope. She decided important matters herself, en-
trusting lesser domestic alTairs to I.iwan for the time being.'
Liwan shi ge shangdc bu shangcai dc, wcimian chengzong Ic
TA°
xiaren.
'But Liwan, being one of those people who have more virtue than
ability, inevitably let the servants have their own way;'
(1.5) i^A m "N m^ ^m ^-^m«> h^
Wangfuren bian ming lanchun hetong Liwan caichu, zhi shuo
guole yiyue, Fengjie jiangxi hao ie, ren Jiaoyu ta.
^
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'so Lady Wang told Tanchun to help her out for a month, until
Fengjie was well enough to take over again.'
TC2
(2.1) it^ mm mm mim ^s - ^ ^^ ^^p urn '
shuizhi Fengjie bingfu qixie buzu, jian nianyou buzhi baoyang,
zp^ ^^ n^ "L^ti M m'^m % /J^-^ '
pingsheng zhengqiang douzhi, xinli geng kui, gu sui xi xiaoyue,
jing zhuoshi kuixu xialai, yiyue zhihou, fti tianle
TE z m^
xiahong zhi zheng.
'Fengjie had a delicate constitution, however, and as a girl had
never looked after her health. In her passion to shine she had
overtaxed her strength, with the result that her miscarriage left her
very weak. A month after it she was still losing blood.'
(2.2) mmr-m mm^ • mx mm m^mm -
ta sui buken shuochulai, zhongren kan ta mianmuhuangshou,
bian zhi shiyu tiaoyang.
'Although she kept this a secret, everyone could see fi-om her
pallor and loss of weight that she was not taking proper care of
herself
'
(2.3) £^A R^ mB± mm mm^ ^ ^ ffe
Wangfuren zhi ling ta haosheng fiayao tiaoyang, bu ling ta
caoxin.
'Lady Wang urged her not to worry about family affairs, but just
to take medicine and recuperate.'
(2.4) ftfegs mte f$.T±m - m^n X'^m m^
ta ziji ye pa chengledazheng, yixiao yu ren, bian xiang toukong
mm ' ts^t# -m mmmn °
tiaoyang, henbude yishi ftijiuruchang.
'And as she herself was afraid that if she fell really ill other peo-
ple would gloat, she concentrated on getting better as soon as pos-
sible.'
3. Cheng's and Lee's recovery principles
Cheng 1988, 1990 and Lee 1990, 1995 make perhaps the first attempt in recover-
ing the referents of zero anaphors systematically relying on lexical information of
predicates and connectives as opposed to relying only on pragmatic information.
They propose Opening Principle and Recency Principle to predict the antecedents
of zero anaphors, especially the unsaid subjects in matrix clauses. The Opening
Principle and Recency Principle cited in (2) are taken fi-om Lee's (1995:30-1),
which are based on Cheng 1990 and Lee 1990.
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(2) Recency Principle (RP) applies when a new entity (NE) which is
the most recent one before the zero anaphoric subject becomes the
referent of the zero anaphoric subject in the next clause. In other
words, there is a switch in reference from the opening entity (OE)
to the new entity (NE).
Opening Principle (OP) applies when there is a switch from the
new entity (NE) back to the opening entity (OE).
Recency Principle and Opening Principle are applied in accordance with the
clues available in the te.xts. The clues listed by Lee 1995 which help to determine
that the most recently introduced entity will be the referent of the unsaid subject in
the ne.xt clause, i.e.. Recency Principle should be applied, include the perception
verbs, semantic matching of the entity and the predicate of the zero subject, the
object of the perception \ erb. related action in the predicates and running narra-
tive* (Lee 1995:31). For Opening Principle to be triggered, the four clues indicat-
ing that the referent of the zero anaphoric subject switches back to the of)ening
entity are consequence markers, emoti\es. ordinals and connecti\es" (Lee
1995:48).
Along with Recency Principle and Opening Principle. Cheng 1988. 1990
proposes a TOPIC CONTINUITY as the basic discourse unit from which the recovery
principles are deri\ed and within which the principles are applied to reco\er the
referents of zero anaphors. The diagram in (3) adapted from Cheng's 1988 illus-
trates the structure of topic continuity. A 'topic continuit> " consists of coherent
statements dealing with the same discourse topic: opening statements followed by
subsequent statements. Cheng 1990 contends that the opening statement usually
sets the focus of a topic continuity, and that subsequent statements are related ex-
plicitly or implicitly by discourse connectives. As shovsn by the diagram in (3),
within a topic continuity there ma> exist one or more sub-topic continuities; this
reflects the fact that a discourse is made up of a hierarchy of smaller discourse
units, i.e.. of topic continuities.
The search for the antecedent of a zero anaphor begins at the statement in
which a zero anaphor is present, and then the preceding statements of the current
topic continuity; if not found, the search continues further back to another topic
continuity higher in the hierarchy until the antecedent is found. In case there is a
zero anaphor in statement (e) provided the diagram in (3). the search for the refer-
ent of the zero anaphor will begin at statement (e) itself, and then statement (d). If
the referent cannot be found in the sub-topic continuity, the search will mo\e fur-
ther to the topic continuity, i.e., to statements (a-c) which arc introduced into the
discourse prior the zero anaphor.
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(3) opening statement (a)
statement (b)
statement (cl sub-Topic
^Continuity
statement (g)
statement (h)
opening statement (d)
statement (e)
statement (f)
One typical example discussed by Cheng is given in (4) to show how Re-
cency Principle and Opening Principle account for the reference switches of zero
anaphoric subjects. There are seven zero anaphors present in the topic continuity in
(4); among them, 01, 02, 03, 04, and 07 are unsaid subjects in (4b), (4c), (4d),
(4e), and (4f) respectively. The occurrence of the perception verb, jian 'see' in
(4a), indicates that Recency Principle will be applied and predicts that the new en-
tity, Qinzhong (a young man's name) which is the object of jian will be the ante-
cedent of the zero subjects in subsequent clauses, i.e., in (4b) and (4c). The new
entity Qinzhong along with (4b) and (4c) thus constitute a SUB-TOPIC continuity.
However, the reference switches back to the opening entity, Jiamu 'Grandmother
Jia' in (4d) because of the occurrence of xinzhong 'in the heart, in one's mind',
which is an emotive expression denoting the emotions, thoughts or desires of an
entity. Namely, the occurrence of emotive expression xinzhong, causes Opening
Principle to predicts that Jiamu, the opening entity, will once again return back to
the focus of the topic continuity.
(4)(HLMCh8,pl31)
Jiamuj
Grandmother Jia see
M mm. mn m^'
jian Qinzhong; xingrong biaozhi,
Qinzhong appearance handsome
01j
(Qinzhong)
02j
(Qinzhong)
juzhi
manner
kan
can
03i
(Grandmother Jia)
wenrou,
tender
m
pei
accompany
xinzhong
in one's mind
Baoyuj^
Baoyu
dushu,
study
shifen
very
04i bian liu-05j-cha
(Grandmother Jia) then/therefore keep sb. for tea
huanxi,
happy
liu-06j-fan,
keep SD. for a meal
5^ ^ A
07i you mingrenjij
(Grandmother Jia) also order people
dai 08j qu
take (Qinzhong) go
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jian Wangfiirenn deng.
meet Lady Wang and others
'Grandmother Jia was dehghted by Qinzhong's handsome looks
and pleasing manner. Convinced that he would make an excellent
school mate for Baoyu, she kept hem to tea and a meal, then or-
dered servants to take him to meet lady Wang and rest of the fam-
ily.' (DRM Ch8, pl30)
4. The Recovery Rules
The Recovery Rules proposed in this study are based on Cheng's and Lee's pio-
neering discussions of Opening Principle and Recency Principle, which can re-
cover the referents of zero anaphors within the domain of 'topic continuity'. Nei-
ther the Recovery Rules nor their recover) principles are intended to claim that
there is such a set of principles which are innate in our mental structures, and that
language users follow restrictly these principles/rules in reading process. These
principles may not be 'active' to native speakers, but they are not arbitrar>' linguis-
tic rules either. They are deduced from the observed facts such as the object entity
introduced by perceptive predicates tend to be the referent of the zero anaphors in
the immediate following clauses, reflexives indicate switches in reference and con-
sequent connectives will predict that zero anaphor refers to the entity currently on
focus. The reason for native speakers being unaware of the principles is because
they are all parts of the integral knowledge we use to achieve reading comprehen-
sion. The listeners/readers-oriented principles, based on discourse structures, sen-
tence structures and lexical semantics of predicates and connectives, aim to pro-
vide an alternative way in interpreting Chinese zero anaphors, whose interpretation
are believed to depend on pragmatic knowledge and discourse information.
In section 4.1, the notion of MAIN KNTITY is proposed to take place of Lee's
OPENING ENTITY; the definition of the former is less narrow than the latter's. The
Recover)' Rules are explicated in section 4.2: Primacy Principle, which embodies
the spirit of Cheng's Opening Principle, is revised in accordance with the notion of
main entity; Disjoincy Principle is proposed to make the Recoven. Rules complete,
i.e., given Disjoincy Principle, it is possible to predict the referents of the zero
anaphors at non-clause-initial positions as well as those at clause-initial ones. Re-
cency Principle is identical to Cheng's original but will be discussed from a new
perspective.
4.1 Main entity
The notion of MAIN ENTITY is intended to denote the entity of most saliency in a
'topic continuity'. The proposal of MAIN EN III Y does not have any contradiction
with Cheng's Opening Principle. Since an opening statement usually brings out the
discourse topic of a 'topic continuity', i.e.. indicating who or what is being talked
about. Cheng suggests that the search for an appropriate referent of a zero anaphor
should look back into the opening statement. The entity of focus introduced in the
opening statement, which is usually the subject entity, is then the most possible
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referent for a zero anaphor; the entity of focus is the most salient entity in the
'topic continuity' and is MAIN ENTITY of the 'topic continuity'.
Lee 1995 uses 'opening entity' to refer to the subject entity in the opening
statement, which is usually the entity of most importance in a 'topic continuity'.
The first and most direct reason for proposing the notion of main entity is that
'opening entity' is not necessarily present in opening statement, i.e., in the first
statement of a 'topic continuity'. There are cases in which main entity is not intro-
duced in the first clause of a 'topic continuity'. For instance, in narratives the first
clause is sometimes a time expression, which can be a phrase or a clause denoting
time change. Daole ciri yizao 'the next early morning' in the 'topic continuity' in
(5) is a time expression providing the time setting for the state of affairs and also
indicating the beginning of a new 'topic continuity'. Instead of a phrase, a clause is
present at the beginning of the 'topic continuity' in (6) to serve as a time expres-
sion. The first clause in (6), Baoyu zi chu-Ie-men 'Since/after Baoyu left his
apartments for somewhere' is no doubt a clause with subject and predicate; the
subject, Baoyu, however, is not the main entity of the 'topic continuity'. Ta
fangzhong zhexie yahuan men "the maids in his/Baoyu's apartments' introduced
in the second clause is the focus, i.e., the MAIN ENTITY of the 'topic continuity'.
Clauses (6c), (6d), and (6e) describe what the maids have been doing to amuse
themselves during Baoyu's absence.
(5) (HLM Ch49, p659)
--¥-'
yizao,
in the early morning
jiguazhe zhe shi,
in one's mindbear in mind this thing
c. -^ m^^mm •
yiye mei-haoshengde-shui,
(Baoyu) the whole night cannot sleep soundly
d. ^ ^ 7 '
tian Hang le,
sky light up ASP
e. gt mi^^ °
jiu paqilai.
(Baoyu) then get up
'Too excited to sleep soundly, Baoyu got up the next day as soon
as it was light...' (DRM Ch49, pi 34)
(6)(HLMChl9,p263)
a. »i g a^TH'
Baoyu zi chu-le-men,
Baoyu since leave home for somewhere
ta fangzhong zhexie yahuanmen dou
he/Baoyu in the apartments these maids all
i'JT
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guazipi.
yuexing ziyi de wanxiao,
as one please ADV play
c. mw mmm m •
yeyou ganweiqi de,
some play draughts NOM^
d.
-few m^i^m 6^'
yeyou zhishai mopai de,
some play dice and cards NOM
e. fii 7 -ite
ke le yidi
(these maids) crackASP all over the floor melon-seed shells
'During Baoyu's absence, the maids in his apartments had amused
themselves as they pleased at draughts, dice and cards, until the
floor was strewn with melon-seed shells." (DRM Chi 9, p272)
As shown by the 'topic continuity' in (6), the subject entity introduced in the
opening statement, i.e., Lee's 'opening entity', may not be the entity of most sali-
ency of the 'topic continuity', if 'opening statement" is defmed as 'the first clause
of a "topic continuity"'. The problem can be solved by excluding the clauses de-
noting time expression from being the 'opening statement'. The notion of MAIN
ENTITY picks up the entity which is the primar>, the most salient entity of a 'topic
continuity' no matter where this entity is first introduced into the discourse. Ac-
cordingly, 'opening entity" directly points out that the opening statement especially
carries the most important information and that the entity in focus tends to be in-
troduced in the opening statement, but 'main entity'; can share the same spirit un-
derlying 'opening entity" while keeping away from the question whether 'main
entity' has to occur in the first clause of a 'topic continuity'.
The second reason for preferring MAIN E-NTITY is that the subject entity in the
opening statement may not be the entity of most saliency. I'here may be other en-
tities involving when the main entity is introduced into the discourse. Ihe "topic
continuity' in (6) is one of the examples: ta fangzhong 'in his apartments' and
zhexie 'these' are adjectives which describe the following noun phrase, yahuan-
men 'maids', which is the main entity of the 'topic continuity*. Ihe antecedent ol
ta "he", Baoyu, is present in the first clause, a time expression, and in the second
clause again, but it is not the main entity. (Jiving an addition example, possesives
are quite often used to introduce a new entity, which is the enlit\ in locus of the
'topic continuity'. The most important entity is then the entity whom is possessed
but not the one who is the possessor. Ihe two situations di.scussed above may not
be the reasons for supporting MAIN ENTITY, but the 'topic continuity" in (7), in
which the subject in the opening statement is not the most salient entity, can lend
further support to proposing the notion of c
.
The first clause in the 'topic continuity' in (7) introduces two entities into the
discourse: Mingyan (a servant's name) and Wangtaiyi 'Doctor Wang", and the
object entity, Wangtaiyi, is the main entity. Ihc following clauses in the IC are
about the diagnosis Wangtaiyi made and the contents of the prescription. It fol-
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lows that the TC is about what Wangtaiyi had done with the patient and Mingyan
is not mentioned again later in the TC; this provides the evidence to support that
Wangtaiyi is the main entity of the TC. This special way of introducing main en-
tity can be attributed to the lexical semantics of the predicate qing 'ask for, invite,
bring'. The object entity is BROUGHT into the discourse for the first time and be-
come the focus of the 'topic continuity'. To sum up, even though 'opening entity'
is not meant to be identified with the subject entity in 'opening statement', the no-
tion of MAIN entity is in favor. By using the latter, the most salient entity in a
'topic continuity' can be easily and clearly referred to, no matter what grammatical
role the 'main entity' plays in a TC when it is introduced into the discourse for the
first time.
(7)(HLMCh51,p695)
a.
-m ^s ^ ifT ^xm 515'
yishi Mingyan guo qingle Wangtaiyi lai,
shortly Mingyan certainly ask for Doctor Wang come
b. mrm \k -
zhen-le-mai hou,
(Doctor Wang) feel the pulse after
c. ^^ ^ m^ ^ m mt
'
shuo de bingzheng yu qian xiangfang,
(Doctor Want) say NOM symptom with previous similar
d. Rm 1j±. ^ r^W. . .
zhishi fangshang guo meiyou . .
.
but prescription certainly not have
'Before very long Mingyan brought Doctor Wang, who first ex-
amined the patient then made a diagnosis very similar to the pre-
vious one. But instead of such ingredients as . .
., his prescription
called for . . .' (DRM Ch51, pi 73)
The third reason for proposing the notion of MAIN ENTITY is because an ani-
mate entity may not be the '(discourse) topic' of a 'topic continuity'; this is the
reason to argue against referring to the most salient entity in a 'topic continuity' as
'topic' as in You 1996. The theme of a piece of discourse can be events, actions or
state of affairs; accordingly, the 'topic' of a 'topic continuity' is about its main
ENTITY, such as an event happening to or experienced by the main entity, an action
performed by the main entity or the main entity's state of affairs. The use of main
ENTITY helps to point out the central entity in a 'topic continuity' and at same time
to observe the difference between the discourse topic and the most salient entity in
a 'topic continuity'.
Another reason for adopting MAIN ENTITY is that it implies and allows the hi-
erarchy of the entities introduced in a 'topic continuity', corresponding to the hier-
archy of 'topic continuities', i.e., a 'topic continuity' may contain embedded 'sub-
topic continuifies'. Given that MAIN entity is the entity of most saliency in a
'topic continuity', it is the focus of the entire 'topic continuity'. Each 'sub-topic
continuity', as well as 'topic continuity', has its own main entity within its domain.
The main entities in 'sub-topic continuity' are certainly not as salient as the MAIN
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ENTITY of the entire 'topic continuity'; these SECONDARY ENTITIES are then next to
the MAIN ENTITY, which is then the PRIMARY ENTITY in contrast to secondary enti-
ties, in the hierarchy of entities. The hierarchy of the entities in a 'topic continuity'
based on their sahence is of great importance. In addition to distance as discussed
in Givon 1983, sahence is another crucial parameter in determining what the ante-
cedent of a zero anaphor is. The more salient an entity is in a 'topic continuity', the
more it tends to be the referent of a zero anaphor. fhe interaction between MAIN
ENTITY and SECONDARY ENTITY in conjunction with the two parameters, i.e., dis-
tance and saliency, is requisite in applying Disjoincy Principle (for detailed discus-
sions see You 1998).
4.2 Recovery rules
You 1996 has shown that the Opening Principle and Recency Principle proposed
by Cheng and Lee which are applied in accordance with the lexical and discoursal
clues available in texts can correctly predict most of the referents of the zero ana-
phors which are clause-initial. The Recency Principle discussed below is basically
Cheng's Recency Principle with additional explanations and remarks aller ob-
serving a large amount of data. Primacy Principle is proposed in place of Opening
Principle; the latter is revised in accordance with the notion of MAIN ENTITY expli-
cated in section 4.1. A new principle, Disjoincy Principle, is proposed to account
for the zero anaphors which are present at positions other than clause-initial ones.
4.2.1 Recency Principle
There are 'topic continuities' in which there is only one entity. When there is more
than one entity introduced into a 'topic continuity', sometimes MAIN I.NTITY will
remain to be the focus throughout the entire 'topic continuity', i.e., there is no
switch in reference even though other entities are present in the 'topic continuity'.
Sometimes reference will switch from MAIN ENTITY to a newly introduced entity,
and reference may return back to main entity again later in the 'topic continuity'.
The phenomenon of reference switch to a recent entity will be discus.sed in this
section, while the one of reference returning back to main entity will be discussed
in section 4.2.3 where Primacy Principle is explicated.
Example in (8) is a 'topic continuity' with two entities whose macroproposi-
tion can be that Fengjie visits Qinshi who has been vcr> ill. (8a) is a phrasal time
expression indicating the end of previous I C" and the beginning (W the current one.
The MAIN ENTITY, FenRJie, is introduced in (8b) by the fonn of zero anaphor be-
cause it has been mentioned in the previous TC. It is not unusual for one entity
which is present in the previous TC to constitute a new TC in which it is the main
entity, and that the two I Cs have dilTcrent macropropositions can lend supptirt to
the judgment that they are two distinct IC's. Fen^ic is also the referent ol 02 and
03 in (8c) and (8d) respectively. Another entity. Qin.shi. is then introduced into
the TC by perceptive predicate kanjian see', whose two arguments arc the zero
subject Fengjie and the object Qinshi. What is worth attention is that 04 in (8e)
does not refer to the main entity, FenRJie. anymore, but to the recently introduced
entity, Qinshi. 05 in (80 continues to refer to Qinshi; (8c) and (80. in fact, form a
'sub-topic continuity' which is composed of two descriptive statements, i.e., (8e)
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and (8f), about Qinshi. Another point worth of attention is that 05 is, in fact,
rather a 'topic'^ than a 'subject' in (8f). Literally, what has been getting thin and
wasted is the muscle of the face and body, but what is implied without spelling out
clearly is that it is Qinshi that suffers from losing weight and getting even more ill.
Namely, Qinshi should be the 'topic' of (8f), which is an unsaid entity.
(8)(HLMChll,pl63)
(mm — ^
(Fengjie yiyi de daying
(Fengjie one by oneADVpromise
7) <
le.)
.
CRS)'
e.
i'J7
Daole
till
01
(Fengjie)
02
(Fengjie)
03
(Fengjie)
04
(Qinshi)
fl^
Danshi
but
chuerri,
the second of the month
chi-le
had
m^\
laidao
come to
^M
kanjian
see
m
sui
although
zaofan,
breadfast
Ningfri,
Ning Mansion
Qinshi
Qinshi
wei
not
de
GEN*
guangjing,
situation
shen tian-bing,
very add-illness
na 05 lian-shang shen-shang de
that (Qinshi's) onthefaceonthebody ASSOC^
rou quan shou gan le.
muscle all thin dry/wastedCRS
'(Fengjie promised to do this) and after breakfast on the second
she went to the Ning Mansion to see Qinshi. Although the invalid
appeared no worse, she had grown very thin and wasted.' (DRM
Chll,pl62)
The 'topic continuity' in (9) is another example in which there is a reference
switch from the main entity to a new entity. The macroproposition of this TC can
be that Tanchun (a lady's name) is unwilling to use what Ai-guan (a maid's name)
has said to her as proof What Ai-guan reports to her mistress Tanchun has stated
in the previous discourse and is not mentioned in the current TC as shown in (9a),
in which there is no object entity following perceptive predicate ting 'hear'. This
usage is very common in Chinese narratives. The MAIN ENTITY is Tanchun intro-
duced in (9a), which the zero anaphoric subjects in (9b) and (9c) both refer to. A
new entity, tamen 'they', is introduced in (9c), and it becomes the referent of the
zero subject in (9d), i.e., a reference switch takes place. Reference switches again
in (9e): 04 refers back to the main entity, Tanchun, instead of referring to tamen
(9)(HLMCh60. p817)
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very often in narratives to describe what the subject entity of perceptive predicate
sees and hears, and the stative clauses following the object entity are not from the
point of view of the subject entity any more but from the object entity's. The de-
scriptive statements following the object entity of perceptive predicate can then be
considered as a different world from the one whose point of view is based on the
subject entity. In the case of typical 'world-introducing/changing' predicates, the
created world is about the thinking, beliefs, feelings, dreams, etc. of the subject
entity of the predicate; this world is distinct from the one whose focus is the sub-
ject entity. Accordingly, perceptive predicates as well as predicates such as 'think',
'believe', 'dream', etc. can introduce a new world into the current discourse, i.e.,
they can constitute a 'sub-topic continuity'. When the main entity of the 'sub-topic
continuity' introduced by these 'world-introducing changing' predicates is differ-
ent from the main entity of the entire 'topic continuity', reference switches will
take place.
Based on the observed fact. Recency Principle is then proposed as in (10):
(10) Recency Principle (RP): The entity which is the most recent before the
zero anaphoric subject/topic in the next clause can be the antecedent of
the zero subject/topic. The new referent entity tends to be introduced by
'world-introducing/changing' predicates such as 'think', 'believe',
'dream', 'see', 'hear', etc.
According to the data I have examined, 'world-introducing/changing' predi-
cate is the only predicate which causes Recency Principle to apply. The idea of
world-creating offers an explanation for switches in reference and for establish-
ment of 'sub-topic continuities'. Switches in reference occur also when there is a
switch from a recently introduced world to the previous one, as shown in (9e). The
interrupt of a new world back to the earlier one can be accounted for by Primacy
Principle, which will be explicated in section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 Disjoincy Principle
Recency Principle discussed in the previous section deals with mainly the zero
anaphors which are present clause-initially. There are, however, other zero ana-
phors which occur at positions other than clause-initial one. The 'topic continuity'
in (11) contains nine zero anaphors: 01-04, 07, and 08 are at clause-initial posi-
tions, while 05, 06, and 09 occur either at clause-final or at clause-middle posi-
tions. The macroproposition of this 'topic continuity' can be that Daiyu (a lady's
name) has heard her mother speak of this cousin Lady Wang mentions. What
Daiyu has heard forms a 'sub-topic continuity' beginning at (lib) and ending at
(1 Ih); the main entity of the 'sub-topic continuity', the 'secondary entity' of the
entire TC is biaoxiong 'cousin' in spite of the occurrence of clause-initial erjiumu
'(Daiyu's) second aunt'. 01-04 all refer to the main entity of the subTC, i.e.,
biaoxiong; 07 and 08 refer to the main entity of the entire TC, i.e., Daiyu. The
interpretation of 01-04, 07, and 08 will be reexamined in section 4.2.3, where
Primacy Principle will be discussed. The interest of the current section is limited to
05, 06, and 09 which cannot be accounted for either by Recency Principle or
Primacy Principle.
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Examination of (1 1) shows that both 05 and 06 refer to biaoxiong 'cousin'
while 09 should refer to Wangfuren 'Lady Wang'. In recovering the referent of
05, five entities have been introduced into the discourse: Daiyu, muqin '(Daiyu's)
mother', erjiumu '(Daiyu's) second aunt', biaoxiong '(Daiyu's) cousin', and wai-
zumu *(Daiyu"s) maternal grandmother"; search for the referent will, however, be
limited to only three entities which are within the domain of the current TC, i.e.,
the 'sub-topic continuity': erjiumu, biaoxiong, and waizumu. Among these three
potential referent entities, biaoxiong is the main entity of the subTC and waizumu
is the subject entity of (1 Ig) in which 05 is present. The fact that the main entity
of the subTC is the antecedent of 05 suggests that a zero anaphor cannot refer to
the entity which is present in the same clause where the recovered zero anaphor is
also present, and that the main entity of the subTC is more likely to be the referent
of a zero anaphor despite that the other entity, erjiumu, and the main entity,
biaoxiong, are introduced in the same clause, (lib), i.e., the distance from 05 to
erjiumu and the one to biaoxiong are identical. In search for the referent of 06,
the subject entity in (1 Ih), wuren 'no one', is excluded; 06 refers to the main en-
tity of the subTC, biaoxiong, again among the three possible antecedent, erjiumu,
biaoxiong, and waizumu. Given that waizumu is the closest entity to 06, ex-
cluding wuren, that biaoxiong is still picked as the antecedent of 06 suggests that
the MAIN ENTITY of a 'topic continuity'/'sub-topic continuity' is indeed more
likely than other entities to be the one zero anaphors refer to.
09 is different from 05 and 06 in that it is present outside the domain of the
'sub-topic continuity' but belongs to the domain of the entire "topic continuity'. In
interpreting 09, the main entity of the entire TC, Daiyu, is exluded for the reason
that it is the entity that 08 refers to in (1 Ij) where 09 is present. Among the
other six entities which have been introduced into the TC: muqin. erjiumu.
biaoxiong, waizumu, wuren, and Wangfuren Lady Wang', the main entit\ ol
the subTC, biaoxiong, is not special any more, it is merely an entity which has
occurred in the TC. That the most recently introduced entity, Wangfuren, is the
antecedent of 09 implies that the factor of distance between zero anaphor and its
antecedent is decisive when the main entity of 'topic continuity/sub-topic continu-
ity' cannot be the candidate of referent.
(Il)(HLMCh3. p49)
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tributes to coherence of the entire "(sub-)topic continuity'. Fhc other factor,
'distance restriction', is a well-know factor in identifying the referent of pronomi-
nal and zero anaphors (Givon 1983). The farther the distance between an entity
and an anaphor. the less likely the entity becomes the antecedent of the anaphor.
Disjoincy Principle is, accordingly, proposed as in (13):
(12) Farmer & Hamish's Disjoint Reference Presumption:
The arguments of a predicate are intended to be disjoint, unless marked
otherwise.
(13) Disjoincy Principle (DP): a zero anaphor will refer to the entity which
is not present in the same clause and which other anaphors in the same
clause do not refer to. unless marked otherwise. Among the entities
which can be the referent of a zero anaphor, the main entity of '(sub-)
topic continuity" has priority over others; if the main entity of
'(sub-)topic continuity" is not a potential referent, search of the referent
for a zero anaphor will then follow distance restriction.
Disjoincy Principle can, in fact, account for clause-initial zero anaphors as
well as non-clause-initial ones; it is indeed applied to recover the referent of
clause-initial zero anaphors in conjunction with Recency Principle and Primacy
Principle, fhc fC in (14) is such an example, in which 04 is recoxered according
to the predictions of Disjoincy Principle, fhc macro proposition olthe 'topic con-
tinuity" can be that Grandmother Jia has great confidence in Qinshi and believes
that the latter can make proper arrangement. Predicate zhi 'know' introduces two
entities into the discourse in (14a): the main entit>, Jiamu "Grandmother Jia" and
the object, entity Qinshi 'a lady's name". Given that zhi 'to knim" is one of the
'world introducing/changing" predicates. Recency Principle will predict that 01,
02, and 03 in (14b), (14c). and (14d) respectively should all refer to the object
entity in (14a), i.e., Qinshi. (I4b-I4d) then form a '(sub-)topic continuity', in
which Qinshi is the main entity. Reference switch takes place in ( I4e) though: 04
refers back to Jiamu. the main entil\ of the entire IC. Primacy Principle, which
will be discussed in the ne.xt section, usually is the one that accounts for reference
switch, but will fail to predict 04 in (I4e). However, Di.sjoincy Principle can cor-
rectly predict that Jiamu is the antecedent of 04. In recovering the referent of 04.
only two entities have been mentioned in the TC. i.e.. Jiamu and Qinshi. and one
of them, Qinshi, is the antecedent of the pronominal anaphor, ta she". Accord-
ingly, 04 will then refer to the only entity let\, Jiamu.
(14)(HLMCh5,p73)
a. nf^ * 591 *^ ft fi «
Jiamu
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02
(Qinshi)
03
(Qinshi)
deyi
favorite
xingshi
behave
Jb i
nai
be
you
also
wenrou
gentle
chongsunxi
great-grandsons' wives
Z A-
zhi ren,
NOM person
heping,
amiable
zhong
among
diyige
the first
ta
she
qu
go
5m
anzhi
arrange
Baoyu,
Baoyu
04 jian
(Grandmother Jia) see
f. SM ^m ^^
Zishi anwen de.
Surely appropriate NOM
'Grandmother Jia had every confidence in this lovely slender
young woman who with her gentle, amiable behavior was her fa-
vorite of all the great-grandsons' wives of the Rong and Ning
branches. She was therefore sure Baoyu would be in good hands.'
(DRM Ch5, p68)
4.2.3 Primacy Principle
Recency Principle, which is discussed in section 4.2.1, deals mainly with reference
switches from MAIN ENTITY to recently introduced new entity. New entity will,
sometimes, remain at the focus through the end of 'topic continuity' as in (8),
while sometimes reference switch takes place again and the focus returns back to
main entity as in (9). In this section, the clues are examined which indicate that
main entity returns back to the focus and which are available in texts.
The use of 'world-introducing/changing' predicates such as 'think', 'believe',
'dream', 'see', etc. introduces new world which is based on the point of view dif-
ferent from the original world and results in reference switch. If there is going to
be change of point of view, i.e., the new world comes to an end and returns back to
the original world, there should be some linguistic use which carries such infor-
mation. Examination of the TC in (9), which is repeated here for the convenience
of discussion, reveals that backward-linking connectives (Li & Thompson 1981)
such as bian 'then, therefore' should be one of the lexical clues which imply main
entity's point of view is adopted again.
As discussed in section 4.2.1, (9d) is part of the new world introduced by
predicate liao 'think, suppose', 03 should, therefore, refer to the object entity of
liao, tamen 'they', in (9c). The fact that 04 refers to the main entity of the entire
TC, Tanchun (a lady's name), marks the end of the new world in which tamen is
the focus. We can attribute the switch in reference to the consequent connective,
bian 'then, therefore' in (9e). According to Li & Thompson 1981, 'with
"backward linking", ... the clause the speaker says is dependent on the previous
clause for its meaning to be complete' (1981:632). Bian in (9e) is one of conse-
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quent connectives which belong to the category of 'backward hnking' connectives,
the use of bian, therefore, imphes that the meaning of (9e) is related with previous
clauses. This supports the claim that the occurrence of consequent connective bian
can indicate that search for the referent of zero anaphor will return from the re-
cently introduced new world back to the entire 'topic continuity" and that the entity
of most saliency in topic continuity', i.e., main entity, will be the antecedent of
the zero anaphoric subject/topic.
(9)(HLMCh60,p817)
a. ^# m. 7 '
Tanchun ting le,
Tanchun hear ASP
b. m ^ m^'
01 sui zhi qingbi,
(Tanchun) although be aware of suspicion
c. ^^ n-M f&fi ^ j^ -it'
02 yi liaoding tamen jie shi yidang,
(Tanchun) also think for certain they all be one group
03 ben jie tiaoqi yichang.
(tamen) originally all naughty exu-aordinary
04 bian zhi daying,
(Tanchun) therefore, then only respond
f. iiZ frf ^fHkn'M'
05 ye bukcn ju-ci-wei-shi.
(Tanchun) also unwilling take-this-as-lruth
'Although this sounded suspicious to Tanchun, she knew that Ai-
guan and the other girls belonged to one set and were ven. mis-
chievous too; so after hearing her out, she was unwilling to use
this as proof (DRM Ch60, p325)
Before examining more data for the clues indicating reference switch from
new entity back to main entity, one phenomenon needs attention: when there is no
switch in reference, the point of view of the previous clause is retained, that is, the
main entity of '(sub-)topic continuity' will be the antecedent of the zero anaphoric
subject/topic in the following clauses. 'Topic continuities' with only one entity can
illustrate this point best. As noticed by Cheng 1990, when there is only one entity
in a 'topic continuity', the entity is the referent of the zero anaphors in the IC.
Giving the IC in (15) as an example, the main entit\, Jia /.hcng. is the onl> entity
introduced in the TC, and it is the antecedent which all the zero anaphors in the
following clauses refer to. Ihis can be attributed to the saliency and character of
coherence of main i-ntii y.
(15)(HLMCh33,p448)
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b. ^* Mm
0\[ bujue
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world because of" the occurrence of connectives, emotive expressions
and predicates and reflexives, reference will switch from the new entity
back to main entity.
Consequent connectives such as bian "then, therefore' in (9e) and (llj) are
not the only lexical clues which can be found in texts; the use of other connectives,
emotive expressions and predicates and reflexives can also imply that main entity
once again regains the focus from new entity. Ihe occurrence of 'backward link-
ing' connectives such as 'consequent connectives' (e.g., bian 'then, therefore',
yiner 'therefore'), 'additive connectives' (e.g., lianmang 'immediately'),
'contrar\ connectives' (e.g.. danshi, keshi 'but. however') usually indicates that
reference switches back to main entity again. limotive expressions and predicates
express entit\ "s emotions, thoughts and desires such as xinzhong 'in one's mind',
xiang 'to think", liao 'to think, to suppose", kong to be afraid that", fhe use of
emotive expressions and predicates in '(sub-)topic continuity' usually denotes
MAIN ENTITY'S emotions, thoughts and desires; accordingly, the occurrence of
them in-plies that reference switches from new entity back to main entity.
Xir^hong 'in the heart, in one's mind" and huanxi 'happ\. pleased' in (4d) are
examples of emotive expressions and predicates; the occurrence of them predicts
that 03 in (4d) refers back to the main entity. Jiamu 'Cirandmother Jia". Reflex-
ives such as ziji 'oneself, compared with the other two, are relatively more direct
in causing reference switch back to main entity, cf. (17k). The use of full noun
phrases, including proper names, is another way to explicitly show that main entity
will return to the f"ocus again.
The connectives, emotive expressions and predicates and reflexives listed
above are lexical information available in te.xts, which pro\ ide the clues needed in
interpreting zero anaphors. Sentence structures can also be the clues we can de-
pend on to recover the referent of zero anaphor; the IC" in ( 1 7) is such an example.
(17b). (17e), (17h). and (17i) are structures parallel to each other; each of them
consists of a 'world-introducing/ changing" predicate followed by an object entity
and a new world, fhis kind of parallel structures implies that the clauses are se-
quence of actions performed by the same subject entity. That is. if the subject enti-
ties are unsaid zero anaphor. they will all refer to the same antecedent. 1 he predic-
tion is borne out as shown by the fact that the main entity, Jia Zheng is the ante-
cedent of 01, 04, 07, and 08. Another phenomenon attracts our attention; se-
quence of parallel structures may occur in conjunction with 'additive connectives'
(e.g., you 'then") or "sequential connecti\es" (e.g.. yizc . . . crzc . . . 'first . . . sec-
ond . . .'). In the ca.se of (17). we have you 'then", you "then", and /.ai 'then' in
(17e). (17h), and (I7i) respectively. Sometimes parallel in structures are not
marked explicitly but implicitly. For example, contrast in timing can often be ob-
ser\-ed as parallel in surface linguistic form. Ihe TC in ( 1 1 ) is such an example of
describing two e\ents with diflerent timing. Ihe use of experiential completed as-
pect marker guo in ( 1 la) implies that the new world introduced b> the "world in-
troducing/changing' predicate, shuo "to say' is what Daiyu has heard. The t>ccur-
rence of jin now' in (I li), therefore, gives hint of switch in reference back to the
main entity Daiyu again.
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(17)(HLMCh23,p314)
a. m.^ -#@ '
Jia Zhengi yijumu,
Jia Zheng look, glance
b. M. »5
01i jian Baoyuj
(Jia Zheng) see Baoyu
c. i^T^ W\M •
zhan zaigenqian,
stand in front of (someone)
e.
h.
k.
02j
(Baoyu)
03j
(Baoyu)
you
then
04i
(Jia Zheng)
05^ renwu
(Jia Huan) character
06i( juzhi
(Jia Huan) manners
07i hu
shencai piaoyi,
expression graceful
xiuse
elegent expression
kankan
duoren;
outstanding
Jia Huanj^,
see, take a look Jia Huan
m
weisuo,
obscene, philistine
m,m •
huangshu;
rusty
you xiangqi Jia Zhu^
(Jia Zheng) suddengly again recall Jia Zhu
mm i^A
kankan Wangfiirenn
see, take a look Lady Wang
515'
lai,
come
erzip=j,
08i zai
(Jia Zheng) then
it -f@ 11^
zhe yige qinsheng
this one one's own (child)
09n su ai
(Lady Wang) always love
ziji
i
de huxu
(Jia Zheng himself) GEN beard
cangbai:
grey and white
S il^f^^ ± '
yin zhejijian shang,
because ofthese things ADV (in the scope of)
IE mumu m^ m^ ;^
01 Ij ba suri xianwu chufen Baoyu; zhi
(JiaZheng)BA always disgustpunish Baoyu NOM
zhi you
only have
&3
de
NOM
01Op=j
(Baoyu)
Jiang
be going to
ru-zhen,
like-pearl
e
yi
already
xin
mind
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^* M 7 AA-
bujue jian le ba-jiu.
Without being aware of it substract CRS eight-jiu
Jia Zheng glanced up and saw Baoyu standing before him. The
boy's striking charm and air of distinction contrasted so strongly
with Jia Huan's vulgar, common appearance that he was reminded
of his dead son Jia /hu. He glanced at I.ady Wang. She had only
this one son left and she doted on him. As for him. his beard was
already turning gray. Bearing all this in mind, he forgot his usual
aversion to Baoyu." (DRM Ch23. p332)
5. Summary
With the aid of 'macroproposition' and full noun phrases (including proper names),
'topic continuity' can be identified more consistently in texts. Being able to deter-
mine which clauses should be grouped together as a 'topic continuity" is of great
significance in the efforts of attempting to interpret Chinese zero anaphors de-
pending not merely on pragmatic information but also on discoursal. semantic, and
lexical information available in texts. " fopic continuity" is the basic discourse unit
bridging between clauses and paragraphs, within which the referent of zero ana-
phor is argued to be able to recovered. The three principles. Recency Principle,
Primacy Principle, and Disjoincy Principle, explicated in this study, are intended to
fulfill the purpose of recovering the referent of zero anaphor without solely de-
pending on pragmatic information, fhe examples given here are only a small part
of the data for the purpose of illustrating; the parameters and restrictions related
with the principles are not discussed thoroughly either (for discussions in depth,
see You 1998). Hopefully, this study can provide insights into the phenomenon of
zero anaphors. and a different approach from syntactic and pragmatic ones for un-
derstanding zero anaphors.
NOTES
This paper is written to fulfill the requirement of ling. 499 instructed by Yamuna
Kachru. 1 would also like to thank C. C. Cheng for his comments and suggestions.
' The data consists of 164 'topic continuities", a total of 791 statements/clauses.
190 out of 791 do not contain clause-initial zero anaphors: 595 of the rest are pre-
dicted by either Opening Principle or Recency Principle or by both, and the other 6
cannot be accounted for by the principles.
^ Abbreviations fC and sublC are denoted to 'topic continuity' and 'sub-topic
continuity' respectively.
^ HLM stands for Hongloumeng (The Dream of the Red Mansions), the data base
adopted in the current study, which is a Chinese classic novel written by Xueqin
Cao and I: Gao.
"^ DRM stands for A Dream ofRed Mansions, which is the translation of Hon-
gloumeng by Hsien-yi Yang & Gladys Yang 1978. The English translation of all
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the examples used in this article is taken from A Dream ofRed Mansions. In order
to be consistent with the Chinese pinyin texts, some of the proper names used in
Yang & Yang's have, therefore, been modified to reflect Hanyu Pinyin system
used throughout this article.
5NOM stands for nominalizer.
6
Here 'topic' is denoted to the meaning as in Li & Thompson 1981. For example,
in the sentence (Li & Thompson 1981 :94)
nei-ke shu yezi hen da.
that-CL tree leaf very big
That tree, (its) leaves are very big.
Ne-ke shu 'that tree' is the topic of the sentence, while yezi 'leaf is the subject.
7
CRS stands for Currently Relevant State.
8
GEN stands for genitive. See Li & Thompson 1981 for the discussions of geni-
tive/possessive de.
9
ASSOC stands for associative. See Li & Thompson 1981 for the discussions of
associative de.
10
As mentioned earlier, the reasons for 07 and 08 to refer to Daiyu, the main
entity of the entire TC will be discussed in section 4.2.3.
11
EXP stands for experiential aspect.
12
PFV stands for perfective aspect.
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The paper deals with a recalcitrant problem in the pattern of tonal
spreading in Danyang, namely a HL-LH melody that exhibits excep-
tional behavior with respect to the directions and tiers of tone-spread-
ing involved. Several scholars (Matthew Chen, Moira Yip, Marjorie
Chan, and Zhiming Bao) have tried to wrestle with this problem, but
the result clearly docs not conceal the unsatisfactory nature of the solu-
tion. In this paper, 1 try to make a very simple move, by assuming that
the underlying melody for this pattern is HL-HL (which is more in line
with other underlying patterns anyway), and that a surface spread is
rightward for all mekxiies, and no exceptional behavior in fact occurs.
In addition, my study of Danyang also has implications for the typol-
ogy of tone languages across Chinese dialects. 1 suggest that there are
three types of tone languages: syllable-tone languages (such as Man-
darin), word-tone languages (such as Shanghai), and disyllabic-tone
languages (such as Danyang).
This paper centers around the directions and tiers of tone-spreading, based
on the tone sandhi data from Danyang Chinese.
In the terminology of autosegmental phonology, the tonal representation in
Chinese has been widely discussed by Yip 1980. 1989: Chan 1988. 1991, 1995;
Bao 1990: Duanmu 1990; and others. For convenience, I adopt the tonal repre-
sentation by Yip 1989. seen as ( 1 ):
( 1 ) Tone Tier:
O TBU
I
T Root node
CI C2 Tonemic tier
The tree in (1) expresses the contour tone formed by CI and C2, CI referring to
the preceding half of the contour tone while C2 standing for its latter half. For in-
stance, if CI is // and C2 is L, this lone will be HL. a falling lone. Likewise, if CI is
L and C2 is H, this tone is LH, a rising tone.
There might be two assumptions for both the direction and tiers of tonal
spreading. The weak version for the direction of tone-spreading is that tone-
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spreading to an unassociated tone bearing unit (TBU) may be either from left to
right, or from right to left, or from both, shown as (2):
(2) Weak version about the direction of tone-spreading:
Tone-spreading to an unassociated TBU may be from left to right, i.e., case
(a), or from right to left, i.e., case (b), or from both, i.e., case (c).
(a) V (b) V (c) V
1/ M W/
T T T
As for the tiers of tone-spreading, they can be either from the root tier, or from the
tonemic tier, or from both, seen as (3):
(3) Weak version about the tiers of tone-spreading:
Tone-spreading to an unassociated TBU can be from the root tier, i.e., case
(a), or from the tonemic tier, i.e., case (b), or from both.
(a) a .a ,C5 g
r''"
/\
CI C2
(b) a a c <5
T / ,'-;-'-'
Cl C2
The strong version for the direction of tone-spreading is that tone-spreading
to an unassociated TBU must be from left to right. And for the tiers of tone-
spreading, all TBU must be associated with a root tier, given as (4) and (5), respec-
tively:
(4) Strong version about the direction of tone-spreading:
Tone-spreading to an unassociated TBU must be from left to right.
(5) Strong version about the tiers of tone-spreading:
All TBU must be associated with a root tier.
However, based on the discussion of Danyang tone sandhi, I would like to
argue that the direction of tone-spreading to an unassociated TBU is either from
left to right, or from right to left, but not from both directions in a specific lan-
guage, stated as (6):
(6) Tone-spreading to an unassociated TBU is either from left to right, or
from right to left but not from both directions in a specific language.
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As for the assumption about the tiers of tone-spreading, I would like to suggest
that TBU may be associated with a root tier, or with a toncmic tier, but not with
both tiers in a specific language, given in (7):
(7) TBU may be associated with a root tier, or with a tonemic tier but not
with both tiers in a specific language.
Now, let me argue for the assumptions given in both (6) and (7), based on thetone
sandhi data adopted from Danyang Chinese.
Danyang has six surface tones in citation form and six melodies in sandhi
form, shown as (8) and (9), respectively:
(8)
Tone types
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The problem of Chen's claim is that these two different patterns are not ex-
hibited in the tone melodies of both lexical item and phrase in Danyang Chinese.
On the contrary, pattern (9c) covers not only lexical item but also phrase. Also,
Chen did not discuss the issues regarding the directions and tiers of tone-spread-
ing.
Slightly differing from Chen, Yip 1989 assumes that the disyllabic pattern
HL..LH is the base melody from which the polysyllabic tone patterns in (9c) are
derived by means of the edge-in association and left-to-right spreading, shown as
(12):
(12) Base melody of pattern C: HL...LH
Edge-In association & tone-spreading
(rightwards) from the root node
o
1
-
' -
-
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elation and the spreading tier in (9c) arc contrary to those of all the other pat-
terns.
The most impressive analyses about the base melody of Danyang tone sand-
hi has been made by Chan 1988. 1991, and Bao 1990. They share the same opin-
ion that the phrasal tone patterns in (9) are all determined by the phrasal-initial
syllable and are all derived by the left-to-right spreading of the rightmost tone of
a base melody. Here in (15) is Chan's assumption of the base melody of pattern
(9c):
(15) Base melody: LH (= 9C)
a o a o o a a a o a c a
I
.'-:-'/,'/'-'-"! II I I I I I
I
'-"-" III I I I I I
T TTT T^TTTT
L H L H L H L H L H H L H L H I. H
And (16) is the generative process of pattern E that stands for the other tone pat-
terns:
(16) Base melody: L.H(=9E)
a a o o
T T
I'-. I
I
~1
L H
According to Chan's analysis in (16) and (17), we can see that the directionality
of association and the spreading tier in (9c) is same with those of all the other pat-
terns, namely the Iclt-to-right spreading and spreading from root tier. So, Chan
1991 proposed the following principle particularly concerning tone spreading
tiers, given in (17):
(17) Inter-tier Tone Association Principle
Tone spreading to an unassociated tone-bearing unit may be from the
tonal root tier or from the terminal tonal tier in a given system, but not
from both.
Following the basic idea of Chan 1988, Bao 1990 considers that pattern
(9c) is also derived in the same way as the other patterns which are derived by
the left-lo-righl spreading of a base melody. Based on Chan's assumption about
the base melody of LH and the metathesis rule. Bao has made an analysis given as
(18):
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(18) Base melody: LH(=9C)'
a. Tone copy left-to-right:
o o c a
I-'-'
'"'""
T
/ \
r c
I / \
H 1 h r = register; c = contour
b. Tier conflation and contour metathesis rule: Ih -> hi / Ih
[HR]
o
1 1
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c. (= 9D) Base melody: M
r"
T
/\
r c
I I
L h
d. (= 9E) Base melody: LH-H
G (5 (5 a
I I
-''_'/-"-""
I
1"
T T
/\ /\
re re
I / \ I I
HI h H h
e. (= 9F) Base melody: H
G (5 G G
T
/ \
r c
H h
Both analyses, done separately by Bao and Chan, have successfully avoid-
ed Chen and Yip's problem that the directionality of association and the spread-
ing tier in (9c) are contrary to those of all the other patterns, and proved that the
directionality of association and the spreading tier of all tonal patterns given in
(9) are derived by the same direction and same tier.
However, both Chan and Bao's analyses still contain two problems. One is
that the metathesis rule has to be applied with a stipulation which is directionally
restricted for it can only be applied from left to right, shown as (20a), and cannot
be applied from right to left, like (20b):
Second, according to both Chan and Bao, the base melody bearing units in
Danyang are different. For patterns A, C, D, and F, the base melody bearing unit is
a monosyllable. But for patterns B and E, the base melody bearing unit is a disyl-
lable. The base melody for both pattern C and pattern E is LH, but the difference
between these two is that the former has a monosyllabic bearing unit, but the later
has a disyllabic bearing unit. I am not very sure what is the reason to explain this
difference.
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(20) a. LH-LH-LH-LH
HL LH (i)
HL LH (ii)
HL LH (iii)
ok HL - HL - HL - LH
b. LH-LH-LH-LH
HL LH (i)
na HL (ii) na= not apply
HL LH (iii)
*HL-LH-HL-LH
My suggestion proposed here is that all polysyllabic tone patterns in Dan-
yang Chinese are derived, with the same way, from the corresponding disyllabic
base melody instead of monosyllabic one, shown as (21). As for the pattern C, the
metathesis rule given in (22) is needed, but there is no any stipulations employed
when it applies.
(21) Pattern Base melody Disyll. Trisyll. Quadrisyll
A
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(23) The base melody of pattern C: HL-HL
a. Spreading from left to right:
b.
1
T
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(25) a. tu - chan - pin
local produce article
'local products'
CT H-H-H
TS HL - HL - LH
b. zi - ding - xiang
'lilac'
CT H-M-M
TS M-M-M
c. kuai - che - dao
fast vehicle lane
'the lane for fast traffic'
CT LH-M-LH
TS M -M-M
So, my solution is that in Danyang Chinese, the direction of tone-spreading
is from left to right, and the tier of spreading is from the root node of the second
syllable, because the polysyllabic patterns of tone sandhi in Danyang is actually
decided by disyllabic base melodies instead of monosyllabic tones.
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